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Abstract
This study sought to explore the unique ways near-peer mentors serving in three
different public high schools help historically marginalized students address and
overcome informational and psychological barriers to college. Through a multiple casestudy examination of various mentoring tools, student-mentor relationships, and school
contexts, data and analysis indicate near-peer mentors utilized instrumental tools to
support student informational needs and relational tools to emotionally support and push
students along the complex path to college. This pushing leveraged shared elements of
cultural capital for relationship building and attended to student psychological needs to
navigate the path to college with emotional support.
Mentoring tools expanded on traditional notions of capital to embrace and
illustrated the importance of critical forms of capital, especially navigational and
aspirational, often necessary for students from low-income, first-generation college,
and/or underrepresented minority backgrounds to successfully transition to college.
Finally, the social context at each school played an important and overarching
role in the way near-peer mentors interacted with students to both support those already
positioned as college-bound as well as welcome students exploring or attempting to
construct a college-bound identity. As a result, examining the nature and nuances behind
individual and collective college-bound figured worlds provided rich insights into
existing and new opportunities for expanding access to college-going possibilities to
more students.

viii

Chapter 1: Introduction
For the current generation of high school students, college attendance and degree
completion often determine a lifetime of opportunities, benefits, and rewards in U.S.
society. While more and more students have accessed post-secondary education in the
past few decades, data shows that students who are the first in their family to attend,
those from low-income backgrounds, and students whose race or ethnicity is
underrepresented on college campuses still face significant disadvantages in accessing
and completing college. This is because students from these backgrounds often face a
range of academic, financial, social, informational, and psychological barriers to college.
A variety of approaches and policies have attempted to address these challenges and
mentoring programs have consistently been found to provide some markers of success in
helping students make a successful transition to college. However, research has not
clarified how mentoring and mentors work to assist students in overcoming these
challenges and this qualitative collective case study seeks to uncover some of the factors
involved for both students and mentors, specifically seeking to uncover the unique ways
near-peer mentors use tools to help students overcome some of the informational and
psychological barriers to college.
Building from a pilot study with two near-peer mentors and four students, this
study included recent college graduates serving as near-peer mentors and high school
students from three different schools partnered with a statewide college access program.
The study draws from theories of identity production and expansive notions of capital
(social, cultural, youth, aspirational, etc.) to explore the various ways mentors leverage
their own experiences to relate to students and build steps necessary for students to aspire
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to and transition to college. At the heart of this study was a goal to understand the
features of mentoring and mentoring relationships that make a difference for students
considering college and how these features exist within the school environment to create
spaces and contexts where students can see themselves as college bound while they work
to build the tools necessary to overcome various barriers to college.
The College-Going Challenge
It is predicted that by 2020, 65% of all jobs in the United States will require postsecondary education and in a capitalistic society such as the U.S, economic opportunity is
directly related to educational opportunity. While the past several decades have shown a
steady increase in college enrollment and degree completion rates, inequality of
opportunity has actually grown. Looking closely at who goes to and graduates from
college indicates barriers for students of color and students from low-income
backgrounds. Over 60% of students from high-income families graduate from college,
but data shows that only 14% of students from low-income families complete a
bachelor’s degree by age 26 (US Department of Education, 2015), despite comparable
percentages of students expecting to go to college as high school sophomores (Roderick,
Coca, & Nagaoka, 2011). Affordability is a clearly major obstacle as the cost of college
at public four-year institutions has increased by 81% from 2000-2015 and increased by
over 50% at community colleges (College Board, 2015), putting college financially out of
reach for many students, especially those from low-income backgrounds.
Additionally, despite gains in the number of bachelor’s degrees granted to
African-Americans and Hispanics, students from these backgrounds continue to be
underrepresented in college and as college graduates (Perna, 2000; Perna & Jones, 2013).
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This disparity highlights an urgent need to reverse current (and long-standing) trends in
college-going and success rates for underrepresented students – to innovate and improve
upon opportunities for expanding college access for students who have been
disadvantaged because of historic and systemic racial and socioeconomic inequality.
Solutions to the challenge. A variety of large-scale and localized approaches
have attempted to tackle the spectrum of student needs associated with the inequality of
opportunity and access to college. Some policies designed to improve college going rates
have directed efforts and attention toward the need for students to have stronger academic
preparation (Perna, 2005) and leverage access to challenging coursework through
Advanced Placement and other college preparatory curriculum (Adelman, 1999;
Noguera, Darling-Hammond, & Friedlaender, 2015; Plucker, Giancola, Healey, Arndt, &
Wang, 2015).
Access to community college. In some states, legislative pushes for affordability
have allowed and incentivized direct community college routes to higher education
(Muñoz, Harrington, Curs, & Ehlert, 2016). With open admission policies and lower
tuition, community colleges provide access to higher education and serve more than half
of all Hispanic students and a disproportionate number of African-American students
(Bailey, Jenkins, & Leinbach, 2005). However, community colleges also have
traditionally low (42%) transfer rates, even when a majority (85%) of students start out
intending to transfer and complete a bachelor’s degree (Clayton & Means, 2018).
For students who have the academic credentials and preparation to attend fouryear institutions but instead divert to community colleges, research indicates that these
students are still 15% less likely to complete a bachelor’s degree within nine years (Long
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& Kurlaender, 2009). As a result, access to higher education through a community
college route does not necessarily indicate significate progress toward effective college
access and can instead continue to perpetuate inequality.
Guidance and counseling efforts. In addition to academic and affordability
measures, research indicates effective counseling and mentoring is a critical determinant
for students to get the information and support they need to successfully transition into
higher education (Adelman, 1999; Coles, 2011; Radford & Ifill, 2013). In an ideal world,
well-trained and well-funded school counselors would provide this important linkage to
higher education for all students. Analysis from the Educational Longitudinal Study of
2002 reveals a strong correlation between the number of counselors in a school and
college applications and enrollment (Bryan, Moore-Thomas, Day-Vines, & HolcombMcCoy, 2011). In fact, research conducted by the College Board using national state-bystate school data from 1999-2008, found that even just one additional high school
counselor is linked to a 10-percentage point increase in four-year college enrollment for
students (Carrell & Hoekstra, 2014; Hurwitz & Howell, 2013). Although the American
School Counselor Association recommends a counselor to student ratio of 250:1, the
most recent national ratio of 482:1 means that the average student spends less than 20
minutes per year talking to a school counselor about post-secondary options (American
School Counselor Association, 2018; Radford, Ifill, & Lew, 2015).
Researchers consistently find that low-income, minority, and first-generation
students are often dependent on teachers, counselors, and other non-familial adults in
making educational plans and decisions (Ahn, 2010; Avery, Howell, & Page, 2014; Ceja,
2000; Center for Law and Policy, 2015; McDonough, 1997; Stanton-Salazar, 2001;
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Stanton-Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995). Because the college application and financing
process is so complex and can be overwhelming, low-income and first-generation
students are particularly underserved in this context. For example, without guidance lowincome students often do not realize there is financial aid available to them or how to
access it. As a result, limited or late access to a knowledgeable school counselor may
exacerbate existing affordability and other barriers to college if students take themselves
off the path to college before they have a chance to discover potential resources available.
Mentoring efforts. A number of federal, state, community, private and not-forprofit initiatives focus attention and resources toward addressing the systemic
misalignment in information and assistance that disadvantages low-income, firstgeneration-college, and underrepresented students. These programs often utilize
mentoring models and programs to help academically, financially, socially, culturally,
and psychologically prepare students for post-secondary education by providing guidance
and support in navigating the complicated process of college admission, financing, and
transition (Avery et al., 2014; Coles, 2011; King, 2009).
Research Gaps in Mentoring for College
A growing body of quantitative research literature suggests programs using
mentoring for college access make a positive difference for students (Avery, 2013; Bos,
Berman, Kane, & Tseng, 2012; Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013; Castleman & Goodman,
2018; Le, Mariano, & Faxon-Mills, 2016). However, because the process is complex and
programs often try to address multiple barriers at the same time, important questions
remain about how this happens and what features of mentoring are impactful (Page &
Scott-Clayton, 2016). These quantitative evaluations often miss valuable qualitative
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lenses that may help explain how and why mentoring programs are able to help students
break down barriers and access college. In fact, nearly all of these studies highlight
important limitations in their findings and direct researchers to study actual studentcounselor interactions, the quality of those interactions, what “elements of a counselor’s
background, and what advising activities in particular, have the greatest influence on
postsecondary enrollment” (Belasco, 2013, p. 799; Bryan et al., 2011; Robinson &
Roksa, 2016).

These gaps in the research indicate a need to qualitatively explore and

the unique activities and backgrounds of mentors who assist traditionally underserved
students to successfully transition to higher education.
For theoretical and practical reasons, research that determines a mentoring
component or program is successful also needs to dig into the nature of why or how it
may have helped more students go to college. Broadening this understanding through
this study will offer insight to multiple mentoring programs and individuals who continue
to look for ways to make an impact on student access and success. In order to understand
this study’s approach to questions about the how and why, it is important to situate this
exploration in a brief introduction to the rich body of historical literature and recent
research surrounding mentoring and mentoring for college.
Relational and instrumental distinctions. Historical and recent literature
defines mentoring in wide terms, but common features include relationships between
individuals with extensive and limited experience, emotional support paired with
information and advocacy, and role modeling (Coles, 2011). Underlying any definition
of mentoring is often an identity development theoretical objective to help youth build
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positive future images of themselves and attachment theories that enable youth to form
supportive bonds for dealing with stress (Bowlby, 1982; Keller, 2007).
Scholars also distinguish between relational (goals for caring, trusting bonds) and
instrumental (skill and activity driven) perspectives to mentoring (Keller, 2007).
Illuminating what tools mentors use and how the tools are used differentially by mentors
to help students overcome barriers to college will be a key focus of this study. For this
study, examining the relational aspects of mentoring (emotional support, motivation,
trust, etc.) will be compared to the instrumental needs of students (deadlines, information
about processes, definitions, etc.) in an effort to uncover insight about how mentoring
functions for different students and in different school contexts.
Role modeling and identity. In helping students build a positive future image of
themselves by role modeling, an appropriate question emerges about the impact of
mentors who closely mirror that possible image. Since students from different racial,
ethnic, and socio-economic backgrounds have distinctive experiences and challenges as
they develop identities and future identities within mainstream society and schools
(Carter, 2006; Heath, 1983; Stanton-Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995; Steele, 1997) it is not
surprising youth tend to seek mentors from comparable cultural backgrounds or with
congruent communication styles as indicators of cultural fit and mutual interpersonal
chemistry (Gándara & Mejorado, 2005; Liang & Grossman, 2007).
Liang and Grossman’s (2007) review of research supports the notion that in youth
mentoring, protégés look for (and perceive more success with) mentors from similar
racial or ethnic backgrounds. If students generally perceive more success with mentors
who reflect their own backgrounds, does this mean that these mentors are ultimately more
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impactful? As this question relates to college access, there is an important gap in the
research related to if and how identity matching might impact students envisioning
themselves as being college-bound and then successfully transitioning to college.
Gándara and Mejorado (2005) note:
One area in which the literature has been almost silent is in the role of mentors in
the identity development of underrepresented students. A large literature in
sociology has demonstrated powerfully that students of color and other at-risk
youth do not see themselves as high academic achievers or college goers. For
many of them, this is not a ‘possible self’ they can envision…Given these
realities, we are compelled to question if mentors from the same background as
the students might be more adept than others at breaking through the walls of fear
and self-doubt. We also wonder if there is not also an added measure of
inspiration when a student’s mentor has confronted the same barriers and
overcome them (p 107-108).
Unfortunately, the persistence of this gap in research has continued since 2005. Although
“identification is considered one of the defining features of mentoring
relationships…scholars have paid surprising little theoretical attention to understanding
how the process of identification occurs in mentoring relationships…and how
identification relates to the quality of the developing relationship” (Humberd & Rouse,
2016, p. 435). This proposed study is firmly situated in this research gap, by explicitly
paying theoretical attention to student identity work and exploring if and how mentors
from different backgrounds help students envision themselves being college-bound in
order to overcome barriers to college.
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Conceptual Framework
For students considering a transition to college, the psychological importance of
creating an identity of themselves as being college bound is critical to enacting that
identity and taking the steps necessary to actually go to college. Additionally, expanded
definitions of capital are necessary to account for the emotional and relational needs of
historically marginalized students considering college. This study is conceptually
framed by an integration of these two main theories - figured worlds and expanded
notions of capital to explore both the instrumental and relational tools and strategies used
by mentors helping students access college.
Figured worlds. One way mentors may help students develop these collegebound identities and to envision this possible future self is to create real and figurative
spaces or “figured worlds” where students can position themselves and be positioned as
being college-bound. Figured worlds are defined as “socially and culturally constructed
realm[s] of interpretation in which particular characters and actors are recognized,
significance is assigned to certain acts, and particular outcomes are valued over others”
(Holland, Jr., Skinner, & Cain, 1998, p. 52) Individuals in figured worlds rely on tools
such as language and cultural artifacts (objects, symbols, labels, etc.) and activities to
emphasize the “possibilities for becoming” – possibilities to craft particular identities
(Holland et al., 1998, p. 64). Of particular interest in this study is if and how mentors,
through their actions and positioning, create symbolic, physical, and/or figurative spaces
within schools where students can form, act and perform “as-if” they are college bound,
and if these spaces therefore allow students to try on these identities to “author a [new]
self” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 63).
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Capital. In addition to the theory of figured worlds, this study is also
theoretically grounded in notions of capital and how different forms of capital may relate
to the needs of students and tools used by mentors to overcome barriers to college. As a
tool in the physical and figurative tool kit, mentors help students access college by
sharing and building various forms of capital. Capital is rooted in the critical theories of
capitalism presented by Karl Marx. At its fundamental level, capital is surplus value
captured by those in power used to exploit those without power in a quest to accumulate
more capital (Lin, 2001). For Bourdieu (1986), capital can be found in many forms –
economic, cultural, social, and these “different types of capital (or power, which amounts
to the same thing) change into one another” (p. 243). Because capital accumulates, it can
also be passed down from generation to generation, institution to institution, and
ultimately, to reproduce and “perpetuate the structure of class relations” and a dominant
culture and social order (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 487).
Everyone has access to various forms of capital, but particular kinds of capital are
used in the transition to higher education and therefore, the applicability of capital for
college enrollment varies by racial, ethnic and socioeconomic status and networks
(McDonough, 1997; Perna, 2000). For students, social capital is found in and through the
networks of people with which they are surrounded – their home and family, school,
peers, and community contexts. In the case of access to higher education, first-generation
students often need to access new networks and people outside of the home for
information, awareness, and resources related to college - to build their social capital
(McDonough, 1997). Therefore, social capital relates in this study to the instrumental
needs of students trying to access college – the need for timely and accurate information
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about college admissions and financial aid processes, the need for advocacy and answers
when questions or challenges arise, and the need for networks and resources to access
this information and advocacy.
Yosso (2005) applies a critical race theory lens to the traditional notion of capital
to propose unacknowledged but powerful forms of capital which include: aspirational,
navigational, social, linguistic, familial, and resistant capital. The effort to surface
additional forms of capital is grounded in his contention that notions of capital should
include “peer and other social contacts [who] can provide both instrumental and
emotional support to navigate through society’s institutions…while also reassuring the
student emotionally that she/he is not alone in the process” (p. 79). Yosso’s (2005)
aspirational, social, and navigational capital, offers an important and nuanced view of not
just the instrumental - finances, information and resources it takes to access a new
cultural world like college, but also the relational – the emotional support, psychological
tools, and individual identity work required to envision and “maneuver through
institutions not created with Communities of Color in mind” – to overcome and break
down barriers to college (p. 80).
Carter (2003) highlights the role of other forms of capital like Black cultural
capital and youth cultural capital mentors might be able to leverage as non-dominant, but
authentic and powerful ways to utilize relational tools for helping students overcome
psychological and systemic barriers they face getting to college. If mentors access these
forms of capital, then the power to help students navigate the many informational and
psychological borders to college is potentially amplified.
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Near-peer mentors. Mentors in this study may be able to access unique youth
capital because the study will focus on a particular kind of mentor, a near-peer mentor.
Although near-peer is a recent addition in mentoring literature, it is not new to other
fields which have traditionally relied on progressive levels of learning and practice with
slightly more advanced peers such as medicine, in laboratory sciences, or even in tutoring
(Murphey & Arao, 2001; Nelson et al., 2013). Little research has clarified the role or
impact of near-peer mentoring, so many questions remain to be explored about this
unique relationship and how it functions. For the purposes of this study, and as a
generalized characterization of near-peer mentors helping students access college, nearpeer mentors are defined as individuals who are four to eight years older than 9th-12th
grade high school students and who have themselves recently completed a bachelor’s
degree.
Research Questions
This study explored the nature of near-peer mentoring for college access in order
to illuminate the ways that mentors engage with students to build relationships and share
necessary information, resources and support to overcome barriers to college. Drawing
from literature on mentoring, the study sought to learn about how mentoring helps
students create identities and spaces for seeing themselves as being college-bound. The
space and possible positioning for student identity production was guided by the theory
of figured worlds. Additionally, the study sought to explore the specific instrumental
and relational tools used by mentors to assist and relate to students and apply theories of
capital (social, cultural, youth, etc.) to explore what is shared and used by mentors to help
students overcome barriers. Finally, the study sought to address an important gap in
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research regarding the possibility that mentors with backgrounds and/or experiences
similar to students, may provide unique combinations of support that allow students to
envision and enact a future self to help successfully overcome barriers to college.
The difference between relational and instrumental needs for college access came
into clear focus from a pilot conducted in the spring of 2018 that continued to demand
further exploration. Findings from the pilot indicated students have strong instrumental
needs for overcoming barriers to college that near-peer mentors address – help with
applications, deadlines, understanding financial aid packages, etc. However, students
spoke more emphatically about the emotional and relational support they received
through a process of ongoing interaction with their mentors. As a result, this more
extensive dissertation study follows this thread of inquiry with more near-peer mentors to
see how it changes within different school contexts, mentor backgrounds and tools, and
students.
If mentors and mentoring truly makes a difference for students overcoming
barriers to college, what makes this difference possible? To uncover the nature how
near-peer mentors provide effective college advising for students, three main research
questions frame a multi-site case study surrounding three different near-peer mentors,
their personal backgrounds, school contexts, and their relationships with students:
1.

How do near-peer mentors leverage instrumental and relational tools in their work to
help high school students overcome various barriers to college?
a. How are expanded notions of capital accessed and used in the mentoring
process?
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2. How does the personal background of the near-peer mentor and students shape the
mentoring process, in particular, the mentor’s use of instrumental and relational
tools?
3. Within the school, how do near-peer mentors create real and figurative spaces, or
figured worlds, for students to see themselves as -- and ultimately become -- collegebound?
a. What defines the figured world?
b. How are these figured worlds different or similar with different near-peer
mentors and in different schools?
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Chapter 2: Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
Understanding the unique characteristics of mentoring and the mentors who guide
students toward higher education can provide valuable insight into strategies that assist
students from low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented minority backgrounds
overcome barriers to college. This chapter will first seek to empirically examine and
define mentoring and near-peer mentoring, and then position these features within a
growing field of research that explores the impact and role of mentoring for college
access. Multiple studies confirm the positive impact of coaching, counseling, and
mentoring on post-secondary enrollment for disadvantaged students. Often, these
quantitative and evaluative studies examine and find connections between social capital
and mentoring that improve college access for students. However, there is an important
gap in this research about how and why mentors and mentoring make a difference for
students.
Additionally, social capital is often measured and operationalized differently for
each study and there is a need for more focused research on how social capital is shared
with students through mentoring and how it works in combination with other features and
tools of mentoring. I agree that social capital, as it is commonly defined, is a critical
instrumental area of support for students. However, it is often treated as an allencompassing tool and I propose that it should instead be theoretically disentangled from
other forms of capital. These other, often more critically-based forms of capital,
potentially serve the important relational needs of historically disadvantaged students
trying to overcome systemic and psychological barriers to college. In addition to an indepth review of the literature and theory around social capital for college access, this
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chapter will define and magnify the potential role other forms of capital – aspirational,
navigational, cultural, youth, etc. play in an effort to better understand how multiple tools
work to provide instrumental and relational support to students trying to overcome
barriers to college.
Identity work is an especially relevant element in the relationship and relational
aspects of near-peer mentoring. Because mentoring does not occur in isolation but within
individual and socio-cultural contexts, a conceptual framework based on a theoretical
model of identity practices and processes called figured worlds will also be explored.
Applying the theory of figured worlds to an exploration of near-peer mentoring for
college access will provide a new model for understanding how mentoring facilitates the
physical and figurative opportunities for students to imagine themselves as being collegebound and then, through guidance, tools, and role-modeling by near-peer mentors, to act
on that possibility to overcome barriers and become college-bound.
Mentoring Defined and Conceptualized
While the word mentor goes back to the wise and trusted ancient Greek character,
Mentor, in Homer’s Odyssey and there are many examples of mentor-protégé pairs found
throughout history, widespread use of the term and attempts to define mentoring really
began in the 1980s and then grew significantly in the 1990s (Eby, Rhodes, & Allen,
2007; Karcher, 2014). Much early scholarship in this area focused on corporate
strategies for developing junior employees and was propelled by the work of Kathy
Kram, an organizational and behavioral scientist from Boston University.
In Mentoring at Work: Developmental Relationships in Organizational Life,
Kram explored the unique mentor relationships experienced during career development
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stages. Her business-minded goal was to help managers and organizations best support
and structure conditions and contexts for professional growth and success (Kram, 1985).
Although these career-based practices do not directly align with the growth necessary for
helping youth successfully transition to higher education, there are many relevant
parallels in the foundations of this research to explore in the application of mentoring
students today. For Kram (1985), at the most basic level, a mentor was someone who
“supports, guides, and counsels the young adult as he or she accomplishes [the] important
task” of navigating into the “adult world and the world of work” (p. 2). Specifically,
Kram outlines key career and psychosocial functions of the prototypical and hierarchical
mentoring relationship. Of five career functions described in her foundational typology,
the coaching function includes sharing understanding about how to effectively navigate a
particular world by providing specific advice and strategies and best aligns with the
advancement goals for youth considering college. In contrast, all four of Kram’s
psychosocial functions still serve as guides to the benefits of a mentoring relationship that
allow youth to “enhance a sense of competence, identity, and effectiveness” toward
assuming a new role in life (Kram, 1985, p. 32). These psychosocial functions include:
role-modeling, acceptance-and-confirmation, counseling, and friendship.
For Kram (1985) role-modeling in mentoring relationships is related to both
conscious and unconscious example setting responsibilities that allow for a complex
process of identifying with an older and more experienced mentor through admiration,
respect, and even emotional attachments similar to familial (parent/child) relationships.
Acceptance-and-confirmation functions of mentoring allow youth to test out new
identities and behaviors within a trusting relationship. Counseling functions provide a
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space within this trusting relationship for mentees to share personal concerns or issues
with someone they know will listen and provide feedback. Finally, the friendship
function outlined by Kram (1985) “combines elements of a teacher, a parent, and a good
friend” (p. 38).
Youth mentoring. Rather than combining these features, Eby et al. (2007)
outline the unique differences between mentoring relationships and those of role-models,
teachers, advisers, coaches, and supervisors. In building upon and clarifying the role of
a mentor with other types of interpersonal relationships, Eby et al. (2007) proposes
important distinctions between several factors, some of which include the context, level
of formality, function and goals, and degree of closeness between mentors and mentees.
Mentoring relationships for youth are also characterized by features which often revolve
around the premise that “supportive adult relationships are important for personal,
emotional, cognitive, and psychological growth” (Eby et al., 2007, p. 15). In fact, some
reviews of youth mentoring connect the mentor to underlying networks of social support
that exist outside of the family in order to intentionally promote resilience through ties
with non-parental adults who “compensate for the absence of strong parental bonds…as a
substitute or auxiliary parent” (Rhodes, 1994, p. 191).
A multitude of youth development theories serve to inform the broad research on
mentoring and its impact and methods. Many scholars contemplate the nuances between
formal and informal youth mentoring relationships and theoretical perspectives on the
development and influence associated with these relationships. For example,
instrumental and relational perspectives on mentoring describe the fundamental tasks and
forces at play within mentoring relationships very differently. A relational perspective
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suggests that mentors serve primarily to help youth feel understood, valued, and
respected and emphasizes strong, caring relationships that help youth find emotional and
meaningful support (Keller, 2007; Rhodes, 1994). According to Keller (2007), an
instrumental perspective to mentoring is much more goal driven – mastering skills,
eliciting information, completing a functional task. Within these perspectives youth
mentoring approaches and interpersonal processes might also draw from a variety of
developmental perspectives including attachment theories (Bowlby, 1982) about creating
supportive bonds to help youth cope with stress, or from social learning and interaction
approaches (Bandura, 1989; Vygotsky, 1978) that supportively introduce youth to skills
in order to build competence, or social integration theories which promote building
networks and exposure to new ideas (Coleman, 1988). However it is defined, underlying
all of these lenses is often an identity development theoretical objective to help youth
build positive future images of themselves (Keller, 2007).
Peer and Near-Peer Mentoring. Peer mentoring is a unique kind of mentoring
relationship discussed in the literature and is particularly relevant to consider when
examining approaches to mentoring for college access. Kram (1985) distinguished the
career functions of peer relationships and mentor relationships and sets the stage for
future exploration of the unique nature of peer mentoring. By interviewing 25 male and
females working in the same organization and grouped within three age ranges, Kram and
Isabella (1985) found that peer relationships and mentoring relationships share many
commonalities and some important differences. In contrast to the career and
psychosocial functions of mentoring relationships outlined earlier, peer relationships
provide opportunities for information sharing, strategizing, and emotional support and
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also often operate along a continuum (Kram, 1985; Kram & Isabella, 1985). On one side
of the continuum is an informational peer who primarily offers information and low
levels of emotional support. In the middle is a collegial peer who offers more feedback,
strategizing, and trust through self-disclosure and broader boundaries in the relationship.
Finally, the special peer, which is ultimately the “equivalent of a best friend,” offers
many opportunities to share personal and professional struggles and conflicts (Kram,
1985, p. 139).
Peer relationships are typically less hierarchical and seen as mutually beneficial,
where both individuals are “engaged in a process of development that is directionally
parallel” because the relationship is equitable and reciprocal and can take on the “form of
empathy and mirroring of one’s own experiences in the other” (Kram, 1985; McManus &
Russell, 2007, p. 281). While not applying these results to youth mentoring directly,
Kram and Isabella (1985) point future research toward exploring an important possibility
that does apply: “individuals with a particular posture toward authority may well be more
inclined to develop relationships with peers, and to find these kinds of relationships of
greater value than hierarchical relationships (p. 130).
Breaking down hierarchies to access content and support with peers who may be
slightly more advanced is the goal of many near-peer relationships. For scholarship on
youth mentoring, cross-age peer mentoring is one term used to describe a relationship
between a youth and someone at least two years older where activities or curriculum are
shared and a relationship is cultivated to support the mentee (Karcher, 2014). For the
purposes of this study, and as a generalized characterization of near-peer mentors helping
students access college, near-peer mentors are defined as individuals who are four to
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eight years older than high school students and who have themselves recently completed
a bachelor’s degree. Near-peer mentoring for college offers distinct relationships with
adults who are potentially seen as more accessible, less hierarchical and intimidating, and
perhaps more trustworthy for students because they have so recently experienced college
themselves. Little research has clarified the role or impact of cross-age or near-peer
mentoring so many questions remain to be explored, through this study and others, about
this unique relationship and how it functions compared to traditional mentoring or peer
mentoring.
Identity Match and Fit in Mentoring
The success of any relationship often depends on numerous factors of match and
fit between individuals and this dynamic is no different for mentoring relationships. If
mentoring is as Keller (2007) describes, fundamentally about helping students build
positive future paths and images of themselves, then identity work must start at a point of
valuing students’ current and multilayered identities. Recent mentoring scholars have
considered the unique and complex role identity components like race play within
mentoring relationships as well as their impact, especially for youth. For example,
multiple researchers have found that mentees seek out and perceive more success with
mentors from similar racial backgrounds, cultural backgrounds or those with congruent
communication styles because they lead to better cultural fit and mutual interpersonal
chemistry (Gándara & Mejorado, 2005; Liang & Grossman, 2007). However, elements
of cultural fit, like elements of culture, include a broad range of possible indicators
beyond race and ethnicity. Socioeconomics, language, religion, features of location such
as rural or urban communities, collectivist or individual values, etc. all have a role to play
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in the complex web of defining and describing what it means to find “fit” in mentoring
(Liang & Grossman, 2007).
Although finding “fit” within mentoring relationships, or any relationship, implies
that relationships with more “fit” are more successful, studies have not been able to find
strong correlations between the demographics of mentors and student outcomes (Gándara
& Mejorado, 2005). This does not mean that there is no impact, just that research has not
been able to clearly disentangle this feature from other factors of interventions or to find
evidence of a change in student behaviors or outcomes based on the background of the
mentor. As a result, multiple authors identify an explicit gap in the research and ask a
striking question – “we are compelled to question if mentors from the same background
as the students might be more adept than others at breaking through the walls of fear and
self-doubt. We also wonder if there is not also an added measure of inspiration when a
student’s mentor has confronted the same barriers and overcome them” (Gándara &
Mejorado, 2005, pp. 107-108). Furthermore, although “identification is considered one
of the defining features of mentoring relationships…scholars have paid surprising little
theoretical attention to understanding how the process of identification occurs in
mentoring relationships…and how identification relates to the quality of the developing
relationship” (Humberd & Rouse, 2016, p. 435). In order to address this gap, Humberd
and Rouse (2016) propose a process of personal identification in mentoring where
“interactions that involve discovery [future and present selves for the mentee] and
disclosure [past selves for the mentor] propel the process of personal identification
through the multiple phases of mentoring” (p. 440). Potentially, these interactions would
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allow “optimal” levels of identification and integration for a high quality and impactful
mentoring relationship.
Race and identity matching. While the impact of identification matching may
be a slowly emerging field within mentoring relationships, it is an important area of
growing research within education broadly. Studies indicate that racial representation of
teachers in the classroom makes a measurable difference for student expectations and
achievement (Egalite, Kisida, & Winters, 2015; Gershenson, 2017; Gershenson, Holt, &
Papageorge, 2016; Walton & Cohen, 2007). For example, analyzing data from all public
schools in North Carolina shows that exposure to at least one Black teacher in the third
through fifth grade decreases Black students’ likelihood of dropping out and increases
intent to go to college by 19% (Gershenson, 2017). Additionally, using data from the
National Longitudinal Study of 2002 (ELS), research also indicates that non-Black
teachers are 30% less likely to expect Black students to be able to finish college than
Black teachers and 10th grade student perceptions of what school counselors expected of
them after high school influenced the scope of contact students had with counselors for
college information as 12th graders (Bryan, Holcomb-McCoy, Moore-Thomas, & DayVines, 2009; Gershenson et al., 2016).
Quantitative and qualitative evidence that race makes a difference for student
expectations and achievement continues to direct policy makers and school
administrators to call for increasing the pool of racially diverse teachers in order to
improve student outcomes. In fact, a recent 2018 article in the St. Louis Post Dispatch
highlights this impact on a student level. African-American high school student
Sha’Diya Tomlin shared with the Post-Dispatch that in her three years of high school,
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she only had one Black teacher. This experience impacted her self-worth in multiple
ways: “I can’t even really articulate what it is, but being in a room full of people
constantly every day who look nothing like you, it’s something that wears down your
subconscious. It’s harder to learn when somebody doesn’t understand you or when you
feel like somebody’s not going to understand you” (Taketa, 2018).
While evidence mounts about the connection between same race teachers’
expectations and the impact on student academic performance and personal expectations,
researchers question how this occurs with some proposing that such teachers are uniquely
positioned as “role models, mentors, advocates, or cultural translators for those students”
(Egalite et al., 2015, p. 44). If this is the case, diverse individuals positioned as mentors
may also play a strong role in helping historically disadvantaged and underrepresented
students to see their own expectations and identities surrounding college in new ways.
Diversity comes in many forms and speaks to the multifaceted psychological needs
students, such as Sha’Diya, have to feel understood. More inquiry and research is needed
about how race as well as additional elements of cultural “fit” (e.g. socioeconomics, firstgeneration status, urban and rural backgrounds, etc.) works for educators and students to
better understand how role models could operate as “cultural translators” (Egalite et al.,
2015, p. 44) and assist students in embracing their past, current, and possible future
identities.
While little research has focused on the impact of mentor matching or the role
peer status may have in mentoring for college access, the absence of such lines of inquiry
actually indicates a possibility that who provides the mentoring and advising about
college may make an important impact (positive or negative) for students. Avery (2010)
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found that if high achieving, low-income students from schools without a strong collegegoing culture or access to college counseling were offered ten hours of individualized, inperson college counseling, they were more likely to enroll at competitive colleges.
However, more than one-third of the students counseled did not follow through with the
advice they received. One counselor reported, “He didn’t follow up on my arrangement
for a free trip to Tufts. I was desperately trying to get him to apply to Tufts or Harvard,
but he was worried about fee waivers and he wouldn’t do it” (Avery, 2010, p. 29).
Although the racial backgrounds of neither the students nor the counselors were
identified in the study, frequent counselor comments about minority recruiters or
diversity days indicate at least some of the 45 student participants came from racial
minority backgrounds. In this case, attention to a “sense of discontinuity” that can exist
for students whose home lives may not perfectly align with expectations of college
counselors is important (Levine & Nidiffer, 1996, p. 92). Perhaps counselors and
mentors from the same racial or ethnic background may help mitigate the feeling of two
worlds “colliding” and students being “torn between two cultures, fitting comfortably
into neither” (Levine & Nidiffer, 1996, p. 93)?
Castleman and Page (2015) found that outreach from peer mentors who were
from the same racial/ethnic background and communities as their student mentees, did
result in significantly higher rates of interaction with students. Although it is not clear
why, one possibility is that “peer mentors were able to positively influence students’
perceptions of the social norms around post-secondary choices” (p. 158). This
proposition would come as no surprise to Stanton-Salazar and Dornbusch (1995) who
suggested twenty years prior that the “successful development of supportive and
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profitable relationships with institutional agents is closely related to students’ social
consciousness, meaning those aspects of personality shared with significant others and
community members” (p. 117).
Research gap for identity matching in mentoring. Future studies about the role
of match and fit for mentoring should include attention to the potential impact of
matching students with mentors and counselors who reflect a parallel in some way – age,
race, socio-economic status, culture, first-generation, etc. Stanton-Salazar and
Dornbusch (1995) indicate that trust or “distrust from those they perceive of as
representing the dominant group’s interests…strongly suggests that supportive contact
with mainstream institutional agents is highly dependent on the degree of overlap in
subcultural norms and values” (p. 119). While not every study will explore the nature of
this overlap, it is still important for future research to include sufficient detail regarding
participants (mentors and students) in order to determine if and how these features may
be connected to student outcomes.
Mentoring for College Access
Informal and natural mentoring relationships have existed in different contexts
throughout time as it is common for successful individuals to be able to name at least one
person who served as a personal or professional mentor at some point in their lives.
Formal mentoring, in contrast, is a structured approach at bringing emotional/relational
and instrumental supportive relationships to individuals who may need role models or
guidance with imagining and structuring a particular kind of future. Formal mentoring
efforts have grown dramatically in the past few decades as both research and intuitive
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perceptions about the benefits of mentoring have led to more and more organizations
implementing mentoring programs.
Mentoring for college access applies a formal mentoring approach to serve
students who have been historically disadvantaged in access to higher education because
of pervasive racial and socioeconomic inequality. The students targeted for these
programs are typically from low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented minority
backgrounds because of the challenges and barriers that persist in their access to higher
education. Many programs in the literature on this field include various components of
mentoring and may use other terms such as coach, adviser, counselor, agent, etc. to label
the individual(s) providing elements of mentoring. For the purposes of this study, I will
indicate the term used in the literature when referencing specific programs and
“mentor/ing” in generalized situations.
While there are a number of factors involved in going to college, for historically
disadvantaged students the barriers many mentoring programs try to tackle involve
inadequate academic preparation, a lack of knowledge about the college application and
financial aid process, and the need for additional social support (Brown, Wohn, &
Ellison, 2016; Le et al., 2016; Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). Research and policies
related to creating successful student pathways to college highlight the valuable role of
counselors, mentors, coaches, and advisers in breaking down these barriers (Bryk &
Raudenbush, 1988; Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013; McDonough, 1997; Radford et al., 2015;
Stephan & Rosenbaum, 2013; White House, 2014).
Specifically, literature supports that idea that intensive advising from counselors
and mentors can successfully impact college-going and persistence rates for low-income,
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first-generation students (Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013; Castleman & Goodman, 2018;
Coles, 2011). In fact, research shows that students who are well advised more frequently
enroll in a “best-fit” college and avoid “under-matching” – a term that is used to describe
high ability students enrolling in colleges under-aligned with their academic abilities
(Hoxby & Avery, 2013). Identifying and enrolling in “best fit” institutions often help
students persist in and complete college at a higher rate than their peers and also have
lower student debt burdens (Howell & Pender, 2016; Hoxby & Turner, 2013; Kantrowitz,
2012). Additionally, providing advisement to students and families through financial aid
guidance and counseling bolsters college enrollment, particularly for first-generationcollege students (Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulos, & Sanbonmatsu, 2012). A growing body
of recent literature suggests mentoring for college access makes a difference for students;
however, because the barriers are complex and programs often try to address multiple
barriers at the same time, important questions remain on how this happens (Page & ScottClayton, 2016).
Mentoring models for college access. One of the largest and most well-known
mentoring programs is Big Brothers Big Sisters of America (BBBS). BBBS has been
matching youth with volunteer mentors nationally and internationally for over 100 years
and while college access is not a primary aim, access to higher education is certainly a
part of positive youth development. Although adults of all ages can serve as BBBS
mentors, an increasingly popular strategy is to match “littles” with high school aged
“bigs” through a school-based peer approach that promotes mentors as role models from
the same community. In fact, in 2008, 40% of the 129,000 BBBS mentors were high
school students (Jucovy & Herrera, 2009). The results of this model showed limited
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results compared to non-mentored students or those with adult mentors, but the unique
benefits of peer mentoring were viewed with great potential for further implementation
and evaluation (Herrera et al., 2007).
While not quite as old as BBBS, the federally-funded TRIO programs have been
supporting college access for disadvantaged youth since President Johnson’s “War on
Poverty” in the 1960s. The original three TRIO programs - Upward Bound, Talent
Search, and Student Support Services (SSS) - as well as several newer programs - operate
in all 50 states and annually assist over 750,000 low-income and first-generation students
with extensive supplementary academic and peer support for access to and persistence
through college (Council for Opportunity in Education; U.S. Department of Education,
2011). For example, for students transitioning to college, many SSS programs provide
peer mentors for freshmen college students who serve as role models and direct new
students to appropriate resources across each campus. Empirical results on the impact of
Upward Bound and other TRIO programs have been mixed (Seftor, Mamun, & Schirm,
2009), but since mentoring is only one piece of the many services typically provided,
attempting to tie any of these results to causal effects of mentoring is inherently
problematic.
In contrast to BBBS and TRIO, Advancement Via Individual Determination
(AVID), is a school-based program that strives to prepare high school students for
success in college through a model that includes challenging curriculum, specialized
tutoring, and peer mentoring (Ensor, 2009; Huerta & Watt, 2015). While AVID began in
1980 and gained traction across California in the 1990s, it has since spread rapidly into
over 4,800 schools across the US as well as internationally and annually serves over
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425,000 students (Bernhardt, 2013). AVID students are typically selected for
participation by potential for and commitment to academic growth. In addition to
exposure to college preparatory classes, AVID mentors work closely with students to
develop explicit academic skills as well as share information about the culture and
expectations of higher education. Increasingly, these mentors are often college students
and therefore, fit the description of near-peer mentors. Impact of AVID participation
includes wide ranging benefits related to academic preparation, readiness for college
coursework, and knowledge about social networks and resources, perhaps resulting in the
stronger fall-to-fall college retention rates for AVID graduates found by Huerta and Watt
(2015). The program also serves to cultivate valuable forms of social and cultural capital
and strong academic identities for its participants (Bernhardt, 2013; King, 2009).
Local mentoring models and quantitative measures of effectiveness. Although
BBBS, TRIO and AVID are nationwide approaches utilizing mentors for college access,
an increasing number of programs operate on much smaller levels, usually in local
contexts. Analyzing extensive quantitative evaluation data from these programs provide
an important opportunity to consider patterns, trends, and nuanced approaches regarding
mentoring for college access. Bos et al. (2012) used a large-scale randomized control
trial to evaluate the effectiveness of SOURCE, a program operating in Los Angeles, and
found that targeted near-peer advising does provide short and long-term college access
benefits to students. Advisers in SOURCE were undergraduate or graduate students
trained as college advisers and then paired with groups of 15 high school juniors. The
advisers were often of the same ethnicity as high school students and many of them were
also first-generation college students from similar LAUSD schools. Interactions with
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advisers included in-person meetings with students and parents, telephone calls, and
emails. While neither high school outcomes (grades, SAT taking and scores, graduation,
etc.) nor community college enrollment showed an impact from advising, four-year
college attendance showed a statistically significant increase.
College Bound, a college access program in the US Midwest, operates with an
extensive mentoring component in St. Louis and provides weekly coaching and support
to students from three high-poverty public schools for up to nine years – from ninth grade
through completion of a college degree (Le et al., 2016). Coaches for College Bound are
college graduates and work directly to build students’ college-going aspirations as well as
all parts of the college search and financing process. For this examination, Le et al.
(2016) used data from seven cohorts and a total of 384 student participants to determine
that the biggest impacts were found in the overall college-going rates and an increased
probability of students enrolling in four-year colleges.
Similar results were also found for a Massachusetts program called Bottom Line,
which provides intensive college counseling to high school seniors with a focus on
directing students to 20 specific post-secondary institutions with strong track records for
retention and student success (Castleman & Goodman, 2018). Results for this mentoring
program “show clear evidence that such intensive college counseling influences college
choices” since 70% of participants enrolled in one of the targeted institutions (Castleman
& Goodman, 2018, p. 16). However, the authors acknowledge that it may be easier to
influence the college choices of students who already know they want to go to college
than to try to impact students who have not yet decided to attend.
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A few years earlier, a randomized control trial of near-peer mentoring with
seniors in 20 different New Hampshire public schools sought to explore the impact of
mentoring specifically with students who had not yet completed any college applications,
despite being academically labeled as “college-ready” (Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013).
Using 80 Dartmouth undergraduates as mentors and financial incentives for completion
of key milestones (applications, FAFSA, etc.), researchers sought to explore multiple
hypotheses regarding the intervention for students “at the margin” (p. 4). It is unclear
how the Dartmouth undergraduates were recruited but they were matched on a firstcome, first-served basis. As mentors, they visited with students weekly during the school
day for 2-3 hours, mostly during January through March. Results of the study indicated
the biggest gains for female students. While some subsets of males increased college
enrollment, women saw significant (13-15 percentage point) gains in their college going
rates and persistence through college. Additionally, “mentoring appears to move some
women from attending two year college to four year colleges and some from ‘no college’
to a two or four year college” (Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013, p. 5). Researchers concluded
that students at the margin “need direct in-person help and hand holding in order to
navigate the United States’ convoluted process of applying to college and financial aid”
(p. 45).
Qualitative measures of mentoring effectiveness. Again and again, quantitative
research supports the notion that mentoring for college access makes a difference for
students, but these evaluations often miss valuable qualitative data that may help explain
how and why mentoring programs are able to help students break down barriers and
access college. In fact, most quantitative evaluations conclude that this gap should be
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addressed with the use of qualitative studies to try and understand the nature of
student/mentor interactions, especially for students of color or those from low-income
and first-generation backgrounds who often rely on the school or other mentors for
information and assistance with college-going processes.
While limited, qualitative studies surrounding the how and why mentoring makes
a difference are growing. Levine and Nidiffer (1996) interviewed and probed the paths
of 24 low-income, first-generation college students to explore their paths to college to
“beat the odds,” which is the title of the resulting book. The authors determined that in
each instance, an individual made the difference. Some students had school-based
mentors or supports, and others had family members who served a critical role.
However, in all cases these individuals gave hope, enhanced student confidence, stressed
the importance of education, and literally or figuratively placed them at the doorstep of
college. Such pivotal relationships speak to the powerful identity work and relational
components of mentoring since these individuals were “responsible for enlarging their
vision, offering dreams of a better tomorrow not found in their neighborhoods, and
[made] those dreams seem attainable” (Levine & Nidiffer, 1996, pp. 75-76).
Brown et al. (2016) conducted in-depth interviews with 43 rural and urban high
school students in Michigan and found that students wanted a “knowledgeable translator”
to help demystify information and the process of searching for schools and completing
financial aid tasks (p. 110). In fact, many of these first-generation students sought out
their own near-peer mentors who were current undergraduates with similar backgrounds
to help them “decode and contextualize literature [found online] about campus life”
(Brown et al., 2016, p. 110). One student put it this way, “Okay, my mother is like 30
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something…and my cousin is like in her 20s. So [my cousin and I] can relate more, and
she can be like…I just graduated from college and I can give you more advice and more
experience about what’s going on” (p. 111). This example speaks to both the
instrumental and relational needs for students seeking to explore college and the potential
power of a near-peer relationship. While the information provided by mentors might be
the same as that provided by a parent, students value the voice and more recent
experience of someone closer to their own age.
In contrast to many cohort or selective mentoring programs, like those cited
above, a different approach implemented in Chicago positioned a coach in 12 nonselective public high schools and charged her with focusing on college access related
tasks for all students in the school (Stephan & Rosenbaum, 2013). Since the average age
was 30, the coaches were not necessarily near-peers, however they often mirrored the
race/ethnicity of most of the students at the school with 90% being African-American or
Latino (Stephan, 2013). Researchers examined Chicago Public School data to compare
changes in college enrollment rates before and after program implementation which
revealed that students in schools with coaches were more likely to attend four-year
institutions than community colleges and more likely overall to enroll in college (Stephan
& Rosenbaum, 2013). Observations and in-depth interviews with students and coaches
from two schools led to key findings that coaches used a distinctive approach, rooted in
intentional methods designed to increase student social capital in order to help more
students enroll in college (Stephan, 2013). Specifically, coaches made efforts to serve all
students in the school with instrumental and relational support by acting like “community
organizers” and using advising strategies that focused on information and assistance, as
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well as proactively reaching out to students, building trusting relationships, and enlisting
students to leverage existing peer networks as well as create new peer networks of
support and resources within each building (Stephan, 2013).
Connecting Social Capital and Mentoring for College Access
The notion of trying to uncover how and why mentoring works for college access
and tying these efforts to theories on the development of social capital for students is not
new. In fact, Ahn (2010) writes that nearly all “college mentoring programs, whether
implicitly or explicitly, are based on ideas of social capital formation” (p. 840). Social
capital, as introduced by Bourdieu and Passeron (1977), functions as a set of connections,
relationships, and networks that offers powerful access to information, opportunities, and
resources. While still grounded in an attempt to explain the unequal distribution of
resources and resulting societal inequality, social capital is a distinct form of capital. For
Bourdieu (1986), “social capital is the actual or potential resources which are linked to
possession of a durable network…to membership in a group – which provides each of its
members with the backing of the collectively-owned capital” (p. 248-249). Lin (2001)
builds on this definition and describes social capital as the organization of social relations
and the resources embedded within networks.
The widely accepted axiom, “it’s not what you know, but who you know” or the
power of “putting in a good word” exemplify this power of social capital. For those who
are connected to people in or with power, that network of “who you know” offers
exponential access to information, opportunities, and resources and the opportunity to
leverage this access for immediate and long-term material gain.
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Bourdieu’s (1977) concepts of social capital were framed within the larger social
and historical context of inequality and social reproduction, but his ideas have been used
by many to presume that those without power or money, also lack capital – cultural,
social, human, etc. This casting is problematic for a number of reasons because it implies
that the only capital of value is those forms of capital held by people in power.
Additionally, it obscures the fact that within a capitalistic and socially stratified society,
there is an unequal ability to even access (much less acquire) specific forms of capital,
especially dominant forms of capital (Yosso, 2005).
This perspective is especially problematic when it is applied to youth and students
and articulated in research that seeks to measure capital and its impact on student
behavior our outcomes. One prevalent example of this application of Bourdieu’s social
capital theory comes from Coleman (1988) who defined social capital as networks or
structures with members who intentionally exchange relationships and information in
order to produce certain products or activities. For Coleman, the nature of these
structures themselves facilitated how much social capital was shared to members.
Specifically, he proposed that “closed” structures and networks best allow members to
reinforce reputations and trust, obligations, and the sharing of effective relationships,
indicating that closed networks provide the most effective social capital. Coleman (1988)
applied this theory to dropout rates and tried to examine whether student groups with
higher dropout rates also had parents who did not interact with each other (representing
open rather than closed networks). In this model (and the many, many studies that draw
from his framework), students and youth are seen as passive recipients of parental social
capital, with little agency of their own.
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While flawed, a significant body of research has attempted to measure and
evaluate Coleman’s notions about social capital and the role of network closure in
students’ academic success and the transition to college. Many of these studies use large
surveys with longitudinal data sets like the National Educational Longitudinal Study of
1988 (NELS) to measure correlations between various aspects of student and parental
social capital and outcomes like college attendance, high school grades, and standardized
test scores (Carbonaro, 1998; Grace Kao & Lindsay Taggart Rutherford, 2007; Sandefur,
Meier, & Campbell, 2006). Such studies attempt to capture and measure the impact of
social capital as if it operates in a social and cultural vacuum or an idealized democratic
society where all forms of capital are valued equally. While possible correlations in these
studies can sometimes be determined, the underlying assumptions and value judgements
necessary to categorize and calculate social capital do not accurately reflect the
orientation toward social capital framed by Bourdieu (1986). Additionally, these studies
inherently accept these assumptions and assign social capital deficits to students and
families in order to measure and categorize, rather than embracing the notion that social
capital networks can evolve, grow, and develop (Holland, Reynolds, & Weller, 2007).
Measuring social capital for college access. Researchers have increasingly tried
to define, capture, and measure how social capital is created and shared with students and
to determine new and innovative approaches for improving this process. However, since
there is no singular measurement of social capital or indicator of how much social capital
a student may possess or need for success, operationalizing social capital for research
purposes takes on many forms. Most studies measuring social capital use quantitative
methods of inquiry to identify and analyze its role with underrepresented students.
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Common data used in these explorations include large nationally representative
longitudinal surveys such as the Educational Longitudinal Survey (ELS: 2002) and its
predecessor the National Educational Longitudinal Survey (NELS: 1988). Both surveys
include student, teacher, and parent surveys as well as transcript and assessment data
from thousands of students in cohorts with multiple follow-ups in order to track the
progress and transition of students through high school and into postsecondary education
(U.S. Department of Education). Using the NELS, Perna and Titus (2005) measured the
impact of economic, cultural, human and social capital on student likelihood to go to
college. Social capital was conceptualized with a four-variable construct that among
other things, included parent responses to survey questions related to discussions with
their child as well as the frequency of contact with the school and parent-to-parent
involvement. Analysis indicated that students were indeed more likely to enroll in
college (two or four year) if they graduated from schools with more social networks and
access to multiple forms of capital (Perna & Titus, 2005).
Multiple studies have offered variations of this strand of social capital research
using the ELS, which surveyed 16,100 10th graders in 2002, then again as seniors in
2004, and finally in 2006 as potential college sophomores (Belasco, 2013; Bryan et al.,
2011; Engberg & Wolniak, 2010; Robinson & Roksa, 2016). Findings from Engberg and
Wolniak (2010) extend the implications of Perna and Titus (2005) and demonstrate that
the “aspirations of family and friends for the student to attend college” have a significant
impact on college enrollment (p. 148). While peer and family networks both create and
possess social capital, Bryan et al. (2011) suggests that school counselors act as direct
sources of social capital since student contact with counselors for college information
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was a positive predictor of applying to college, especially if it happened prior to the
students’ senior year. Belasco (2013) found that seeing a counselor increased students’
likelihood of attending a two-year and four-year college, over not attending at all,
especially with students from low-socioeconomic backgrounds.
Robinson and Roksa (2016) also used ELS data and determined there were
positive relationships for students seeing a counselor and going to college, especially in
schools with “moderate college-going culture” and for students going to four-year
colleges. Finally, Roderick et al. (2011) used data from student surveys, assessments,
and student records from 2005 graduates of Chicago Public Schools to assess the effect of
having a college-going climate in the high school on college applications and enrollment.
Results indicated that Latino/a students, in particular, benefited from strong levels of
support from counselors and teachers. In general, the high school environment played a
critical role in translating student aspirations for college into reality and therefore,
offering a vision for “bridging what could be termed the social capital gap for firstgeneration college students” (Roderick et al., 2011, p. 202). Each of these studies
confirms that even when defined and operationalized differently, social capital seems to
make a difference for students seeking support and guidance about college, especially for
students from low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented minority backgrounds.
Using social capital in mentoring for college access. Between home, school,
extracurricular activities, etc. students are inherently located within multiple social and
institutional networks. Farmer-Hinton (2008) illustrates that in many communities of
color with long histories of social inequality, “spatial isolation of educational attainment”
also creates environmental contexts where access to networks related to higher education
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is a challenge (p. 128). As a result, for many low-income and minority students,
accessing and leveraging new networks is a critical component of connecting with others
for information, resources, and support for going to college and in developing a collegegoing identity. Tierney and Venegas (2006) examined intentional methods of creating
these networks between peers, but for Stanton-Salazar and Dornbusch (1995), building
social capital depends on the “formation of genuinely supportive relationships with
institutional agents…those individuals who have the capacity and commitment to
transmit directly or negotiate the transmission of institutional resources and
opportunities” (p. 117).
Ahn (2010) sought to understand mentors’ location in and use of networks for the
development of social capital operating in a mentoring for college program. In mapping
relationships between undergraduate mentors working with high school seniors through
an urban college preparation program, Ahn (2010) attempted to measure both quantity
and quality of social capital building contacts. Results indicated that access to mentors
and their networks “does not necessarily lead to increased social networks or capital”
because each mentor “has differential positions that offer unequal access to capital” (p.
856). Although this study did not seek to measure the impact of such access to social
capital or what information might have flowed through exposure to these networks,
others have tried to explore these connections for college enrollment and educational
outcomes.
Institutional agents. Stanton-Salazar (1997) identified two types of networks that
have an impact on students’ access to social capital – institutional agents (teachers,
counselors, mentors, etc.) and protective agents (family members, community members,
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etc.). In this framework, social capital is viewed as an empowering resource that helps
students access the institutional support necessary to envision and pursue future goals,
including those for higher education (Stanton-Salazar, 1997, 2011). Specifically,
institutional support is provided by sharing institutional “funds of knowledge” such as
sanctioned discourses; bridging to new networks; advocacy; role modeling; and providing
emotional and moral support through feedback, advice, and guidance (Stanton-Salazar,
1997, p. 11).
This framework of social capital focusing on institutional agents was also used by
Ceja (2000) to explore the college choice and decision-making processes of 20 firstgeneration Chicana high school seniors in Los Angeles. Using two rounds of interviews
with students, research questions focused on understanding the types of information
available to students, and the role and impact of both protective and institutional agents.
Fundamental findings revealed that school counselors and institutional agents associated
with the school (teachers, college representatives, peers, etc.) were primary sources of
information about college. Unfortunately, for the Chicana students, the lack of strong
institutional support from counselors at school and limited access to other knowledgeable
institutional agents created significant barriers for students. Furthermore, even with
access to information indicating expected acceptance to a state four-year university,
students still lacked the emotional and moral support necessary to take that step. As a
result, many students felt they would not be ready to attend a four-year university and
opted instead for community college.
From both Stanton-Salazar (1997, 2011) and Ceja’s (2000) qualitative research
with students trying to access college, the emotional and relational needs of students
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surpass traditional notions of social capital. While Stanton-Salazar broadens the
definition of social capital to include elements of empowerment, role-modeling, and
aspiration, these more relational approaches to mentoring, may better fit under a
different, more expansive and critical view of capital.
Expanded and Critical Considerations of Capital
Critical scholars do not suggest that differences in social and cultural capital
explain or offer real solutions to persistent educational inequity, because these
comparisons between capital simply shine a light on what is already “valued by
privileged groups in society” (Yosso, 2005, p. 76). As more and more educational
researchers have attempted to validate theories around how social capital functions
(closure, holes, bridges, etc.) and define its various elements, they uncritically accept
Coleman’s view of social capital as if it is an equal opportunity mechanism for gaining
social mobility. Without addressing the larger issues of power and inequity and
“differential access to social networks and resources,” research on social capital
perpetuates deficit views and assumptions of students and communities (Dika & Singh,
2002, p. 46). Additionally, without acknowledging that “capital is context-specific and
its currency varies across different social spaces” dominant forms of capital become the
only forms recognized and valued (Carter, 2003, p. 137). Taking a more critical,
multidimensional, and expansive view of capital theory and its research applications was
important to this study.
Critical scholars have consistently advocated an alternate view of culture and
capital that is not based on comparisons to the dominant mainstream and inherently
marginalizes the experiences and cultural assets of entire communities. For example,
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Moll, Amanti, Neff, and Gonzalez (1992) revealed an enduring illustration that students
home lives are embedded within a rich ecology of cognitive and cultural resources.
These resources become “funds of knowledge” that can and should be used to help
students access the valuable tools all around them. Moll et al. (1992) stress that these
funds of knowledge should be respected and privileged as culturally, and socially
relevant assets students bring with them to school and into every new context.
Theories and decades of research using funds of knowledge highlight that
students from all backgrounds come from households and home communities with
“strategic connections” that provide accumulated and important capital from which
students can and should draw (Moll et al., 1992, p. 132). Although Moll et al. (1992) do
not use the term social capital, they acknowledge there are rewards and economic, social,
and cultural benefits associated with the building and exchanging of these funds within
interconnected social environments. The networks described are “flexible, adaptive, and
active” and “essential for household or individual functioning and well-being” (p. 133).
Moll et al. (1992) use these characterizations to contrast dominant notions of culture, but
in doing so, they speak to the point that all communities and households operate within
rich networks of capital and that these forms of capital should be acknowledged, valued,
and leveraged by schools and educators.
Capital for emotional support. Yosso (2005) also takes a critical race theory
lens to the traditional notion of capital to build upon funds of knowledge while also
challenging both Bourdieu (1986) and Coleman (1988). Proposing a concept called
“community cultural wealth,” Yosso (2005) emphasizes that cultural tools are “not
mutually exclusive or static” and should include six often unacknowledged forms of
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capital: aspirational, navigational, social, linguistic, familial, and resistant capital (p. 70).
As an additive tool (Valenzuela, 1999) for navigating different cultural worlds, Yosso
(2005) contends that notions of capital should build upon Bourdieu’s definition to include
“peer and other social contacts [who] can provide both instrumental and emotional
support to navigate through society’s institutions…while also reassuring the student
emotionally that she/he is not alone in the process” (p. 79). Paired with navigational
capital, or “skills used to maneuver through structures of inequality,” this concept of
capital also recognizes the unique support social networks can provide to “lift as [one]
climb[s]” (Yosso, 2005, p. 80). As a result, Yosso’s (2005) aspirational, social, and
navigational capital, offers an important and nuanced view of not just the finances,
information and resources it takes to access a new cultural world like college, but the
emotional support, psychological tools, and individual agency required to envision and
“maneuver through institutions not created with Communities of Color in mind” (p. 80).
Theories about capital also extend to role models who help students access and
utilize a variety of capital for success in new worlds such as college. For Stanton-Salazar
(1997), such role models act as “institutional agents…defined as those individuals who
have the capacity and commitment to transmit directly, or negotiate the transmission of
institutional resources and opportunities” (p. 6). Building directly on the funds of
knowledge framework of Moll et al. (1992), institutional agents offer explicit and
strategic support using funds such as socialization in order to access mainstream
discourses, skills, and social networks; emotional support in the form of advocacy,
personalized feedback, and advice; and the ability to model how to use these
“institutional funds of knowledge” (p. 13). Central to student empowerment with these
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funds, is the role of agents to provide authentic support through trusting relationships
with students, while sharing “resources, opportunities, privileges, and services which are
highly valued, yet differentially allocated” in society (Stanton-Salazar, 2011, p. 1075).
Capital for navigation. Carter (2005) takes a similar approach to unique
individuals who are positioned to help guide students through societal transitions by
describing such institutional agents as “multicultural navigators” (p. 137). These
multicultural navigators share both dominant and non-dominant “cultural codes” and
“cultural repertoires” with students as “role models whose own lives serve as examples of
how to make it without compromising one’s culture” (p. 155). Using the words of
students, Carter refers to the unique ability of multicultural navigators to find success
without “forsaking their cultural origins” and to remember where they came from by
giving back to that community – “keepin’ it real” (Carter, 2005, p. 140). For her and for
students, these navigators act as role models but also as “cultural straddlers” who use
both dominant and non-dominant cultural capital and to “traverse best the social
boundaries between their ethnic peer cultures and their school
environments…demonstrate[ing] multiple cultural competencies and deploy[ing] varied
cultural tools and resources to strike a more effective balance among the various cultural
spheres in which they participate” (Carter, 2006, p. 322).
Carter (2003) proposes the foundation of this navigational ability rests in the nondominant forms of cultural capital used by individuals to “gain ‘authentic’ cultural status
positions within their respective communities.…and to navigate the terrain of ethnic
authenticity…cultural boundaries [that] demarcate both intergroup and intragroup
differences” (p. 138). In a theoretical move that links to the nature of figured worlds,
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Carter (2003) refers to this often conscious and agentive “process as ‘cultural status
positioning,’ indicating individuals’ use of cultural capital to acquire symbolic forms of
recognition” (p. 139). In her grounded theory research with 44 low-income African
American youth in Yonkers, New York, Carter’s (2003) participants revealed that
students both created non-dominant cultural capital (speech, dress, music tastes, etc.) and
then “used this capital to acquire ‘authentic’ status positions” (p. 142). In order to gain
recognition as an authentic participant in these social and cultural worlds, “youth set
symbolic boundaries to acquire status among themselves and to ward off outsiders” (p.
142).
While this work was centered around understanding non-dominant “Black”
cultural capital, Carter (2003) highlights a distinction that this cultural capital, in its
multidimensionality, can also inherently be one of “youth cultural capital” because
students “characterize their lives not only from a racial, ethnic, or class standpoint, but
also from a youthful one” (p. 146). Such a characterization is directly applicable to nearpeer mentoring. In sharing and building various forms of capital or creating possibilities
and positions for students to figure a world around college, an enduring question remains
about how mentors (aka institutional agents or multicultural navigators) gain an authentic
status or position so that students develop trust in their guidance and see them as role
models.
For near-peer mentors who are close in age to students, the use of Black (or other
racial/ethnic or identity associations), non-dominant, or youth cultural capital opens
avenues for understanding these unique dynamics, especially when schools and educators
are often seen as the reinforcers of dominant and conventional cultural capital. If a
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knowledgeable and caring adult can access student trust by leveraging these forms of
capital (through dress, music, speech, etc.) and be allowed within those symbolic social
boundaries as at least a marginal insider, then the power to help students navigate the
social, cultural, physical, and psychological barriers to college is potentially amplified.
Correspondingly, if the traditional hierarchies of school and society can be bridged while
still valuing unique student capital, then students can gain access to those powerful
psychological tools that help them to envision themselves as a college bound student and
ultimately, to navigate the many barriers necessary to become a college student.
Figured Worlds
Identity and agency are bound together in the complex and collaborative act of
becoming a particular type of student within a social world. For Gee (2000), identity
signifies “being recognized as a certain ‘kind of person’ in a given context…[Therefore]
all people have multiple identities connected” to their “core” or “natural” identity as well
as identities that are created by “their performances in society” (p. 99). Similarly, Urrieta
(2007) contends that identity is about the way people understand us and the way we come
to understand ourselves - “how [people] come to ‘figure’ who they are through the
‘worlds’ that they participate in and how they relate to others within and outside of these
worlds” (p. 107). This study will focus on this unique participation as acts of individual
agency and strategic social attempts to mediate identities around being a particular type
of student – one that is college bound. Being a college bound student draws from the
notions of the way we see ourselves and others see us through interactions within
particular contexts. From a sociocultural perspective, agency refers to the “strategic
making and remaking of selves, identities, activities, relationships, cultural tools and
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resources, and histories” (Moje & Lewis, 2007, p. 18). Agency in these situations and
environments reflects a foundational Vygotsky (1962) framework where individual
human agency is always shaped by constantly intersecting social contexts, histories,
cultures, and structures.
Exploring how identity is shaped in particular ways within specific cultural and
social worlds is at the heart of conceptualizing what Holland et al. (1998) call figured
worlds. Holland and colleagues describe figured worlds as imaginary realms where
identity and agency are formed. Building upon the activity theory of Vygotsky (1962),
this identify formation process includes ongoing change and interpretation that occurs at
an individual level and always within a social and cultural context. Specifically, figured
worlds are defined as “socially and culturally constructed realm[s] of interpretation in
which particular characters and actors are recognized, significance is assigned to certain
acts, and particular outcomes are valued over others” (p. 52). In figured worlds,
individuals are constantly evaluating, positioning and acting with agency toward an end –
generally an end that seeks acceptance, status, influence and privilege. In this view,
individuals in figured worlds rely on tools such as language and cultural artifacts (objects,
symbols, labels, etc.) to emphasize the “possibilities for becoming” – possibilities to craft
particular identities through agency (Holland et al., 1998, p. 64). These acts and
positioning toward becoming do not happen instantly, but rather, over time.
Positioning in figured worlds. Importantly, within figured worlds, the places
and roles taken up and claimed by individuals must be offered and this positioning
process is inextricably linked to power and status (Holland et al., 1998). This
conceptualization of identity authoring is similar to how other sociocultural literacy
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theorists like Gee (2000) propose viewing identity - as something “developed from
nature,” “authorized by institutions,” “recognized in dialogue,” and “shared in practice”
within social groups or institutions (p. 100). These identities are created both
individually and socially, actively and passively – a “dance” were individuals are
simultaneously “coordinating” and “getting coordinated” by others (Gee, 2001, p. 31).
As a result, even as individual identities are constantly developing with agency and focus,
the openings for such identities must be created by others through a process of mutual
interaction and reinforcement.
This study seeks to apply figured worlds to the complex identity work students
must undertake in the transition to college – how they are positioned and position
themselves to figure possibilities for a college-bound identity. The application of this
theory opens up many scenarios for exploration as students may make individual and
collective efforts to purposefully engage and develop a college-bound identity in order to
enter and “evoke” a college-bound figured world using “psychological tools” and cultural
artifacts (Holland et al., 1998, p. 60). Examples of such artifacts and tools may include
completing particular tasks (e.g. applications, financial aid, scholarships), using language
or terms associated with college (e.g. FAFSA, dorms, campus) or making public displays
of identification with this figured world (e.g. shared acceptance letters, scholarship award
letters, decision days).
Additionally, the concept of positional identities is important to understand and
articulate how the expression of agency in this identity creation enables “acts that
constitute relations of hierarchy, distance, or perhaps affiliation” as society and students
are constantly socially organized and sorted (Holland et al., 1998, p. 128). Inevitably,
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each of these artifacts labels and positions students at particular places within the collegebound figured world (within the school and in the wider society) since colleges are
inherently stratified and layered with elements of status. Consider, for example, the
social and identity implications of attending a 2-year vs. a 4-year institution, getting an
early decision notification, using terminology like “full-ride” or “division one,” etc.
Therefore, it is possible that within this specific figured world, there are ongoing and
intentional moves by students to explore, access, create, and perhaps even reject, nuanced
and powerful social and personal identities.
In the positioning of identities related to becoming a college-bound student, the
overall school context and structures are important considerations for making sure that all
students are afforded the openings and possibilities to both act and eventually see
themselves and be seen as a participant on that path. This study seeks to consider where
and how does this figured world of possibility exist in schools. Within the a near-peer
mentoring approach to college access, can such a figured world be intentionally created
for historically disadvantaged students to try on the possibility of being college-bound, to
create an empowering identity and perform it with relevant tools and artifacts in such a
way as to embrace that possible identity and make it become a reality? Even though
college applications and decisions typically happen during the senior year, students have
likely long been labeled and positioned on (or off) this potential path by their peers, their
teachers, their families, and themselves. Students with particular learning styles,
discourses, grades/test scores, family histories, and racial backgrounds may have to
confront and oppose the expected identities given to them and try on this new possible
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identity and participation in a college-bound figured world with gradual performances
and a lot of risk taking.
Role models and mentors who intentionally create specific college-bound figured
worlds within schools by building student capital offer an exciting area of exploration in
this conceptual space. Do they, “by modeling possibilities, [create] imaginary worlds”
that “can inspire new actions” on the part of students (Holland et al., 1998, p. 49)? A
particularly interesting area for me centers around individuals who, through their actions
and positioning, may create spaces within the school where students can form, act and
perform “as-if” they are college bound, and allow students to try on these identities and
build upon their inherent agency to “author a [new] self” (Holland et al., 1998, p. 63).
Conceptual Framework of Near-Peer Mentoring for College Access
Little attention has been paid to the role mentoring plays in addressing the
psychological barriers many low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented minority
students must overcome to successfully transition to college (Farmer-Hinton, 2008). In
particular, the need for students to create a new identity for themselves and address the
risks and fears associated with even applying to college (and thus, facing rejection) or
completing required tasks like placement exams (facing possible dejection with low
scores) requires sensitive mentorship and support. Fear and a lack of confidence in their
abilities seems to hamper many first-generation, low-income, and minority students
(Ceja, 2000; McDonough, 1997; Levine & Nidiffer, 1996). However, mentoring offers
important possibilities to address these emotional needs through skilled programs and
people.
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Figure 1.0 proposes a visual illustration of the way instrumental and relational
tools may be utilized by mentors to help students overcome informational and
psychological barriers to college. In this conceptualization, the barriers to college are
presented as one big wall, but the reality is that there are many barriers and they differ for
each student experience. Social capital is characterized as an essential instrumental
approach to mentoring and it is shaded because research has shown that this feature does
makes a difference, and sometimes it is the critical difference, for students to successfully
access college. For example, other types of support will not often make up for missed
deadlines or incorrectly completed forms. However, for many students, social
capital/instrumental/informational support is not enough to get them over the barriers that
exist. The relational tools of near-peer mentoring, potentially offered through expanded
forms of capital, become the focus of this study in order to uncover how these various
blocks work to form the structure of support that allows students to overcome these
barriers.
The tools, shown as blocks or steps, are represented by different sizes because the
amount of support shared may differ by the student or by the mentor, or by both. There is
one block with question marks, which acknowledges there may be other forms of support
at play and that the study will be open to emergent tools as well as those indicated.
Finally, the entire dynamic depicted is situated within a figured world because the
support, interactions, and the identity work it takes to maneuver over the barrier are
inclusive of this figured world. In fact, students starting out may not even be able to see
over the barrier to imagine themselves as being college-bound and may need to take steps
along the way to perform and build that possible identity. This figured world is
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represented as fluid with many points of entry but additional understanding about how it
functions is unknown and were a goal of this study.
Figure 1.0: Conceptual Framework for Near-Peer Mentoring for College

Students may need to build their social capital in its traditional (Bourdieu, 1986)
definition (information, resources, networks) as it is certainly important and sometimes
critical in getting access to the current and complex system of higher education.
However, expanded definitions and valuations of capital (Carter, 2003; Yosso, 2005) that
showcase the inherent strengths as well as needs and abilities of students to make the
transition into college are vital. The application of social, aspirational, and navigational
capital as well as critical views of cultural capital (Carter, 2003, 2005; Stanton-Salazar,
2011; Yosso, 2005) all inform this study’s conceptualization of the interplay between
historically marginalized students and the instrumental and relational tools and strategies
used by mentors helping students access college. This study seeks to explore how these
tools interact with each other and how they differ for students and near-peer mentors.
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Since it is unlikely that mentors access all types of these relational and instrumental tools
for all students, better understanding the various combinations and interactions between
mentors and students will be a goal of this study.
For students considering a transition to college, the psychological importance of
creating an image or identity of themselves as being college bound is critical to enacting
that identity and taking the steps necessary to actually go to college. This identity
making process happens at home, at school, in the community and especially through
interactions with others in these spaces. Family members, peers, teachers, and mentors
play an important role in helping students craft an identity to use in the context of
college, which is especially essential for students who may be the first in their family to
go to college. In considering what to make of this grand nexus as it plays out in schools
and classrooms between students, peers, families, and educators, is a primary need to
recognize the physical and imaginary spaces where acts of becoming are enabled. In this
way, students are creating both new positional identities within the school and figurative
identities that can help them transition to a larger cultural world outside of the school –
college.
This study seeks to understand how such figured worlds of possibility exist and
how they function to offer students opportunities to envision and enact a college-bound
identity. The mentor in this process fundamentally matters because it is impossible to
separate the process of identity authoring and negotiation from the importance of
identifying with others. For example, anyone can share social capital (information,
resources, networks) and instrumental support with students, but the impact having a role
model or mentor who also uniquely shares and uses expanded types of capital and a
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unique relational approach to near-peer mentoring could be even more powerful. At its
most basic level, understanding how these possibilities and features operate for students
and near-peer mentors is at the heart of this proposed study.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
This qualitative study seeks the how and why features that enable mentoring to
make a difference for traditionally disadvantaged students to overcome barriers to
college. By trying to uncover the unique ways near-peer mentors use instrumental and
relational tools to help students overcome some of the informational and psychological
barriers to college, the study will also seek to understand how the theory of figured
worlds applies to near-peer mentoring for college access. As such, the following research
questions guide this inquiry:
1.

How do near-peer mentors leverage instrumental and relational tools in their work to
help high school students overcome various barriers to college?
a. How are expanded notions of capital accessed and used in the mentoring
process?

2. How does the personal background of the near-peer mentor and students shape the
mentoring process, in particular, the mentor’s use of instrumental and relational
tools?
3. Within the school, how do near-peer mentors create real and figurative spaces, or
figured worlds, for students to see themselves as and ultimately become collegebound?
a. What defines the figured world?
b. How are these figured worlds different or similar with different near-peer
mentors and in different schools?
The first section of this chapter describes my ontological and epistemological
perspective as a researcher and the resulting stance that influences this particular research
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project. Following elements of the chapter include my personal positionality, lessons
from a recent pilot study that inform this work, as well a detailed approach to this
investigation’s overall design for participant selection, data collection, and analysis.
Philosophical Foundations
In acknowledging the complexity of human experience, this study embraces the
notion that there are multiple realities rather than a single truth. As a result, my
philosophical perspective blends elements of social constructionism and constructivism’s
views to promote the work of individual meaning making that is also socially
constructed. Crotty (2015) stresses a distinction between these two epistemological
views that defines constructivism as the “meaning-making activity of the individual
mind” and constructionism’s place firmly within the social and cultural worlds we inhabit
(p. 58). I appreciate this distinction and the implication that constructionism is more
aligned with a “critical spirit” but also want to highlight an identity production process
that is both social and personal (Crotty, 2015, p. 58). In this way, my thinking aligns
with Dewey (1938), who believed that “all human experience is ultimately
social….Experience does not go on simply inside a person. It does go on there, for it
influences the formation of attitudes of desire and purpose. But this is not the whole of
the story” (pp. 38-39). Therefore, the interplay between the personal and the social, the
private and the public, the internal and the external, and ultimately, the psychological and
sociological inform this study.
Additionally, my own philosophical alignment would not be complete without a
measure of pragmatism in the mix that seeks to apply theory to practice and practical
problems (Creswell, 2013). Practical problems require a “critical spirit” because of the
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inequitable and stratified structures of society and such a spirit highlights an axiological
reflection that knowledge, research, and researchers, are not neutral. Therefore, although
my research paradigm is not directly bound to critical theory, there is also an ongoing
acknowledgement in my stance that societal power structures should be interrogated and
transformed in order to make the world better for those who have been historically
oppressed and marginalized (Creswell, 2013).
In addition to philosophical frameworks that underlie this proposed study,
theoretical lenses provide a significant conceptual basis for the research. In exploring the
way students are apprenticed by near-peer mentors into possibly seeing themselves as
college-bound and considering a transition to college, this study will draw from theories
of identity and agency found in the figured worlds of Holland et al. (1998), expanded
notions of capital (Carter, 2003; Yosso, 2005), and the tools of capital (Carter, 2013;
Stanton-Salazar, 2011) used by mentors to uniquely support students to successfully
navigate the path to college. These theoretical lenses illustrate the foundational
interconnection of individual psychology at work within society and social structures.
Therefore, a sociological framework was vital to this exploration, but the psychological
thread of how individuals construct their reality and craft an identity within social
contexts was also of central significance.
Positionality
In positioning myself as a researcher for this study, it is relevant to note that my
daily work and professional passion has long been driven by personal experience as a
first-generation college student. In this context, I faced challenges at home that limited
my options, knowledge, and expectations. However, I did not ever feel such limits within
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my educational experience. I was always positioned as a college-bound student in high
school and able to access the tools necessary to take up this identity and both create a
personal vision and a social status that helped me successfully transition to higher
education. I had teachers who believed in me, who academically challenged and
prepared me, and who emotionally supported me up when doubts about my abilities and
future crept into my thinking.
Although I was unaware at the time, it is clear to me as an adult that there was an
entire systemic structure at play that allowed me to be socially positioned as a collegebound student in high school and well before. As a white, heterosexual female, I lived up
to the assumptions of my teachers, my high school, and my community – spaces where
my classroom peers went to college and a variety of tools to access college were well
within my reach. In my own transition to college, I did little to question the systemic
advantages and privileges I experienced because my personal familial, psychological, and
financial challenges were significant. However, in the many years since my own
transition to college I have become more and more aware of societal injustice which
enabled me but disadvantages so many others. As a result, as a teacher and program
administrator, I have sought professional opportunities to address educational inequities
and better serve students who have been disadvantaged and underserved along their
educational paths.
In this study, it was important for me to remain aware of my own experience and
perspectives so that they could reflectively inform the entire inquiry process and
especially my own thoughts, reactions, and conclusions. However, it was also vital that I
did not assume insight in this space. Although I still identify as a first-generation college
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student from a low-income background, I needed to be constantly reflexive, self-critical,
and conscious of this past and recognize both the insights and limits that my personal
perspective provided. This need was especially important as a white woman observing
and interviewing students and mentors who were mostly individuals of color. I sought to
be extra sensitive to the role my presence and my whiteness had on what was shared, and
especially what was not shared. Creating a space for acknowledging my own race, while
seeking to understand new perspectives was an ongoing process and perhaps unique to
each interaction I had with participants. I was committed to being reflective throughout
the process, and was sensitive to potential participant hesitations.
Additionally, my current professional efforts to help more students see themselves
as college bound and access the supports they need to successfully become college
students are significant and relevant to this positionality. I oversee the program that
overlays this study and that role creates direct and indirect consequences as someone who
is personally and professionally tied to the programs’ success helping students go to
college. My daily professional work revolves around trying to both understand this
process and to make it possible for more students to have a system of support that allows
them to consider college as a possible future path and ultimately, to transition
successfully if they choose such a path. Fundamentally, as the program supervisor,
champion, and manager, I had to intentionally try to make sure no mentor or student
participants felt undue pressure from me to perform or interact in any particular way. I
was sensitive to the differential power and hierarchy affiliations in this arrangement and
worked diligently to mitigate these disparities for both the validity of the research and the
possible personal implications for those involved. This was not always easy, but I was
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very conscious of staying true to my word with mentor participants and only wearing a
researcher hat and perspective, rather than that of supervisor, during my observations,
interviews, and data analysis.
Creswell (2013) calls for caution around studying one’s own workplace because
of the risks involved across the organization with being an “inside investigator” (p. 151).
These warnings were relevant in this context and were taken into consideration at all
stages of the study, especially in validation efforts from design to analysis and
presentation. Potential researcher bias is acknowledge but many methods were utilized to
afford trust and authenticity in the findings. My status as an advocate of the program and
the mentors brought more risk to this area of the study than to any negative consequences
of exploring mentoring at work since my positive bias toward mentors and their work
could impede potential relevant findings. As a result, triangulating findings and using the
words of participants was key. Despite my insider status through overseeing the program
and its success, I am not involved in its daily functioning, nor had I visited the schools in
over two years. I also did not have personal relationships with the potential students,
mentors, or others involved in data collection since I had only interacted with the mentors
on the periphery of their experience during their first summer of training. Although I
have not developed strong relationships with the mentors, it is noteworthy that I feel care
and concern for them as young professionals committed to service and possibly, future
education. In this way, I sought to model high standards for both professional practice
and research methods to protect mentors from judgement and potentially inspire them to
pursue graduate and doctoral studies. Whenever possible, I was transparent with mentors
about the data collection, analysis, and writing process and promoted all possible
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outcomes to the research as worthwhile contributions to the field. I also sought to embed
assurances into the project design and consent that evaluative or performance findings
were not the goal of the study, and in fact, such elements were avoided.
Pilot Study
In the spring of 2018, a qualitative pilot study was conducted to broadly explore
the nature of near-peer mentoring for college and helped to refine the goals and research
questions of this dissertation. In the pilot, I sought to broadly determine what strategies
different near-peer mentors used to build relationships with students and whether the
personal background of the near-peer mentors influenced the way they approached and
related to students.
Framing the two-site case study were research questions regarding the strategies
used by near-peer mentors to build relationships and provide guidance to students about
college and the role of personal background in student/mentor relationships. Two nearpeer mentors from large, comprehensive high schools participated in hour-long semistructured interviews and were then each observed via video conferencing interacting
with one of their students for approximately 15 minutes. Two students (one male and one
female) from each school (four total) participated in semi-structured, private interviews
about their relationship with their mentor, which lasted 20-45 minutes each. Students
were selected for participation by the mentors and both students and mentors were
interviewed via videoconference.
The balance between instrumental and relational elements of mentoring (Keller,
2007) for college were hard to disentangle in this particularly small sample and pilot
study, especially since the students selected by mentors for participation represented
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those for whom the relational needs and ultimate mentoring relationship appeared deeply
developed. However, a unique and complex combination of instrumental needs for social
capital and relational needs for emotional and moral support emerged from the pilot and
offered lines of inquiry I wanted to pursue.
While it was not an original research question, the physical and figurative space
surrounding the role of near-peer mentors within the school surfaced as a possible thread
for exploration from the pilot study. Again and again, students and mentors described
their interactions with each other in terms of who “came in” and when students “come in”
to see the mentor. Students indicated teachers, parents, or peers told them to “go see” the
mentor and mentors described groups of students who “stop by” during certain times of
the day. The frequency with which students interacted with the mentor stood out as
symbolic markers within student groups of who was going to college and although it was
not distinct, the notion of a figured world (Holland et al., 1998) stood out as a new angle
of inquiry for this study.
Research Design
Building from the findings and design of the pilot study, this qualitative project
sought to again use a case study research methodology (Creswell, 2013; Merriam, 1998;
Yin, 2003) in order to explore and illustrate how near-peer mentoring for college
functions within three different high schools. Yin (2003) describes case study research as
an ideal method for answering current and relevant “how or why questions,” questions
which frame and focus this investigation (p. 9). Yin’s approach to case study indicates a
positivistic approach through notions of objectivity and generalizability and efforts to
maximize multiple forms of validity and reliability through “quality control” (Yin, 2003,
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p. 19). In contrast, Stake (1995) proposes a more constructivist view of case study
research where “knowledge is constructed rather than discovered” (p. 99). This study
more closely aligns with a Stakian perspective which values layered realities and accepts
knowledge as being socially constructed through social practices. Additionally,
following Stake’s approach, this study incorporates aspects of ethnographic case study
with its attention to direct observation, extensive field notes, and thick descriptions of the
school environment in order to study social interactions and behaviors and prioritize
participant perspectives (LeCompte & Schensul, 1999).
Multiple or collective case study approach (Stake, 1995) offers opportunities to
gather and use multiple sources of information such as interviews, observations, and
artifacts to analyze and describe individual cases as well as opportunities for cross-case
analysis. As such, the unit of analysis for each case was centered on each near-peer
mentor and the bounds of each case were drawn around the school where each near-peer
mentor was based.
According to Creswell (2013), a good case study results in an “in-depth
understanding” based on a variety of data sources (p. 98) as well as goals to gain holistic
and contextual “insight, discovery, and interpretation” (Merriam, 1998, p. 29). This
study design followed an instrumental case study approach (Stake, 1995) to allow for a
contextual examination of the variety of factors involved in near-peer mentor
relationships and ultimately, to ideas about how and why near-peer mentors may make a
difference for students as they consider college. An instrumental design highlights the
issues learned from the case and allows for interpretations through interviews,
observations, artifacts, and on-site fieldwork (Creswell, 2014). Additionally, I utilized a
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descriptive design defined by Merriam (1998) as a final product to provide “rich, ‘thick’
description” that highlights both the college-bound figured world at play as well as the
variety and combinations of instrumental and relational tools, including expanded notions
of capital, shared and leveraged by near-peer mentors (p. 29).
Research Questions
If, as research suggests, mentoring makes a difference for improving college
access for traditionally underrepresented students, what makes this difference possible?
To determine how near-peer mentors in particular, provide effective assistance to
students, three main research questions framed this multi-site case study of three different
near-peer mentors and their schools, focusing attention on the tools they use to support
students, their relationships with students, and the social and symbolic spaces enabling
students to see themselves and be seen as college-bound:
1.

How do near-peer mentors leverage instrumental and relational tools in their work to
help high school students overcome various barriers to college?
a. How are expanded notions of capital accessed and used in the mentoring
process?

2. How do the personal backgrounds of near-peer mentors and students shape the
mentoring process, in particular, the mentor’s use of instrumental and relational
tools?
3. Within the school, how do near-peer mentors create real and figurative spaces, or
figured worlds, for students to see themselves as and ultimately become collegebound?
a. What defines the figured world?
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a. How are these figured worlds different or similar with different near-peer
mentors and in different schools?
Research Setting and Participants
The bounds of this case are drawn around individual high schools in order to
capture both the individual relationships and interactions between near-peer mentors and
students as well as to determine the physical and figurative boundaries and definitions of
this particular figured world within the school. Specific schools sites were identified
from a potential list of nearly 50 partner high schools of a near-peer mentoring program
which places a full-time recent college graduates in schools to mentor and provide
guidance to students about college.
Based at a large university, this program recruits and trains recent college
graduates to fundamentally promote an overall “college-going culture” in their partner
school. Program mentors work closely with seniors because of the immediate needs and
deadlines related to college applications, financial aid, and enrollment. Creating this
culture is a broad goal that fundamentally exposes students to people, images,
information, and resources that allow students to see college as a possible and attainable
option. In addition to meeting 1:1 with students, mentors are tasked with facilitating
events and activities that help to create this culture – such things as hosting college fairs,
facilitating college color days where school staff join in wearing gear from their alma
maters, providing workshops and presentations about the application and financing
process, making bulletin boards to showcase student applications, acceptances,
scholarship awards, etc. Mentors are trained for this service by program staff and other
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relevant professionals both before they arrive at their placement school and throughout
the year.
The demographics and culture of each program partner school is unique and
complex, but schools are generally chosen to participate as program partners based on
“need” that is defined as having under the state average (~60%) of students continuing to
post-secondary education and over the state average (~35%) of students eligible to
receive free and/or reduced lunch. For many partner schools, which are all public
schools, this need is much more significant. According to data compiled annually from
the state Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, the college going rate
average among program partner schools prior to having a mentor was 48%, with some
schools below 30%. The average 2017-18 free and/or reduced lunch eligibility rate
across program partner schools was 77%, with more than half of the schools serving
student populations with 100% of students receiving free or reduced lunch. Finally,
while high schools do not collect or publicly report on the percentages of students who
would be the first in their families to graduate from college, program partner schools are
situated in urban and rural communities where adult college attainment rates (associate
degree or above) are below the state average of 42% (NCHEMS, 2015).
Program mentors were recruited from four-year colleges across the state and
when possible, mirror the diversity of partner school students with 60% of 2018 mentors
identifying as African-American, 5% Hispanic, 36% White, 62% as formerly Pelleligible (low-income), and 60% first-generation college graduates. Additionally, 26%
were previously program advisees while they were in high school.
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Participants and Site Selection
Although all 48 partner schools of the college access program could have served
as case sites for this study, there two primary considerations used to narrow the number
of participants to just three. The most defining feature relevant to this selection process
was to focus on experienced mentors who had been in their role at the school for at least
one year. It was important that the near-peer mentors and their students could articulate
and reflect on aspects of their relationship and interactions with some depth of
experience. Within the program, there were 16 second-year mentors serving schools
throughout the state from which to potentially choose. However, the second main
consideration was to purposely narrow this list of 16 down with logistical considerations
that would allow me to travel consistently to one area since schools were located
statewide and all at least two hours away from me. Of the two metropolitan regions in
the state with concentrations of program school partners, one included significantly more
second or third year mentors (seven vs. three). Expanding the potential pool of schools to
those with a second-year mentor outside of this region remained an option if I was not
able to get participation and consent from three schools/mentors within the same region.
Table 3.1 outlines how these sites were narrowed down from the original 48.
Table 3.1: Site Selection Narrowing Process
Possible School
Sites
48

School Selection for Study Participation
Program partner schools statewide
Program partner schools statewide with 2nd or 3rd year mentor

16

Program partner schools in single metro region

16

Program partner in single metro region with 2nd or 3rd year mentor

7
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Seven schools within the same metropolitan region emerged from this selection
process as potential sites for this study. Originally, I had hoped to include a contrast in
school setting, student demographics, and mentor demographics from within this pool of
seven schools. My goal was to maximize contrasts between school, student and mentor
demographics in order to explore a variety of mentor-student gender, socio-economic,
and racial background combinations. However, although I started with three
school/mentors in mind based on this goal to maximize different demographic
combinations, the consent process during late September and early October required
modifications to this plan.
School and mentor consent process. I started with three schools in mind based
on a goal of maximum student and mentor demographic and background diversity and I
first asked mentors serving these school in-person or via email if they would be willing to
participant in the study. I made sure to express in writing the voluntary nature of
participation. Given my supervisory role with the program, I also emphasized to mentors
and school administrators over email that they would receive no reward or penalty for
participation in the project.
Three weeks were spent communicating via email with mentors, principals, and
district administrators to successfully gain consent at three schools, none one of which
were on my initial list. As I went down the list of possible school site options, I
randomly selected potential sites by writing to the mentor at that site for interest and
consent, before reaching out to the principal. Two schools hesitated to allow a video
recording of the mentor’s space so I agreed to take this data collection out of the study.
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When I finally reached three school and mentor acceptances in writing, I stopped
requesting consent and moved to the next phase of data collection.
Student participant consent process. Student participants for the study were
identified by the mentors through a purposeful sampling selection. For those students
interviewed individually, mentors were instructed via email, to identify five to seven
seniors with whom they had developed a “good relationship.” Mentors were encouraged
to select a “broad group” of students who would be willing and accessible for roughly 30minute interviews. Five to eight focus group student participants were requested to draw
from a wider selection of students in both grade-level and familiarity with the mentor.
Focus groups students needed to be available and willing to be interviewed during a
common lunch period and were provided with pizza.
Mentors were instructed to share the consent document with students and to
explain to them that their participation was completely voluntary. Before beginning each
interview and focus group, I again shared physical copies of this consent document with
students and told them that their remarks to me would remain confidential. Since they
did not have to sign the consent document, I explained that their participation implied
consent. I also emphasized that there would be no reward or consequence for the mentor
based on their interview. No students were surprised or unaware of the consent form and
all continued with the interview. Specific details about individual student participants are
included later in this chapter.
School Site and Mentor Overview
All school data is publicly available via the state Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, but school/district/individual names are indicated with
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pseudonyms throughout the dissertation. In order to protect participant and school
anonymity, specific information may be generalized or altered slightly. For example,
data are rounded for school anonymity. Table 3.2 indicates Jackson High has the largest
student enrollment of the schools in this study and is one of the larger schools within the
program’s statewide 48 partner school network. Golden and Washington are similar in
size, although Golden’s enrollment does not include freshmen students, only sophomores
through seniors.
Table 3.2: School Enrollment Data
Seniors

Juniors

Sophomores

Freshmen

Total
Enrollment

Jackson

320

360

380

450

1520

Golden

300

300

390

0

990

Washington

210

260

250

250

970

High School

Note. All enrollment data is from the state Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education and publicly available. Data are from 2017-18 and rounded to the nearest ten for
school anonymity.

A summary of mentor participant and school information is indicated in Table 3.3 below.
All data is from the state Department of Elementary and Secondary Education from
2017-18 and rounded to the nearest ten for school anonymity.
Table 3.3: School and Site Demographic Overview
High School

Jackson

Golden

School
Setting*

School
Demographics

Mentor Name

Mentor
Gender

Mentor
Race

Suburban

Black: 45%
Hispanic: 10%
White: 35%
F/R Lunch: 55%

Cecilia
Hayden

Female

Black

Urban

Black: 80%
Hispanic: 10%
White: 10%
F/R Lunch: 100%

Joslyn Faith

Female

Black
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Washington

Suburban

Black: 10%
Hispanic: 25%
White: 55%
F/R Lunch: 85%

Camila Luna

Female

Hispanic

* School locale type is determined by the National Center for Education Statistics classification

All three participant schools enroll a racial and ethnically diverse study body, as
illustrated by Table 3.4. Federal eligibility rates for free and reduced lunch indicate
percentages of students who are considered low-income, and therefore possibly eligible
for a variety of college related fee waivers and reductions (ACT registration, college
applications, enrollment deposits, etc.). However, these waivers must generally be
submitted on behalf of the student by the mentor through internal school verification
processes. In the case of Golden High, where 100% of students qualify for free or
reduced lunch, all students automatically qualify for these waivers without verification,
although they still have to receive the waiver from the mentor.
Table 3.4: 2017 School Demographic and College Enrollment Data (%)
Hispanic
/Latino

White

Black/
A.A.

2+
Races

Jackson

10

35

45

5

Free/
Reduced
Lunch
55

Golden

10

10

80

0

Washington

25

55

10

5

High School

85

College
Going
Rate*
45

100

85

40

85

95

35

Grad.
Rate

Note: All data are % and rounded to the nearest five for school anonymity. Data are
available from the state Department of Elementary and Secondary Education.
* College-going data are based on the % of 2017 graduates enrolled at 2 or 4-year
institutions, as reported by the National Student Clearinghouse.

Case 1: Jackson High School and Ms. Cecilia Hayden. Jackson High School
is situated just outside of the city and has a diverse and large student population of just
over 1,500 with 320 seniors. It also represents a school with significant diversity in its
student body. Enrollment for 2017-18 indicates that just over 10% of students identify as
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Latino, slightly over 45% African-American, just under 35% White, and 5% multi-racial.
Roughly 55% of students in the school qualify for free or reduced lunch. The high school
graduation rate for 2017 was just over 85% with nearly 45% of graduates enrolling at two
or four-year colleges.
The mentor at Jackson High School, Ms. Cecilia Hayden, is an African-American
female and recent college graduate from a regional public university in the Midwest, with
a bachelor’s degree in communications and journalism. She is originally from the same
community as Jackson High and attended the rival high school within the same school
district.
Case 2: Golden High School and Ms. Joslyn Faith. Golden High School has a
student population of approximately 990, with just over 300 seniors. Golden’s student
body only includes 10th – 12th grades. The school is located within the city limits of the
large metropolitan city, although it is not a part of the city school district. Enrollment for
2017-18 indicates that just under 10% of students identify as Latino, nearly 80% AfricanAmerican, and slightly over 10% White. All 100% of students in the school qualify for
free or reduced lunch. The 2017 graduation rate was 85% with almost 40% of graduates
enrolling in two or four-year post-secondary institutions.
The mentor at Golden High School, Ms. Joslyn Faith, is an African-American
female and a recent college graduate from a regional public university in the opposite
side of the state, with a bachelor’s degree in health services. She is a first-generation
college graduate from another large metropolitan area within the state and graduated from
a small, private, and predominantly Black high school.
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Case 3: Washington High School and Ms. Camila Luna. Washington High
School is located just outside the metropolitan region. It has an enrollment of 960 with
slightly over 200 seniors. Student enrollment for 2017-18 indicates that just over 25% of
students identify as Latino, slightly over 10% African-American, 55% White, and over
5% multi-racial. Roughly 85% of students in the school qualify for free or reduced
lunch. The 2017 graduation rate was nearly 95% with nearly 35% of graduates going on
to two or four-year colleges.
The mentor at Washington High School, Ms. Camila Luna, is a Latina and recent
college graduate from the regional public university nearby with bachelor’s degrees in
criminology and Spanish. She is a first-generation college student from the same region
and attended a public high school near Washington High but in a different school district.
Data Collection
Data collection for this study included a variety of sources: direct observations of
mentor and student interactions and the physical and social context of these interactions,
documents and artifacts found throughout the school in public spaces and within the
mentor’s office space, individual interviews and focus groups with students, and
individual interviews with mentors. Use of multiple sources of data afforded one of the
key advantages of case study research by creating “converging lines of inquiry…and
thus, any finding or conclusion is likely to be much more convincing and accurate” (Yin,
2003, p. 91). Overall, the study drew from five sources of data, collected over two, nonconsecutive full-days of visits to each school, as described in Table 3.5. These data
sources provided opportunities to triangulate various perspectives about the mentoring
context and processes at each school.
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Table 3.5: Data Sources
Data Type

Timing

Details

Observation

Day 1
Prior to the first bell
until after the last bell
of the day

Interactions between mentors and students were
observed for a full day while the mentor was
shadowed throughout the school. Student, staff, and
even parental interactions were observed during this
time as an “outsider.” Observation protocol and
extensive field notes were utilized.

Documents
& Artifacts

Day 1 and 2
Throughout

Images were captured during the observation of
physical documents and artifacts found around the
school and mentor space. In some cases, mentors
also shared additional documents or artifacts that
were discussed by students or themselves.

Student
Interviews

Day 2
Throughout

Individual student interviews were conducted
following the day-long observation to gain a deeper
understanding of the interactions and mentoring
relationship from the student perspective. Five
students per mentor/school participated in roughly
18-46 minute (average of 33 minutes) interviews.

Student Focus
Group

Day 2
Over lunch

A small group (5-6) students from each school
participated in a group interview during lunch
(roughly 30 minutes). A diverse group of students
was sought to provide an additional level of
perspective on the role and impact of the mentor
within the broader school context.

Mentor
Interviews

Day 2 +
 The last interview
at the end of the
day
 Ongoing
clarification
 Final interview for
member checking

Semi-structured interviews with mentors were
conducted after the day-long observation and all
student interviews using a standard interview
protocol as well as follow-up questions inspired
from observations and student interviews. Mentors
were interviewed twice – as part of the formal
interview process and after analysis was written as a
form of member checking to confirm findings and
possibly fill in gaps in analysis. Both interviews
lasted approximately one hour for each mentor.

Phases of Data Collection. Data collection consisted of three phases: field
observations, interviews with students and mentors, and follow-up interviews with
mentors. Table 3.6 describes the three main phases of data collection below.
Observational and interview data was collected through two day-long visits to each of
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three participants schools from Monday, October 29 through Tuesday, November 13,
2018, a span of just over two weeks. Although visits to the same school were not made
on consecutive days, observations and field notes were consistently completed on the first
visit day and all individual and focus group interviews were conducted on the second
day-long visit to each school.
Table 3.6: Sources and Phases of Data Collection
Phase

When

Where/How

Who

Data Collected

Phase 1:
Late October –
Observation
 1 full day at
each school

High Schools
1. Jackson
2. Golden
3. Washington

Mentor
Shadowing

 Field Notes
 Artifacts

Phase 2:
Interviews

Early November
 1 full day at
each school

High Schools
1. Jackson
2. Golden
3. Washington

 Individual
students (15
seniors)
 Student focus
groups (16)
 Mentors (3)

 Interview
transcripts
 Field notes
 Artifacts

Phase 3:
Member
check

Late February

Video conference

Discussion with
Mentors

 Field notes

Observations. Observations consisted of shadowing the near-peer mentor for the
entire day, from just before the starting bell until just after the ending bell. I often stood
or sat just outside of the mentor offices while students interacted with each other and the
mentor and followed each mentor around the school during their daily routine in order to
be close enough to hear most exchanges but out of the way as much as possible to not
draw excessive attention to my presence. I sought to be a complete observer but given a
physical presence, enacted more of a nonparticipant or passive status to observe and take
field notes from a slight distance (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013).
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Since I carried a notebook and wrote constantly, I tried not to engage with
students unless they talked to me directly. This positionality was very challenging at
times because I wanted to help students or help the mentor serve students at various
points. I did consistently make eye contact and smile at students, however, in order to try
to present a non-threatening position, but I spoke to them very little during the
observation day. I did engage in steady conversation with the mentor during my
observation, if there were no students present and she was not actively working on
something else. For example, I asked a lot of clarifying questions about what I saw and
the school contexts as we walked through the building at various points in each day.
I took extensive field notes in a spiral notebook at Jackson and Golden High (23
pages at each school) and captured multiple pictures of physical areas and items in and
near the mentor office space and building (total of 60 distinct images). At Washington
High, I took field notes by hand and then by laptop (9 handwritten and 14 typed) because
the mentor mostly stayed in her office, allowing me to remain stationary and type.
Observations of interactions and the overall school environment provided
valuable data on the social context of the school and the role the mentor played among
various student and social groupings. Every day is different in a school setting, but I
sought to capture an authentic “day in the life” experience to contextualize and
ultimately, to help me describe the tools and strategies mentors used within different
spaces. Following the suggestion of Merriam (1998), a wide range was observed: the
setting and surroundings; participants, mentor, student, and staff activities and
interactions; relevant conversations; as well as reflections about my own role during the
observation.
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Although I crafted and considered various observation protocols, my field notes
were not formally structured. Instead, I recorded through notetaking as many student and
mentor interactions as possible, as well as other social and physical contextual elements.
When interactions slowed, I included mental notes, thoughts, questions, and ideas about
what I had observed directly. Some of these questions then became the basis of questions
asked during the student and mentor interviews. For example, the way passes were
distributed and used at each school became a line of inquiry that was a direct result of my
first day of observations.
Documents and artifacts. The social and physical context of the school was of
intentional interest to this study and as a result, a variety of other pieces of data were
collected, mostly through the camera on my phone. These artifacts included pictures of
public displays or documents found in the school and in the mentor’s office area as well
as materials shared with students. I took pictures of bulletin boards, flyers, worksheets,
open spaces, cafeterias, social media posts, the office(s) themselves, passes and even
ceiling tiles. Most of these artifacts were collected during the observation day/phase, but
occasionally I asked mentors to share additional pictures of events that were mentioned
during interviews.
Interviews. All student and mentor interviews followed a semi-structured
approach where questions were grounded around thematic areas of interest but openended enough to allow for follow-up questions. Interview questions were refined after
the pilot study and implemented to both create rapport and collect valuable insight.
Given that the case study asked questions about human experiences, development, and
impact within a social context, interviews and observations were critical components of
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this research design. The protocol for individual student and mentor interviews as well as
the focus group interview are included in the Appendix. All interviews were audio
recorded and then transcribed.
Individual student interviews. Five students from each school served as student
interview participants, purposively selected by mentors. Since most of the mentors’ time
is dedicated to working with seniors, student participants were first semester seniors. In
some cases, they were former College Ambassadors - juniors who help plan college
events in the school and met somewhat regularly as a group with their mentor last year.
A total of 15 semi-structured student interviews ranged in time from 18-46
minutes, with an average time of 33 minutes. All interviews took place during the school
day in a private or semi-private space within the school. A sample student interview
protocol is attached in Appendix B. Student participants were selected by the mentor
based on their ability to reflect and share thoughts on their interactions with the mentor as
well as their personal perspectives about going to college. A range of student
perspectives was encouraged, although students chosen by the mentors may have also
reflected conscious or unconscious preferences. Student availability on the day and time
of scheduled interviews played a role in determining participation as some potential
participants may have been out of the building due to illness or field trips. Principal
consent generally asked for student participants to not miss core (English, math, science,
etc.) class-time, so mentors also had to coordinate interviews with student academic
schedules. A summary of student participants for each school is included in Table 3.7
and more details for each school are included in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.7: Student Participant Overview

School Site

Individual
Participant
Gender

Individual
Participant
Race

Focus
Group
Gender

Focus
Group
Race

Focus Group
Class Status

Jackson

3 Female
2 Male

3 Black
2 White

3 Female
2 Male

5 Black

2 Juniors
3 Seniors

Golden

2 Female
3 Male

4 Black
1 Hispanic

2 Female
3 Male

4 Black
1 Hispanic

2 Sophomores
1 Junior
2 Seniors

Washington

3 Female
2 Male

3 Black
1 Hispanic
1 White

3 Female
3 Male

4 Black
2 White

1 Sophomore
1 Junior
4 Seniors

Note: All individual interview participants were seniors.

Since interview participants were all seniors who had developed a “good”
relationship with their mentor, they typically were also all familiar with each other. In
some cases, students congregated while waiting for their interview turn and I assume also
talked with each other about the interview afterward. I was conscious about this dynamic
because I did not want to prejudice student responses and therefore avoided some probing
questions that did not come up directly in the interviews. For example, students did not
bring up the role race or gender played in building connections with their mentor and I
intentionally did not ask about it because I wanted to see if it came up naturally. This
was a limitation because students may have had a lot to say about the topic if I had asked
them directly.
Student focus groups. In addition to individual student interviews, one focus
group per school was utilized to expand the inquiry to additional students in the school
beyond seniors who had “good relationships” with the mentor. Focus groups consisted of
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five to six students who generally had more limited relationships with the mentor, but
who were somewhat familiar with her role in the school. The focus group was audio
recorded and later transcribed, although specific student identity was not always clear in
the transcription. These students were sophomores, juniors, or seniors (freshman were
not asked to participate because they had little to no previous exposure to the mentor). A
sample focus group protocol is attached in Appendix C. Questions focused on the broad
position or role of the mentor within the school as well as probes for general and/or
personal opinions, perspectives, and attitudes about the school context surrounding the
mentor and college-related spaces, events, activities, and opportunities. In this way, the
focus group served a mostly “exploratory” function (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013, p. 377)
as well as an opportunity to triangulate and confirm statements made in individual
student and mentor interviews.
Student selection for the focus groups utilized a more random sampling technique
as the focus group took place over lunch, with pizza provided for participants. Table 3.4
shows the demographic breakdown of focus group participants at each site. The mentor
arranged for students to attend this roughly 30-minute discussion with a goal to have a
diverse set of student experiences included in the discussion and a range of perspectives.
The student focus group allowed the study to access new student perspectives and
thoughts by talking with students who may not have extensive experience with their
mentor or who may have been hesitant to engage in a one-on-one interview.
Additionally, focus groups allowed for students to build off of each other’s ideas and
created rich and potentially deeper understandings about the dynamics at the school. As
proposed by Savin-Baden and Major (2013), encouraging and facilitating this interaction
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was a key difference between a focus group and individual interviews. These exchanges
were not probed for the same level of personal stories and alignment, but rather, for broad
interpretations on the way that the mentor was perceived throughout the school. As a
result, the advantage was to “view social processes in action” (Savin-Baden & Major,
2013, p. 375). Although there was a possible disadvantage and potential risk to using a
focus group for this study because of the unknown dynamics created by randomly pulling
students together who may or may not know each other, this was not an issue. Intentional
moderation was important to capitalize on the advantages of this approach and diminish
the potential disadvantages, but all students actively participated in the conversation.
Even the sophomore focus group participants shared their thoughts and perceptions and
did not seem to be inhibited or intimidated by older students.
Individual mentor interviews. In-person, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with mentors in their office space at each school. Interviews lasted between
60-77 minutes, with an average of 71 minutes and were both audio recorded and
transcribed. A sample mentor interview protocol is attached in Appendix A. This
protocol was framed and informed by relevant theories as well as refined after the pilot
study. Mentors were interviewed a second time, as a final data-collection point and
member-checking step. This final conversation was loosely structured and based around
thematic findings in order to solicit mentor reflections, confirmations, and feedback about
the analysis. This second interview took place via phone in late February and although
not recorded, I took handwritten notes to document the discussion.
Individual interviews for mentors offered important advantages to this study’s
goal to understand the how and why of mentoring for students within a social context.
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The format also provided for a confidential and reflective space where mentors could
share more openly about their intentional and perhaps unintentional actions and efforts,
as well as their own personal stories. While mentors were familiar with my role and we
had a previously established a basic level of rapport, these interviews probed more deeply
into their personal and professional experiences. I attempted to stay attuned to the
“unequal power dynamic” throughout the process and even afterward by bringing initial
analysis back to the mentor for review and reflection and encouraging them to openly
share feedback and possible misinterpretations (Creswell, 2103, p. 151). It is possible my
supervisory role impacted this step of the research design the most since mentors would
have had to exercise more of a voice to question my findings and themes. However, each
conversation actually elicited strong confirmation around my findings and interest in the
theoretical threads I explored and connected to the data. Mentors expressed surprise that
I was able to capture the dynamics of their school and their students and deep interest in
the impact students indicated they were having in helping them stay on a path to college.
Reflective Memos. After each day of observation and each day of interviews, I
audio recorded reflective commentary into my phone during my drive home and then
typed individual reflective memos (six total) using these reflections and field notes.
Reflective memos noted my positionality, thoughts on the data, possible codes, patterns,
emerging questions, the overall process, etc. I also wrote reflective memos as I reviewed
and edited individual interview transcripts (18 total) to both summarize main ideas,
highlight important threads, propose possible codes, and make connections. I also
pointed out my own missed opportunities for follow-up questions and places where I
should have used more wait time with students.
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Data Analysis
All data was organized, labeled, and transcribed using a naturalized approach to
transcription in order to capture authentic student/mentor language (Oliver, Serovich, &
Mason, 2005). For example, response tokens such as “um,” “like,” or “uh,” and
pronunciation and grammar were transcribed verbatim by gotranscript.com. A total of 13
hours and 9 minutes of interview audio from all mentor, student, and focus group
interviews were transcribed. After receiving the transcriptions from this vendor, I
thoroughly edited and corrected each transcript by listening to the audio and making
changes as necessary.
Although transcripts fully preserved the words and utterances of participants,
direct quotes incorporated into Chapters 4-6 exclude many response tokens in order to
maintain readability and flow. Stutters, repeats, “um,” and “uh” were eliminated but
“like” was generally maintained in an attempt to still reflect the voice of students and
mentors in an attempt to both mirror participant voices and facilitate readability.
Coding. Data analysis was conducted using NVivo software for line-by-line
coding of interview transcripts (students and mentors) using a constant-comparative
method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Observation field notes were also coded line-by-line
but manually using highlighters since they were generally handwritten. Based on the
research questions, observation notes, and reflective memos, I created initial and broad
open codes that related to the physical and social dynamics present at each school, the
types of support and information mentors shared with students, and the personal stories
and characteristics of each mentor. During the coding process, axial categories emerged
from the all of these initial codes to inform major themes and sub-themes for each case.
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At this point, a code book was created and shared for peer review, additional insights, and
reliability checking. A second coder examined a random selection ten coded passages to
examine the accuracy and reliability of my coding. A majority of the passages were
coded similarly and minor deviations or distinctions were discussed for clarity and
consistency. The final codebook, broken down by case, is attached in Appendix D and a
summary for the distribution of codes by interview participant is included in Appendix E.
Basic quantitative counts and analysis of individual codes provided the basis for initial
analysis of codes as well as guidance for whether individual codes would stand alone as
their own category or whether they would become sub-themes providing nuance, detail,
and substantiation.
Finally, after collapsing and merging the codes into categories, categories were
developed into holistic themes based on participants’ voices and an interpretive attempt
to understand the relationships between categories. Interpretations were grounded by the
conceptual and theoretical framework and guided by the research questions. Figure 3.7
illustrates this process in action for Case 1: Jackson High and Ms. Hayden. I used
markers to color-code, arrows, and multiple iterations to finalize major themes and the
many component sub-themes within.
Figure 3.8: Codes to Categories and Themes
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Each individual case was coded, analyzed, and written-up separately and
independently. After all three cases were completely coded and written, I conducted a
cross-case analysis of the codes, themes, and sub-themes using both NVivo to summarize
quantitative coding across cases, and then manual comparisons to organize similarities
and differences on a large whiteboard. I compared themes and sub-themes and
triangulated analysis looking for patterns and relationships between codes, categories,
and themes, both quantitatively (through NVivo tools) and qualitatively (considering
many factors – observations, coding, reflections, memos, patterns, interactions).
Overarching themes that emerged consistently to contextual elements of the schools,
relationship building tools and cultural capital, and mentoring tools such as expanded and
critical forms of capital (navigational and aspirational) utilized by near-peer mentors.
An inductive analytic process was utilized to analyze data from observations,
artifacts, and interviews in order to highlight findings with thick descriptions, identify
patterns and regularities, and contextualize the data from literature. As an interpretive
multi-case study, analysis sought to both draw from and perhaps build on theory to
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explore new relationships among variables (Merriam, 1998). Data and interpretations
from the pilot study also provided a framework of coding strategies to begin this process,
but the overall process was continually iterative and driven by the data itself.
Analysis of individual codes and larger categories of codes contextualized
theoretical foundations and drew from the concepts of capital (especially expanded and
critical views of social, cultural, aspirational, youth, and navigational capital) as well as
figured worlds to conceptualize these theories in practice. Table 3.9 outlines the overall
data sources and basic analytic process framed by the research questions.
Table 3.9: Data Sources and Analysis by Research Question
Research Question
1. How do near-peer mentors
leverage instrumental and
relational tools in their
work to help high school
students overcome various
barriers to college?

Data Source
 Observations
 Artifacts
Student
interviews
 Focus groups
 Mentor
interviews

a. How are expanded notions
of capital accessed and
used in the mentoring
process?










2. How does the personal
background of the nearpeer mentor and students
shape the mentoring
process, in particular, the
mentor’s use of
instrumental and
relational tools?






Observations
Artifacts
Student
interviews
Focus groups
Mentor
interviews
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Data Coding and Analysis
Instrumental code capture tools
and exchanges relating to
information, networks, deadlines,
resources, etc.
Mentors sharing information and
guide students relate to possible
navigational capital coding
Relational codes include emotions
such as motivation, fear,
reassurance, encouragement,
inspiration, etc.
Youth and cultural references
coded examine the ways mentors
interacted, built relationships, and
accessed student trust
Mentor’s conscious and
unconscious positioning as peer vs
professional
Coding captured personal
information, interests, and
background shared with students
Cross case analysis
Interactional analysis for
differences between personal
background and experiences

3. Within the school, how do
near-peer mentors create
real and figurative spaces,
or figured worlds, for
students to see themselves
as and ultimately become
college-bound?
a) What defines the figured
world?
b) How is the figured world
different or similar with
different near-peer
mentors and in different
schools?






Observations
Artifacts
Student
interviews
Focus groups
Mentor
interviews









Physical spaces for enacting
college-bound identities –
mentor’s office, surrounding
space, and artifacts
Figurative spaces for enacting
college bound identities –
language, symbols, positioning
Student descriptions of if, how, or
why mentors are different from
others in the building
Accessibility of mentors
Statements about student identity
School culture and social
dynamics described by students

Trustworthiness
The importance of accurately reporting patterns, conclusions, and interpretations
in this research study cannot be understated. While the search for a single “truth” or
“reality” was not the goal of this (or other) qualitative projects, the need for representing
the multiple views and complex perspectives with authenticity and avoiding
misrepresentation was still paramount. Developing trust in my process and findings
comes from delineating the process and my plan at the beginning and following it
throughout the study to validate the research and specifically in my case, attempt to
minimize the bias from the role of myself as researcher. These strategies included:
triangulation, member checking, reflexive memo writing, and peer debriefing. Finally,
although significant attention was directed at developing trust in this process, limitations
remain.
Triangulation. Stake (1995) describes multiple forms of triangulation based on
the protocols of Denzin (1984) such as data source triangulation, investigator
triangulation, theory triangulation, and methodical triangulation (pp. 112-114). In each
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of these efforts, confirmation of meaning is sought about what was observed or
interpreted in order to “increase confidence” in these observations and interpretations
(Stake, 1995, p. 114). Stake (1995) acknowledges that “the stronger one’s belief in
constructed reality, the more difficult it is to believe that any complex observation or
interpretation can be triangulated,” but proposes that triangulation and the contribution of
multiple possible interpretations can still valuable (p 114).
In this study, triangulation stemmed from multiple forms and efforts to
corroborate whether the findings were both plausible and grounded in the words and
experience of participants. This view of triangulation is supported by Denzin and
Lincoln (2011) who propose “the use of multiple methods, or triangulation, reflects an
attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in question” (p. 5).
Therefore, the overall design and advantages offered by case study research provide
multiple angles and viewpoints and this study similarly sought to approach the research
questions from a variety of data sources and perspectives in order to get closer to
authentically representing the individual and social complexities at play. For example,
my day-long observation provided a valuable perspective to the school environment and
role of the mentor and the study would have been left with a significant gap in data
collected and overall analysis without it. Additionally, the focus group helped to confirm
and even deepen the contributions of the longer individual student interviews. Students
in the focus group built on each other’s comments to both validate statements made in
individual interviews and provide additional nuance and substance. Although I was
unable to secure permission for video and/or audio observation of the mentors’ space and
their daily interactions for more robust and authentic triangulation without my presence,
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the combination of interviews and observations provide a strong case for confidence in
my analysis and findings.
The summary distribution of interview references coded, provided in Appendix E
also offers a form of triangulation and trustworthiness by sharing a perspective of data
and code sources. Since the words of participants were the foundation of data analysis,
this chart shows the quantity and range of codes coming from each interview. Although
there is overlap from double-coding and eventual collapsing of codes, this chart
illustrates a basic thoroughness and distribution of data sources across all participants and
cases.
Member Checking. One form of triangulating observations and interpretations is
to check in with those who are a part of the study and provide an opportunity for
conclusions and interpretations to be confirmed, accepted, or even rejected by
participants. In this study, I included member checking by following-up with mentors via
phone and email for final reflective conversations. I shared with them, via email, a draft
of themes from their case and relevant interpretations based on the research questions and
theories applied. We discussed whether my analysis was plausible, clarified remaining
issues, and often discussed updates about how each student participant had progressed on
the path to college.
Reflexive Memo Writing. Memos can take on many forms in the process of
both collecting data, analyzing data, and addressing trustworthiness to the research
process. Ultimately, writing memos helped to make transparent my thoughts throughout
the process in order to highlight connections to theory, literature, previously collected
data, codes, and even personal feelings. “Memoing enables the researcher to maintain
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creativity and flow,” while also providing an “audit trail” to help provide background on
the iterative process (Savin-Baden & Major, 2013, pp. 352, 477). Reflexive memo
writing highlighted the fact that it was impossible to fully remove myself from or to
completely disentangle my own personal views from the research process. Instead of
avoiding or pretending that my own experiences and ideas were bracketed off, reflexive
memoing served to intentionally make the unconscious, conscious and what was hidden,
more visible. I drafted reflexive memos and notes throughout the data collection and
analysis process. These memos took on different formats as some were typed word
documents and others were audio notes, post-its, excel documents, and even whiteboard
commentary that were photographed and then wiped clean to start again.
Peer Debriefing. Peer debriefing rather than peer evaluation was utilized during
the data collection and analysis stages of this study. In order to best understand
observations and other data sources in light of literature and theoretical frames, outsiders
helped to lend additional insights and possible validations of findings and conclusions.
My husband and dissertation advisers primarily served in this role. Although SavinBaden and Major (2013) assert that “prov[ing] interrater reliability” through peer
evaluation of coding “is a positivist perspective that threatens the interpretive nature of
the undertaking,” I attempted to use a non-evaluative and more additive approach to this
process (p. 478). Allowing these “outsiders” to consider the data in light of my coding
strategies did not lead to affirming or rejecting codes or generalizations, but rather, to
considering new insights and perhaps better interpretations.
Limitations. The descriptive findings of this qualitative multiple case study may
be transferable to other high schools and near-peer mentoring contexts, but they were not
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designed to be generalizable. Given the many possible combinations of instrumental and
relational tools, school environments, and the unique personal characteristics of each
student and near-peer mentor, the findings are relevant only to the participants in these
three cases at a particular point in time, and transferability is limited, even to other
students within the school. As such, the nature of each college-bound figured world is
only able to be depicted through interactions and engagement with the near-peer mentors
and student participants. A more complete view of the full college-bound figured world
would entail broader school-wide observations as well as interviews with other students
as well as teachers, counselors, and administrators.
Although a variety of student and mentor perspectives were sought, an important
limitation of this study was the narrow overall quantity of interviews and observations.
Mentor selection was limited by location and school consent and resulted in having no
male or Caucasian mentors as participants. Student participation was also limited by
availability and unknown potential selection bias of each mentor. My own whiteness and
age may have also limited participant responses, especially as they related to race since
students did not bring up the race of their mentor as a factor in their relationship or
interactions. Mentors did talk about the role of race in their interactions with students,
perhaps because they were more comfortable with me or because they were more
experienced in discussing race, or simply more reflective overall as a product of maturity.
Not directly asking students about race and racial connections with their mentors
was a significant limitation of the study. I hesitated to ask about race without students
mentioning it first to provide a relevant opportunity because I did not want to make
students think (and then share with their peers who were waiting to be interviewed) that I
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was explicitly looking for racial connections. I assumed race (and other elements of
intersectionality) would emerge organically and was surprised at the end of each day of
interviews that it did not emerge explicitly. In retrospect, this study would have benefited
from more direct questions about race, socio-economic background, gender, etc. in the
interview protocol but such limitations also suggest rich opportunities for further
research.
My role as a supervisor to the program may have also led mentors and students to
hold back information they thought might reflect negatively or to overstate elements they
believed would reflect positively on themselves or their mentor. Since students were
selected based on having a “good relationship” with their mentors, I assumed and
perceived some level of students being protective and highly positive about their mentor.
The observation day provided important contextual triangulation of these relationships
and my overall findings, however, no disconfirming evidence was shared by student
participants because the experiences with the mentors were all positive and relationships
were all “good.”
Finally, the study captured only a moment in time, rather than a longitudinal
approach to understanding the scope of near-peer and student interactions as well as the
context of possible figured worlds. I sought to observe a “typical” day, but no day is ever
the same in a school environment and therefore, each day-long observation only captured
a singular day and allowed for only a partial representation of the many dynamics at play
during the course of a year. Since the study was conducted in the fall rather than later in
the year, student-mentor relationships were limited by the amount of time participants
had interacted and known each other.
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Conclusion
The next three chapters describe the context and analysis for each case within the
multi-case study: Jackson High School and Ms. Cecilia Hayden, Golden High School
and Ms. Joslyn Faith, and Washington High School and Ms. Camila Luna. Individual
case study results are shared in the order in which the first observation visits were made
as a result of mentor and researcher availability.
Chapter 4 illustrates the limitations students had at Jackson High accessing the
college-bound figured world because of school policies and social structures. Despite
constraints, students did find ways to build relationships and interact with Ms. Hayden
because her near-peer status and approach stood in contrast to many other adults in the
building. In doing so, all student participants benefited from strong instrumental support
and some students gained important emotional reassurance about their college-bound
possibilities.
Chapter 5 depicts Golden High as a school with extensive student-to-student peer
support and a physically and perceptually accessible college-bound figured world
centered around Ms. Faith. As a near-peer mentor, Ms. Faith’s youth and contrast to
other adults and counselors made her uniquely approachable as she proactively made
relationships with students. Student participants were some of the most engaged and
academically accomplished seniors in the school, but Ms. Faith’s trusted reassurance was
eagerly sought by students who expressed emotional needs for being pushed along the
path to college.
Chapter 6 reveals an environment at Washington High where Ms. Luna openly
and enthusiastically shared her personal background and interests with students in order
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to immediately connect with them on terms they valued. Students had near constant
access to Ms. Luna and the wide college-bound figured world and built strong personal
relationships with her based on frequent interactions and multiple elements of shared
cultural capital. Ms. Luna leveraged her youth and experiences to provide students with
step-by-step guidance and pushed them to imagine new possibilities for their future with
herself as the role-model.
Chapter 7 presents a cross-case synthesis of patterns, similarities, and contrasts
between the individual schools and cases. This chapter includes a revised conceptual
model as the basis for a discussion of the research questions and a nuanced framework
for understanding how expanded notions of capital become tools for near-peer mentors as
they help guide and push students within distinct college-bound figured worlds over
informational and psychological barriers to college. Finally, chapter 7 also describes
multiple implications of this study for research and practice.
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Chapter 4: Jackson High School and Ms. Cecilia Hayden
Jackson High School is a large public comprehensive high school located in a
10,000 person and ten square mile suburb of the sprawling metropolitan region. A
hundred years ago it was a small rural school but through population growth and multiple
expansions, it now serves over 1,500 students in grades 9-12, with a senior class of over
320. The school district operates two public high schools and Jackson High is the larger
and more diverse of the two schools, with no racial demographic making up a majority of
the student body. Approximately 10% of the study body identifies as Hispanic or Latino,
35% White, 45% Black, and 55% qualify for free or reduced lunch. Roughly 46% of
Jackson graduates from the class of 2017 enrolled in two or four year colleges.
According to the school’s website, Jackson High School is “known for outstanding
academics and extracurricular programs.”
School and Mentor Overview
The school day at Jackson begins at 7:15 am and the early start time means that
students, staff, faculty and guests arrive to campus in complete darkness during the
month of October. Since I arrive in the dark alongside students just after 7am, I do not
have to be buzzed into the building as a visitor and instead go straight to the main office
to check-in for my first visit and daylong observation.
Jackson High School. As I freely made my way to the school’s main office, I
noticed a prominent sign in the entry foyer – “ATTENTION STUDENTS: Vending
machines are NOT to be used during class time or after the tardy music begins. Violators
will be subject to disciplinary procedures. – JHS Admin.” This was my first introduction
to the school’s focus on directing student behavior and enforcing established policies and
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practices. Although the counseling suite and mentor are located just across the hallway
from the main office, near the front entrance of the school, the receptionist made a phone
call while I signed-in and I was physically escorted to the counseling area by a uniformed
police officer.
During the quick walk to the counseling suite through the school’s main hallway,
I notice several college flags attached to the walls and large floor to ceiling grey bulletin
boards on both sides with college going information covering roughly 50% of the space.
These bulletin boards included notices of college representative visits, posters from
individual institutions, and college-going checklists. “College is not a dream…it is a
plan!” is the title of one side of the hallway. This checklist indicates students need to: (a)
ACT, (b) Campus Tours, (c) FAFSA, (d) Applications, and (e) Scholarships. Arrows
point students toward workshops, definitions, and deadlines, except for Campus Tours
and Scholarships which have blank place holders waiting for more information. Just
under this checklist is an even larger banner that boldly declares in colorful letters,
“ATTENDANCE COUNTS AT JACKSON!”
The counseling suite is visible through floor to ceiling interior windows and a
glass door that opens into the main hallway. It is a very quiet in the suite and remains
that way for most of the day. Immediately inside the door is a wide and tall check-in
counter staffed by an older white female receptionist and a row of offices along the
blank-walled back hallway. The reception desk has ACT waivers and registration
information as well as transcript request forms on hand. However, in a full-day of
observing this area, no students asked any questions about these important items of the
receptionist. All of the walls of the counseling suite are painted white and florescent
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lights brightly illuminate the space. To the right of the reception desk is an area with two
round tables, chairs for 8-10, and racks of papers and resources on college and careers.
One wall of this area is covered in dozens of college pennants, organized in neat rows.
The mentor’s office is tucked into the left corner of the suite and uniquely visible through
an interior window that looks out into the reception area and conversely, into her office
from the reception desk.
Ms. Cecilia Hayden. Cecilia Hayden is the mentor serving Jackson High School
for her second year. As a 23-year-old recent college graduate and roughly four or five
years older than most seniors at Jackson High, she is a near-peer mentor for students.
Cecilia is an African-American female with straight dark hair flowing over her shoulders
and long multi-colored fingernails that are quickly noticeable because of the unique
clicking sound they make while she types at the computer. On the day of my
observation, she wore a school branded red lanyard and identification card, large silver
hoop earrings, solid black palazzo pants, a military green nylon jacket, and black flats.
Cecilia does not identify herself as a first-generation college graduate because her mother
eventually earned a degree and other family members attended but not finished college.
She said going to college was never in question by the time she was in high school, but
her fully supportive parents did not know how to help her through the many steps in the
process. Much of her guidance to college came instead from the assistance of a college
adviser, serving her school in the same role she does at Jackson.
Ms. Hayden, as the students refer to her, is often found in her small office
decorated with a few personal touches like a colorful rug, a book cut into the shape of a
C, a few pictures of students, and decorative curtains framing the interior window. Her
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desk and laptop sit just under the interior window, which allows her to immediately see
(and be seen by) students entering the counseling suite via the reception area. Her office
is painted a muted grey, with a white tile floor. While not small, in addition to her desk
and chair it only has room for a simple chair by the door, a half-wall of grey built in
storage cabinets, and a long wooden bookshelf. She has a handful of college pennants
posted above the built-in storage and a large bulletin board on the wall above the wooden
shelf asking, “What is your pathway?” with arrows pointing to a variety of career and
college choices. There are papers, binders, and files found on the shelves and her desk
but there is still open space available. Her door is decorated with a certificate from
“College Colors Day” indicating she is a graduate of the local regional public university
with its large colorful logo. It also includes the clubs and activities she was involved in
during college (Black Student Union, Work Study, and a youth mentoring program) and
her undergraduate and graduate academics disciplines (communications and higher
education). While serving at the school as a mentor, Ms. Hayden is also working on a
master’s degree from the same local institution.
The door to Ms. Hayden’s office opens into the back hallway of the counseling
suite and is right beside another door that leads into a side hallway outside of the suite.
Students are prohibited from using this door, but it is accessed frequently during the day
by teachers, counselors, and other staff going to/from the counseling suite. Across the
hallway from her office is a small meeting room with a kitchenette and then further down
the hallway are the offices of the four professional school counselors who are assigned to
serve students by grade level. Individual student interviews and the lunchtime focus
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group discussion are held in the kitchenette room, the only private space available to Ms.
Hayden for meeting with more than one student.
This limited private space rarely presents an issue for Ms. Hayden because
students at Jackson High must possess an official pass any time they are outside of class
beyond lunch or passing periods. This requirement means that Ms. Hayden spends nearly
half of my observation day (a Monday) writing and distributing passes for students to use
during the rest of the week. As a result of the time-intensive method of implementing the
required pass system and programmatic expectations of logging each student interaction
in an online database, Ms. Hayden is often found in her office and close to her computer.
When she is not in her office with students or on her computer, she might be found in the
open seating area within the counseling suite, working with small groups of students or
checking on individual students who are researching colleges, programs, or scholarships
or completing specific college-going tasks. Although she did not go into individual
classrooms during my visits, Ms. Hayden also indicated that she had spent a significant
amount of time this fall going into classrooms to make a variety of presentations to
students, especially juniors and seniors.
Participant Overview
Analysis was conducted from data collected over a day-long observation and a
second day-long visit to the school to conduct individual interviews with five seniors, a
focus group interview with a different set of five juniors and seniors, and an individual
interview with Ms. Hayden. Upon confirming her participation in the study, Ms. Hayden
was asked to identify student participants based on guidelines of selecting “a broad
group” of five seniors with whom she had “developed a good relationship” and would be
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accessible on the designated day for individual 20-30 minute interviews. Focus group
student participants were requested to come from the wider student body and have
varying familiarity with Ms. Hayden. Intentionally, no mention or guidance was given
regarding the racial or gender makeup of student participants. As a result, Ms. Hayden
made all determinations as to who she felt would be representative of these guidelines,
available, and willing to talk with me about their relationship and interactions with her.
An overview of each student participant is included in Table 4.1, with pseudonyms used
in all cases to protect participant identity.
Table 4.1: Jackson High Student Participant Profile

Female

Race/
Ethnicity
White

Interview
Length*
26 min

Senior

Female

Black

35 min

Individual

Senior

Female

Black

30 min

Diamond

Focus Group

Junior

Female

Black

35 min

Isaiah

Focus Group

Junior

Male

Black

35 min

Jasmine

Focus Group

Senior

Female

Black

35 min

John

Individual

Senior

Male

White

46 min

Justin

Focus Group

Senior

Male

Black

35 min

Malia

Individual

Senior

Female

Black

31 min

Sincere

Individual

Senior

Female

Black

37 min

Name

Collection Type

Grade

Gender

Brittany

Individual

Senior

Chloe

Focus Group

Crystal

*Focus group interview duration is the same for all students participating during their lunch

Table 4.2 provides context regarding the number of times each individually
interviewed student participant had met with Ms. Hayden for formal 1:1 appointments
and group presentations or activities since school began in mid-August. This data was
accessed for Ms. Hayden and all mentors via the program’s online tracking tool on
November 14, the day following final school-based data collection. Per programmatic
parameters, students and mentors should meet for at least 5 minutes for an interaction be
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recorded by mentors as a 1:1. As a result, this data does not necessarily reflect the
totality of Ms. Hayden’s informal conversations with students since quick interactions
during passing periods would not qualify and students are otherwise not allowed to visit
her office without a pass and appointment. However, Table 4.4 illustrates that the
students Ms. Hayden selected to participate in this study are representative of those with
whom she has interacted individually and in group settings with some regularity in the
first few months of the school year. Table 4.2 also includes participant school-related
extracurriculars and outside-school work schedules, collected through student interviews,
and offers a broad view of student interests and responsibilities. Three of the five
participants were available to Ms. Hayden and me because they served as counseling area
assistants.
Table 4.2: Mentor/Student Interactions and Student Activities
Student
Brittany

# 1:1s
**
6

# Other ***
Interactions
4

School-related
Extracurriculars
Art club, sport manager

Outside-School
Work
Works 20-30 hours/week

Crystal*

4

11

Works weekends

John*

6

4

Malia*

5

5

Cheerleading
Choir, theater,
cheerleading
Track

Unknown
Works 30 hours/week

Sincere
2
10
None this year
Works 40+ hours/week
All data recorded is as of November 14, 2018.
* Students who are counseling area assistants and more accessible to Ms. Hayden
**The maximum number of 1:1s recorded for any student at Jackson High is 9.
*** Other interactions may include campus visits, group presentations, campus rep visit, etc.

Major Themes
Three overarching themes emerged from data collected and then coded using
NVivo software and refined by ongoing analysis in the case of Jackson High and Ms.
Hayden:
1. School isn’t a place for relationships: Accessing the college-bound figured world
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2. “Big sister vibes”: Building relationships through shared cultural capital
3. “Pushing me to get where I wanna be”: Balancing instrumental and relational tools
These themes directly stem from student statements and frame both the context of the
school environment and role Ms. Hayden played for students at Jackson within this
environment. These themes will shed light on the unique college-bound figured world at
Jackson and the way Ms. Hayden built relationships with students to utilize both
instrumental and relational tools of support. Each theme and corresponding sub-themes
are described below, although in many ways these themes relate to properties that are
absent or missing from Jackson.
“School Isn’t a Place for Relationships”
Accessing the College-Bound Figured World
The overall school culture at Jackson and major theme being one not about
relationships will be explored through three sub-themes that speak to student challenges
accessing the college-bound figured world: (a) distinct and limited school social
engagement, (b) a lack of physical freedom, and (c) a lack of personal connections. In
general and specific tones, students referred to the culture at Jackson as one that was
driven by high academic expectations from teachers and administrators rather than a
place for relationships and exploring future identities. Students spoke about the culture
of their school being one where hard work was valued by teachers and opportunities are
available to those who make the effort – a description that also speaks to the mental and
physical effort required for students to access Ms. Hayden and the college-bound figured
world she represented.
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For students at Jackson, school is a place to learn and that message comes across
in a variety of direct and indirect ways. Students repeatedly spoke positively about
teachers who were helpful to them and available to assist with recommendation letters or
if they had trouble understanding material. However, students overwhelming did not talk
about their teachers really knowing them as individuals or vice versa. Sincere summed
up this scenario from her perspective:
I’ve never seen, I mean, like…usually school isn't a place for, like, relationships
and stuff like that, so if it does happen it's like, unexpected or something like that
'cause none of my teachers are really…I don't want to sit down and talk to them
about my whole life, you know. I just come here to school to learn, to get help.
Student like Sincere did not speak about Jackson High in negative terms or describe their
teachers’ focus on academics as a bad thing, but student participants did seem to feel and
describe a pressure to adhere to strict and high academic expectations rather than a place
where their lives outside of school or their ideas about their future selves were
incorporated.
Limited school social engagement. When asked to describe the physical and
social spaces of the school and classrooms, students used language such as serious,
business-like, and even dull. Seniors said the only places they could congregate or
socialize at Jackson was in the “senior section” of the lunch room or near the vending
machines during lunch. However, none of the students interviewed described lunchtime
as a time when much socializing is done because with four different lunch periods, few
friends share the same lunchtime. Students also indicated that school was not the primary
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place where they socialize with friends at all, choosing instead to identify and engage
with their friends through extracurriculars, work, and/or private and family activities.
While it is possible the students I interviewed were more isolated and not
representative of the rest of the study body, I experienced this striking lack of social
interaction myself during the day of my observation because a severe weather drill was
held during the fourth and last lunch period. During this drill Ms. Hayden, myself and
two of the other counselors walked through a few different hallways and stairways in the
school and through the downstairs cafeteria into a classroom where we waited
approximately 15 minutes for an announcement allowing our release and return. During
this walk and into the classroom no verbal, physical, or social interactions between
teachers, counselors, Ms. Hayden, or students took place. We walked in almost complete
and eerie silence through the cafeteria where multiple staff members stood and
supervised students who sat quietly at tables.
Upon entering the small classroom with 15-20 students and a couple of teachers
present, none of the counselors engaged with the teachers or students and only
occasionally chatted with each other as we awkwardly stood near the front of the
cramped room. Students sat in their desks softly talking to each other or looking quietly
and individually at their phones. After a few minutes, a handful of school lunch workers
entered the room and some students gave up their seats for these older women to sit
down, although almost no words were exchanged. I found this lack of dialogue and
engagement notable because even between counselors and teachers there was almost no
small talk or conversation and it was virtually non-existent between adults and students.
Students were well-behaved and the drill was completed in a serious, professional and
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organized fashion so the experience cannot be described negatively. However, the
dynamic between students and adults did not fit my expectations and experiences
working with other high schools or large groups of adolescents. It felt as though teachers
and counselors did not know each other well, nor did they choose to interact with
students in either formal or informal ways. Our walk back to the counseling suite was
quick, direct, and gave the impression we all needed to get back to important work in our
individual offices.
Another description and perspective regarding the personality or feel of the
school came from Ms. Hayden, who was just starting her second year when she compared
this year to her experience last year:
I feel more comfortable. Like, last year, I was really, I guess, timid, or just, it was
almost like I was walking on eggshells. Like, I didn't know what I could possibly
do. Like, I didn't, I didn't want anything to go wrong. So, I was just like, "I'm just
do what I'm supposed to do."
My two days spent observing and interviewing served to reinforce Ms. Hayden’s feelings
about walking on eggshells because I felt it myself. In addition to wondering why
students and staff did not interact more during the drill, I also experienced a situation
where I felt like I had broken an unstated rule. Although the small conference room and
kitchenette located across the hall from Ms. Hayden’s office did not have a formal
process for booking it or scheduling the space, it was often used for IEP or other
counseling related meetings. Ms. Hayden indicated she checked with the counselors so
that I could use the room for much of the day of interviews, including over lunch when
the focus group was held. However, just as the pizza arrived and students were starting
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to settle into the period, a female faculty or staff member entered the room and became
visibly upset that the space was being used by myself and students. She requested that
she be able to use the room and then left down the counseling hallway.
As a visitor to the school, I was more than willing to use any other space
available, but we would not physically fit into Ms. Hayden’s office and could not hold
the interview out on the open area of the counseling suite because of the semi-sensitive
nature of some of the focus group questions (e.g. What are your relationships like with
teachers in this school?). After a few minutes of trying to problem-solve between myself,
Ms. Hayden, and another counselor, the staff member indicated she did not need the
space after all and we were able to proceed as planned. Walking on eggshells and trying
to simply follow the rules (stated and unstated) are apt descriptions of the feelings I had
while trying to navigate this exchange. As a result, I can personally relate to such a
feeling and description of the social dynamics of Jackson High being one with limited
social engagement.
As a graduate of the other high school in the district, Ms. Hayden described
Jackson has having less “school spirit” multiple times, but when pressed to describe what
school spirit looks like she shared examples of having to try extra hard to get teachers to
participate in college related activities because she learned last year that they will not do
so automatically. She said, “It’s definitely not what I expected, coming from the rival
school. There is so much more school spirit there.” When asked to describe what school
spirit looked like, she clarified, “Like, engagement. Not just from students, but from
teachers. Like just all-around spirit. I feel like students are more likely to do things if
teachers are involved.” As Ms. Hayden learned, teachers were willing to help her
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implement college-colors day activities, but they had to be asked directly. This scenario
speaks to effort students at Jackson also must make in order to engage their teachers
about college or their futures – they are willing to be supportive and helpful but there is a
stated or unstated process teachers expect to be followed for accessing such information
and conversations.
Lack of physical freedom. For students at Jackson, there was also a very
specific process and set of expectations for moving throughout the building to access Ms.
Hayden and other supports. Student participants in this study noted the distinct rules set
by school staff and administrators and the expectations that all student movement
throughout the building should be purposeful. One male member of the lunch-time focus
group described the dynamics between teachers and students as being very task-driven
and authoritative, “They don't give us freedom. Like, it's always about do this, do that, do
this.”
A lack of student physical freedom to move about the school was clear at Jackson
and evidenced by the strictly enforced pass policy. As students described this policy,
leaving a class requires the use of a special lanyard with the classroom room number and
building floor indicated. If a student uses the lanyard to go to restroom but is found on a
different floor or not near the closest restroom, he/she would be subject to disciplinary
actions. Crystal said that if a student is discovered outside of class without a lanyard or
pass, an administrator would go to the teacher to ask why the student did not have a pass.
As a result, Crystal stated that teachers simply do not let students out of class without a
pass. None of the students indicated a clear understanding of the exact consequence for
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being outside of class without a pass or lanyard as they believed it could be anything
from a warning to an hour-long before school detention, depending on the administrator.
For students who were soon to be considered an adult after graduation, Jackson
High and Ms. Hayden spent a lot of time and effort to manage their movements and
productivity during the day. Students who want to talk to Ms. Hayden beyond brief
passing-period conversations are required to sign up for an appointment at the reception
desk in order to eventually receive a pass from her with a designated time and day they
can exit class. Because Jackson requires these appointments to be made during electives,
Ms. Hayden has to look up every student schedule in the school information system in
order to provide the appropriate day and time on the pass. Additionally, students who
want to visit with an incoming college representative or other large presentations about
financial aid or other opportunities have to be provided passes for those events. This
entails writing and distributing passes for students to travel to the counseling suite in
order to receive the pass for the upcoming representative visit or presentation later in the
week. There is generally a student aid on hand in the counseling suite to help distribute
these passes, but for major events with dozens of student participants, Ms. Hayden walks
passes to individual classrooms and hands them over to teachers for distribution. On the
day I visited, this process was utilized for students who had previously indicated an
interest in attending the local community college because the college was sending
enrollment staff to the high school to facilitate admissions and registration.
These processes and resulting dynamic impact the role Ms. Hayden was able to
play and the college-bound figured world she is able to create in the school because
students had limited opportunities to interact with her in ways that could build unique or
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strong relationships and in ways that encouraged students to try on or explore new
identities around being college-bound. Such a description of a lack of physical freedom
is not intended to paint a negative image of Jackson High School or its policies and
practices. In fact, a focus on academic excellence and clear student expectations are
elements of success many schools would benefit to amplify.
Despite this restrictive dynamic, students clearly found ways to interact with Ms.
Hayden frequently. Three of the five seniors interviewed privately indicated that they see
Ms. Hayden “daily” and the remaining two students said that they interacted with her “a
lot” and “all the time.” Students in the focus group echoed this routine with all three
seniors sharing they find a way to pass by Ms. Hayden’s office daily (usually between the
same passing period or before/after a particular class) and two juniors stated that they
usually made appointments with her once a month or see her after school each week
during a particular club meeting. As I witnessed, usually these frequent interactions take
place during passing periods where students popped by her office for a quick comment,
joke, question, compliment, or request.
Passing periods were the busiest bursts of time during the day for Ms. Hayden’s
corner of the counseling suite with students quickly and sometimes simultaneously
asking and discussing with her of all kinds of academic, personal, social, and collegerelated topics, usually in interactions lasting 30 seconds or less. As a result, “pop” is an
intentional descriptor used by students and appropriately illustrates these interactions
during passing periods because students seemed to appear out of nowhere. Her frequent
response to “quick questions” from students was to say, “That’s a quick question, but a
long answer. I’ll write you a pass for later so we can talk.” Having been socialized to the
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school policies, Ms. Hayden indicated she “prefers” to write students passes in order to
follow the rules and avoid any possible perception of being less than professional in her
role. This system not only protects Ms. Hayden’s professional reputation in the school,
but also her ability to manage students who say that they visit her “as much as [they]
can.”
Students interviewed and observed seemed to physically go out of their way
during passing periods or to/from the bathroom to stop by Ms. Hayden’s office in order to
catch a few seconds of her attention. While very brief, these exchanges were wideranging and included both personal, academic, and specific college-related information.
If not for the strict enforcement of physical movement and Ms. Hayden was more
accessible, students indicated they would seek her out even more often. When asked
where they would like to spend their time at school if they were not in class, focus group
participants eagerly agreed they would either be “at the vending machines or in Ms.
Hayden’s office.” This lack of easy accessibility speaks to both the overall school culture
and the somewhat rigid access to the college-bound figured world it creates at Jackson.
By limiting student access to Ms. Hayden and her physical space, the school structure
also limits student opportunities to position themselves within the figure world –
physically and symbolically.
Lack of personal connections. Despite student efforts to pop by Ms. Hayden’s
office as frequently as possible and often daily, few student participants knew anything
personal about Ms. Hayden or any of their teachers. When asked about what they knew
about Ms. Hayden, students made interpretations about what she cared about based on
what they could see and perhaps assumed she valued: her hair, her nails, fashion, getting
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her work done, and education. Many students could not remember where she attended
college, where she was from (even what part of the state), and none accurately knew what
she studied or activities she participated in during college. It is still early in the year and
Ms. Hayden intentionally does not really talk to students about her past or life outside of
school in order to keep firm boundaries between her personal and professional worlds:
I really try my hardest to keep the two separate… Like my home life and my work
separate. Like I definitely, they know, a lot of them know that I'm in school
still...I think they know that, but I really try to like draw the line…. Just like, I
think, because I think over the past two years because I've become intentional
about keeping my personal and my service life separate.
Programmatic expectations require that mentors keep professional boundaries with
students but individual mentors and school contexts drive where those boundaries exist in
practice. In the case of Jackson High, Ms. Hayden believed the school expects very
limited personal sharing and connections between students and staff. This message and
distinction were also clear to students. Crystal said, “Teachers now, it's not common [to
have a sisterly vibe] because I'm not sure if they want to have that type of relationship
with their students or even other teachers.”
While almost all students spoke positively about their teachers being helpful, few
students expressed personal connections with their teachers at Jackson or any
expectations that teachers should do so. John, who seemed to creatively imagine Ms.
Hayden’s possible music and movie tastes and hobbies suggested she liked “hanging out
with her girlfriends” and “watching Netflix.” When probed, he acknowledged he did not
actually know much about Ms. Hayden personally because:
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She has to keep herself a little more confidential I would say. There's that, like
boundary, like you have to be like, "I wouldn't want to know." Personally, I
wouldn't want [know more about her] because that takes away from her being
superior.
No other students mentioned the goal of needing or expecting teachers to feel “superior”
to students, but it is clear that students at Jackson High are expected to position teachers
as being on a different level than them. Such a school culture makes Ms. Hayden’s
approachability and “vibe,” discussed in the next theme, stand out as she levels the
hierarchy typical of adults at Jackson in interactions with students within her office and
the college-bound figured world it symbolizes for students.
In comparing Ms. Hayden’s office space to classrooms throughout the building,
students consistently described her few personal items and colorful touches (rug,
curtains) as being very different from the norm. Again, John offered a reason for this
contrast that speaks to the nature of Jackson High not being a place for relationships, “I
would say that a lot of the teachers here more like to represent what they're here for rather
than themselves in their classroom.” Representing what “they are here for, rather than
themselves” is a bold and clear indication of the way Jackson High prioritizes roles and
relationships in the classroom and throughout the school. Ms. Hayden has learned to
both embrace this expectation and work within the Jackson High culture where, as
Sincere described, “school isn’t really a place for relationships” to build relationships
with students and serve as a mentor to them about college and life after high school.
The first major theme for the case of Jackson High – school isn’t a place for
relationships, is illustrated by limited social engagement between students and teachers, a
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lack of freedom to physically move throughout the building, and a lack of personal
connections between students and teachers and to some extent, Ms. Hayden. Without
relationships, engagement, and connections, students and staff do not extend the collegebound figured world outside of Ms. Hayden. As a result, this theme demonstrates
challenges students may have at Jackson to access the college-bound figured world
because doing so requires purposeful planning around passes and appointments to
participant.
“Big Sister Vibes”
Building Relationships Through Shared Cultural Capital
Despite a school culture that does not seem to prioritize relationships, not sharing
much of herself personally with students, and not having much flexibility or time when it
comes to physically meeting with students, Ms. Hayden has developed relationships with
students and is seen by many students as an informed and “cool” confidant they can rely
on to provide solid advice. She is fondly described in a variety of ways by students - a
mom, a school mom, a friend, a sister, and a big sister because students see her in terms
that are warm, supportive, and positive. Specifically, the following terms were used by
students to describe Ms. Hayden: comfortable, bubbly, happy, welcoming, helpful,
approachable, friendly, and super cool. For a lot of students, generalizing Ms. Hayden
through a “vibe” was easier than characterizing or unpacking specific traits. Brittany
said, “It’s like she brings a vibe or a feeling. She's just very warm. She always has a
smile on her face.” Crystal agreed as she tried to describe and articulate what it is that
makes Ms. Hayden unique:
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It's like when I, when I come in the Counselling Center and I like go and say
“Hi,” like “What's up,” she will, you know, she will smile or she will laugh….the
type of vibe that she gives off is a good one, it's like somebody that you go to
when you just like, you wanna be around a certain vibe that a person gives off - a
feeling. Like it's a person that you're close with, but then again you're not close
with. Like you just go to when you just wanna laugh or you wanna just be in a
happy state.
Later, Crystal explained how this vibe translates into the relationship she has with Ms.
Hayden:
I mean she can be a role model, in a way, as in you know, like a sister. Like, do
you know the type of vibe that I was telling you about? It’s like that… She just
has that vibe as a, “you can talk to her” type of vibe.
Sincere shared the same sentiment in her own words:
So, it's very, you know, like sister-friendly and you know, I'm comfortable around
her, and I know she's comfortable around me…Ms. Hayden is like my sister.
[Laughs] I'll see her anytime. Even if it's not about college, even if I just wanna
talk to somebody, I can go and talk to her about anything.
As students worked to characterize this vibe in individual and group interviews,
the notion of Ms. Hayden being like a big sister or a big sister students envision having,
took hold. The focus group interview allowed for students to build off of each other in a
fluid describing and defining process. With little facilitation from me, focus group
students fostered and elaborated on each other’s ideas to describe the “vibe” and explain
why it fit Ms. Hayden:
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Isaiah: She's very comfortable. She gives me big sister vibes.
Justin: I don't know. I would say mother but like…
Jasmine: She's pretty young.
Justin: Yeah she's really young I think, so…
Isaiah: She seems like a big sister. Like, a really good friend.
Chloe: Big sister for me.
Diamond: A big sister that’s kind of stern, but like, gives you more of a
suggestion.
Chloe: That guides you in the right direction.
This conversation illustrates the nuanced role and delicate balance Ms. Hayden navigates
in her position as a near-peer to build relationships with students. Students clearly
recognize her as being a step removed from them, but much less so than other adults at
Jackson. By labeling her as a big sister who is friendly, young, and full of advice,
students describe wanting to position themselves near her. Additionally, it is possible the
many Black student participants also saw her personal background, and specifically her
race, as being similar to their own, like a big sister would be.
From the explanations and descriptions of Ms. Hayden’s vibe, a second
overarching theme emerged from analysis of data from Jackson High School outlined by
two sub-themes: (a) being distinct from others in the school and (b) accessing near-peer
connections. These sub-themes demonstrate the way Ms. Hayden builds relationships
with students, especially by sharing and showing an appreciation for cultural capital that
they value.
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Distinction from others. Ms. Hayden’s role and demeanor of a “big sister” was
distinct from teachers, counselors, and staff at Jackson High School, as well as parents
and other adults, and students seemed to feel and understand this distinction on many
important levels. In addition to a broad explanation of how Ms. Hayden comes across to
students as different than other adults, this section will also include more detailed
examples of how Ms. Hayden creates this distinction through genuine listening and
building trust with students.
Students at Jackson routinely indicated that their counselors were even more
physically inaccessible than Ms. Hayden, despite having been assigned to the same
counselor since they were freshmen:
Jasmine: It’s kind of hard to get in touch with her. Like there's a list and like, it
might not be called for two months.
Justin: For literally two months, right! [Laughter]
Jasmine: By then you'd have forgotten about it.
In contrast, Brittany stated that Ms. Hayden will “write a pass out to come talk to us.
She'll make time for us, even if she is busy.” The senior counselor, in contrast, was
viewed by students as having very defined responsibilities rather than an interest in
building relationships. Chloe said, “I feel like if you want to talk to [the counselor] it has
to be about changing classes, and if you want to talk about personal things or like where
you’re going in life, it’s Ms. Hayden.” Brittany also acknowledged that it is not just
counselor availability that makes a difference to students, “She [the counselor] doesn’t
seem, like, I don’t feel like she understands where I come from or like she takes it to a
level that it doesn't need to be. So, I'm kind of iffy if I’d go talk to her.” Not feeling
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known or understood by teachers and counselors is not surprising given the lack of strong
relationships at Jackson High, but it is unique that students do not project this same
complaint on Ms. Hayden, who actually has more students to keep track of than any
teacher or counselor with all 320 seniors and many juniors on her radar.
In fact, students noted this contrast in Ms. Hayden’s ability to build relationships
with students, despite a large number of students to track and assist. Focus group
participants again built off of each other’s comments to explain how Ms. Hayden is
unique in her efforts to get to know students and build relationships with them:
Justin: I know a few of these teachers do not know my name and we're going on a
second semester soon so - and she [Ms. Hayden] learned my name in about a
week.
Jasmine: Mine too. I know this because before this, like before senior year I never
like really went to the counseling office or to Ms. Hayden and I, she came to my
class and then I visited her and talked about college and she cares because there’s
little things when you say something to somebody over 100 students a day and
she remembers exactly what you said - that's how you know that she's thinking
about you.
Isaiah: You just get a special feeling from her.
Later, these same focus group students reiterated amazement at how well Ms. Hayden
keeps track of and manages their many interests and pathways. Chloe said, “She will
track you down and she doesn't really forget - honestly” and Jasmine announced, “She
remembers everything about everyone. It’s crazy!” Students were impressed with Ms.
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Hayden’s ability to keep track of them because, for these participants, there were few
other adults who seemed to share that vibe.
For Ms. Hayden, the effort to know student names and where they are in the
college process is intentional because she feels like students need it at Jackson:
So, I try. I try my hardest to remember students’ names and things. It's hard, but
like, I try to be very intentional with that. For example, a student came in once
and I was like, "Hey, I know that you were interested in school, this is a school
that you wanted to apply to” and I was like, “Would you like a pass?” And she
was like, "Oh my God, you really remember me!" So, I try, but it's hard. It
doesn't happen for every student, but I try to be intentional about that because it
really feels like they need that here. It really feels like that, because of the
environment, it feels like they need that.
Ms. Hayden has learned through her experience at Jackson that students are impressed by
basic moves to build relationships with them because these relationships are otherwise
absent. Rather than feeling burdened by this scenario, Ms. Hayden has learned to step
into this space and perform her role as a welcoming center of the college-bound figured
world for students. This world evokes a welcoming vibe and also symbolizes a space
where students feel known because of her intentional actions and efforts to remember
their names and even their goals and hopes.
Students also describe Ms. Hayden as being distinct from the roles and
perspectives their own parents and other adults bring to their discussions about college as
well as life in and after high school. Brittany spelled out what she feels is a unique
relationship with Ms. Hayden:
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I don't really open up to a lot of adults. I have a, I don't, it's so hard for me to talk
to my parents even, because they say they've been through, that they've gone
through teenage life. I understand like, you've been there, but you've never raised
one. In my eyes, you've never raised a teenager so it's gonna be different, and
that's what they don't understand. I feel like adults only judge on what we say and
not how we feel. And if we feel a certain way, it's not the right way. So, it's kind
of hard for me to talk to other adults.
Brittany continued to share how Ms. Hayden is distinctive:
So, I know that I can come to her even if she's having a hard day. She doesn't
wanna bring her, like her stress and stuff onto us. So, it's kind of like she's that
one teacher that doesn't bring all their personal problems onto you. And then
when you have your own, it's like, "Oh, I gotta worry about her now." So, I don't,
it's just, it doubles my stress to talk to other adults and she releases some of my
stress….It's kind of hard for me to find somebody that would actually sit and
listen. Because it's kind of rare to find people that wanna actually listen to what
you have to say than rather say what’s on their mind, and she listens to what I
have to say.
In setting up clear distinctions between how Ms. Hayden is unique, how she is “that one”
individual who thinks about them before herself, Brittany and other students express the
unique relationships Ms. Hayden has built with students and the emotionally supportive
environment she has created for students. Such a space is not commonly found at
Jackson, which seemed to make it even more meaningful and personally powerful for
these participants.
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Genuine listening. One of the key ways that Ms. Hayden demonstrates to
students that she is different from others is the way Brittany and others see her uniquely
listening and discussing what is important to them. Several students echoed Brittany’s
comments regarding Ms. Hayden’s ability to not project her own stress onto students and
her skills of actually sitting and listening to them without redirecting the conversation
with their own opinions. Inherently, Ms. Hayden’s role is to talk to students about their
future outside and after high school, so this role directly allows her to listen intently to
students who want to talk about their goals, fears, experiences, challenges, and ideas for
the future – all issues mostly unrelated to the homework or curriculum tasks and demands
required of classroom teachers.
Being a great listener is one reason students explain they know so little about Ms.
Hayden’s personal story, likes, and interests. Jasmine declared, “You're really more
concerned for yourself, so you don't really think about to ask her anything.” Chloe
agreed, “She’s all about us.” Even for Diamond, a junior, this personal relationship was
rapidly growing because of Ms. Hayden’s listening skills, “I'm in her office every day,
just for like, little stuff. She helps with my college choices, like scholarships and college
tours and stuff. But she also helps with personal things too because she is a really great
listener.”
Ms. Hayden’s listening skills and relational mentoring tools stand out to students
at Jackson because they are so rarely utilized by other teachers. For John, this distinct
listening ability comes across the way Ms. Hayden presents herself to students differently
than other teachers:
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It’s more like there’s like a boundary between like, a teacher, where it’s like you
don’t want to like, tell them all your details just because it’s like, a teacher you
know? But, with her it’s like she’s like a friend you talk to. But like, there’s a
boundary of like, she still is an adviser. But it’s like, it doesn’t really like come
out like or cross the boundary.
Managing this figurative boundary between being a professional and a near-peer mentor
takes nuance and skill because there is no single formula for making authentic
relationships with students, while still being a clear adult and professional. For Brittany,
Ms. Hayden walks this line just right. She stated, “She's more like a professional but
like, it's not like a formal professional. No, it's not formal. Like, I don't feel like I'm
talking to a teacher. I feel like I'm talking to another student.” Clearly, Ms. Hayden is
someone students want to build relationships with, at least in part because her vibe is so
different from other teachers and adults at Jackson.
Later John reflected that Ms. Hayden has to listen to students because she has
little other information or perspective to rely on when helping them consider their future
paths.
She definitely listens to me, because I think, it’s mainly because I’ve talked to her
about my personal stuff so that's the only thing she has to go off of. So, it's like
she really, really has insight about college or like, what's due after high school,
rather than how to help me during high school.
John is accurate in his suggestion that as a new face at the school, Ms. Hayden needs to
listen to students in order to help them in their next steps. As a result, the college-bound
figured world for students at Jackson is centered on Ms. Hayden’s future-focused efforts
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to help students imagine and meet their goals. Ms. Hayden is careful not to project what
she thinks students should do, but instead she tries listen to them and help them learn to
identify and articulate what they want to do after high school, not necessarily just what
others want them to do or expect them to do based on past academic performance.
For Ms. Hayden, genuinely listening to student goals and interests and letting
those ideas drive her advice is deliberate and based on her personal experience as a high
school and college student. As she described it, high school student Cecilia struggled
with defining and voicing her post-secondary plans because she really wanted to go to a
Historically Black College or University (HBCU) and then attend law school. When her
parents failed to support her enrollment at a HBCU, she dutifully continued through
college on her way to law school. However, as graduation approached and after taking
many steps toward law school, Cecilia decided that being a lawyer really was not the
career she wanted to pursue. She recalled, “I was like, ‘This is not what I wanna do.’
And I worried so much about what other people would say. And how they might feel and
like, honestly this is what everybody wanted me to do.”
This personal experience and resulting empathy for students allows Ms. Hayden
to be seen as genuinely listening to students, unlike many other adults in their lives:
I don’t like the feeling of doing what everybody else wants me to do. And I never
want students to feel like, “I said this so, that’s what you have to do.” And
oftentimes people just don’t listen. Like a student can say, “Well, my parent
wants me to go here, but I really wanna go here,” and the teacher will jump in and
say, “Well, you need to go with your parents.” Not even like taking time to think
about the FAFSA or whether this student and this parent have even ever had a
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conversation about where the student wants to go….So, I just listen to find ways
to, I guess, bridge a gap.
The metaphorical image of students learning to “bridge a gap” between themselves and
adult expectations with the help of Ms. Hayden’s relational and listening skills illustrates
the unique figurative space she has created within Jackson High. Although the physical
space is firmly grounded and accessed through the rules and processes of the school, it is
also a symbolic place where students can talk about their current realities as well as their
future hopes and fears. By genuinely listening to students, Ms. Hayden builds
relationships with them, and draws from her personal experience and empathy to guide
students as they learn to navigate one of the gaps in their lives around the transition to
college.
Building trust with students. Another way students see Ms. Hayden as having a
distinct role and relationship-driven vibe is through the trust they have given her.
Brittany expressed this point, “She has earned my trust. I feel like she won't do me wrong
in any way.” Ms. Hayden seems to have quickly and uniquely earned student trust based
on her ability to share student values for understanding and honesty.
In addition to referring to her playing a big sister role, by listening and talking
with students, Ms. Hayden has been able to gain student trust because students believe
her when she says, “I understand.” Feeling understood by Ms. Hayden and developing
bonds of trust point to a uniquely supportive, personal, and understanding space she has
created for students at Jackson to talk about and consider college as well as their futures
in general. Sincere still had a hard time believing just how much she has come to trust
Ms. Hayden at this early point in the year because of this special level of understanding:
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I just feel that comfortable with her because I can talk to her about personal and
school stuff too. Because she asked me why I wanted to go to college one day.
You know, like, “What is pushing you so hard to go to college?” And I ended up
telling her my whole life story…. I shouldn't have a relationship like this with a
teacher, but I do. It's like, I mean, there are teachers that I been knowing for years
in this school, you know? I been going here since I was a freshman. And for me to
just be telling her, like, everything in like within a month or two months, you
know? It's a, it's weird, but it's like she understands, you know? She can look at
me and be like, "I understand."
Sincere continued to draw distinctions between Ms. Hayden and other adults in her life
because of her ability to build trust and express understanding with students:
Ms. Hayden is like my sister. I'll see her anytime. Even if it's not about college,
even if I just wanna talk to somebody, I can go and talk to her about anything….
I'll talk to her more than a counselor. I go to her…. I feel like she understands me
differently. Like, she understands how bad I'm wanting to go to college.
Ms. Hayden clearly represents a comfortable and supportive person and place Sincere can
seek out for emotional support because Ms. Hayden has built a trusting relationship with
her. This relationship is a result of Ms. Hayden communicating in words, actions, and
listening to Sincere that she understands what she values and where, psychologically, she
is coming from.
Ms. Hayden also builds trust with students through expressions of what they
believe to be rare honesty. While she focuses her efforts on student goals for the future,
she does not sugar coat the options available to students based on past academic
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performance but helps them understand what they have to do to reach their goals. Again,
Sincere broke this distinct difference down when asked why she trusts Ms. Hayden so
much compared to other adults:
Because she's honest with me. And there’s not a lot, a lot of teachers are not
honest with you. They're gonna tell you what you wanna hear or they gonna, you
know, they gonna just tell you enough….I think that's why I like her so
much…that’s why I'm connecting with her. Because I'm like, "Keep being honest
with me, you're not telling me anything I wanna hear. You let me know, like, this
is what I need to do."
John echoed Sincere’s sentiment that Ms. Hayden keeps things straight and honest with
students:
Like, she's the person to kind of like, tell you straight up what you should do, or
you need to do. Or like maybe she has a few options like lays out a whole table
for you like, but, she's not the kind of person to, like, say something to please you.
These descriptions of Ms. Hayden’s honesty directly link back to the “big sister” vibe
described by multiple students and flushed out in the focus group interview. To these
students at Jackson, Ms. Hayden builds relationships with students by listening to them
and earning their trust. She embodies a rare world at the school where students feel
listened to and understood by an adult and emotionally supported with honesty to
imagine and reach their goals.
Near-peer connections. The “big sister vibe” described by students at Jackson
High School encompasses more than just a distinction in Ms. Hayden’s role and
demeanor - this vibe also embraces the idea that a big sister is someone who shares some
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familiar family background or experiences and who is young enough to not be too much
like a mom. As a result, the youth, racial, and style connections Ms. Hayden embodies
elaborate on the important sub-theme relevant to the “big sister vibes” students at Jackson
notice and often celebrate. These elements of near-peer connections are challenging to
isolate or distinguish because Ms. Hayden’s age intertwines with her personal style,
background, and interests – her inherent intersectionality. However, each connection Ms.
Hayden made with students ultimately describes a form of shared cultural capital she
used to build relationships. Participant reflections and statements offer guidance about
broad ways to conceptualize these forms of student cultural capital, non-dominant
cultural capital valued at Jackson, especially as they relate to youth, racial, and style
connections.
Youth connections. For Crystal, Ms. Hayden’s unique ability to understand
students and project a big sister vibe stemmed, at least partly, from her age and
specifically, a shared youthfulness. Crystal proposed how these interactions helped to
build their relationship:
I interact with her in a good way, because she's, she understands, like, maybe this
generation because like she's still kind of young…..She has that type of vibe,
because she's young and, like she, like I said, she understands this generation, so I
just feel like, if you really wanna talk to her, and wanna get close to her, I feel like
she would be like a big sister to you.
Brittany agreed that Ms. Hayden’s age made her more likely to understand and relate to
students but added that this characteristic was special and more powerful because it was
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paired with her listening skills, “I feel like she's, not just that she's younger in age, and
she can almost relate, it's also that she likes to listen.”
Although age was not the only element at play in Ms. Hayden’s big sister-like
relationships with students at Jackson, her youth spoke to them in ways that were
important and distinct from other adults because it allowed her to better understand
students. Isaiah shared his vision for this, “I wish the teachers were more involved and
more like understanding. Like, we're teenagers, it's not like back in the day. We're like a
whole different generation. We need certain stuff.” Isaiah and other students did not
elaborate on what things students in this generation needed, but they did indicate that
understanding and relating to what it was like to be a teenager was missing from many
adult-student interactions at Jackson. Brittany indicated she trusted Ms. Hayden in
contrast to her older counselor “who is kind of...it doesn’t seem, like, to feel like, she
understands where I come from.” Brittany felt that Ms. Hayden was better able to
understand where she comes from, to lend her the “moral support” she gets from her
friends, because she is closer in age to them.
Although identifying exactly what it means to “understand” a younger generation
is beyond the scope of this project, by being closer in age, students seemed to assume
there were some elements of shared values at play when interacting with Ms. Hayden,
and this dynamic helped her start the relationship-building process. Ms. Hayden
recognized that her age stands out and helps her to engage with and relate to students.
She reflected, “I don't think the students would relate to me as much if I wasn't young.
Like honestly, I think that gets them in the door, honestly.”
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Students also echoed Ms. Hayden’s suggestion that near-peer or youthful
connections helped to get students to the door of her office in order to take the first
relationship-building step. For John and his friends, Ms. Hayden’s age allowed her to be
seen as “cool” and helped him get “in the door” to her office. He remembered when he
first heard about Ms. Hayden as a junior last year:
All my senior friends liked her or like, all I heard of her was like “She’s super
cool. You should talk to her some time.” I mean it’s all true because she is a
super cool woman. Like, she knows how to present herself, she knows how to
hold herself well, she knows how to talk to you without seeming like a teacher.
Knowing how to talk to students “without seeming like a teacher” is a striking and
important description of Ms. Hayden because it indicates she is able to connect with
students on a different level than other adults in the building. Ms. Hayden consistently
smiled with students, shared giggles and jokes, talked about hair and clothing, and asked
about their weekends. From a student perspective, these exchanges could be considered
interactions more reflective of peer relationships than typical student-teacher dynamics.
Recognizing student tendencies to value “cool” people and still maintain professional
boundaries, allowed Ms. Hayden to build relationships with students at Jackson.
Racial connections. Ms. Hayden’s youth and the many ways she “presents
herself” exemplify the complexities of individual identity and also point to elements of
cultural capital based on race shared between herself and students. As a young AfricanAmerican female, Ms. Hayden’s “super cool” reputation may denote values of youth
culture or Black culture, or her neighborhood culture, or more likely, a combination of
many overlapping influences or cultures, also known as intersectionality. Interestingly,
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not a single student interviewed individually or in the focus group spoke directly to Ms.
Hayden’s identity as an African-American female. However, since students said again
and again that she uniquely understood them and related to them, race may have been
inherently applicable to this dynamic given that 47% of students at Jackson are AfricanAmerican but 80% of student participants in this study shared this background with her.
Students may have felt uncomfortable bringing up a direct connection to Ms. Hayden’s
race because of my contrasting whiteness, or simply omitted its role unintentionally
during our conversation. The interview protocol did not call for direct questions about
race, but in retrospect, asking students to reflect on this element of her identity should
have been included.
Ms. Hayden was surprised by the impact of race on her work with students, but
spoke directly to the way amplified some of her connections with her African-American
students:
As I think about it now, like I think I always, I definitely wanted to work with a
group of students that I’d connect with. But I didn’t think it would be because,
you know, I was Black really. And I think it’s more than that but, it’s a piece of it.
Yeah. It’s definitely a piece of it.
This connection has been a reflection point for Ms. Hayden during her term of service
because she has, at times, been overwhelmed by the numbers of African-American
students seeking her out individually and in small and large groups. She has also noticed
a lack of Black representation among her professional colleagues at Jackson High.
Again, she describes this dynamic as being potentially entwined with her age but most
relevant to sharing a racial background with students:
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I think, me, being younger and also being African-American, like, I think a lot of
students like, some days I sit and count how many African-American teachers
there are. [She counts 5 total staff - 3 paraprofessionals, one counselor, and
herself.] I think, for me, as I've gotten older, I've started to realize that sometimes
you gravitate towards people that look like you who are doing it well….And I
think when that's the image you have in your head, you find a person that looks
like you, is doing what you want to do or, you know, has navigated that path, and
you kind of cling to them.
Ms. Hayden indicated that based on her own personal experience and reflections, her
students probably are making connection to her because of her ability to “look like” them
and shared youth, racial, gender or other elements of culture and/or identity.
Sincere confirmed that this connection is mutual for students but did not indicate
whether it stemmed from Ms. Hayden’s age, race, or something else. She said, “Ms.
Hayden and I are able to sit down and talk about life and - and we can relate to the same
things, you know. We got a lot of stuff in common.” I intentionally did not press Sincere
or any other students at Jackson about whether their connection to Ms. Hayden or the
things they had in common were related to a shared racial background, because I wanted
to know if, where, and whose interpretations might be identified naturally by students,
but a follow-up question about this would have provided valuable insight on this topic.
Ms. Hayden was intentional about trying to make connections with Black students
at Jackson in order to build relationships since the one extracurricular club she had been
involved with was the Black Student Union:
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I try to be active in Black Student Union. So, I would go to their meetings and
like, that brought students in when students would ask me to go to plays and
things. I was very intentional about doing what students asked last year. Like
kind of trying to build that reputation, maybe not a reputation but that
relationship.
Ms. Hayden’s explicit efforts to make connections with Black students at Jackson, to be
active in Black Student Union, is noteworthy because it indicates she was intentional
about building relationships with students through shared cultural connections. She used
a shared Black cultural capital to bring students into her symbolic space for social events,
and to build a reputation that could potentially be spread to other students.
While Ms. Hayden embraced the notion that she might intentionally strive to play
a particular role for Black students who have few other role models in the school, she
also acknowledged her appeal to students runs deeper than her skin and beyond race:
I had this one student last year, he was a theater student, like, he was like…he was
really going through it, just like, with family…a lot. But, like, he really clung to
me and I, like, he definitely…if you look at me, you wouldn't think that, like, he
will be a person that would, you know, that we would have such a close
relationship.
When I asked, “Why?” Ms. Hayden asked, “If I can be honest?” I reassured her honesty
was my goal and she recalled, “He was a white student…and he wasn't in the normal
group of students that came in…but he clung to me.” I asked if she “connected with him
too?” and she agreed:
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“Yeah, I mean, it's just, I think it's something about being a college adviser. Just
helping students. You can't, you can't just want to help one group of students. I
think, I think you can definitely have a heart to serve a group of students, but I
think for me to, like, turn a student away like, is not a thing.
In this way, Ms. Hayden acknowledged that race often did play a role in her relationships
with students at Jackson, but that it did not always play a role in how she was able to
make deep and meaningful connections with them. Her identity, like theirs, was complex
and her desire to help students was about more than just connecting with students for
whom she had “a heart to serve.”
Style connections. In addition to possible connections based on youthfulness and
race, students were most prolific in their characterizations of Ms. Hayden’s compelling
and cool style. Ms. Hayden exhibited an ability to connect and build relationships
through a variety of personal characteristics, especially those that were visible to
students. John’s elaborated on his description of Ms. Hayden knowing how to “present
herself” with stylishness, and reported with admiration and emphasis, “Well, she like, has
her makeup done, has her nails done, her hair is always done. [She dresses] very, like,
business, but like, business casual but like, also like, business fashionista.”
Several students commented with approval and appreciation about Ms. Hayden’s
manicured fingernails, hair, and clothing choices – features which represent a youthful
and perhaps cultural connection to students. Sincere, who had extra-long pointed and
white manicured nails, long black braids reaching down her back, and a grey Gap
sweatshirt on the day of her interview, was absolute in her admiration for Ms. Hayden’s
clothing style:
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[Her style] It’s a little younger. I mean, her outfits be cute. I love her outfits.
Like, she has this little green thing on. I mean, I love her. It’s, I'm gonna say, I
don't know about young. It’s probably twenties, she dress like in her twenties, you
know? But she wear stuff like us kids wear, you know. But it's not like, she's not
inappropriate in her outfits, you know? They always, they cute, fashionable, but
it's not inappropriate or anything that is distracting anybody.
In addition to admiring her cute outfits and style, Sincere also distinguished between
what Ms. Hayden wears and the style of teachers at Jackson and how this style was
reflective of her distinct and appealing personality:
She has a different variety than a lot of teachers here, you know, teachers just
throw on sweats or khakis and just call it a day. But she, you know, she like, keep
her nails cute and creative and her outfits creative and stuff like that. That's what I
like about her, she not afraid to go get long nails or go get a different color for an
outfit. Like today, a little green jacket with stripes and stuff, you know, just, you
know, it's not, it's happy. [It shows her] bubbly type of personality. It's not just,
like, very simple.
The fact that Sincere remembered Ms. Hayden’s outfit for the day is notable because in
contrast, I had not yet made a note of what she was wearing and would not have been
able to describe her outfit at all. Sincere clearly associated Ms. Hayden’s style and
fashion sense in positive terms and used these shared cultural or youth-driven interests to
connect with her.
Appreciation for Ms. Hayden’s youthful and/or cultural style functioned in ways
that made her distinct from other adults in the building and helped her convey a vibe and
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a space that was accessible to students. Malia agreed that Ms. Hayden stands out among
other adults in the building and described an affinity for her style, trendy clothes, and
accessories. She said, “The way she dresses is like, really pretty. I feel like she's just so
pretty. I don't know why 'cause like her outfits, if you see her a lot like she just, I don't
know, she's different. She's very different.”
Ms. Hayden believed that her being young helped students “get in the door,” but it
also seemed to help students connect with her initially and continuously in ways that
were personal, easy, and frequent. I witnessed many exchanges between Ms. Hayden and
students during my observation where students (often female and frequently AfricanAmerican, female students) could easily drop by, pop in, or peek through the window to
her office in order to throw a quick compliment her way. Based on these observations, a
typical exchange might include a female student calling through the window from the
reception area and then walking by her open door to say, “You look cute today” or “I like
that jacket” or “Do you like my outfit today?” Ms. Hayden would say thank you and ask
the student if they needed anything? The student would giggle and mention something
about her weekend or own outfit and may not have a specific question. However, Ms.
Hayden would also giggle and then ask about or reference one of many possible collegerelated tasks students might need to work on such as: upcoming ACT registration, test
results, or prep; whether the student had completed and submitted that college
application, scholarship, or the FAFSA; whether a parent needed a phone call; if the
student read a recent email; or when the student might get a pass to return to the office for
a longer meeting. In this way, Ms. Hayden’s personal style helped her make connections
with students who shared some of the same cultural values about fashion and then used
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these connections to build relationships that could keep students coming back for more
interactions about style and college-related information.
For male students, John indicated that this scenario was often backward for
students he sees interacting with Ms. Hayden during his time in as an assistant in the
counseling suite. Rather than starting the conversation about fashion or trading
compliments, he said, “Well, it always starts off with a question about college,
obviously.” But then, as Ms. Hayden described, it will often “go left” and require her to
express her professional boundaries more clearly. In observing her office exchanges for a
day, I witnessed all number of combinations of interactions with students. Many were
completely transactional or informational and many others were silly and unrelated to
college completely. These silly and giggly interactions could have been a product of my
presence, however, since students may have felt nervous or inhibited by my proximity.
In summary, despite a general lack of personal information or links to Ms.
Hayden’s life outside of Jackson High, students felt a strong, comforting, and helpful
“vibe” from her that was best described as one resembling a “big sister.” This big sister
vibe was evidenced through descriptions that portrayed her personally and professionally
as being very distinct from other adults in the school because she listens to students and
has earned their trust. Additionally, the big sister vibe came across in student recognition
and appreciation of Ms. Hayden’s near-peer status and resulting shared cultural capital –
through youth, race, and style connections. It was difficult to define and distinguish
between these three elements of cultural capital valued by students because style
connections were certainly related to youth culture and also included elements of her
identity as an African-American female. Fundamentally, whether the initial exchange of
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the final exchange was about fashion, Ms. Hayden used whatever distinct and cultural
connections she could to get students to her physical door and on the figurative path to
college.
“She’s Pushing Me to Get to Where I Wanna Be”
Balancing Instrumental & Relational Tools
In order for students to successfully make the transition from high school to
nearly any post-secondary institution, multiple critical steps must be completed. In most
cases, these steps are aligned with important deadlines that set students up to have the
best options and choices about their next steps along the path to college. For students
whose parents, grandparents, social contacts, and other social or familial role models
have successfully completed a degree, these steps may be discussed and planned,
sometimes well before the student’s senior year. Some parents may even complete many
of these steps themselves, without their son or daughter’s input at all. However, for many
first-generation college students, the complex process of completing multiple tasks and
meeting constant deadlines is often confusing, overwhelming, and isolating. Luckily, for
student participants at Jackson High, Ms. Hayden provided information, guidance, and
emotional support that was vital to their ability to get on and stay on the path to college.
The final major theme for Jackson High and Ms. Hayden is one visualized by her helping
to push students toward their goals along this path with both instrumental and relational
tools. The theme will be explored through three sub-themes: (a) student need for
accurate information, (b) student need for guidance, and (c) student need for emotional
support. Sincere’s words summarize the importance of Ms. Hayden’s role, as well as the
very real need students expressed or information, guidance, and emotional support:
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All my teachers are saying, "Make sure you take the ACT. You know. Make sure
you do this, make sure you do that." But I'm, but they're not stopping me, telling
me, "Go here to do this, or go there to do this, or go online to do this, or do that,"
Except [Ms. Hayden]. So, I'm, she's pushing me enough to where, you know, I got
my ACT score now. She's gotta get my transcripts, which I know she's gonna get.
So, it's like she's pushing me to get where I wanna be.
This quote embraces the multi-faceted needs of students at Jackson for the tasks,
transitions, and thoughts about college they face along the path. In addition to assisting
students to identify their goals, find quality institutions and programs that meet those
goals, and complete the necessary steps in the process, Ms. Hayden, in contrast to other
teachers and adults at Jackson, also helped closely guide students with emotional support.
The pushing Sincere described, is indicative of the need many Jackson students had for
someone to keep them moving forward toward their goals, despite obstacles and fears
that challenged them along the path. Ms. Hayden uniquely addressed these need by using
her relationships with students to push them with understanding, trust, and reassurances.
Student need for accurate information. Typically, many seniors who start
their last year at Jackson have not yet taken the ACT, have not yet identified their
intended college or program of study, do not know what federal financial aid is available
or how to access it, do not know what scholarships and funding may be available to help
them afford the costs of higher education, and do not know the deadlines that loom for
each of these tasks. As a result, Ms. Hayden’s uses key instrumental tools to share
accurate information with students about the college search, application, financing, and
selection process.
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Students recognized Ms. Hayden’s help with finding and sharing accurate
information and both indirectly and directly indicated their need for this assistance as
they talked about their place on the path toward college. For example, during College
Colors Day this year, a day sponsored by Ms. Hayden to encourage teachers and staff at
Jackson to wear gear and talk about their undergraduate institutions and experiences,
Crystal remembered a teacher sharing positive statements about her alma mater – a large
public state flagship. She said the teacher told students they “have really good programs
there” so she was “thinking about going there.” But then Crystal continued, “But, I’m
not sure. They don’t too much have my major, so I don’t think I’ll go there.” Crystal’s
intended major – biology, is a course of study that every comprehensive two and fouryear institution would likely offer. Other students also indicated a struggle with knowing
how to figure out which institutions had reputable programs of study that interested them.
Multiple students shared that were interested in particular institutions or programs
because of marketing campaigns they had seen and internalized or word-of-mouth
examples of good schools. Knowing where to look for specific information on college
websites, visiting campuses to explore possible fit, and understanding the full costs of
attendance are essential steps students needed assistance taking at Jackson in late
October.
Brittany was one of these students who did to not know how to distinguish
between schools and programs, but with the help of Ms. Hayden, gained access to
valuable and more accurate information. She said about Ms. Hayden’s instrumental help:
She has opened my eyes and she’s helped me apply for the colleges that will
benefit me more than what I’ve been doing because what I was doing is going for
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the colleges that I know of. And she’s saying, "Oh, they have a nursing
program." But I didn’t, like, go in depth and see if they were actually good
enough for me. So she helped me find the colleges that would fit best for my
financially or financial-wise or just my interest…. She gives me a lot to think
about, and if I’m still confused, she’ll come up and she’ll pull up the website.
She’ll pull up what they’re looking for and the requirements.
Brittany has learned that not only did she need assistance finding accurate information
about the college-going process, but also that Ms. Hayden was the only one supporting
her in this way. When asked who she would go to for help with these tasks and finding
such valuable information if Ms. Hayden was not at Jackson, Brittany sighed and said “I
don’t know. I don’t know who I would go to. Not anybody here.”
Sincere has had a similar experience getting critical help from Ms. Hayden and
her comments illustrate that Ms. Hayden does not go to students with all the answers
about individual colleges or programs and walks along-side them as they pursue this path.
Sincere recalled that Ms. Hayden helped her search for a post-secondary plan by saying:
"Let’s look more here." And then she was like, "We’ll try [ ] State University."
She had me try this other school…. And I was like, "That look like a good school
too." Like, she always pushing me to look at, you know, good schools.
Sincere recognized that her vision for what her future college should look and feel like
were important to her, but she did not know where to go to start finding schools that fit
the vision until Ms. Hayden helped her. Sincere also indicated that because she was so
successful getting help from Ms. Hayden, her friends also started to notice and wanted to
get help too:
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My friend Dawn, like, when she seen me getting a lot of help, she was like, "How
are you doing all of this?" I’m like, "Go to Ms. Hayden, any questions you got she
will help you, she will take care of you.
Malia revealed that Ms. Hayden “even makes lists for me, like I need to follow step-bystep, for looking into what college I, colleges I wanna go to and like, what majors and
stuff like that. Because, you know, I’m very like indecisive. So, she makes lists for me.”
Crystal summarized the reality for students who are not sure where to start or how to
check tasks off their to-do list. She shares that “if it wasn’t for [Ms. Hayden], half of the
stuff that I’ve done, I probably would have delayed. Like the FASFA, and then applying
to colleges. I would have did it so late because I just didn’t know.”
Crystal, Sincere, Brittany, and Malia shared rich examples of how Ms. Hayden
served a need they had for accurate information, but their experiences were not
necessarily unique. All students interviewed spoke of the “help” Ms. Hayden provided
them with ACT registration, college applications, FAFSA, scholarships and/or campus
visits. For example, Isaiah said Ms. Hayden “is very informative about college and she
helped me on how to navigate to college, how to apply to college, what to look for.” For
many students, these needs grew as they got more information and develop trust in Ms.
Hayden. Finding and sharing accurate information was a critical role played by Ms.
Hayden at Jackson High and demonstrates students’ foundational needs for strong
instrumental support to get on and stay on the path to college.
Student need for guidance. In addition to accurate information, students at
Jackson also demonstrated a need for Ms. Hayden’s help using information – guidance
she provided by working beside and closely with students as they navigated the many
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steps along the path. Two main processes illustrate this need – registering and taking the
ACT and completing the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). I highlight
the complexities of the ACT and FAFSA as technical and psychological barriers for
many students.
ACT. Student need for guidance around the ACT test effectively illustrates the
value and critical need for Ms. Hayden’s help. One of the most important tasks students
are required to complete in order to submit an application to a four-year college or
university is taking the ACT. Many students in the senior class at Jackson were
struggling through the registration, payment, and preparation process with only Ms.
Hayden to help guide them during my two visits to the school for observation and
interviews. When I visited Jackson High on October 29 for the observation and again on
November 13 for interviews – ACT registration, results, and preparation were on the
minds of many students. Some students had just taken the exam on October 27 during
my first visit and had just received their results during the time of my second visit and
other students were trying to register for the next exam date, scheduled for December 8.
ACT registration is a micro-barrier to college for adolescents and families
unfamiliar with the process and magnifies the stress and pressure that comes with
preparing for and enduring a four-hour weekend exam fundamentally designed to sort
students by potential for success in college. Each year there are seven national test dates,
but seniors generally need to have taken one of the three fall tests in order to submit their
scores to colleges in time for admission and aid packages. Each testing date requires a
prior registration four to five weeks before the test – a registration process that ACT.org
indicates will take “about 40 minutes” and requires: a computer with internet access,
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account set-up with email and log-in verification, a credit card or other online payment,
high school course details, a headshot photo upload, a high school testing code, test
location preference, and a variety of additional optional information. In order to access
one of their two possible waivers available due to free/reduced lunch status for the $46
fee, eligible students must also submit additional documentation and a waiver number
confirmed and provided by Ms. Hayden. Sometimes students are aware of this option
and many times they are not and have to be asked about their free/reduced lunch status.
ACT registration is a time-consuming challenge and sometimes a target of
intentional avoidance for students at Jackson High – for those potentially exploring
college and even for those who know they want to go to college. Avoiding ACT
registration because of confusion or waiting to take it because of testing stress ultimately
can hurt students because of the standard application and admissions timeline and as a
result, the support Ms. Hayden provided around ACT registration was critical to helping
students access the path to college and stay on the path.
FAFSA. Ms. Hayden also provided critical instrumental support for students
attempting to complete the intimidating and complex FAFSA, the step required to access
federal financial aid and generally, all need-based financial aid provided by public,
private, and institutional sources. The FAFSA is even more demanding for students than
the ACT because it requires parental tax, assets, and income information, as well as
verification of citizenship status. Although students can not submit the FAFSA without
parental authentication through a special, multi-step ID process, they can begin the
application on their own or at school. The FAFSA annually opens on October 1 and the
priority deadline for receiving the best possible aid package is February 1, making my
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visits in late October and early November an active time for starting and completing the
critical step. Ms. Hayden checked in with many students who visited her office and
asked whether they had started, completed, or talked to their parents about the FAFSA reminding them constantly about her ability, accessibility, and eagerness to help them
through the process.
Students needed guidance at Jackson through every step of these processes,
usually with Ms. Hayden physically sitting beside them in her office, or by constantly
checking in with them as they worked through the process themselves at one of the two
round tables the counseling suite open area. Sincere voiced her feelings of frustration
with these requirements asking, “How we suppose to remember all this? It’s so much.
More college stuff and school stuff and scholarships and ACTs.” It is these moments of
frustration and concern that Ms. Hayden’s relational tools come into play with students
like Sincere because she offers them important emotional support through the process of
completing tasks – helping them to navigate the path to college with someone by their
side.
Ms. Hayden said she come to realize through her experience the importance of
balancing student instrumental and relational needs by pushing them through the process:
Like, I told them the information, but I don’t think I realized that, like, I can tell
[them] to do [something] all day long. But it’s a matter of me calling [them] in
today and saying, “Tomorrow make sure that you have your social security
number with you. We’ll start your FSA ID.” Literally. Like, that’s what it’s like.
Telling students what to bring to the table in order to start (and ultimately finish) specific
tasks is critical because, as Ms. Hayden has come to realize, students find these
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applications and registrations so overwhelming and different from anything else they
have done, that they often do not know where to even begin and might get stuck along the
path without her guidance.
Navigational guidance. A particular kind of guidance was necessary for some
students at Jackson and indicates nuance to the overlap between instrumental and
relational tools for mentoring students. Navigational guidance speaks to the way
information and technical support for students must sometimes be paired with emotional
support in order to help reassure students they can succeed along the path. Even for
parents and families who fully expect and support that their son or daughter will go to
college and are committed to doing whatever it takes to help them get there, additional
guidance and understanding is often still necessary because the path can be a lonely one.
Ms. Hayden sees herself in these students, including one she referenced as a “baby me.”
I did not interview this student for logistical reasons, but she shared that this student
reminded her of herself in high school because:
She knows that college is really the only option but doesn’t really know how to
navigate that space. So, I think that’s what most makes me think so much of
myself like, you know that like you, like you can’t negotiate this with your
parents at all. You’re going, but like for them not to, not that they’re not helping
but like, to not have anybody to like really helping to navigate the space. It’s
kinda hard.
She continued:
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I think a lot of them like, know they wanna go to school but don’t know what that
looks like. And so like, they haven’t... like, it’s a part of them but they’re like, "I
don’t even know where to start.”
From both Ms. Hayden’s experience and the experience of her students, navigating the
complex path to college requires guidance from knowledgeable and emotionally
supportive mentors. Additionally, Ms. Hayden’s statement points out the complex
identity work students must navigate along the path to college by saying, “It’s part of
them” but they “don’t even know where to start.” She is attuned to these challenges
because she remembered experiencing them not that long ago and as a result, she seems
to be on the lookout for students who want to position themselves along the collegebound path, but do not know how to take that first step. This nuanced understanding of
the effort it takes to not just imagine, but to enact a college-bound identity helps Ms.
Hayden provide insightful access to a figurative path for college at Jackson and guidance
to support students along the way.
Simply giving students deadlines, sharing accurate information, or printing out the
steps they need to take is often not enough for first-generation or other underrepresented
students. Sincere described that her need for more guidance beyond just good
information meant she wanted help understanding each step and having more hands-on
support. She said, without Ms. Hayden:
I probably still wouldn't have taken my ACT. Like, she has been, all I'm hearing,
all my teachers just saying, "Make sure you take your ACT, make sure you - " But
nobody is stopping and helping me get to that point, you know?... I didn't know
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where to go. I'm like, "Where do I sign up? How do I sign up? Do I write an email
out?" And Ms. Hayden like, "No, go here. I’ll take care of you."
Sincere clearly expressed what other students also experience - that simply knowing
about information related to the tasks required for college is not enough for students who
are otherwise alone navigating those steps. In this example, she shared how she needed
much more in-depth guidance to complete the ACT step, and without it, feared that she
would have probably still would not have completed the required step because she did not
know how to start (or how to pay for it). Again, it may not seem like an irreparable issue
to avoid taking the ACT, but by not taking the ACT on time – missing the completion of
just one task on the long college to-do list, Sincere could have potentially fallen off the
accepted admission and enrollment timeline and very much missed her chance to go to a
four-year college, to stay on the path to college.
Sincere’s depiction of a need for more hands-on and “I’ll take care of you”
support was illuminating for herself, but it also speaks to the potentially silent struggles
many other students at Jackson (and beyond) face along the path to college. Sincere
eventually asked Ms. Hayden to help her with a task teachers had been talking about, but
her internal mental distress about not understanding how to complete the task indicates
opportunities and a need for relational mentoring tools to help provide a comforting
symbolic space and place to ask for such support.
Student need for emotional support. Building off of her ability to listen to
students and earn their trust, Ms. Hayden also addresses the emotional needs of students
trying to get to college because Sincere was not unique in her need for additional
emotional guidance and support. In providing this support through relational tools, Ms.
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Hayden served to reassure students about their abilities to accomplish the many required
tasks and ultimately make it to college and she keeps them motivated along the long path
by “pushing” them to reach their goals.
For example, during the focus group, Diamond, a junior, describes the role Ms.
Hayden has played letting students know it is never too late to try and improve their
academic record and “being there for them” while they do so. Ms. Hayden is not a
teacher and has very limited ability to help students improve their transcripts. However,
Diamond described the emotional support and reassurance students need from Ms.
Hayden as they try to get on a path to college:
I recommend a lot of people to her and she takes care of them like she takes care
of me... Like, I feel like now that we’re juniors, if you weren’t serious about
college before, like you wanted to go, but you weren’t serious, but you just
starting to get serious now, like all of our friends are struggling because they have
to get their GPA up and everything and she's been right there the whole time,
everybody been in this counseling office every week or something. She's always
there for everybody.
“Taking care” of students trying to jump on the path to college a little late and “being
there for everybody” as they start to “get serious” about college, indicates Ms. Hayden
provides important opportunities as well as emotional support for students to position
themselves on a potential path to college. In physically welcoming students into the
counseling office “every week” and pairing this openness with encouragement, Ms.
Hayden has created a space that fundamentally and figuratively supports all students –
those already on and those trying to get on a path to college.
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In addition to GPA concerns, students at Jackson especially worry about their
ACT scores and testing abilities and need Ms. Hayden’s reassurances about retaking the
exam. Crystal shared that Ms. Hayden offered her important encouragement about her
ACT scores and her ability to improve them, rather than assume her first score would
impede her college choices, “I didn't get the score I wanted and she was like, "Well, you
know, it's your first try, so, you know, just take it again and try to do better." Many firstgeneration students do not realize they can take the ACT (or SAT) more than once or that
doing so often raises their scores (Goodman, Gurantz, & Smith, 2018). As result, I
observed and students discussed how Ms. Hayden spends a lot time reassuring students
that their first score is only that, their first score. Sincere shared that Ms. Hayden had just
addressed this concern on the day of our interview:
Today I went to her to about my ACT, I was like, "I think I messed up on
something." She was like, "What happened? Show me what you think you messed
up on." I talked to her, she was like… "Just come back to me, we'll sign you up
for the ACT in December." That quick, you know, just with me telling her I
messed up on this and I wanna fix it before it's too late. Just with, just that, she
helped me already.
In addition to the important reassurance and emotional support Ms. Hayden provided to
Sincere, her comment also indicates that students can and do easily and quickly access
instrumental and relational support just by visiting her office. It may take making an
extended appointment, but students like Sincere can step into this supportive space with a
quick expression of disappointment or fear because Ms. Hayden notices these statements
and proactively addresses student needs for reassurance.
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Given my observation and interview dates coinciding with October ACT test and
scores being released to students, I witnessed many students sharing concerns with her
about how the test went and also about their scores. They came to her during passing
periods and in quick exchanges seemed to just need a dose of encouragement, some
reassurance that they either did better than they thought or that even if they did not do as
well as they wanted, that there was still time to improve and take it again. Ms. Hayden
definitely feels her role as one of being a key source of comfort and encouragement for
students:
I reassure students that they can do it. Like, everybody who's coming in with their
ACT scores like, ‘Why are my scores like that?’ I'm like, “It's okay. Did you get
enough to get into the school? You'll be okay…you'll get into the school you
want.”
Ms. Hayden plays this role with intentionality because she feels that students are
frequently told by other teachers that their grades and tests scores are not high enough to
go to a four-year college and that they should only be considering community college.
She laments, “It's really hard because I've definitely learned that it takes more than just
me, but sometimes it feels like it's only me” providing that reassurance and support.
In addition to reassuring students that they can overcome set-backs or academic
obstacles, Ms. Hayden also uniquely pushes students to realize their goals by not letting
them slip through the cracks along the path. In some scenarios, this pushing might be
considered motherly nagging by adolescents, but these students spoke fondly of how
much Ms. Hayden cares enough to push them. Crystal described what this pushing
looked like for her:
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She just has that type of demeanor as a mother. You know she makes sure you do
your FAFSA. She makes you apply for colleges, she makes you do, like your
ACT. Like I remember one time, I didn't sign up for the ACT and she came up to
me. She was like, …"Well, I'm gonna need for you to do that.”
Sincere had a similar experience feeling that push from Ms. Hayden and the impact this
support and effort has had on building up her own confidence:
She has helped me a lot with like, ACTs and making sure I stay on track with
going in there, checking my GPA, my transcripts, making sure I have
recommendations. Like she's been on me about all of that…. Like, she watching
out for me more than I'm watching out for me. And now I'm like, "I see you
pushing me, I see you putting your faith in me and, you know, seeing where I
wanna go.”
This testament shows how Ms. Hayden is unique in her ability to push students because
of the relationships she has built with them. Relating to students and understanding when
they need reassurance are powerful tools Ms. Hayden uses to address student concerns by
putting her faith in them and helping them develop faith in their own aspirations and
identities.
Evidence from students suggests Ms. Hayden’s uses relationships and relational
tools to push students with guidance along the path and to emotionally reassure them that
they can successfully navigate through technical and psychological obstacles along the
path to college. This emotional support is illustrated by students recognizing her
reminders and constant questions as positive features of her role because they followed
up with necessary support and emotional guidance. She does not just remind about tasks
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and then sending them on their way, she pushes them with parallel offers to complete
tasks together, with reassurances that she will help them along the way, and with
emotional boosts of confidence that they can complete the tasks if they follow her lead
and trust in her support.
Case Summary
Ms. Hayden plays a unique role for students at Jackson High, a school
characterized as one where for student participants in this study, relationships with adults
is not common. Three overarching themes emerged from individual student interviews
with seniors, a focus group interview with juniors and seniors, an individual interview
with Ms. Hayden, as well as a day-long observation of Ms. Hayden. These themes stem
from student words and voices as they articulated their experience accessing support at
Jackson, their efforts to find and stay on a path to college, and their unique relationships
with Ms. Hayden.
The first theme, “School Isn’t a Place for Relationships”: Accessing the collegebound figured world provides important context for how Ms. Hayden fits into the school
environment and culture and was described through sub-themes regarding limited school
social engagement and a lack of personal freedom for students at Jackson. The second
sub-theme, “Big Sister Vibes”: Building Relationships Through Shared Cultural Capital
included sub-themes which illustrate how Ms. Hayden was seen as distinct from others in
the building because of her genuine listening and ability to earn student trust as well as
her near-peer connections with students evidenced by youth, race, and style connections.
The third and final overarching theme was, “She’s pushing me to get where I wanna go”:
Balancing Instrumental and Relational Tools and included sub-themes of student needs
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for accurate information, guidance, and emotional support. Each of these themes provide
a context for the physical and figurative world around the path to envisioning and
enacting a college-bound identity Ms. Hayden has created at Jackson, as well as the types
of capital she uses to build relationships and provide support to students along the path.
The college-bound figured world at Jackson is constructed through social
interactions and processes that both signal student college-bound identities and allows
opportunities for students to perform and try-on such a possible identity through specific
actions and interactions with each other and Ms. Hayden. Jackson High’s pass policies
limit possibilities for students to participate in the college-bound figured world by
regulating access to the physical space through a detailed pass structure, but Ms. Hayden
and her office still operate as the center of the college-bound figured world at the school.
Passes act as key artifacts to signal membership in the world and to mediate physical
access to Ms. Hayden, as a key actor within, but for participants in this study, students
found creative ways to tap into the sisterly “vibe” she evokes and has created and
nurtured through helpful and cheerful interactions with students. Access to this physical
and figurative world revolves around intentional moves students must make at Jackson to
get on the path to college and to maintain such a position by claiming an identity of being
college-bound in order to obtain and use passes. However, Ms. Hayden is eager to afford
openings to the figured world, to a relationship with her, and to support students
demonstrating an interest in authoring themselves as college-bound youth.
Although she does not share many personal details about herself or about her own
experience getting to or through college, student participants all connected with Ms.
Hayden and built relationships with her through elements of shared cultural capital
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visible to students through her age, race, and fashion choices. Teachers and counselors at
Jackson were not generally sources of emotional or relational support for students in the
study, so Ms. Hayden’s efforts to build trusting relationships with students stands out at
the school. As a result, her physical and figured space has become a place students seek
for navigational support and aspirational boosts of confidence while they complete the
many tasks along the post-secondary path.
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Chapter 5: Golden High School and Ms. Joslyn Faith
Golden High School is a large public comprehensive high school located in a 56
square mile neighborhood within the metropolitan city limits and ten miles outside of the
city center. Until recently there were two high schools in the district, but a reorganization
in the last few years designated ninth grade attendance at a freshman academy and all
sophomores through seniors to attend Golden High. There are eight elementary schools
but only one middle school in the district, so most Golden students have attended the
same school together since at least seventh grade, if not before. Golden currently serves
nearly 1000 students in grades 10-12, with a senior class of roughly 300. All of the
students enrolled at Golden qualify for free or reduced lunch. Additionally, nearly 80%
of the students identify as African-American, 11% as White, and 9% as Hispanic or
Latino. Approximately 40% of Golden’s graduates from the class of 2017 enrolled in
two or four year colleges. According to the school’s website, Golden High School strives
to “implement a high performing culture and climate…and create learning experiences
that prepare students for college or a career.”
School and Mentor Overview
Visitors and guests to Golden are met by a guard station immediately upon
entering the school, which begins each day at 8:30 a.m. After I check-in and receive a
visitor’s badge, I am directed across the open lobby to the library to wait for Ms. Faith,
the near peer mentor at Golden, to meet me for the day’s shadowing visit.
Golden High School. The main lobby of Golden High has two levels; one level
includes the guard stand and entrance to the library, which quickly opens to a steep and
very wide staircase that takes students, staff and visitors to the main level. The library at
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Golden High appears to be a relatively new addition to the school, with soaring two-story
windows, a wide and open area in the center with chest-high bookshelves as well as long
wooden tables and chairs found both grouped together and individually interspersed
throughout the space. There are multiple computer classrooms, offices and meeting
rooms bordering the interior wall of the library as well as restrooms. These computer
classrooms appear to be reserved and utilized on an as-needed basis by building faculty
and staff.
I spent significant time during my two visits to Golden in the library – in a
computer classrooms observing ACT registration sessions, in the large area observing a
college representative presentation with students, in one of the staff offices during a
meeting with a student and her guardian, and at one of the tables tucked in the far-side of
the open area interviewing students individually and in the lunch-time focus group.
Although my protocol called for conducting private interviews with students, due to
school policy, the principal only consented to allow participation in the study if Ms. Faith
or another teacher was in the same room. Given that my questions revolved around
students’ relationships with their mentor and others in the building, this scenario was not
ideal. As a result, instead of meeting with students one-on-one in an office, classroom, or
other space, I attempted to maintain confidentiality and encourage honesty by holding the
interviews in the library and within sight of Ms. Faith and other adults, but where our
conversation could not be easily overheard by other students or adults.
Up the stairs from the front doors, the main level entrance includes a large,
completely open area with the central office found to the right, the counseling suite
toward the left, and wide hallways branching off in multiple directions. Golden recently
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transitioned to small learning communities, with four individual houses distinguished by
career pathways (Business and Finance, Health and Human Services, Arts and
Communication, and Engineering.) Ms. Faith indicated that ideally students would be
placed in their houses based on preference or career interests, but her experience
suggested students do not typically register in time to choose and often feel little affinity
to their designated house. My observational visit to Golden took place on Tuesday,
October 30th, the day before Halloween.
Ms. Faith’s office is located down one of the main hallways, past the main office.
The sign outside of the entrance to her office suite reads, “Assistant Principal,” although
it also included her office and the school athletic director in addition to the assistant
principal and the assistant principal’s secretary. The generally quiet suite includes
individual offices framing the corners of the space, three desktop computers on the back
wall and an open area in the middle with chairs. Ms. Faith’s office has a small interior
window to this space and two large exterior windows looking outside toward parking lots
and athletic fields. The door to her office is directly opposite the door to the assistant
principal’s secretary’s office, which I learned is almost always open, with walkie-talkie
exchanges frequently audible. This arrangement has caused some challenges for Ms.
Faith during her time at Golden because the secretary, an older Caucasian woman, often
listens in to Ms. Faith’s conversations with students and then tends to interject her input
and advice on wide ranging topics. At times we talk in hushed voices to avoid the
scenario during my visits.
Ms. Joslyn Faith. Joslyn Faith, or Ms. Faith, is the near-peer mentor serving
Golden High School for her second year. She is an African-American, first-generation
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recent college graduate of a state school located in the southern corner of the state and
originally from a large metropolitan region in a different part of the state. On the day of
my observation she has curly, reddish, shoulder length hair and wore a denim shirt and
jacket, a long flowy skirt, dark glasses, and a red school lanyard.
Joslyn’s personal path to college included beginning high school at what she
described as a “really tough…really rough” public school before transferring to a small
“Black, Catholic high school” in her city. Before beginning at Golden, she remembered
hearing from friends who knew Golden and described it as “rougher” than where she
started, giving her a negative impression of her future service site. Neither parent went to
college, although she remembered her parents always supported her goals for college.
She recalled that many of her high school teachers and her school counselor seemed to
push most students toward Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
because they had attended HBCUs and believed she and her African-American peers
should follow in their footsteps. Instead, Joslyn “clicked” with an undergraduate,
predominantly-white institution two hours away from home after hearing a compelling
presentation from a campus representative. Although she successfully graduated with a
degree in the health sciences, she distinctly remembered making mistakes along the way
–such as taking out too many loans and not applying for more scholarships and grants.
Ms. Faith shared these personal experiences with me and with students in
exchanges throughout the building and through personal touches found in her office
where she spends significant time meeting with students individually and in small groups,
recording data, and responding to emails on her computer. Ms. Faith has multiple large
and colorful logos of her college posted around the room and also had her personal
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“Class of 2016” Kente stole hanging prominently behind her desk from a tall bookshelf.
In addition to her desk, which is positioned to allow her to face the door while she types,
her office included one tall and one long bookshelf, a sizeable (maybe three feet by five
feet tall) bulletin board with a black background and variety of local college logos, a
large wipe-off calendar attached to the wall, and two simple blue chairs. Covering the
wall with the calendar were multiple college pennants, arranged in various directions.
Taped to the wall near her desk were six graduation announcements or pictures from last
year’s seniors and a tall vertical frame with three pictures of two female students and the
text, “Thank you for everything, Ms. Faith! We love you.” Multiple boxes of supplies
occupied the bookshelves and were stacked near the door. Collectively, these personal
and college-related items made Ms. Faith’s office a hotspot for accessing information
about college and connecting with her personally.
Students at Golden are required to possess passes to travel around the school
during class-time and these passes were usually distributed by Teaching Assistants (TAs)
or designated “runners” who were stationed in the attendance office, the nearby main
office, and the counseling suite. Seniors TAs were allowed to spend their TA period with
Ms. Faith if they were not needed in their assigned office. On the day of my observation,
many students were out of the building because of field trips so there are few runners
available to distribute passes for the day’s activities which included a 9:00 a.m. to noon
ACT registration and an afternoon campus representative visit. (Approximately 40-50
students attended the ACT registration for 5-45 minutes and nine students participated in
the campus representative visit.) The ACT registration push was necessary because the
registration deadline for the upcoming December test was only two days away from my
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observation. Ms. Faith shared that while both of these time-intensive activities were
typical, it was rare to have two such events in the same day. As a result, she had little
time for individual meetings with students during my observation, meetings that would
usually take up much of her day. Also, because there were so few runners available on
this day, Ms. Faith and I walk around the building before both events, distributing passes
directly to students and looking for available runners.
These walks around the building illustrated typical interactions and relationships
Ms. Faith seems to have with students because, although students are supposed to have
passes, she engages with several students in the hallways who are often walk together or
convene in small groups. Most notable from this experience is that Ms. Faith seems to
know the names of many students we encounter, and they often know her too. Ms. Faith
casually greets students by name and often asks about their ACT registration status,
application progress, and upcoming campus visit interest. A casual familiarity is
evidenced by her playfully pulling off a student’s hoodie, calling down the hall for
students using ”Boyyy” or “Girrl” and teasingly bumping into students as she passes by
and keeps walking. It is also common for Ms. Faith to gently touch students on the
shoulder or back as she passes them in the hallway and says, “Excuse me.” She might
ask students what they are doing out of class or where they are going but does so in a
matter-of-fact tone, as if she is trying to help them, rather than threatening them with
authoritative consequences. Throughout the day Ms. Faith also gives and receives
multiple hugs and high fives from students. These interactions speak to Ms. Faith’s
accessible and peer-like demeanor and signal to me an overall school environment with
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strong engagement between students and between Ms. Faith where she was well-known
in and outside of her office.
As a result of encounters with students experienced alongside Ms. Faith, the
environment at Golden felt laid back and upbeat, with students easily and often engaging
with each other and with her. Students did not seem to be in a rush as they lingered in the
hallways or to be overly concerned with passes or getting to class. In addition to hallway
encounters, we also went into three different classrooms to deliver passes to teachers and
sometimes directly to students. Although some students were at lunch during our pass
distribution efforts, Ms. Faith emphatically stated that she would not go to the cafeteria to
find students there because, “That place is crazy.” Overall, despite extensive student
interactions, I noticed very few teachers in the hallways or intersecting with us
throughout my day-long observation. A late afternoon announcement was made over the
intercom that teachers were not allowed to write any more passes for students, but this
did not seem to change the flow of students coming in and out of the library. I cannot
speak to the academic landscape of the school or individual classrooms contexts, but by
interacting with a wide range of students about personal and college-related topics, the
dynamics I observed at Golden indicated an expansive circle of Ms. Faith’s influence
among students that travelled with her as she walked and through the hallways of the
school and engaged with students constantly.
Participant Overview
Data collected was collected over a day-long observation and a second day-long
visit to the school to conduct individual interviews with five seniors, a focus group
interview with a different set of five juniors and seniors, and an individual interview with
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Ms. Faith. Upon confirming her participation in the study, Ms. Faith was asked to
identify student participants based on guidelines to select “a broad group” of five seniors
with whom she had “developed a good relationship” and who would be accessible on the
designated day for individual 20-30 minute interviews. Focus group student participants
were requested to come from the wider student body and need not have strong familiarity
with Ms. Faith. Intentionally, no mention or guidance was given regarding the racial or
gender makeup of student participants. As a result, Ms. Faith made all determinations as
to who she felt would be representative of these guidelines, available, and willing to talk
with me about their thoughts around college as well as their relationship and interactions
with her. An overview of each student participant is included in Table 5.1, with
pseudonyms used in all cases to protect participant identity.
Table 5.1: Golden High Student Participant Profiles
Name

Collection Type

Grade

Gender

Race

Aliya

Individual Interview

Senior

Female

Black

Interview
Length*
34 min

Ashley

Focus Group

Sophomore

Female

Black

20 min

Carl

Individual Interview

Senior

Male

Black

26 min

Deshaun

Focus Group

Junior

Male

Black

20 min

Emma

Individual Interview

Senior

Female

Hispanic

37 min

James

Individual Interview

Senior

Male

Black

18 min

Kristen

Focus Group

Sophomore

Female

Black

20 min

Marco

Focus Group

Senior

Male

Black

20 min

Michael

Focus Group

Senior

Male

Black

20 min

Omari

Individual Interview

Senior

Male

Black

41 min

*Focus group interview duration is the same for all students participating during their lunch

Table 5.2 provides context regarding the number of times each individually
interviewed student participant had met with Ms. Faith for formal one-on-one
appointments and group presentations or activities since school began in mid-August.
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These data were accessed for Ms. Faith and all mentors via the program’s online tracking
tool on November 14, the day following final school-based data collection. Per
programmatic parameters, students and mentors should meet for at least 5 minutes for an
interaction to be recorded by mentors as a one-on-one. Ms. Faith used a student sign-in
sheet to track one-on-one meetings with students as they both drop by and meet with her
for scheduled appointments. Table 5.2 illustrates that the students Ms. Faith selected to
participate in this study are representative of students with whom she has interacted with
the most in the first few months of the school year. In fact, according to her data, four of
the six students Ms. Faith has had the most one-on-one sessions with so far this year,
participated in the individual interviews for this study. James, the student who has the
most one-on-one’s recorded, is not a teaching assistant but seems to have extensive
access to Ms. Faith throughout the day.
Table 5.2 also includes participant school-related extracurriculars and outsideschool work responsibilities, collected through student interviews. College ambassadors
are students who work directly with Ms. Faith to plan college-related school-wide events
and workshops and generally promote a college-going culture in the school. Typically,
ambassadors are juniors, but Ms. Faith has allowed interested students to continue in this
role in their senior year. Overall, these data illustrate that participants in this study are
some of the most active social, athletic, and academic leaders of the senior class at
Golden.
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Table 5.2: Mentor/Student Interactions and Student Activities
Student

# 1:1s **

# Other ***
Interactions

School-related
Extracurriculars

Outside-School/
Work

22

9

Top 10% of class, dance, track,
student council, band, college
ambassador

Works

3

Top of class, student council,
Upward Bound, 4-H, track,
college ambassador

Works

Does not work

Aliya*

Carl*

18

Emma*

19

6

Top 5% of class, senior class
president, national honor
society, student council, soccer,
tennis, theater/drama

James

32

16

Top 25% of class, football,
track, college ambassador

Does not work

5

Top 15% of class, track,
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes

Works

Omari

15

All data recorded is as of November 14, 2018.
* Students who serve as Teaching Assistants for one class period
**The maximum number of 1:1s recorded for any student at Golden High is 32 (James).
***Other interactions may include campus visits, group presentations, campus rep visit, etc.

Major Themes
Three overarching themes emerged from data collected and analyzed in the case
of Golden High and Ms. Faith:
1. “Everybody Talks to Everybody”: Social Capital within the College-Bound Figured
World
2. “She Comes to You with Open Doors”: Physical and Perceptual Access to the
College-Bound Figured World
3. “When People Push Us, it Just Makes Us Feel Better”: Using Relational Tools to
Share Expanded Forms of Capital
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These themes surfaced from student and mentor statements and frame both the context of
the unique school environment at Golden and the ways Ms. Faith interacted with students
interviewed. Each theme is described below by relevant and clarifying sub-themes.
“Everybody Talks to Everybody”
Social Capital within the College-Bound Figured World
Students at Golden seem to share a unique bond with each other and a familiarity
I have rarely seen at a large comprehensive high school. Despite a senior class of over
300 and enrollment of nearly 1000, students claimed to know everyone and talk to each
other no matter what their background or interests. For example, when asked to describe
Golden High, multiple student participants said that it is a positive environment where
there are “no cliques” at the school and students feel comfortable with each other. Ms.
Faith agreed with this assessment and said her experience supported that “everybody
talks to everybody” at Golden.
All ten students interviewed individually or in the focus group spoke in positive
terms about their school, and many sought to dispel myths and misperceptions about
Golden that are so prevalent in the larger community that they remembered feeling
“scared” before attending. Golden’s reputation for fights and having a lacking learning
environment was spread to current students by former students, older siblings, parents,
and others in the community. However, either because of district and administrative
changes, student and staff efforts, or simply being inside of the school themselves,
students at all grade levels expressed affection and pride in their school, at least partially
because of the social support they feel from knowing their peers. Carl sums up his
experience, those of several other student participants, and even Ms. Faith:
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When I was a freshman, like hearing all the stories, like, "Oh, Golden is like a bad
place," and like, "Oh, they're having fights, and all of that stuff." Like, so I was
kinda scared a lot, but then, when I got here, like, it really wasn't all that bad. Like
everyone was nice. It was like a good atmosphere, and yeah. It wasn't like the
cliques and like the jocks, and like the nerds, or anything like that. It was, it felt
like home.
Feeling “like home” indicates that Golden has grown on many student participants and
several were eager to describe their active attempts at making the school a positive place
for all students, efforts facilitated by high levels of student involvement and a leadership
development class at the school.
Students also embraced the diversity evident in the Golden student body and
promoted its impact on encouraging acceptance and support for all kinds of students.
Emma described a love for her school because of its diversity:
I mean, to me personally, I love it because, well, it's just like the diversity here is
great. People aren't so judgy, we don't have like all the cliques and stuff like most
schools do, and I personally enjoy that…. It's not just one race, and we're very
accepting of like, everybody that comes here…like, we accept like every race
and… I love that about here, we don't judge you like, from where you're from.
Yeah, there aren't cliques here, like everybody is just like, together like best
friends.
Defining a love for her school because of its acceptance of multiple types of student
diversity and a social environment where everyone acts like best friends is a bold
description, even for the senior class president. However, my fieldnotes and reflections
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from a single day of observation are full of comments regarding how familiar and
friendly students were with each other. Now months after my visits to the school, Ms.
Faith indicated that student participants still ask about me and talk to her about enjoying
my engagement with them. As a result, Emma’s description of Golden rings true for me
as well - students welcomed me openly, treated me warmly, and have asked about me
like they would a friend.
As I sat through two full periods, over two hours, of ACT registration in a
computer classroom with students streaming in and out individually and in small and
large groups, I was struck by how comfortable the students were with each other during
this particular task. On this day, students of all races and personalities interacted
cordially and playfully and while there was ample laughter and joking, no students were
targeted or picked on by others and many students eagerly helped each other through the
ACT registration process, even when Ms. Faith left the room for a few minutes. For
example, it was common for multiple students to have their hand raised at the same time
and despite attempts to juggle multiple competing questions, Ms. Faith could not be
immediately responsive to every student. Sometimes students would express a frustration
out loud or verbally ask a question to no one in particular. In these instances, I witnessed
students step in to try and help each other and if they could not, indicate that Ms. Faith
would have the answer. This is not to say that some students were not more outgoing,
popular, or silly while other were quieter and shier, but the atmosphere in the room felt
like one of support for each other as they tried to tackle the same time-intensive and
stressful task.
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As a result of my observations and the statements of students and Ms. Faith, the
overarching theme of “Everybody talks to Everybody”: Social Capital Within the
Figured World is supported and explained through the following sub-themes of (a)
students knowing each other and (b) spreading word of Ms. Faith to each other.
Students know each other. Students at Golden talk to each other and talk about
each other because they know each other and have known each other for years. Given
the district structure, seniors at Golden have traveled together as a cohort for at least the
past five years, since seventh grade. In fact, as James remembered fondly, in both the
eighth and ninth grade, the class of 2019 were the only students in the school building, so
they did not have options to interact with students in other grades. Although several of
the students I interviewed indicated that they mostly take classes now with college-bound
or academically driven students (AP, dual credit, honors, etc.), they recalled that in 7th,
8th, and 9th grade, they commonly had classes with students from across the academic
spectrum. Finally, because the students I interviewed are so involved in sports and
school-related clubs and activities, students felt that they have gotten to know each other
both in and out of the classroom. As a result, as Aliya indicates, “Everybody, like all of
class 2019, we're all very close…we all feel like we grew up with each other. Like,
everybody knows everybody…it's like all of us are like pretty much close and we all
know each other.”
Seniors at Golden do not just know each other’s names, but they exhibited an
impressive ability to know the whereabouts, goals, and stories of each other. During the
long ACT registration period, Ms. Faith did not need to look up student class schedules in
the computer because she simply asked other students in the room where their peers
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would be at different points in the day and whether they were on various field trips. It is
possible students who serve as TAs were simply more aware of the ongoing status and
location of students, but the fact that Ms. Faith often just used first names to collect the
information about students she needed to track down was striking and contributes to the
notion that for students at Golden, everybody does talk to everybody.
In addition to talking to each other and knowing where their peers are during the
day, seniors interview participants had multiple stories to share about the post-high
school paths of their peers and the role of Ms. Faith in meeting with others and defining
those paths. Aliya recounted:
There was this one boy that always said that he was never going to college. And
now that he like, actually met somebody like Ms. Faith, he goes in there all the
time…. Like he got accepted to his two biggest colleges X and Y.
Social media helps the spread of news like college acceptances, but the extra detail Aliya
shared about how often this student visits Ms. Faith is indicative of a social environment
at Golden that promotes students knowing each other at a deeper level than at many large
schools. Michael supports this vision of knowing his peers and what their plans are after
high school:
When I was here as a sophomore, I think my class, a lot of them, said they
weren’t going to college. As juniors, we didn't interact with Ms. Faith as much as
we do now, but a lot of people that said they weren't going to college are thinking
about going to college now.
For these seniors, students at Golden are familiar their classmates and know each other’s
status on a given day, as well as their plans for the future. Student participants seem to
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use this long-standing familiarity to support each other, symbolically and in practice. As
a result, students effectively and uniquely share aspirational forms of social capital with
each other because they celebrate when someone new enters Ms. Faith’s fold. This
figurative fold around college indicates a symbolic world where there are many openings
for new students to be invited by their peers into the social practice of interacting with
Ms. Faith.
Spreading word of Ms. Faith. Seniors at Golden play a very important role in
using the school environment where everyone talks to each other to facilitate exposure to
Ms. Faith and promote access to the path to college she represents. Carl, Aliya, and
Omari all spoke to the role they play as College Ambassadors and generally outgoing
students to introduce, drive, and encourage their peers to visit with Ms. Faith. Creating
and maintaining a College Ambassador club has been a requirement for every mentor
within the state college advising program, but unique school contexts and mentor
leadership of the clubs create very different dynamics and levels of impact for each club.
Since Ms. Faith and her predecessors focus most of their time and efforts on serving
seniors, underclassmen at Golden often do not even know there is a college mentor on
staff at the school. At a minimum, College Ambassadors provide exposure to roughly a
dozen juniors in the school and support mentors in getting student involvement at large
and small-scale events. Ideally, these juniors then become leaders of their senior class in
promoting a college-going culture and helping all students think about their post-high
school options with sound information and support.
At Golden, Ms. Faith and her students have created a thriving exchange of social
capital through the College Ambassador club that includes both juniors as formal
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members and seniors as informal “senior ambassadors.” These senior ambassadors
wanted to continue to participate in the club and have clearly internalized their role as
leaders in promoting student access to information about college and Ms. Faith. Carl
describes that he believed students physically go to see Ms. Faith because they were
introduced by a College Ambassador, even students he did not think would do so:
So, I’m like, "Oh, I never thought you would come in to see Ms. Faith." I feel
like, yeah, some of the students kind of found their way there, and like, also the
college ambassador introduced them, it's like, "Hey, you can come to Ms. Faith
for all the information," because the counselors may not be available.
This description suggests College Ambassadors proactively provide students access to a
social network of other students at Golden as well as Ms. Faith and her many resources
about college.
For Aliya, although she did identify being a College Ambassador, it is simply her
position as a senior that allows other students to see her as being an entry point for
contact with Ms. Faith and this network of support. She said, “Like other people will ask
like, the seniors, ‘Is Ms. Faith here?’ And then we'll like email her, ‘Are you here today?
Somebody wants to talk to you about this.’" Aliya even goes out of her way to direct her
friends and her friends’ parents to Ms. Faith for college guidance. In describing a
situation where a particularly shy friend did not want to go away to school but her parents
did, she shared:
So I told her, ‘cause her mom thinks that her plan is gonna make her fall behind. I
was just like, "Whoa, just go talk to Ms. Faith." And she was like, "What if she
don't understand?" And I’m like, “Just go talk to Ms. Faith.”
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Aliya not only acts as a driving force for getting students to see Ms. Faith but as an
extension of Ms. Faith’s role of supporting students:
Like I just try to, whatever information Ms. Faith gives me I just try to help other
people to like, get them on the right track. Especially if, if they can't get to her.
Because sometimes when Ms. Faith has meetings and stuff like that and there be
days like some people just can't get to her. I just like, try to help out.
As student leaders, TAs, College Ambassadors, and just well-meaning seniors, students
like Aliya help to spread word of Ms. Faith and access to the “right track” on the path to
college to their friends, peers, and beyond.
By keeping track of who gets and uses the passes they distribute, students at
Golden play an important role with their peers helping Ms. Faith grow her impact with
students and afford peer-driven access to positions within the college-bound figured
world. Ms. Faith explained from her perspective the dynamic at work when student
leaders use the environment at Golden where “everybody talks to everybody” to make
sure other students get the help and follow-up they need from her:
It's like they, they help me soo much. Like, when they come down for passes,
like, if I'm sending passes around, like, to go get a student or they was like, "Has
such and such came and talked to you?" And I'm like, "No." And they are like,
"Okay, I'll be back.” Like they'll go, they will go get him and let him know like,
"Hey you need to go see Ms. Faith tomorrow."
College Ambassadors, TAs, and student leaders enthusiastically operate as an extension
of Ms. Faith’s efforts to both drive exposure to her and continually expand the bounds of
the college-bound figured world to new students.
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Ms. Faith capitalizes on student familiarity and awareness of each other’s’ needs
and their eagerness to spread her influence to bolster her impact at Golden. In a unique
school culture where “everybody talks to each other” and it feels like students have
grown up together, Ms. Faith’s role as a mentor is amplified by the social positioning and
relational hierarchy of student leaders who are intent on improving the perception of their
school and supporting each other to identify and reach their goals. In this way, these
particular students help spread information they gather individually or collectively from
Ms. Faith – traditional social capital - to their peers and expand access to a variety of new
relational supports available within that real of college possibilities. They intentionally
extend her figurative reach to students who she may not yet know and in doing so,
provide both valuable social capital and access to the path to college she (and they)
symbolize.
“She Comes to You with Open Doors”
Physical and Perceptual Access to the College-Bound Figured World
When contrasting Ms. Faith’s role and impact to other adults in the building,
Emma struggled to define what makes Ms. Faith different before sharing her view and an
apt image which captures her perspective and that of her peers, “She gives you like, as
many like, she lets you, she comes like, as the saying goes, she comes to you with open
doors.” A description of coming to students with open doors is a fitting image for the
second major theme that emerged from data and analysis of Golden High School and Ms.
Joslyn Faith. While students interviewed for this study indicated a unique closeness with
their peers because they have known each other for years and talk to each other without
judgement, they did not express similar overall sentiments about Golden staff,
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administration, counselors, or teachers. Instead, only Ms. Faith, a handful of coaches,
and the teacher who facilitates the leadership development class were identified as
potential sources of information and support for students. This theme is illustrated by
sub-themes of Ms. Faith’s distinctive physical and perceived accessibility and
approachability. Not only does Ms. Faith express an open-door level of accessibility,
Emma depicts Ms. Faith’s extraordinary level of approachability as going to students.
Combined, accessibility and approachability are key defining features of the unique role
Ms. Faith plays at Golden to afford students positions within the college-bound figured
world by fostering student engagement and a space which embodies support for student
needs on the path to college and life outside of high school.
Accessibility. Although students at Golden are required to have passes when they
are not in class, seniors interviewed for this study seemed to have open access to Ms.
Faith. These students stopped by Ms. Faith’s office throughout the day of my
observation and came in and out of the library on the day of my interviews. I saw
familiar faces again and again as students talked with her during their TA periods,
between classes, and even during class periods. There were several field trips held during
the day of my observation and a fire drill during the day of my interviews, so while most
students were in class and not visible, handfuls of students did seem to travel somewhat
freely through the halls. Omari indicated that although he had missed several periods of a
particular elective, his teacher did not mind releasing him to leave class and see Ms.
Faith, go to another event outside of school, or participate in the interview with me. This
scenario seemed common as seniors participants were able to leave elective courses
somewhat freely but indicated that they chose to not miss their harder classes like
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calculus or various AP courses. Students’ ability to use their own judgement about
missing class time to seek out Ms. Faith resulted in casual drop-in interactions throughout
the day. Except for the parent meeting, Ms. Faith did not have any scheduled one-on-one
sessions with students, so exchanges with students were more informal in nature and
generally lasted just five to seven minutes.
Students sought out Ms. Faith throughout the day to both ask her quick
information-seeking questions, talk about their day in general, and offer her help.
Michael and Emma indicated that they drop-in to see Ms. Faith at every opportunity,
sometimes multiple times each day to talk to her, help her out, and see how she is doing.
James also described his constant access to Ms. Faith through drop-in meetings or, in
instances when he has something specific to discuss, he relayed that “she’d rather you
have an appointment.” James described that regardless of what the topic is, “whenever
you need to talk, she’s available to talk.”
In addition to students noticing Ms. Faith’s availability for drop-by conversations,
students also noted that she is a visible presence throughout the school hallways and
actively seeks them out for appointments. Repeatedly, student participants starkly
contrasted this accessibility with a lack of access to the counselors at Golden. Focus
group participants like Michael illustrated what this looked like stating, “She's more
interactive with us than other counselors are. They just sit in their office most of the time,
but she goes out of her way to set up meetings with us if we need something.” Ashley
agreed, “She really goes out of her way to connect with students. Counselors don’t go out
of their way to find time for meetings because they are busy, but Ms. Faith actually tries
to interact and connect with the students.” Carl reinforced this contrast with the
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counselors and promoted a perspective that greater accessibility creates a higher quantity
and quality of interactions with students:
I feel like the students that come in there, they like to talk to her, 'cause once
again the counselors don't have like a lot of time to speak to students, and, you
know, and do the counselor, their counselor, like the counseling job. And, so she's
more open to having those conversations with students.
In a separate interview, James agreed that students feel this contrast in accessibility
compared to other school counselors, “Because they, it seem like they don't wanna talk.
But with her, it's like you can talk to her whenever. If you see her in the hallway, and
she'll know your name like most teachers won't.” Emma also agreed that Ms. Faith’s
accessibility provides students with timely assistance, which is different than her
experience trying to access help from counselors:
Most counselors here, they'll like be, they'll like make you do this like, fill out this
form to schedule time with her but [Ms. Faith] just helped me right away and she
would, she just, she did it right away. Most teachers, you have to go through all
these steps just for them, just so that they can do one thing and [Ms. Faith] like
helps me right away.
By being proactive, accessible, and timely in reaching out to students and welcoming
their engagement – coming to them with open doors – Ms. Faith seems to address student
needs for information and support while signifying to students that she is both willing and
wants to make time for them. This performance is indicative of her role mediating
student access to the college-bound figured world and establishing practices and activities
that define the symbolic space.
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Approachability. Students at Golden who feel like they know each other well
notice when the adults around them do not express the same kind of supportive desire to
talk to them, know them, or help them. The visual image of Ms. Faith actively going to
students with open doors, is magnified by what students see as a high level of rare adult
approachability. Referring to a lot of other teachers at Golden, James said, “It just seems
like they don’t wanna talk to you.” For students, adults signal that they want to talk to
students through positivity, approachability, and generally making students feeling
welcome in that space. Ms. Faith’s perceived approachability for students at Golden is
magnified and reinforced in four key ways which will be examined next – in contrast to
other teachers and counselors, in relation to her similar race and closeness in age, and
through her office space.
Approachability contrast. The fact that Ms. Faith does not require students to
have an appointment to talk to her immediately diverges with the experience students
face when approaching their counselors. Carl shared his experience trying to work with
his counselors compared to Ms. Faith:
I don't really talk to anyone else, if we're being honest. I don't talk to my other
counselors. I mean, okay so I tried and like they're always so busy, acting like
they don't have the time and all that, doing other things. But, Ms. Faith, she's
more approachable. You can really talk to her about things.
Emma also indicated that her counselor is so inaccessible and unapproachable that she
prefers to use Ms. Faith as her counselor on college applications and to go to her for help
because of her welcoming approach:
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The counselors, I don't go to personally. I always go to Ms. Faith like for things
that are in like college application they ask you to put your counselor. I just put
Ms. Faith. I don't go to the office, because like, for example, my counselor… a
lot of people don't like her 'cause she's rude to you and she doesn't, she's just mean
to you as soon as you come in there. She doesn't, she's not really, you have to like,
as I said, you have to schedule an appointment with her and things like that. And
like, Ms. Faith as soon as you go in there she'll just like, she's just nice about it.
She won't tell you to get out. And she just won't be rude to you and she'll, she
won't have an attitude.
A perceived positive and welcoming attitude and overall aura of approachability set Ms.
Faith apart from the other counselors at Golden, who are often seen as only doing what
Aliya calls “school counselor things” like schedule changes, grades, and transcripts. Ms.
Faith’s actions and attitude instead evoke a very different and supportive space for
students.
From my observation and her own reflection, Ms. Faith acknowledged that her
approach is different from other adults in the building, “I'm always, like, laughin' with the
students…. I don't know. I'm real playful with the students.” Marco effectively agreed
with this assessment in sharing that he does not ever talk to his counselor because, “I
think the other counselors are aren't as social as Ms. Faith, she's not a mean person, she's
more friendly than the other counselors we got. We talk to her, we have fun with her
too.” This “fun” was evidenced by Ms. Faith’s playful and sometimes mischievous
nature as she casually bumped into students in the hallway as she walked past, mildly
poked fun at them for contradicting themselves or forgetting simple tasks and joked with
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them about how they might decorate her office for her upcoming birthday. She did laugh
a lot and smile a lot, all while projecting an aura of confidence and control. Ms. Faith
said students can read her face to know when she is being serious and when she is being
playful. She reflects that when “I’m smiling, like, they know how to read me. Like, they
know when I’m being real chill.” In essence, Ms. Faith performs in particular ways and
students have learned how to participate and relate to her in these contexts.
Other descriptions students used to portray Ms. Faith, usually in contrast to other
teachers included: nice, sweet, friendly, funny, relatable, cool, mellow, chill, personal,
and honest. Carl summarized her differences this way:
She's not like one of the teachers that are just like, "Oh, like just tell us." Like
teachers that just tells us what we need to do and then sends us on our way. Like,
she's more, personal…she's more like a like a friend.
Carl remembered the impact this difference made on him when he first interacted with
Ms. Faith as a junior. He recalled that he originally “thought she was like one of the
teachers, like, ‘Oh. Do this. Do that.’ And just sends us on our way, but she, it wasn't like
that at all.” Because Ms. Faith did not just “send him on his way,” Carl started having
more and more conversations with her about college and then ultimately, about more than
college. Being “more like a friend” was not a common refrain from students, but
students did interact with Ms. Faith in casual and informal tones that reflected
relationships with students enacted with friendly elements.
Emma told a similar story about how comfortable she is with Ms. Faith,
remembering that she was initially scared to talk to her, but then, “Once I met her, like
after that I got, like everybody gets super comfortable with her…. She’ll talk to you about
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anything, even when, like, if she doesn’t know you, she’ll still talk to you.” Emma
continued to try to describe how the word of Ms. Faith’s approachability spread through
exposure to her, “I just think a lot of us just felt comfortable going to her and then
afterwards, like people just started coming in there and then just coming to talk to her and
stuff like that.” Since Ms. Faith was new to the school last year, Emma remembered that
students like her originally thought she would be like other adults in the building.
However, because word spreads quickly around Golden, it did not take long for some
students to see her as friendly and approachable for that portrayal to spread. As a result,
over the past year Ms. Faith’s own positioning within the relational hierarchies of the
school have helped to author her reputation and identity as someone who is relatable,
approachable, and helpful to students.
In building relationships with students one conversation at a time in a school
where everybody talks to everybody, Ms. Faith has built a reputation among students for
being playful, cool, chill, and approachable. To students, she evokes an image of
“coming to you with open doors,” especially in contrast with the way most other teachers
and counselors at Golden position students through their actions, roles, and settings. Ms.
Faith’s accessibility and approachability, coming to students with open doors to help
them with college, illustrates features of a unique social and figured world at play at
Golden where students have multiple opportunities to position themselves and also work,
using social capital, to position each other along the path to college.
Race and approachability. Although no students mentioned race as a reason for
Ms. Faith’s openness, she believed race makes a difference in the way students interpret
her approachability. She explained, “I have more in common with the students than the
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previous adviser. Like, I’m African-American. My school is predominantly Black. And
I feel like the students, like, they warm up to me more.” For Ms. Faith, warming up to
her translates into students “always coming” to see her based on her ability to understand
them. Ms. Faith believed her ease with students, and her ability to be comfortable and
connect with them, does make a difference and that this is at least in part, due to her
similar racial background.
Although I listened closely for student references regarding the way race, age, or
other elements of identity may have impacted perceptions about Ms. Faith, I did not lead
or directly ask students what role, if any, race played in constant references to Ms. Faith’s
approachability. It was easy to see that students talked to each other before and after the
interview and I tried to avoid seeding ideas or sharing too much of the insight I hoped to
gain. Instead, follow-up questions to students about Ms. Faith’s approachability were
more open ended such as, “What about Ms. Faith makes her so approachable?” Student
responses to this prompt generally resulted in general descriptions of her personality and
disposition rather than elements of her age, race, or other elements of identity. More
focused research on this particular front could offer important insight into this gap in my
questioning.
I did ask Ms. Faith for her perspective on why students might not have mentioned
her race and she proposed that students may not have considered her racial background as
being a defining feature of their comfort with her or her approachability because it simply
feels normal to them. She believed that “clicking with them so well” just “feels natural,”
and seniors this year probably are “not going to acknowledge [race]” because they don’t
know any other scenario, “don’t think about it,” and “we don’t talk about it, it’s just
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something that goes right over they heads.” My obvious whiteness and the fact that they
did not know me at all could have also been possible factors in students avoiding
initiating a conversation about the impact of race. Regardless of why it was not
mentioned by students, Ms. Faith believed race plays an important role in her initial and
ongoing interactions at Golden.
Age and approachability. Students were vocal about Ms. Faith’s closeness in age
being an element of relationship-building because it seemed to make them feel she is easy
to talk to and approachable. Although Ms. Faith was not the only teacher students felt
supported by, students did indicate they felt Ms. Faith was overall the most approachable
because of her age. Omari referenced one of these other supportive teachers but then
elaborated on his willingness to talk to Ms. Faith about personal struggles because of an
expectation that she has more recently faced similar struggles:
I mean I can't just randomly talk to a teacher about like, me not having friends,
you know what I'm saying? Like that's probably not something I would do, and it
probably ties into like, age. I am not talking to like a 50-year-old about losing
friends, that, I don't think that would work. They'd be like, "What are you talking
about Sonny Boy? Let's talk about science."
It is clear Omari believed Ms. Faith is inherently more approachable when it comes to
such topics than teachers or other adults who are older.
Even when referencing another teacher, who multiple students suggested acts as a
beacon of support in the school, Omari said that his preference is to talk to Ms. Faith
about college because of her age. He reflected, “It probably just wouldn't be the same,
considering the fact that she went to college so long ago, it's not the same as Ms. Faith,
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‘cause she just left college, like 3 years ago or 2 years ago.” Once Omari started to think
about Ms. Faith’s age and the difference it made in connecting with her, he continued to
elaborate:
Yeah I guess, I guess she is somebody that you can communicate with because
this, she's around the same vicinity of age. You know what I'm saying? I mean,
but like, I’m, maybe it's cause she just got to high school. Maybe like when they
first were a teacher, they were young, but like for some reason, all teachers are old
to me.
Omari’s statement is worth spotlighting because it illuminates an important perception
the he and other students likely feel, but do not consciously realize or articulate. In
assuming that teachers generally will not understand or want to talk about personal
issues, Omari indicated that age does make a fundamental difference regarding Ms.
Faith’s approachability and student willingness to get to talk to her on a special level.
For him, Ms. Faith is unlike like other – or all teachers who he sees as old, not because
she acts in a particular way like students but simply because she is actually younger.
This blending of physical artifact with figurative realms of interpretation indicate Ms.
Faith conjures and is central to a unique world at Golden where students can talk about
and feel like their teenage struggles are understood.
Emma implicitly agreed with Omari’s notion about Ms. Faith’s age but explored
another level of the relational hierarchies at play at Golden and how they intersect:
Ms. Faith, she's younger which, I think a lot of people like a lot of teachers are
like rude to her and stuff like that because of how young she is, but it makes, for
the students it makes it way easier to talk to her because she sees where you're
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coming from, and she's like, she's not that much older from like you, so she
knows like, how it would, like she’s, it's easy to talk to her about things.
Observing or perceiving that other teachers treat Ms. Faith rudely seems to help Emma
and potentially other students identify with her because of their own place in the power
structure at the school, especially given student commentary about the inapproachability
of other teachers and counselors. Although she strives to be seen as a clear professional,
Ms. Faith acknowledged that she simply does not have the same status as other teachers
or staff by saying, “I guess I'm an authority figure, but it's like I don't have that much
authority.” Even for staff, power and positioning cannot be escaped within the
hierarchies of high school, but because students like Emma notice the inherent hierarchy
which positions Ms. Faith below other adults at Golden, her age evokes a physical and
symbolic closeness to students valuable to relationship-building.
Rather than let this distinction in authority or status as a young professional
become a negative for her, Ms. Faith uses her age and overall open-door approach to
more closely connect with students:
I basically tell all the students, you know, I am your college adviser, but, you
know, if you are feeling overwhelmed or, you know, you are having a bad day,
my door's always open. You don't have to go talk to the counselor. Like I'm here
also. And I just think definitely with, like I'm older than them, but I'm not like 10
years, like too much older than them. Like they feel comfortable with, I guess
talking to me and like I can kind of relate to some of the things that some of them
go through.
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Ms. Faith is clearly intentional about her welcoming approach and open-door
accessibility to students. She recognizes that her age is a factor in relating to students and
leverages this element of her identity to amplify her approachability to students. Based
on student descriptions, shared youth cultural capital between Ms. Faith and students is
evidenced not by similar language styles, clothing, or other cultural markers but by being
able to relate to similar friendship, sibling, and/or parental struggles as well closer
proximity in status or positioning on the power hierarchy at Golden, especially compared
to other adults who students like Omari see as all being “old.”
Space approachability. The image of Ms. Faith’s “open-door” persona would not
be complete without addressing the figurative welcoming performance enacted by this
image. It is intentional that Ms. Faith’s door, and the symbolic opportunity to access her
and a path to college by casually walking inside, is always open. Both metaphorically
and physically, Ms. Faith’s open door provides students on and off the path to college a
space for ongoing participation with the world within and in doing so, socially constructs
and defines access for exploring and perhaps ultimately enacting a college-bound identity
at Golden.
Several students mentioned the warm and welcoming nature of Ms. Faith’s space
- a physical place where students feel comfortable to “just walk on in” and are therefore
openly offered a potential identity of being college-bound. In addition to the open door,
another artifact mediating this space at Golden was music. James noted that there is often
slow and “some kind of old school type” music playing in Ms. Faith’s office and Carl
described the music as being calm and probably from Pandora but, “like, nothing out of
the ordinary.” Aliya also noted the music and thought it was “mostly R & B.” Although
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students did not say if they had ever talked to her about it or her musical tastes, Carl said
that he liked the music. While it does not necessarily mediate actions, music acts as an
artifact that evokes the figurative space for college-bound students at Golden.
I only interviewed students who were on a path to college, but Ms. Faith tries to
create a welcoming space for students on any and all post-secondary paths. She said her
opening introduction to students at the beginning of the year was one with an explicit
open-door invitation:
I told them, “Any questions that you want to ask, just like, I'm here… I’m here to
help you with ACT, you applying to college. You know, all that good stuff." And
then I'll also say, "You know, for the ones who don't want to go to college, I'm
still here to help you." And if you know, you guys are having a bad day and you
need somebody to brighten up your day, stop by my office. I'm that person."
The invitation for students to stop by her office to just have their day brightened
illustrates both Ms. Faith’s accessibility and her welcoming approachability. Students are
openly afforded positions within the figurative space, not matter if they are just exploring
a potential college-bound identity and want to peek inside or even if they have rejected it
completely. These affordances allow students important physical and perceptual access
to the many possibilities within the space.
Emma shared that she thinks Ms. Faith’s office is a reflection of her personality –
“She makes it really warm” and “she makes it where everybody can fit so everyone feels
comfortable.” This depiction is in contrast to how Emma portrayed other spaces in the
school saying about her office, “It’s not an uncomfortable place like a classroom. It’s not
cold and it’s not like, a place where you just have to sit stiff.” These descriptions indicate
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that Ms. Faith’s physical office is seen by student participants as an extension of her
warm, relaxed, and welcoming personality – an approachability that physically and
figuratively includes open doors.
Ms. Faith noted that she believed her office is also a “safe spot” for students
where they can feel comfortable and supported by herself and by each other when facing
any issue:
My office is like their safe spot, I guess. That's why they come and I just let them
vent when they're having a bad day, they sit there. I'll sit there, somebody will sit
right here and somebody will sit right there. They just sit here and just talk. If they
got a test they feel like they failed, or they got a test coming up, and they just, I
don't know.... They love my office…. Sometimes, I just sit there and let them
vent. Definitely, like, last year, we had a few deaths, in the school. And I just let
them come here and just sit down and cry.
Aliya agrees that Ms. Faith’s office is a place where she feels “safe” contributing, “I
would describe it like, I would say safe and like, I don't know. Like, somewhere I can go
if I just need a moment to just breathe. It's like, whatever is said in there stays in there.”
Having a physical place in school to breathe, talk, and get support about current or
upcoming academic and personal challenges was important to the students interviewed,
and to anyone remembering this time of adolescence or times when you just needed a
place to step away, breathe, or even cry. The fact that Ms. Faith and her office have
become this physical and symbolic place and that it is accessible to students with an
“open door” also speaks to the social context of the school and the role Ms. Faith plays in
creating and maintaining a specific figured world of academic, social, and emotional
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support for students. Students also help to define this space as they are prime actors
within it by sharing comfort, motivation, understanding, and reinforcing and inducting
new participants into the relevant practices and activities.
“She comes to you with open doors” conclusion. At a school where seniors feel
like they grew up together and describe a social environment where everyone talks to
each other, there is a striking contrast to the way student participants feel known and
supported by most adults in the building. Ms. Faith is perceived by students to be
significantly more accessible and approachable than their own counselors and many
teachers because she “comes to [them] with open doors.” Although students do not
describe her as a peer, her perceptual “open door” approachability and physical
accessibility seem to mirror the relationships they have and seek from each other. She
knows their names, she goes out of her way to talk to them – even if she does not know
them, and she enthusiastically welcomes them into her office with positivity, laughter,
and calm refuge. In this way, Ms. Faith’s seems to bridge the divide between the social
capital and support students give each other as peers and the support and guidance they
need from adults at this transitional stage of life. She effectively acts as both a performer
within the figured world and a pivotal artifact which evokes the nature of the figured
world itself.
Accessibility and approachability are clear components of the figured world that
exists around Ms. Faith at Golden, but these features are even more valuable and
meaningful if they contribute in some way to student success. Ms. Faith appears to
additionally play a significant role in addition to being accessible and approachable
because in coming to students with open doors she brings with her a multitude of
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informational, aspirational, and navigational support to help students overcome
challenges and struggles on the path to college.
“When People Push Us, It Just Makes Us Feel Better”
Using Relational Tools to Share Expanded Forms of Capital
The final major theme that emerged from analysis of data collected at Golden
High reflects the way Ms. Faith interacts with students after she gets to know them
through “open doors” of physical accessibility and perceptual approachability. Although
students referenced the valuable information they (and their parents) receive from Ms.
Faith, the most emphatic statements students shared revolved around the constant and
assertive methods Ms. Faith uses to apply that information and push them forward along
the college-going path. Four of the five individually interviewed seniors planned to
attend a four-year college or university and one hoped to start his post-secondary and
athletic career at a local community college at the time of my interviews. All of these
students were in the top third of their class, with strong GPAs, as well as academic and
extracurricular records. However, despite clearly being some of the most driven and
accomplished students in the class of 2019 at Golden, each of these students (and Ms.
Faith) indicated a consistent need to be pushed and for a desire someone to address their
worries about making the transition to college.
Students interviewed at Golden spoke often about the wide range of teachers and
academic opportunities available at the high school but that only a few adults effectively
push students toward high goals. Students consistently referred to the same few courses
and teachers who held students to high expectations and an even smaller number who
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paired those expectations with understanding and support. Aliya framed the difference in
terms that speak to the heart of this difference:
There's just some teachers that are here that are just like, "Okay, you need to go to
college" and that’s it. But there's some teachers like, "You're going to college.
You need to find a plan. Do something." Like, those are the teachers that we like
actually look forward to seeing every day, I guess. Not like to be rude or anything.
It's just like when people push us, it just makes us feel better.
I had asked Aliya whether Ms. Faith was similar or different to other staff or teachers at
Golden and in trying to explain how Ms. Faith is one of the few who push students to
meet their potential, Aliya also highlights complex student emotional needs and desires
about this pushing.
Aliya’s powerful proposal that pushing students makes them feel better
establishes the third major theme for Golden High and will be examined through the lens
of two key interpretations and sub-themes – (a) the nature of pushing students or as Ms.
Faith calls it, “standing on they heads” and (b) the needs students have for help
cultivating their confidence and getting reassurance that it is all possible. Although there
are many overlapping features of pushing and providing reassurance, separately
exploring these two sub-themes will shed light on the unique nature of how Ms. Faith
uses relational tools to support students with critical information and guidance and in
doing so, supports and amplifies their ambitions through sharing navigational and
aspirational capital.
Pushing students. Student participants in both individual and focus group
interviews indicated that Ms. Faith pushes them to complete important tasks related to
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college through constant reminders, information, and follow-up. Emma said that for her
this effort and pushing is motivating:
She motivates you to do like different things. Like I'm always talking about how
like, I need to start doing like my scholarships and stuff like that. She's like,
"Yeah, you need to do it” and then she gives me like advice about how to do it
now and stuff like that…. She like, she pushes you a lot to get your stuff done.
Ms. Faith agreed that she spends a lot of time making sure students get their stuff done
and that pushing them in this way actually builds their relationship and therefore, the
relational tools available to her. She reflected, “I guess me just like being on top of they
head, like just pushing them. I think that's where, that's why like we're so close.” James
appeared to confirm this assessment of Ms. Faith by saying, “She’s like my mom at
school. Like, makes sure I'll do anything I'm supposed to do. Makes sure I stay on top of
my homework, not falling behind.” When I asked if this was a positive or whether it felt
like nagging, James said, “No. Not at all. Definitely positive.”
Helping students stay on top of their many tasks and deadlines is important to Ms.
Faith because she feels the impact she makes with students in doing so and remembers
what it was like to need an extra push from someone:
I just, you know, I just try to give them some of my experiences that I had and
definitely, like, just stand on they head. Definitely, like, deadlines, definitely with
scholarships and everything, just because there was nobody doing it for me when
I was in high school.
Connecting to her own, not so distant experience, allows Ms. Faith to embrace her role as
a near-peer mentor and serve those needs students might not identify on their own. In
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doing so, Ms. Faith has refined her ability spot the students who are unlikely to complete
tasks and important steps on their own and use relational tools to target them with
support. She said she keeps a lookout for “the ones that always have an excuse” for why
they have not completed a registration or an application and describes how such an
interaction might play out:
I can see that they need somebody to stay on top of they head, like because, I’m
like “Once you leave here, I know you, that's normally the last thing on your
mind. So it'd be better just to get it done while you still here.”
Although “standing on” student heads may not generate an appealing image of
support, students indicated Ms. Faith’s pushing by staying on top of them and offering to
do things together was welcome and ultimately, needed. Omari expressed his tendencies
to avoid tasks like studying or registering for the ACT and recognizes that Ms. Faith’s
reminders and offers to do things together make a difference:
Signing up for stuff, like at home, and doing it by yourself, it's kind of hard 'cause
like I'm pretty lackadaisical and, like, I keep telling myself, "Oh, I'm gonna do it,"
but I just push it back like 30 minutes again and again. I literally, I mentally make
a schedule and then I mentally break the schedule every day.
Omari’s self-reflection illustrates his need for someone to help him focus time and
attention on challenging tasks that may not be as immediately relevant or consequential
as a homework assignment or unit test, but ultimately critical to his future. Doing these
tasks alone is not only difficult for time and technical reasons, but also psychologically
challenging for students. His statement does not just indicate it is hard to keep to the
schedule in his mind, it also signifies an avoidance to complete the tasks alone. By
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completing tasks with students, Ms. Faith provides valuable traditional social and
navigational capital to students. Traditional forms of social capital help students
complete the forms and tasks accurately but navigational capital helps support them
emotionally to not feel alone in the process.
Aliya shared an example of both the technical and emotional needs Ms. Faith
addressed as she attempted to complete multiple tasks for college around her work,
school, and family obligations and the resulting near extinction of her college dreams:
Yeah, 'cause at first, I told my momma that I didn't want to go to school no more
'cause I got frustrated with all the scholarships and stuff. Like how long they are
and like how fast deadlines started coming up. I was just so frustrated, and Ms.
Faith was like, "All you gotta do is…" Like sometimes I don't actually have time
to do stuff. Ms. Faith just, she like, "You just have to rearrange your schedule and
get stuff in." Like, 'cause she was like, "You know you want to go to college, you
just, don't like, don’t be negative about it. Like, be positive and just make room,
make time for yourself and get it done."
Aliya is in the top 10% of her high school class with a 3.7 GPA and a longstanding desire
to study law and forensic science. It is understandable, and not uncommon for seniors
everywhere to feel overwhelmed trying to keep up with high school coursework and the
need to complete multiple college-related tasks, but the fact that Aliya told her mom she
wanted to give up on going to college altogether highlights the timely significance of Ms.
Faith’s role and efforts. Aliya’s statement expressed her needs for emotional support as
well as instrumental support. Through reminders and pushing to keep students on track
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and focused on their futures, Ms. Faith helps students “feel better” and addresses
emotional needs they have for support with relational tools.
By pushing students like Aliya and motivating them to get college-related tasks
completed, Ms. Faith also communicates to students that she believes in them. This
unique form of Ms. Faith’s pushing makes her stand out among other teachers at Golden.
Emma shared the way Ms. Faith uniquely pushed her (and others) to complete tasks
related to college, and in doing so, directly and indirectly tells students she believes in
them:
There's [teachers] you get close with who always believe in you and tell you like,
“You can do it” and help you with scholarships and things. Like Ms. Faith always
enforces scholarships on us, and she really wants us to like do the best that we
can. Actually, Ms. Faith helped like a lot of people with going to college because
she even like, if you don't even plan on going to college, she's, she'll send you to
like, community college.
By letting students know she believes in their ability to complete the many required tasks
for college, Ms. Faith provides critical emotional support to students that many seem to
rely on when deciding if, when, and where they pursue additional education after high
school.
Students described the impact of this pushing for themselves as well as other
students, siblings, and friends she has helped “send” to college. Ms. Faith pushes
students to “do the best that [they] can” and students respond to this relational pushing by
trying live up to her high expectations. As an important psychological tool, pushing acts
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as an artifact of the figurative space Ms. Faith evokes and serves to both mediate student
action and emotionally support them along the path to college.
Building student confidence with reassurance. Ms. Faith’s capacity to
communicate how much she believes in students, to utilize pushing as a psychological
tool, goes beyond just pushing them to complete tasks related to college. In doing so she
also shares her confidence in their ability to handle personal challenges and academic
concerns and addresses evident needs for emotional support – for “making [students] feel
better,” as Aliya helped to label this theme.
Students trust Ms. Faith and so her belief in them appears to be reassuring.
Ultimately, her consistent confidence in their ability to successfully pursue college rubs
off on students. Emma described how Ms. Faith uses relationships with students to back
this pushing, “Everything that like, comes out of her mouth, is like, from the heart. Like,
she genuinely thinks that we can all do it.” I probed Emma to understand if Ms. Faith’s
genuine belief in students was unique to anything about her approach, background, or
personality by asking, “What if I said, ‘I believe I you.’ What’s different about Ms. Faith
saying it?” Her response was instructive about Ms. Faith’s skill with using relational
tools to reassure students, to build their confidence, and push them step-by-step along the
post-secondary path:
I don't know how to, how to give you like an exact example, but she makes you
think like, "Yeah, I can do this. I can do whatever I want." And she just like, she'll
lay it, okay for like an ACT or something, like, let's say, we're going to like, the
kids that weren't planning on going like, to go to [the local community college]
and stuff. She like, she'll just push you. She'll be like, "Take the placement test,"
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and then you'll take it. Then she'll be like, "See, I knew you could do it," and stuff
like that. Like, she'll do everything, 'cause like, she'll help you get to like, take all
the steps, and then she'll just, she'll prove to you that you can do it basically.
Emma’s statement is powerful because she used what she sees as Ms. Faith’s impact on
other students to illustrate the impact and confidence she has instilled in her. Although
she is in the top 5% of her class with a 3.9 GPA, the senior class president, and very
active in athletics and extracurriculars, Emma still needs Ms. Faith to prove to her that
she can make it to and through college. She is an exemplary student with a dream to go
to dentistry school and she has supportive parents, but she (and her peers across the
preparation spectrum) seem to still need Ms. Faith’s reassurance that they are on the right
track, they crave the aspirational capital to believe in themselves.
Additionally, Emma’s description of how Ms. Faith pushes students, by helping
them through the long task-driven process, indicates the powerful way she mediates the
development of student’s college-bound identities using reassurance and step-by-step
guidance. Each step that a student completes becomes opportunities to perform “as if”
they are college-bound, and therefore, to establish, claim, and perhaps actually “become”
college-bound and enact such an identity.
Despite having strong grades, Emma and many students at Golden expressed the
significance of Ms. Faith’s reassurances about the ACT. Aliya recalled her own and the
common crisis of confidence students face about the test and Ms. Faith’s reliable
reaction:
Like she's just always positive. There's nothing negative about her. Like, even if,
when I kept saying that I didn't think I was going to do well on ACT she was like,
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"Stop thinking negative. That's not something you want to do."… We even think
about we're not gonna do good on ACT and she be like, "I don't wanna hear that.
You better get out there and do what you need to do." Like, she pushes us to
believe we can do it.
The way that Aliya and Emma describe what they can imagine Ms. Faith saying to
address their concerns and worries, implies that her words have become a reassuring
refrain in their minds. In this way, Ms. Faith’s pushing and reassurance helps to build
student confidence because she is so consistent with her belief in students and this
translates to them believing in themselves.
Ms. Faith’s reassurances inspire student confidence and also confirms power to
motivate students toward action. This is a critical element of “pushing students to make
[them] feel better” because the shared confidence converts to the completion of critical
tasks for college enrollment. Aliya spoke to the heart of this influence:
Like she was like, trying to tell us, "Even if you don't think you gonna do
something, you can do it. You just go head and apply for it." Stuff like that. Like,
that was very encouraging. 'Cause momma was like, "You sure you gonna be able
to do that?" and I was like, "I don't know. But Ms. Faith said to do it, so we
gonna."
In this compelling statement, Aliya demonstrates the impact Ms. Faith has had for her
own confidence, even in the face of uncertainty from her mother. In putting herself out
on the sometimes scary and stressful path to college, Aliya provides evidence that Ms.
Faith’s pushing and paired reassurance, is both needed and effective. This pushing
provides critical aspirational capital for students (and perhaps even their parents.) This
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example again indicates Ms. Faith acts as an artifact within the figured world, as a
psychological tool, to mediate both student actions and thoughts through her words and
through pushing students to believe and claim their position along the path to college.
Sharing personal experiences for reassurance. One of the main ways that Ms.
Faith shares reassurance with students and builds their confidence, is through sharing her
own personal experiences with them. According to student interviews and my
observations, typical conversations might include academic reassurances about ACT
scores or GPAs, sharing experiences about what college is really like (mistakes and fun),
or even very personal stories that let students know she believes in their ability to
persevere and succeed. Although Ms. Faith openly talks to students about her own path
to college, her decision-making process for which college to attend and program to
pursue, and even her own ACT score and other academic struggles, she did draw a firm
line about most personal topics saying, “I don't want them to know too much of my
business. But, like, enough to where it makes them comfortable.”
Making students comfortable through sharing just enough of her own experiences
appears to be effective. Omari suggested that by sharing both her professional and her
own personal experiences, Ms. Faith helps students feel better – to feel more comfortable
about going to college themselves:
I feel like doing both is an essential way for somebody to be comfortable about
going to college. You know what I'm saying? Because if, like you come to
somebody and, I mean, the only reason you're going to them is to talk about
college and stuff and you get what you need, like get what you got, you're like,
"Okay, I got that information. Bye." But like, if they explain to you how they felt
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during college, their experience and stuff, you're like, "Oh, oh, she's coming at it,
like, that she's like, she's being real, she's connecting, and it means more. It’s
more helpful."
Omari illustrates through this statement that while students may be able to get valuable
and important information about college from someone who does not share their personal
experience, personal connections do help students feel more comfortable about their own
possible success in college. Ms. Faith plays this role for him by “being real” and
“connecting” and this connection provided Omari more than just information, but also
meaningful understanding about what college might be like and therefore, opportunities
for him to also imagine such an experience.
Ms. Faith was also open with students about her own academic path and
preparation for college, which served to reassure them that they can overcome setbacks
and still ultimately succeed. I witnessed this personal sharing multiple times during my
day-long observation and subsequent interview day because there was so much focus on
the ACT – first on registering and then about individual score results. Sometimes
students asked, but often, Ms. Faith was the first to bring up her own experience to let
students know that she did not get the score she wanted or a high score. She emphasized
to them that the score both did not define them or their future and that it could still be
improved. Aliya spoke to this sharing and the confidence and reassurance it has provided
her:
She tells us about like, her ACT when she took it and how like, how she didn't
want to take it and stuff like that, and how like, 'cause when she said that, 'cause I
didn't wanna take my ACT. I was nervous and then she told me like, it's
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fine…and then she told me how like she personally did on the ACT. Which like,
when I feel like, personally when a teacher, like somebody tells you how they did,
you feel more comfortable. You're like, "Okay. Well, it's not that bad."
Ms. Faith has shared her personal story and past experiences to cultivate a shared cultural
capital to build relationships with students. As a result, she is able to utilize powerful
relational tools with the students at Golden to provide critical reassurances to them that
both push them forward along the path to college and address their layered emotional
needs along the way.
In addition to helping students feel more comfortable about college in general, as
well as their specific academic preparation, by discussing her personal experiences, Ms.
Faith also directly addresses student personal and societal challenges to reassure them
that they should keep pushing forward. Carl, who was one of the most reticent students I
interviewed, spoke openly about Ms. Faith’s role in helping him see past personal
struggles into the future:
[We talk] about my home life and all that, and she just tells me, “Everything’s
going to be okay.” You know, you’ll get through it and all that. And just don’t
give up, so. Just don’t fall down that slippery slope.
James and Omari also indicated that they talk to Ms. Faith often and ask for her advice
about personal issues that come up with their siblings, friends, and teachers and that her
enduring message is often, “You’ll get through it.” For Ms. Faith, this message is
intentional, constant, and based on her own experience facing a tragedy.
Last year one of they friends got shot, I let them know when I was in middle
school, my best friend got killed, when I was in eighth grade. So, you know, I try
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to, I try to let them know…some things are out of our control but, you know,
you're gonna get through it.
Despite being early in the year and having known Ms. Faith generally less than a year,
interviewed students often share personal concerns with her and in turn, she reassures
them to push through challenges by sharing her own experiences. Although she only
hinted at a difference in helping students to approach challenges with an eye toward what
they can and cannot control, Ms. Faith’s perspective seems to indicate she sees a
distinction in perspective and practice. As a result, she tries to help students take firm
control whenever possible - through the completion of tasks and reassurance about being
on the right path and at the same time to help them through situations that are out of their
control with reassurance things will eventually get better. In this example, Ms. Faith uses
her relationships to provide critical emotional support to students who are often
disadvantaged by multiple societal structures and circumstances. She draws from shared
experiences and forms of cultural capital to reassure them and help them navigate the
many steps and barriers they face along the path to college and in life.
“When people push us, it just makes us feel better” conclusion. Students at
Golden high indicated a need for teachers and adults to push them toward their goals,
which signals to students that those adults believe in their ability to reach those goals and
that they will help them along the way. According to student participants, Ms. Faith is a
rare example of such an adult who pushes students toward accomplishing small and large
tasks, to performing the steps necessary to be seen as and become college-bound. Doing
so helps students “feel better” during the process and reassures students the future they
envision is both attainable and that they have a legitimate claim to it. With unrelenting
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reminders and persistent demands, students feel that Ms. Faith both has high expectations
and believes in students’ abilities to meet those aspirations.
In addressing student informational and emotional needs for reassurance about the
complex process of being admitted and then envisioning themselves in college, Ms. Faith
helps students feel comfortable discussing their worries with her and builds their selfconfidence through these conversations. Students cannot help but believe in themselves
because of a combination of Ms. Faith’s commanding confidence and the personal
connections she shares that speaks to their experience and mindset. She guides students
to push through difficult tasks and timelines and to push through challenging
circumstances they cannot control. Although the students interviewed for this inquiry
were generally the top leaders of their class and school – academically, socially, and
athletically – their statements indicates a very real need for pushing, reassurance, and
overall instrumental and emotional support from adults like Ms. Faith. Aliya aptly
framed this need and Ms. Faith’s role through her compelling assertion that “when people
push us, it just makes us feel better.”
Case Summary
Golden High is a school where students have known each other for years and talk
to and about each other in terms of support and appreciation. Students know each other
by name and it feels like students know everyone else’s story, especially when it comes
to when, how, and where current and former students landed on a college path. Most
teachers and staff at Golden, however, seem to reside in harsh juxtaposition to this
environment of familiarity and support. As a result, students notice the difference in the
way Ms. Faith engages with them as a near-peer through open accessibility and broad
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approachability – coming to them with “open doors.” While students do not articulate it
as clearly as Ms. Faith, she believed there was a mutual level of understanding between
herself and students because of her near-peer status as someone who could uniquely
relate to them because of shared cultural capital, especially evidenced through closeness
in age and a common racial background. Students described multiple avenues for making
connections with Ms. Faith and work to spread word of her impact and approachability
throughout the school to their peers, essentially allowing Ms. Faith’s social capital to
flow from student to student.
Golden’s unique peer-driven social dynamics suggest a college-bound figured
world that is centered on Ms. Faith as a key mediating actor but expanded to nonparticipants through peer relationships and interactions. Peer social interactions are
robust at Golden and create multiple opportunities for new students to explore possible
college-bound identities and to therefore be inducted into the social practices of the
college-bound figured world. Ms. Faith’s desire and openness for creating a safe and
comforting space for students – pushing students and making them “feel better” in the
process evokes particular expectations of students to be emotionally supported within the
college-bound figured world. These expectations, however, also indicate that the collegebound figured world at Golden constantly evolves as student actors and identities change
over time. The college-bound figured world evolves and intersects with other youthrelated figured worlds such as friendship because of Ms. Faith’s central role emotionally
supporting students who both claim and reject a college-bound identity. Access to the
college-bound figured world at Golden is fluid and improvisational in this way because
peers induct each other into the practices and activities as extensions of Ms. Faith through
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their relationships with each other. However, because she extends the boundaries of the
figurative world beyond her physical office space and artifacts, Ms. Faith acts as a
primary actor to mediate and welcome new students into the social practices around
“being” college-bound.
This figurative and physical space is not just for laughs, however, because Ms.
Faith consistently pushes students to complete the necessary tasks for college, even those
students who may just be performing “as if” they are college-bound for the time being.
She uses instrumental support, navigational guidance, and emotional reassurance to keep
students on the path for college, materially through tasks and deadlines and figuratively
by building their confidence with encouragement, reassurance, and boosting students’
aspirations for their futures.
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Chapter 6: Washington High School and Ms. Camila Luna
Washington High School is a large public comprehensive high school located in a
satellite city, referred to as “Westridge,” just outside of a greater metropolitan region.
With a population of over 115,000, there are over four school districts that serve students
within the sprawling Westridge city limits. Until 2008, Washington High School was a
part of the large metropolitan public school district because it drew students from the
edge of Westridge that were closest to the city limits. However, due to the poor
performance of the city school district and an approved ballot measure from residents in
Westridge, district boundaries changed in 2008. As a result, for the past decade students
living in the metropolitan city limits attend the city school district and students living in
Westridge attend Washington High and are a part of the Westridge Public School
District.
There are 19 elementary schools, four middle schools, three high schools, and one
alternative school in the Westridge school district. Washington High serves nearly 1000
students in grades 9-12, with a senior class of just over 200. Roughly 83% of the student
body at Washington qualifies for free or reduced lunch and 94% of the seniors graduated
in 2017. Demographically, Washington is racially quite diverse with 55% of student
identifying as White, 26% as Hispanic or Latino, 12% as Black or African-American and
5% two or more races. Approximately 37% of graduates of the class of 2017 enrolled in
two or four year colleges. According to the school’s website, Washington High students
“build positive relationships, achieve high academic standards, and develop literacy skills
in order to engage the world.”
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School and Mentor Overview
Washington High School. Although the school was opened in 1955, the front
entrance of Washington has clearly been renovated more recently with large modern
glass windows and a soaring two-story ceiling. I arrived at the building at the same time
as many students and buses and the flow of teenagers into school through the same main
doors created a buzz of activity at 7:00 am. After signing into the office, I waited just a
few minutes for Ms. Luna, the near-peer mentor serving at Washington, to meet me for
the day’s observation, held on a Friday in early November.
The main office at the school is located directly through a large circle drive and to
the left of the front doors. It is framed by a wall of glass and includes a large L-shaped
reception desk, staffed by three women. There are several chairs surrounding the
reception desk, backing up to the wall of glass that provide a clear view into the main
hallway, while blocking out the sound. As I sat and waited for Ms. Luna, I could see past
the reception desk, down a long red brick-walled interior hallway with several offices on
both sides. This is the administrative and student services area of the school, with offices
for the principal, assistant principals, counselors, and other administrators.
At the very back of this hallway is Ms. Luna’s office and a small area she has
taken over in a somewhat secluded corner where the hallway turns to provide access for a
door to the main hallway. This tight corner area is set up with two desktop computers
and a small desk on one side and two more desktop computers and another small desk on
the opposite side. Bulletin boards with college and scholarship information, posters,
college pennants, and flyers blanket all of the walls of this area. Papers and brochures for
colleges and scholarships are also stacked on the desks and short table-top shelves. Ms.
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Luna has an interior window that looks out onto this space from her desk and she used it
frequently during my observation to answer questions and direct students with their tasks,
chat with them about movies and music, and admonish them to get to work or to class or
to quiet down.
Students can access Ms. Luna and this area of the building via the main office or
through two other doors from main hallway which runs parallel to the administrative
hallway. The door in the very back corner by Ms. Luna’s corner is not marked from the
main hallway but another one halfway down the main hall has a small brown sign, nearly
completely camouflaged by the brick facade, which states, “Student Services.” This door
opens into a small area with a reception desk and a few chairs, as well as information
stands full of college, military, and career information. I learned this area is where
parents and students may wait if they have or want to schedule an appointment with a
counselor, where students can request transcripts to be sent to an institution, and where
copies can be made with the help of a staff member. This reception area is staffed by a
woman who manages transcript requests and other administrative tasks for the
counselors. Along one wall of the space is a large bulletin board with a blue background
for sky, green grass, and a black path that reads, “The road to college begins today” in red
letters. Below this phrase there are little road signs along “university ave.” with red first
letters (spelling out “college”) – communication, opportunities, life-long learning,
listening strategies, effort, goal setting, and enthusiasm. Ms. Luna shared that all of the
counselors contributed to making this bulletin board.
Although students are generally encouraged to make appointments with one of
three school counselors who serve students via alphabet designations and Ms. Luna
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through the student services receptionist or online, students seemed to bypass this process
and proceed directly to/from her office on the day of my observation. Somewhat by
design, Ms. Luna shared that the previous day was filled with one-on-one scheduled
appointments and meetings with students, but this day is more open for drop-by
conversations. For the first couple of hours of the day-long observation, I sat just outside
Ms. Luna’s office beside the desks and computers, trying to inconspicuously take notes
about the space, students, and interactions I could hear taking place in her office.
However, because it is a very small area and I quickly felt in the way when more than
two students sat down to try and complete homework, scholarships, and look up
programs and institutions on the computers. Luckily, there was an unoccupied office
right across the hallway from Ms. Luna’s door and because it belonged to a staff member
who is usually not in the building, by 9:30am I moved to position myself just inside this
office door to better observe and listen to interactions and activity without impeding
student traffic or standing out. A few boxes stacked nearby allowed me to set up my
laptop to discreetly take notes and students seemed to generally not take much notice of
my presence as they worked, walked and gathered outside and inside her office.
Ms. Luna was in her office for the bulk of the day’s observation, but she did take
me on a quick tour of the building in order to see two bulletin boards she manages. We
walked together with another counselor to the cafeteria to see the “senior lunch room” - a
simple classroom with tables and chairs just outside the main cafeteria where only seniors
are allowed to eat and congregate. Ms. Luna and her college ambassadors manage the
only bulletin board in the room and use it to highlight a new college every month. This
month, the “College Spotlight” was decorated with a bright yellow board and three large
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posters for a regional four-year institution in a nearby state. In the “senior hallway” just
outside the cafeteria, Ms. Luna had decorated a long bulletin board with a brick
background, twenty different intuitional logos, and the question, “CLASS of 2019,
WHERE will your road take U?”
Ms. Luna described the culture of Washington High using the terms “family” and
“home” frequently. She feels that the school is warm and welcoming and once students
“are in” then they are “always in.” It is common for former graduates to return to the
school to visit with teachers, Ms. Luna, coaches, counselors, and others. I witnessed this
on the day of my observation and both students and Ms. Luna described this phenomenon
as a feature of how the school remains a source of support for students even after they
graduate. Students provide a long and diverse list of different teachers and coaches as
examples of individuals they feel comfortable going to for support. Ms. Luna echoed this
description in characterizing the school as having a “very large minority population”
among the students and a mix of racial and income background represented in the faculty
and staff. As a result, she believed, students have many opportunities to bond with caring
adults at the school because “teachers and staff make it home. Like, everybody wants to
be here, like it's hard to get out the freaking building and go home.”
Ms. Luna also described the school as a place offering lots of opportunities to
students, especially in contrast to her own high school experience. She commented on
the variety of advanced and dual credit courses available to students and the dedication of
teachers who genuinely want to prepare Washington students for college. She also noted
the feeling that teachers at Washington “really care” and want to see students succeed.
Students described a similar culture, though several students expressed a concern that
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others in the community “stereotype this place as ghetto” or “rowdy.” All of the students
interviewed used positive terms to describe the school as friendly, diverse, and generally
a place they are going to miss upon graduation. Brooke and Diamond, both senior focus
group participants who had attended other high schools in the region described
Washington like Ms. Luna, as “like a family,” which is noticeable “right when you walk
in.”
Ms. Camila Luna. Camila Luna is the near-peer mentor serving Washington
High School for her third year. Although the program typically exits mentors after two
years, Ms. Luna and her school successfully advocated for her to return for a third year.
As a result, she has been present in the school since the current seniors were sophomores.
Ms. Luna participated in my pilot study last spring where I interviewed her for roughly
50 minutes and two of her students for roughly 20 minutes each via a video conferencing
tool. Although no data from the pilot was included in coding or in quotes for this
dissertation, some personal and background information collected previously was
incorporated. In other cases, even when the interview questions were the same or similar,
I asked the questions again for this study.
Camila is a first-generation recent college graduate of the mid-size regional public
institution in the same metropolitan region, having earned a bachelor’s degree in criminal
justice and a minor in Spanish. When introducing herself, her first-generation status and
the fact that she grew up in a neighborhood not far away are two of the first things she
announces to students and others. She is also proud of her Latina heritage and her role as
aunt to 22 nieces and nephews in the local area. In fact, Camila is so embedded in the
community that she recently saw numerous Washington students trick-or-treating while
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she was out with one of her sisters and her children. Although she originally planned to
become a police officer, her experience as a mentor at Washington High has Camila
currently applying to graduate programs in school counseling. On the day of my
observation she wore her long dark hair down past her shoulders and a short-sleeve all
black blouse with large open sleeve caps, khaki slacks, and dark flats. She also wore her
blue school lanyard and ID, large silver hoop earrings, and a smart watch.
Although she only has a few pieces of furniture – a wooden desk, a chair for
visitors, a black metal file cabinet, and a small white bookshelf – Ms. Luna’s office is
cramped if more than two people are inside. It is also dark. Ms. Luna thinks the
overhead florescent light is too bright so she never turns it on. Instead, she uses the light
coming through the interior window and darkened blinds, a string of white holiday lights
framing the window, and a desk lamp to illuminate her space. She painted the back wall
of her office, just behind her desk, light green in order to make it feel less institutional
and cold. Then one night during her first year, she got an idea and spent hours covering
the wall with a giant black outline of the state and added dozens of student faces posted
next to institutional logos within and outside of the state borders. This “acceptance wall”
publicly and proudly indicates all the places students have applied and been admitted,
although she indicates that it is currently outdated and needs a lot of updating. A final
important item in the office is a glass candy jar filled with suckers on top of the bookshelf
just inside the door. This candy jar gets a lot of attention from students throughout the
day as students almost always take a piece or two during their visits to her office.
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Participant Overview
Analysis was conducted from data collected over a day-long observation and a
second day-long visit to the school to conduct individual interviews with five seniors, a
focus group interview with a different set of six sophomores, juniors and seniors, and an
individual interview with Ms. Luna. All private interviews with students took place in
the staff office opposite hers and the focus group took place in a conference room across
the hall from the Student Services suite. Upon confirming her participation in the study,
Ms. Luna was asked to identify student participants based on guidelines of selecting “a
broad group” of five seniors with whom she had “developed a good relationship” and
would be accessible on the designated day for individual 20-30 minute interviews. Focus
group student participants were requested to come from the wider student body and did
not need to have strong familiarity with Ms. Luna. Intentionally, no mention or guidance
was given to Ms. Luna regarding the racial or gender makeup of student participants. As
a result, she made all determinations as to who she felt would be representative of these
guidelines, available, and willing to talk with me about their relationship and interactions
with her. A basic overview of student participant demographics is included in Table 6.1,
with pseudonyms used in all cases to protect participant identity.
Table 6.1: Washington High Student Participant Profile
Name

Collection Type

Grade

Gender

Race/
Ethnicity

Alicia

Individual Interview

Senior

Female

Black

27 min

Brooke

Focus Group

Senior

Female

White

30 min

Chance

Individual Interview

Senior

Male

White

28 min

Curtis

Focus Group

Senior

Male

Black

30 min

Diamond

Focus Group

Senior

Female

Black

30 min

Dominic

Focus Group

Junior

Male

Black

30 min
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Interview
Length*

Luke

Focus Groups

Senior

Male

Black

30 min

Michelle

Focus Group

Sophomore

Female

White

30 min

Nyssa

Individual Interview

Senior

Female

Black

41 min

Shane

Individual Interview

Senior

Male

Black

28 min

Sofia

Individual Interview

Senior

Female

Hispanic

46 min

*Focus group interview duration is the same for all students participating during lunch

Table 6.2 provides context regarding the number of times each individually
interviewed student participant had met with Ms. Luna for formal one-on-one
appointments and group presentations or activities since school began in mid-August.
This data was accessed for Ms. Luna and all mentors via the program’s online tracking
tool on November 14, the day following final school-based data collection. Per
programmatic parameters, students and mentors are supposed to meet for at least 5
minutes for an interaction be recorded by mentors as a one-on-one. Ms. Luna uses a
student sign-in sheets to track one-on-one meetings that are scheduled as individual
appointments or become extended drop-in conversations.
Table 6.2 also illustrates the students Ms. Luna selected to participate in this study
were representative of a wide range of students with whom she has interacted within the
first few months of the school year. Nyssa and Sofia are two students Ms. Luna has had
the most one-on-one sessions with so far this year, but the other participants are also very
visible in and around her office space throughout my day-long observation. Nyssa and
Shane were dating at the time of my interview and Sofia and Chance stated separately
that they were “best friends,” so it was common for small groups of these students to
travel together to visit with Ms. Luna throughout the day and outside of the formal oneon-one scheduling process.
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Table 6.2: Mentor/Student Interactions and Student Activities
Student

# 1:1s *

# Other **
Interactions

School-related
Extracurricular Activities

Outside-School/
Work

Alicia

3

4

Top 10% of class. Plans to
graduate in December

Works
15-25 hours/week

Chance

5

4

Top 25% of class, student
council, college ambassador
Plans to do ½ days in spring

Work 25-30
hours/week

Nyssa

19

9

Top 10% of class, volleyball,
basketball, track, art

Works 15-25
hours/week

Shane

3

9

Top 50% of class, track,
football, basketball, baseball

Does not work

Top 5% of class, National
Honor Society, college
Works 2-4
Sofia
16
5
ambassador. Plans to do ½
days/week
days in the spring
Note. All data recorded is as of November 14, 2018.
*The maximum number of 1:1s recorded for any student at Washington High is 19 (Nyssa).
**Other interactions may include campus visits, group presentations, campus rep visit, etc.

Finally, Table 6.2 includes participant school-related extracurricular activities and
outside-school work responsibilities, collected through student interviews. Two of the
five seniors serve as college ambassadors, a club where students work directly with Ms.
Luna to plan college-related school-wide events and workshops and generally promote a
college-going culture in the school. Typically, ambassadors are juniors, but Ms. Luna
has allowed interested students to continue in this role in their senior year and Sofia
declared that she was the president of the college ambassadors this year. Ms. Luna
currently has five juniors and five seniors serving as college ambassadors, with two of the
seniors being new to the club this year.
Overall, the data in Table 6.2 illustrates that the Washington High participants in
this study represent a mix of student involvement levels and current academic standing.
Four of the five students work outside of school and three are planning to work even
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more hours in the spring when they graduate early or leave the building after their
required coursework is complete. Students and Ms. Luna indicated it is common for
students to graduate early at Washington High if their course requirements are met. The
only reasons for staying in school, according to student participants, included ongoing
involvement with sports and clubs, or a desire to maintain or improve in class rankings.
All of the student participants plan to attend a two-year or four-year college.
Major Themes
Three overarching themes emerged from data collected and analyzed in the case
of Washington High and Ms. Luna:
1. “A lot of it has to do with, I get it”: Relationships built on shared cultural capital
2. “We’re gonna take it one step at a time”: Balancing instrumental and relational tools
3. “If they did it, then I can do it”: Expanded forms of capital within the figured world
These themes are grounded in student and mentor statements and illuminate important
elements about the mentoring tools, contexts, and relationships at Washington to describe
how Ms. Luna uniquely helps students claim a position on the path to college, navigate
the path, and persist through barriers along the path. Each theme is described below
through clarifying sub-themes based in data from observations and interviews.
“A Lot of It Has to Do With, I Get it”
Relationships Built on Shared Cultural Capital
Camila’s personal story and her own path to and through college are prominent
components of her approach to mentoring. As the seventh and youngest daughter in her
family, Camila’s parents did not expect or encourage her to go to college. In fact, she
said, “Education was not stressed…college was not something that my family ever talked
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about, ever. Like, I don’t ever remember it being brought up even once.” She was not
just the first person in her immediate and large extended family to graduate from college,
but the first person to attend. Instead of college, it was assumed she would follow in the
footsteps of her older sisters by getting married and having children, maybe even
dropping out of high school before graduation. Outside of her time at Washington High,
Camila works multiple jobs to support herself and her mother, including working
overnight shifts as a home health aide for individuals with disabilities. As a result, Ms.
Luna said sometimes she arrives at school having only had 30 minutes of sleep the night
before. Ms. Luna brings these and other past and current experiences overcoming
personal, academic, financial, and other challenges to connect with students on many
levels:
Knowing where they come from and how they're feeling and things like that and a
lot of it has to do with, I get it. And I am not saying it because I am telling [them]
I understand what [they’re] saying. Not only that, but like, I really have been in
the exact same shoes that [they] have been in.
In order to communicate to students that she “gets” them and their struggles because she
understands and has been there herself, Ms. Luna shares her history as a foundation of
nearly all of her interactions with students. This major overarching theme stood out
almost immediately from my observation and was reinforced through student interviews
and with Ms. Luna. She is very open with students about her past, and even current
struggles which leads to two corresponding sub-themes: (a) proactive personal
connections and (b) “She just feels like one of us.”
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Proactive personal connections. Ms. Luna directly and symbolically tries to
communicate to students that she “gets them” from the first time she meets them.
Whether it is an introductory classroom presentation, or a private one-on-one meeting,
she is intentional about trying to build personal connections with students right away.
She said, “I let them into my life a little so that way they can, you know, get more
comfortable.” Letting students into her life takes many possible forms as she actively
looks for openings to build connections between students and her own personal story and
interests.
Camila attended what she described as a “disadvantaged” high school in the
nearby city district and includes this element of her background in conversations with and
presentations to students in order to indicate to them that she is “from the same streets.”
By naming her high school, a nearby rival from the days when Washington’s enrollment
boundaries overlapped, she knows that students will make immediate associations. This
signal to students relates to more than just geography as she intentionally wants them to
know right away that she is from a low-income community and family, and that she
overcame many obstacles to get to the professional position she has now. Offering her
own history as a form of capital, Ms. Luna makes direct attempts to build connections to
students to show that her past experiences make her relatable.
Ms. Luna, or just “Luna” as some student call her, also wants to challenge biases
students may have about what “professional” paths are possible for Washington students
from similar histories, backgrounds, and neighborhoods. She targets these prejudices
about what is possible because she remembers believing them herself. In high school,
Camila said her grades were not good, especially early on, but she tried to keep them just
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high enough to participate in the activities and clubs she enjoyed, like cheerleading. She
believed that her school did not care about student learning or grades, did not prepare
them for college, and really “just wanted you out.” Camila’s school was served by a
near-peer mentor and although she had a great relationship with this mentor who helped
her complete many of the necessary steps for college, she remembered that she “didn’t
decide to go to college until the day of [high school] graduation” when she was struck by
the thought, “Holy crap. What am I gonna do now?!” Luckily, her mentor had
encouraged her to apply to colleges and complete the FAFSA during her senior year as “a
backup.” Camila recalls questioning the value of such tasks but told her mentor, “I’m not
going to go to college, but I'll do it because you're asking me to.” This experience and
the impact taking these steps as a “backup” had on her own trajectory shape many
interactions Ms. Luna has with students at Washington because she sees much of her high
school self in her students.
It is easy to learn about Ms. Luna just by stepping into her tiny office because she
shares her story with personal artifacts which are meant to immediately signal to students
elements of her complex identity and shared cultural capital. Pictures of and with current
and former Washington students, pictures of her cat, pictures of her immediate and
extended family, and even pictures of herself as a kid and in high school are posted
around the room. A white yearbook from 2012 sits on the top of one bookshelf openly
accessible to students – it is from her senior year of high school. Several pictures of her
college sorority sisters are visible as well as logos and mascots from her college. She
purposely uses the inevitable curiosity and questions that arise when students notice these
pictures to have conversations with them about college, her past, her family, and some of
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her interests. For example, although most students are unfamiliar with sororities,
mentioning “those letter things” that are visible on her clothing accessories and in her
office, Ms. Luna uses these questions to talk about being the founding member of the first
Latina multi-cultural sorority at her undergraduate institution, and about value and
benefits of getting involved in college, and the fun she had too.
Ms. Luna also uses music to proactively share a form of cultural capital with
students in order to connect with them on their level and express that she “gets them.”
Ms. Luna’s interest in music is immediately on display in her space – almost always
playing in the background and even on the ceiling. In order to help decorate her small
office in the past two years, students took blank ceiling tiles, painted them, and then gave
them back to her as gifts. These colorful and meaningful tokens speak to both her
personal music tastes and institutional loyalties. There is a tile with “2018” painted with
the Washington school logo and signatures of last year’s graduates. One tile is the cover
of the Kanye West “Graduation” album with small edits made to embed Washington
High references. Another tile is a vibrant portrait of one of Ms. Luna’s favorite rappers –
J. Cole. A final tile has the logo and name of her undergraduate institution. Nyssa, one
of the seniors I interviewed who painted the J. Cole tile said Ms. Luna has requested she
make her another one of a “Michael Jackson CD or something. She really likes music.”
Ms. Luna is proactive in using her personal love of music and her wide
appreciation for all kinds of music to build relationships with students through sharing a
valuable form of cultural capital. In interviews with students individually and in the
focus group, every student shared quickly that music was at the top of her list of interests.
She is proud of her eclectic range of music taste, announcing that she has 51 different
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genres of music loaded on her phone – “rock, country, rap, Hispanic, everything.”
Students associate “calming” music with her office, but she also often takes requests from
students, especially when she first meets them in order to “make them feel comfortable”
and let them know she can connect with them right away through music. She said, “A lot
of the time it catches a student’s attention and they're like, “What do you know about
that?’” This opening provides her the opportunity to build relationships with students by
talking to them about music in order to prove she knows a lot and that she knows about
things they value. These connections help Ms. Luna create a space where conversations
about college can be both comfortable and personal.
“She just feels like one of us.” Ms. Luna proactively signals to students who
enter her figurative and physical space who she is and that who she is connects to who
they are. This approachability tells students that she “gets” them and in this intentional
performance, she has also created openings for herself to be let into student circles of
trust. Alicia, an African-American senior who said she sees Ms. Luna three to four times
every day, tried to articulate what it is about Ms. Luna’s approachability that makes her
unique:
She listens, she gives good advice. She understands. And I feel like some other
teachers just don't understand…. So I don't know, like, it's just weird talking to
your teacher about something, but Ms. Luna is like, I don't know, it's nothing to
be scared about.
I asked Alicia why she felt that Ms. Luna understands and she replied:
I don't know. I don't know how she understands because there's a lot of stuff that
confuses me. So, I don't know, not like other counselors or teachers anyway.
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They just be like, "Can I help you?"…She is just like, I don't know, she just feels
like one of us.
Alicia continued to try and express the elusive characteristics that make Ms. Luna stand
out among other teachers and staff who seem to be genuinely supportive of students. By
saying she feels like one of us, Alicia cut to the heart of how Ms. Luna both “gets”
students and is accepted by them. The us in this statement was a remarkable symbol that
Ms. Luna was not just a friend to Alicia herself, but also perhaps an honorary member of
student social circles in general. This statement was a powerful moment in our interview
and I tried to let it sink in before digging deeper to understand more. Alicia continued to
reflect and clarify her thoughts for both of us out loud:
Yeah, like, she, like, because I guess since we're teenagers she kinda has to, like, I
don't know how to explain it but, like, I don’t how to explain it. It, it’s hard to
explain. That, I think that's probably why she is busy a lot, like, why a lot of
students come to her because she is, she knows how to interact with us instead of,
like, being so, like, uptight I guess.
According to Alicia, Ms. Luna has earned the attention of students because she knows
how to interact with them in ways that allow her to be seen as one of them.
These ways of interacting, not being “uptight” and not being scary to students, are
intentional dispositions Ms. Luna cultivates. As a central actor within the figured world,
she mediates her own position within the relational hierarchies of her office to tell
students she is like them and that she can connect with them because she knows where
they are coming from.
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Youth connections. One of the main methods Ms. Luna uses to socially position
herself closer to students and access their acceptance, is through her deliberate efforts to
evoke a youthful identity so that they come to believe that she “gets it” and gets them. In
her opening introduction and PowerPoint to students, Ms. Luna purposefully announces
she was born in 1993 so students will calculate how close in age she is to them.
Additionally, she recalls being mistaken for both a college student and a high school
student when she wore school gear and her backpack. In walking this middle ground
between not being a student but not quite being a full professional (or at least being the
youngest staff member in the building), Ms. Luna uses her near-peer status to sometimes
position herself within her office so as to feel like one of the students, especially in her
language practices and through her love of music. Being seen as “uptight” may come as
a result of age, but not being uptight it is evidenced in the language Ms. Luna uses with
students and in the types of personal connections she makes with students over popular
culture.
Language and student lingo. The language Ms. Luna uses in interactions with
and about students both creates and defines her status as someone who feels like one of
them by because she is relaxed and relatable. Even as she describes the school culture at
Washington to me, Ms. Luna indicates that a lot of other teachers can relate to students
become they do not come from “professional” backgrounds and said, these teachers
“could play the same part because a lot of the times, they come from the same
background as we all did.” The fact that Ms. Luna places herself with students as a “we”
because she identifies with their background is significant. This positioning is intentional
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and it also comes through in the language she uses with students and the topics they talk
about.
Ms. Luna exhibits a level of unique camaraderie with students as she consciously
positions herself in the elusive space between being a professional and a near-peer. My
observation fieldnotes are flooded with examples of the spirited and youthful way Ms.
Luna interacted with students. Many times she chided students to get particular things
done or tried to keep them on task, but she did so in a way that positioned herself as
someone situated closer to them who was permitted to scold them with both affection and
sarcasm. Some examples of applicable phrases I caught, usually in the midst of laughter
or a big smiles from her and students, included:
Yo, what’s up? … Hey girl, what’s up? … You’re killing me! … You’re so
rude!... No, fool. Stop your lying! … Stop being so weird!... Stop being so lazy!...
Get out of here. God!... You guys are horrible kids!... I don’t really like you guys.
Although Ms. Luna told students “Hey, watch your mouth” and corrected their grammar
more than once, students seemed to enjoy the banter - the playful but affectionate way
she interacted with them without being an “uptight” adult.
Chance, a white male, indicated that this feature of her personality was probably a
result of her age and said of her unique status as a near-peer:
I love it. Like, if she was like, in her 40s, I feel like it wouldn’t - it's easier to talk
to her, I feel like she's maybe more with our lingo maybe. I’m not sure how to,
just the way she is and how she acts. She's just funny and easier to go to.
When I asked Chance if he could give me an example of her “lingo” he wavered and said,
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That wasn't the right word…just her personality. The way she can act towards us
more than others she, she’s still like, she still knows that's she's in her position but
she's also, we can also feel like we can go talk to her as a friend and not talking to
her as, like some parent or something.
Chance may have been embarrassed to try to put Ms. Luna’s “lingo” into words
(especially to a researcher obviously in or near her 40s), but his description that she uses
“our lingo,” is actually an apt description of what I observed. Authentically using student
“lingo” while telling them to get to work and still smiling and joking with them seemed
to earn her a place within the student social sphere at Washington, despite still
maintaining “her position,” as Chase stated, as a staff member.
Sometimes, Ms. Luna said, these boundaries get blurred and students forget she is
still a professional - situations which force her to reposition herself as an authority figure.
She is not shy when these instances arise pointing out, “I always gotta remind them, like
I'm not your age and so, a lot of the times they can be disrespectful, but it I just keep
reminding them like, ‘Hey, chill out.’” Ms. Luna also code-switches with language that
signals her dual roles as a professional and a near-peer and acknowledged that she
engages with other adults and professionals in the building with a different set of
language practices. She noted that when she does code-switch at school, students notice:
When it comes to speaking with somebody older than me or you know, that's in a
higher position, of course, I have to switch my hat. So, the professionalism with
the kids obviously they are like, "Woah." You know. "She's doing like, she's
doing her job."
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She said that there are definitely times when she has to do her job and reestablish her
role, when it is time to “get to business.” According to her, “That’s when they feel the
age difference. They’re like ‘Okay, Ms. Luna, you think you’re grown, eh?’” She
chuckles as she recalls her response to them, “Okay, I am.” Ms. Luna is clearly
intentional in the language she uses with students to build relationships and show them
that she “gets” them, despite also needing to “do her job.”
Ms. Luna uses language to gain a level of symbolic membership in student social
group circles, as evidenced by the way students describe she feels “like one of [them.]”
However, there are times when she is forced to position herself outside the bounds of
students’ social and cultural worlds and reclaim her status as a staff member and
authority figure. Within her office, these relational hierarchies are constantly in flux as
she uses language to negotiate, code-switch, and situationally improvise her identity to
connect with students on their level but maintain professional expectations of her staff
role.
Popular culture and music. In addition to language, Ms. Luna also positions
herself close to students through similar, youth-driven interests in popular culture and
music. On the day of my observation, Ms. Luna playfully debated a variety of topics
with students in passing, out the window of her office, in between more serious advising
sessions as students stopped by her open door, or frequently, while all these scenarios
competed for her attention at the same time. These are some examples of those topics or
exchanges I caught and noted: whether or not a female’s pants were cute, prom, a Booty
Butt Cheeks song, her unibrow, how her teeth don’t line up anymore, a student’s
boyfriend troubles, horoscopes, snapchat, Rocky Horror Picture Show, Halloween, A Star
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is Born, her upcoming birthday, her favorite dessert, tonight’s football game, and a lot of
conversations about food and music.
Ms. Luna’s diverse music tastes and constant enjoyment of music not only help
her pique student curiosity and make them feel comfortable, this shared cultural capital
also helps to define her as someone who is more like them than other adults at
Washington. Every student interviewed knew that Ms. Luna loved music, and they could
name her favorite artists (visible on the ceiling) as well as the calming music often
playing in her office. She also enjoys a reputation for appreciating the same concerts as
students because they see her attend them. Sofia asserted that Ms. Luna “listens to the
same music as us and does some of the same things” and she eagerly shared an example:
Okay, this is weird. I was at Maroon 5 with my mom, she was there with her
sisters and I saw her and that was cool, you know. She went to J Cole recently.
She went to Migos. She likes a lot of rap. It’s cool.
The fact that Sofia thought it was cool to see Ms. Luna at a concert is a testament to the
authentic, youthful position she occupies within the social and relational hierarchies at
Washington. It is not hard to imagine a very different reaction from Sofia or other
students if they had spotted a forty-something teacher at one of these concerts. Alicia
agrees that Ms. Luna “listens to our music…the music we listen to” and that this is
directly relatable to her age:
Sometimes she's like, "Oh I know that song," and she sings with us sometimes.
That's why I feel like she's more, she's in her twenties type, because I feel like
once you hit your thirties you’re more mature. I'm not saying she's childish, like,
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she's very mature at her age but like, when you're at your thirties you're more, like
busy.
Alicia packed this quote with a lot of references to Ms. Luna’s age, ability to relate to
students over music, and the time she spends with students maybe being less mature or
perhaps just more fun than other, older adults. Shane indicated that he and Ms. Luna talk
often about music while they get things done for college:
She put me on this one song, and I was like, "This song really you like?" And
she's like, "Yes." "Oh, I mean it's not bad, I guess I can listen to this." So yeah,
when we in there, and when we be working, she'll play something from her
phone, and I just be like “cool.” She likes like classic Usher, like vintage
Usher…vintage Chris Brown.
Ms. Luna intentionally and effectively uses her tastes in music to let them know she
“gets” them and that she is “one of” them.
Ms. Luna is deliberate in using music to hook students because she has learned
over time how impactful it is at building relationships with students and breaking down
student resistance to talking to her about college. She remembered one example clearly:
There was a student that didn't want to talk to me at all, but I was hearing through
his loud earphones, and I was like, "Hey, is this a specific rock band?" Then he's
like, "Yeah. You know them?" And I'm like, "Yeah." He was like, "How do you
know them?" And so, like I kind of start having that relationship with him. And
he's like, "Wow, blah, blah, blah, this is how I got to know them." And I was like,
"I saw them in concert, it was so cool." And that, just in general, like he took his
earbuds out and we had a conversation about something other than college of
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course, but I'm like, "Hey, you should come and see me some time. That way we
can work on some stuff."
And when I asked if he did, she said unequivocally, “Yeah, of course, he did. He's at a
community college right now.” Using music as an opening to connect with students
serves as a valuable tool Ms. Luna employs from the very beginning of her interactions
with students to let indicate she “gets” them and to build relationships with them.
Students believe Ms. Luna gets them because they recognize commonalities in
and appreciation of youth-driven language, popular culture, and music. In purposefully
sharing these forms of cultural capital, Ms. Luna is able to build close relationships with
students because, at least for participants in this study, they accept her identity and
positioning as authentic makers to the point that “she just feel like one of [them].”
Understands where students come from. Ms. Luna seems to thrive in her place
among students as “one of us,” because she firmly believed that she “gets” students at an
authentic level since she is from a similar background and still remembers what it was
like as a teenager from a similar neighborhood. As a result, she understands where
students come from because she is able to tap into student ways of thinking and build
connections from a shared socio-economic class background and identity as a person of
color.
Teenage thinking. In addition to practically and figuratively speaking the
language of students, Ms. Luna is adept at recognizing the way students think and using
this insight to engage them. She stated,
I just like to feel out the kid first because it's super important. Especially, they're
really sensitive because they're teenagers, so it's like you, you know. If you
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introduce yourself or you present yourself the wrong way to them, that's the mark
that you're gonna leave. And that's huge when it comes teenagers. And I feel like
that's one thing that I had to, like reteach myself, because I'm not a teenager
anymore.
Despite not being a teenager anymore, Ms. Luna remembers the way she thought about
adults as a teenager and the way that viewpoint helps her address student suspicions
directly:
A lot of the times, even my perception of a teacher in school is like, “How would
you know, you've never been in the same situation I have?” So I feel like me
letting that be known to them kinda like eliminates that [tendency to] throw it in
my face.
For example, she remembered students initially being skeptical of her ability to connect
with them about music.
I was like,"Hey, I'm a music fan." And they're like, "Well everybody is a music
fan." I'm like, "Are they, really?" And I'm like, "All right." We, we, I always like
kinda make it competitive and I'm like, "Okay, test me and I'm sure I can answer
whatever.”
This example illustrates the proactive way Ms. Luna uses her personal background and
experiences to confront student thinking and connect with students. She effectively earns
their trust because she knows they are initially distrustful and want proof, so she opens
herself up to prove to students she “gets” them and can be considered “one of” them.
Ms. Luna’s efforts to share her own personal story resonates deeply with students
who feel like she truly knows them by recognizing their thinking and understanding
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where they are coming from. In a powerful example of Ms. Luna’s ability to address
what students say and do not say aloud, Nyssa described a conversation she had with her
counselor about an institution she was considering. Nyssa intimated that she liked and
respected her counselor, but when Ms. Luna was brought into the discussion for her
viewpoint, the direction changed. Nyssa said she had been “100% set to go” to an
institution that did not have the best academic reputation, essentially, she admitted,
because she was afraid of failure and thought she would be more successful at a place
that may have been easier. Ms. Luna quickly saw through Nyssa’s reasoning and
addressed her unstated fears by telling her she would be successful anywhere and that she
should not lower her standards because she was afraid to fail. I asked Nyssa, “What if
your counselor had reassured you and said the exact same thing?” Her response made it
clear that Ms. Luna’s position as someone who “gets” her made all the difference:
‘Cause she knows me. Like, [the counselor], she knows me but doesn't know me,
but [Luna] knows me, so it's like, "Okay." Yeah, 'cause she knows how I think too
and she knows like, So, it would just be different because I'd be, like, if [the
counselor] said that, I'm like, "You don't even know," but it's different when
someone knows you.
Nyssa’s claim that “it’s different when someone knows you” is significant because it is
preceded by cynicism and distrust that her counselor could possibly understand or know
her, despite wanting to help her and generally being an ongoing source of support for her
(and described by focus group students as the “best counselor.”). Ms. Luna still
remembers what it was like to think like a teenager and she uses this empathy to reinforce
that she understands students at a uniquely deep level.
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Understanding where students “come from” could mean a variety of things but for
some students Ms. Luna “get[s] it” because she comes from the same place, has not
forgotten those roots and challenges, and empathizes with how these challenges may
impact their thinking, behavior, and/or performance at school. Dominic, a junior focus
group participant, believed that “she relates because she went to a school in [ ] city. She
went to [ ] High School so she relates to us, like how we are growing up.” For Shane,
relating to how students are growing up means that Ms. Luna uniquely takes the time to
recognize student struggles outside of school and how it makes them think and act. He
said,
Sometimes you have to put on the [peer] hat to like understand where somebody's
coming from. Like if a kid doesn't want to work a teacher just be like, "All right
then, get out." [Ms. Luna] be like, "All right talk to me, like what's going on at
home and stuff."
Dominic and Shane indicate that Ms. Luna actually shares history as a form of capital in
building relationships with students because of a similar past and experiences growing
up. Being close I age helps her to remember teenage thinking, but her particular personal
history helps her to understanding the way students at Washington think and to address
those thoughts as well.
Race and class. Both Ms. Luna and students also acknowledge that an important
factor in understanding where students come from connects to some level of shared racial
and/or class background. Washington student participants were white, AfricanAmerican, and Hispanic and although they all indicated an appreciation for Ms. Luna
being “like them” because of her age, music interests, or even the lingo she uses, Sofia
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was the most open about exploring other characteristics of Ms. Luna’s background that
make a different (and perhaps a greater) impact for students. Sofia is Hispanic and
indicated that Chance, who is white and not economically disadvantaged, is one of her
best friends. Chance was also a part of the study and shared that he thought Ms. Luna’s
youth-driven language or “lingo” made her stand out to feel like “one of us.” When I
asked Sofia if she thought her relationship with Ms. Luna was unique or common among
students at Washington, she indicated that a particular “lifestyle” or low-income
background also grounds their bond:
I think ours is unique just because, like I feel, like we get each other, like I feel
like her and Chance, like they’re good. But Chance comes from a different
lifestyle, you know. Everybody, like I feel if you have that type of lifestyle like,
not my lifestyle, not my background. But like, I guess, then you're going to click
more with that person versus someone who's, you know - “My parents pay for my
car insurance. My parents bought my car or my parents paid for college and my
parents do this,” you know. I feel like you're going to have a deeper relationship
with someone who goes through the same things as you go through.
Sofia believed that Chance and Ms. Luna have a meaningful relationship but that because
Ms. Luna can identify with her economic background and struggles, their relationship is
stronger and deeper. In effect, it does matter to her that Ms. Luna’s ability to understand
where she comes from is based on more than empathy – it is based on her actual personal
experience, a common history Ms. Luna openly shares.
Ms. Luna recognizes the significance of connecting with students on a deeply
personal level and it is a key reason why she is so intentional and open with students
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about her past. Her racial and class background intertwine to connect with students
because she understands where they come from because she is very much still in touch
with where she comes from:
We have a large minority population here at the school, so I feel like that has a lot
to do with it. I think once they figure out where I am from, I think that, you know,
it surprises them as to like, who I am as a professional. But then, they see that,
"Hey, Ms. Luna does not come from a professional background." So I feel like
that opens up a lot of doors for a lot of the students. They know that I am still in
touch with where I come from and so it kinda, it kinda shows them like, "Hey,
you know, she knows a lot about us or she can help us a lot with what we’re going
through or what we need, because we’re the same.”
Believing that she is “the same” as students because of her socioeconomic background
seems to resonate with students, but they did not mention the connection to race.
Although students did not make any suggestions or references to the influence of
Ms. Luna’s Hispanic or background as a person of color, it is significant that she noted
this distinction and was reflective about how it impacts her approach to students and how
she believes they perceive her. Given the opening, I asked Ms. Luna if she could “talk
more about the minority population” at the school. She elaborated that with her white
students, she connects with them about “music or whatever,” but that there is a difference
in the way she connects with kids of color:
I feel like because of the minority population, especially with the kids and the
culture that's going around the nation now, they feel like they have more trust
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with somebody that's of color. So like, if I am of color, then I’m gonna talk to this
teacher who is of color ‘cause she understands where I am coming from.
Again, I probed further and asked Ms. Luna, “Does it matter what color?” Her response
was clear:
It doesn't matter what color. So a lot of my athletes, they're African American,
some obviously Hispanic. My Hispanic students obviously know that they can
come to me and the conversation that we always have is in Spanish. So I think
that has a lot to do with the way we relate here at the school. It doesn’t matter
what color.
For Ms. Luna, being a person of color provides an opportunity to share a form of cultural
capital with students who distinguish her unique ability to “get” various implications of
race within society and even within a diverse school environment.
Sofia was the only student to make explicit connections to Ms. Luna’s class
background, despite an opportunity to indicate they shared Hispanic connection. I do not
interpret the absence of widespread student commentary about connections to Ms. Luna’s
race or socioeconomic class to mean that they do not exist, especially since students
likely immediately classified me as not being someone of color. In fact, the student
notion that “she is one of us” and Ms. Luna’s belief that she is the “same as them”
strongly indicate race and socioeconomic class do play an important role in her
relationships with students. Separating or more clearly defining the impact of racial
and/or socioeconomic class connections between Ms. Luna and her students would
require additional and more focused research.
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“A lot of it has to do with, I get it” conclusion. Ms. Luna goes out of her way
to position herself as a near-peer mentor for students through explicit efforts to connect
with them around shared interests and identities. She believed that she “get[s] it” and
ultimately, that she gets them because of her background growing up nearby and life
experiences that are only a few years removed from them. She is explicit and proactive
in providing multiple opportunities for students to see these connections within her office
– through artifacts like personal pictures and stories, language choices, music, and
frequent references to youth-driven popular culture. In addition to fitting in among a
variety of teenage conversations, she also “understands where [students] come from”
because she can identify with the way students think and uses this insight to gain their
trust and more effectively address the concerns and questions they may not openly say
out loud. Finally, Ms. Luna demonstrates to students that she understands where they
come from because she still remembers coming from a similar place or history, especially
as this place relates to socioeconomic class and being a person of color. Ms. Luna
believed she “gets” students at a deep and meaningful level and makes intentional moves
to access elements of shared cultural capital. In doing so, she built relationships with
students who seemed to support her belief by accepting her as “one of us.”
“We’re Gonna Take It One Step It a Time”
Balancing Instrumental and Relational Tools
Ms. Luna makes significant effort to connect with students and bond over their
shared personal stories and interests, but the actual focus of many of these interactions
directly connects to instrumental information and navigational guidance she provides
them about transitioning to life after high school. Students spent time interacting with
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her about personal or youth-driven interests because they were constantly seeking her out
for answers, advice, and assistance with the many steps required for college. Ms. Luna is
intentional and proactive about making meaningful first impressions and personal
connections to students because she wants them to see her as a major source of both
instrumental and relational support. In appealing to their interests and accessing their
trust, she hopes students will feel comfortable enough to return to her again and again,
whether they have college all planned out or have no plans.
Regardless of the obstacles and challenges students express or she can initially
identify, Ms. Luna exudes confidence in her abilities to help every student find success
on a post-secondary path:
One thing that I always assure them is, "Hey, we're going to take it one step at a
time and I'm gonna get you through this. You just have to let me help you. Like, if
you don't come and see me, if you don't let me help you, it's gonna make it hard
for you.” Or, “Let me, you know, plan out this year for you. And I promise you if
you stay on track, it's gonna be a lot stress for you.”
Ms. Luna’s emphasis to students that she and they will together “take it one step at a
time” describes the second major theme in this case. The sub-themes that will help to
explain and illustrate the impact of her efforts to balance instrumental and relational tools
to support students at Washington High include: (a) information and guidance and (b)
pushing students toward the future. Building off of her ability to “get” students, Ms.
Luna helps them access their future one step at a time, with access to information and
guidance, and a lot of deliberate pushes to keep them moving forward.
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Information and guidance. By taking it one step at a time and asserting to
students that she will “get [them] through this,” Ms. Luna effectively walks hand-in-hand
to technically and emotionally support students throughout the long and complex college
search, admissions, and financing process. In early November, the steps I observed and
heard from students revolved around the ACT, scholarship searches and applications,
college applications, FAFSA, and college visits. While I witnessed only one fall day, I
observed and interviewed students who were at very different stages in the process. This
exposure allowed me to see the range of student requests for assistance and the tools she
employed to support them including providing critical information, step-by-step
guidance, and constant accessibility.
Critical information. Ms. Luna addressed a wide range of student needs for
accurate information, although even minor needs for clarification were actually
significant for students. In addition to student interviews, my observation provided very
real and even more impactful examples of the types of specific questions Ms. Luna
answers for students on a given day. In order to accurately describe these seemingly
minor but actually significant instances of support, it is important to imagine the dynamic
physical and figurative space Ms. Luna occupies at Washington. The interior window
beside her desk allowed students in the hallway and at the four computers to call out to
her and receive verbal responses. In between banter previously described, and with
students in her office asking questions, Ms. Luna provided in-the-moment support to
students as they completed tasks like applying to colleges, registering for the ACT, and
submitting scholarship applications. While these tasks are vital to student success
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transitioning to college, the path was fraught with pot holes and landmines for her
students, many of whom are first-generation college-bound.
For example, I observed student working at the computer try to complete a
scholarship application, a task that might one might assume is fairly straightforward.
However, after a few minutes the student became discouraged and threw up her hands
and announced aloud, “Ms. Luna, I’m not going to get this scholarship.” Ms. Luna did
not hear the student and continued to deal with the many other students stopping by her
office and a call with a parent until five minutes later when the same student got her
attention and said the scholarship “says a 3.0, and I don’t have that.” Ms. Luna was
skeptical and replied, “You don’t have a cumulative 3.0?” The student then asked,
“Wait, what does cumulative mean?” When Ms. Luna told her that it is a summary of her
grades all together, the student was relieved but still confused. Apparently, her first
semester as a senior is not going well, but the student currently has a 3.3 cumulative
GPA. The student needed clarification that she still qualified and that as long as she
continued to improve her current grades, she would be still meet the scholarship
requirements. This student’s attempt to be conscientious made her worried that she
would somehow mislead the scholarship provider if she put her current cumulative GPA
on “this resume thing” when she still needed to work to get her current semester grades in
better shape. This exchange was powerful because without Ms. Luna clarifying the
meaning of “cumulative” and that she had actually met the minimum standard, the
student may have otherwise given up and not even applied for the scholarship (and others
with similar requirements).
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Without Ms. Luna, another student may have taken herself off the college-going
path because of an assumption she needed to confidently know what major and career she
would pursue in college. This student had already talked with Ms. Luna about her ACT
score and FAFSA application but felt that since she did not know what she wanted to
study, maybe college was not a good fit for her and she should not keep trying so hard to
complete all the tasks. Ms. Luna’s provided critical clarification by describing how
colleges offer “undeclared” majors where students can explore different fields. It is
common, Ms. Luna assured her, saying, “You don’t have to have it all figured out now…
You’ll take classes, you’ll hang out with people and you’ll find out what you like and you
don’t like.” Although there are important evaluations to be made about attending a fouryear college or university without a clear goal or major in mind, the pivotal and timely
role Ms. Luna played to allow the student to still consider herself on this path, is
significant because without it, she may have assumed college was not the right fit or her
at all and stopped working toward giving herself time and options.
Examples of vocabulary obstacles and incorrect assumptions about the college
going process and timeline were abundant in shadowing Ms. Luna for only one day. The
fact that students sat right outside her office at computers and tried to complete ACT
registration, college applications, and scholarships provided an unobstructed view into
the struggles students face understanding the process and getting accurate and timely
information. It also provided an opportunity to see the kind of guidance and step-by-step
assistance Ms. Luna provided to students at Washington. She provided numerous
definitions, explanations about how fee waivers work, handouts with deadlines, and
passes for future appointments to get students help with these numerous and critically
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important tasks. These informational supports illustrate key instrumental tools Ms. Luna
employs on a daily basis to help students all along the college-going path.
Step-by-step guidance. Ms. Luna knows from her experience as a student and
mentor that both students and parents often need step-by-step guidance in order to
complete all the requirements to access and finance college. In fact, she believed it was
her most important and impactful role at Washington:
I think [the most important part] is guiding them through it….. I feel like helping
them, guide them through it, like it makes it a lot easier for them. So I can throw
all this information at them, but by the time they leave here, they’re like, "Holy
crap, I'm never gonna get this done."
Ms. Luna believed students would feel overwhelmed with the amount of tasks they need
to complete outside of school, if her role did not exist. She also knows from experience
that students need constant support while they complete these tasks, often sitting beside
them to work through obstacles together. For example, Sofia remembered Ms. Luna
helped her call a college when a question arose about a dual credit course. Ms. Luna also
made multiple calls to parents on the day of my observation while walking students
through the FAFSA. She told one mom, “We need to know how much you made in
2107. Is there any way you can come up to the school so we can get it done in person,
together?”
During my observation, an exchange with one student attempting to complete a
college application epitomized the many struggles students must overcome to
comprehend and comply with jargon and challenging terminology endemic to the
college-going process. “What should I say,” he asked, “Am I applying as a first-time
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freshman?” Then, “Do I put bachelor’s?” Ms. Luna responded to each question through
her window, saying, “Yes sir” frequently. He continued, “Do I put full-time?” and then
sat quietly for a minute before asking whether he had a “former name?” After instructing
him that no, he does not have one, the student continued trying to make it through the
questions. “It asks about residency, Ms. Luna. What country do I put?” Ms. Luna
corrected him and said without looking, “No, it’s county. For the state. I know it’s
tricky.” Finally, before leaving for a class, the student expressed a concern that the
college would not know if he is from the correct high school. He said, “How do I know
if this is the right [Washington]?” Ms. Luna told him that it was based on zip code and
then provided him the zip code for Washington High. These questions may not be
overwhelming to adults who have years of experience filling out tedious forms and
questionnaires, but for a high school student without previous exposure to such terms, the
task is arduous, confusing, and often it can be crushing without support.
Ms. Luna, however, walked hand-in-hand with students while they completed
these tasks and did so with eagerness to help them. She got excited for students when
something was completed or “knocked out” and announced at one point, “Boom! Your
FAFSA’s done! Look at you! Getting’ things done!” Ms. Luna is conscious of the fact
that at least part of her success as a mentor is measured by the program by data on many
of her students complete these tasks, but her enthusiasm to help and desire to break the
process down for students felt deeply genuine.
Ms. Luna has a strategy for students, based on the timeline of tasks required, and
a firm confidence in her abilities to help students through the process, if they let her. She
tells one senior in her office for the first time, “You need to talk to me at least once per
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month so I can stay with you. We can make sure you’re on track together.” While
students may be at first skeptical of her skills and the impact of following her plan, as she
thinks teenagers typically are, she knows that after two years of helping students and
building her reputation, Ms. Luna is backed by powerful examples of her influence from
former graduates who return to the school often to talk to her and spread word of her
impact to current seniors. Student participants in interviews and the focus group all had
their own examples of Ms. Luna’s instrumental help in their completion of important
tasks for college as she was consistently seen as a primary source of important
information and guidance for students actively on the path.
Focus group student participants, for example, were adamant that Ms. Luna’s role
at Washington was monumental for their own hopes and plans for college. When I asked
them what it would be like at Washington without her or her role, they were clear:
Luke: The college process would be so hard.
Dominic: I don’t think I would be applying to college, to be honest.
Meredith: You wouldn't even apply for college?
Michelle: No because I won't be motivated.
Dominic: She reminds me, like every time I go to her room, even just like to say
something like hello, she'd be like, "Did you apply to this? Did you do this?"
Meredith: You don't think that you would do it on your own?
Students: No. No. No.
Michelle: No, because you won't be motivated to.
Dominic: I don’t think we’d be that serious about it. Until, like you have
somebody to help you.
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Luke: We wouldn't be, like interested in it.
Brooke: Plus she's always there giving us opportunities, telling us what is coming
up next and we wouldn't know a lot of those things if she wasn't there to tell us.
For these focus group students, Ms. Luna’s efforts to give students accurate information
and helpful guidance are critical to keeping them on the path to college. Without her they
described a scenario where they would not even start the process by themselves because
it would be too overwhelming. Instead, knowing that she is there – that somebody is
there to help them through every step of the process with reminders and motivation,
keeps them on a path toward college. Shane proposed, “Of course you could be filling
out your apps on your own time, but I'd rather fill it out with her so that I know, like
what's the right answer for this. Like, what are they asking for here?” Based on
observations and interviews with students at multiple points in the college search and
application timeline, the step-by-step guidance Ms. Luna provides students at
Washington helps them to more successfully navigate the lengthy and intimidating
process.
Step-by-step guidance and helping students navigate the many technical steps
along the path to college, demonstrates the unique overlap between instrumental and
relational tools for mentoring utilized by Ms. Luna to help students envision and enact
goals for college. It is clearly not enough to just provide students information, because as
Dominic indicated, until someone is there to help students, such tasks will just be avoided
because they seem too hard to conquer alone. However, knowing they can trust someone
like Ms. Luna to help them through the challenges, to emotionally support students
through an unfamiliar world of terminology and tasks, makes all the difference. By
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completing tasks with students, Ms. Luna provides valuable traditional social and
navigational capital to students. Traditional forms of social capital help students
complete the forms and tasks accurately but navigational capital helps support them
emotionally to not feel alone in the process.
As Ms. Luna provided this combination of instrumental and relational support,
she was figuratively providing a space for students to perform, with support, “as if” they
were college-bound, even as they were confused and overwhelmed by the process. She
did not let them give up along the path because of difficult and unfamiliar processes and
she used her relationships with students to emotionally support them through various
challenges.
Accessibility. Ms. Luna’s ability to share critical information and help guide
students through the complex college planning process was amplified due to the easy
accessibility of herself and her office, especially to seniors. During my Friday
observation, there was a constant flow of students coming in and out of Ms. Luna’s office
and in the hallway computer corner because the next day was the last day to register for
the upcoming ACT test. Teachers at Washington have their own pass system and
students come and go freely to Ms. Luna’s office with and without passes. She typically
provides a pass if a student has a scheduled meeting and if they arrive to see her without a
pass she might write one to get them smoothly back into class. According to students,
most teachers also allow students to see Ms. Luna during class time if the lesson for the
day is complete, if there is independent work-time, or if they promise to be right back.
Sofia, said, “You have to have a pass or you just go, ‘I'm going to Luna.’ And a lot of
teachers are like cool with it now 'cause you're a senior. It's whatever.”
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While a handful of students seemed to camp out in the computer corner for hours,
others dropped by her office for a single, very quick interaction. Apparently, some
students have significant free time in their schedule to spend with Ms. Luna because they
have mostly completed graduation requirements and fill hours each day being office aids,
or because they have internships or other programs off-campus they may not attend daily,
or because they work in a nearby classroom on credit recovery and are allowed to
flexibly come and go. On the day of my observation, it was impossible for me to keep
track of which students did what because each scenario or group of students intersected
with others. Students came by individually and in small groups and sometimes students
came into the area as a trailing friend, not because they seemed to need anything at all.
Students engaged with each other and Ms. Luna over a wide range of academic, social,
sports, and college-related topics throughout the day, usually at the same time.
The accessibility of Ms. Luna and the appealing nature of her office area,
especially to seniors, enabled the spread of college-related information and guidance to
students across all potential post-secondary pathways. Sofia’s description of Ms. Luna’s
office and computer corner reinforced the social and information-driven dynamic I saw
during my observation. She said, “It’s so chill and cool…”this [area] is more for like the
seniors and upper classmen.” Brooke confirmed that Ms. Luna and her office are easily
accessible to students by sharing, “It's welcoming. There's always people in there so she's
not one to just shut everybody out. If you need help with anything, she's there.” Chance
reinforced this image with his own visual description, “Definitely that room is filled to
the brim. You can't even walk through the door because [students] are outside the door
sometimes.” Luke, a senior athlete and focus group participant, indicated that visiting
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Ms. Luna changed his perception of the entire Student Services suite by predicting, “I
probably would never be caught in the student services [suite] to be honest, if she wasn't
there…I wouldn't be anywhere over here.” Michelle agreed the same is true for her,
before Luke continued, “My counselor probably wouldn't even know me or like, I
wouldn't be as well known to administrators and stuff as I am now.” Students, especially
seniors, viewed the space near Ms. Luna’s office as being accessible to all students, a
feature of the unique college-bound figured world at Washington where new participants
are always physically and symbolically welcomed.
The accessibility of the hallway and the social nature of the college corner by Ms.
Luna’s office meant that she was able to meet students who may have otherwise never
ventured into the counseling hallway for college advising. Although it creates extra
management issues to have students congregating and socializing while they are
supposed to be productive and working, Ms. Luna said, “When it comes to those
[students] that I've never met before, I kinda like greeting them like, "’Hey, you're more
than welcome to come and work whenever you need to because my space is always
open.’” Having her space be open and easily accessible for students allowed Ms. Luna to
interact and build relationships with students to gradually introduce them to possible
post-secondary paths and ultimately to share information and guidance with students who
may have not imagined themselves going to college.
For those students who do have college-going plans and intentions, Ms. Luna is
constantly available to students to help them with minor and major questions and to
successfully navigate the process together one step at a time, Sofia described what this
looked like for her on a daily basis:
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She's in there every day and she's helped us all so much, "You guys gotta apply
for a discount. You gotta do this. Make sure you apply to the school." Little things
like, "How, like can we go to that school visit?” or “I don't really know what this
email means?” “Can we do this? Can we do that?" Yeah, pretty much anything. If
I have a question about tuition, about anything, I go to her.
Every senior I interviewed individually and in the focus group said that they seek Ms.
Luna out every day, and sometimes, for students like Alicia, as much as “three or four
times a day.” Nyssa said she’s “in there all the time, from the first day of school” and
usually spends four hours a day with Ms. Luna. Teachers and administrators at
Washington allow students to schedule long blocks of time for teaching assistantships,
internships, and off-campus courses that provide Westridge seniors flexibility to visit Ms.
Luna. Sofia thinks her average time with Ms. Luna is close to two hours a day. Shane
said he sees her “as much as possible…pretty much daily.”
Ms. Luna’s encouragement for students to see her as a source of ongoing support
paired with flexible scheduling and easy access to passes, allowed students at
Washington to have constant and consistent opportunities to seek out and receive
accurate information and step-by-step guidance from her and to the world of college
possibilities evoked in and outside of her office. Ms. Luna assures students that together
they will “take things one step at a time.” This step-by-step guidance is paired with
promises that “I'm gonna get you through this. You just have to let me help you” and
followed through with near constant accessibility to her assistance and the world of
support surrounding her welcoming space.
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Pushing students toward the future. In addition to easy access to critical
information and step-by-step guidance, Ms. Luna also uses relational tools to push
students along a potential post-secondary pathway. This pushing stems, at least partly,
due to her personal story being pushed to complete tasks and have a backup plan by her
own near-peer mentor in high school. She remembered that this pushing was critical for
her because it gave her options after high school and ultimately, helped set her on a
successful professional path. Playing the same vocal role for the students at Washington
High is intentional for Ms. Luna and as a result, students have come to expect her to push
them. Curtis, a senior focus group participant, recalled:
She came to my class and she was like, "Y'all need to talk about like anything,
come to me. I’m here to help you apply to colleges." She was like, "Even if you
don't want to go to college, I'm still going to make you apply." She said, “You
can always change your mind.”
Ms. Luna strives for all her seniors to at least apply to the local community college as a
backup option and for students who want to attend four-year universities, to apply to
multiple institutions. Sofia remembered that Ms. Luna refused to let her settle on
applying to just one university after she was accepted in the summer before her senior
year started. According to Sofia, Ms. Luna said, "I think you should apply to these five
schools” and although she was convinced she was not going anywhere else, Sofia applied
to those five schools because Ms. Luna pushed her to have options. Now, a few months
later in November, she is grateful she did so because her top choice has not provided her
with as much financial aid as the other good schools on Ms. Luna’s list.
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Students in the focus group also noted Ms. Luna’s impact on their motivation to
keep pushing through various tasks and challenges. Michelle said that she would not
have been as motivated if Ms. Luna was not there to encourage her and Brooke agreed.
She said, “I feel like I wouldn't be so focused on going to college if it wasn't for her to be
there to, like push me and help me pursue that.” She continued, “She actually helped me
sign up for the ACT last week and she's pretty great. She pushes you to do your best.”
Pushing students to do more and to do their best is a common refrain I heard about Ms.
Luna and students notice the constancy of her efforts to push them. For student
participants, this effort and relentless pushing seems to translate to evidence of Ms. Luna
caring about them and their future. Michelle said, “I get closer to teachers who push me,
and who are hard on me, but I like that she will push me. I like that. And actually care.”
When I asked Michelle and the other focus group students if there were other teachers
that push them at Washington, multiple students said no. Brooke said, “Not for real. Not
for me.” Sentiments and statements like this suggest that although many students feel
supported by their teachers and counselors at Washington, Ms. Luna plays a unique role
to push students, while simultaneously helping them every step of the way.
Ms. Luna takes her role as a motivator for students to push themselves for better
lives after high school seriously because she believes it is important to prepare students
now for the future, a future that will not be easy:
I always bring up, that breaking the cycle like, people don't realize that until like
they're in that position where, "Hey, I broke a cycle." But bringing that out to the
kids, it kind of like opens their mentality. Like being blunt with them is what they
need. 'Cause a lot of times, I feel like teachers, sugar coat so much to them…. But
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we have to prepare these students to do better, you know, and to be ready for life
after high school. Because a lot of times, students freak out, and they don't know
what to do. So I don't sugarcoat. I don't sugarcoat things to them. I'm like, "Hey,
you're going to struggle," and so I mean like, "In order to make your life a little
bit easier, you have to start working harder."
Since she believed that she “gets them” – their background and the expectations society
and others put on them, Ms. Luna was focused and intentional about making it clear to
students that she will push them because she wants them to break a cycle of lowexpectations and be prepared for the future. In this way, pushing students is not just
about keeping them moving along a task-laden path but pushing them to aspire and
overcome obstacles in along the path. As an important psychological tool, pushing acts
as an artifact of the figurative space Ms. Luna evokes and serves to both mediate student
action and emotionally support them along the path to college.
With access to a relationship with Ms. Luna, and by sharing experiences, interests
and understandings, students empowered themselves to symbolically push up and over
the structural, societal and social barriers in life and along the path to college. Alicia
feels the constant pushing from Ms. Luna play out on a daily basis. Although she
describes herself as someone who has wanted to go to college and had a clear plan for
years, Alicia claimed it is Ms. Luna who keeps her going to class every day and trying to
stay focused on her GPA and graduation. She chuckled at herself as she said, “So,
sometimes I, sometimes I just wanna be left alone, but then she's like, ‘No, go do your
work!’ She keeps you on track, she always keeps you on track.” Alicia hears Ms. Luna’s
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voice in her head when it comes to keeping focused on the tasks at hand and the future
ahead:
She’s always like, "Come on!" She's like, "You know, if you get yourself to
college then you can do this, you can do that." She's like, "You know you can get,
like greater jobs and pay if you do this." Like, she's like really motivating with us.
Always pushing us to do more. She's a great motivator.
Ms. Luna pushes students to not only complete the tasks they need for a transition to
college, but she also motivates students with encouragement about their future in order to
create possible aspirations and tap into desires students have for success after high
school.
In focusing on possibilities for success after high school, Ms. Luna uses her easy
accessibility to push students toward and aspire to a future post-secondary path with
critical information and step-by-step guidance. Compared to other teachers or
counselors, Ms. Luna said, “I’m more like the future person, they are the right now
person.” In pushing students to think about and plan for a positive future, Ms. Luna
wants students to not miss any opportunities, whether that means applying to a
community college or multiple colleges, or making sure students push their ACT or GPA
as high as possible to earn more scholarship awards and money. Ms. Luna stresses, “I
definitely want them to realize like, hey, high school's temporary… you have to think
about what's next.” She emphasizes that she “always bring up the future because that's
what we're all here for. It's to plan and make them aware of the future.” In this way, Ms.
Luna’s pushing balances critically important instrumental tools for the present path to
college with relational tools for helping them aspire to possibilities for a powerful future.
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“We’re gonna take it one step at a time” conclusion. Through her actions,
advice, and accessibility, Ms. Luna communicates to students a desire to help them plan
for life after high school “one step at a time.” She provides students with critical
information they need to access higher education and often walks them through these
steps one question and one task at a time. Many students indicated that knowing she was
there to help them along the way made starting the process possible. Once students
experienced her willingness and help, they managed their senior schedules and her open
accessibility to visit her office repeatedly for more answers, guidance, and emotional
support (as well as candy and playful banter). In addition to providing students with the
both traditional social capital through instrumental information they needed and relational
support through navigational capital to emotionally support them along the path, Ms.
Luna also helped to push students toward the future with encouragement, motivation, and
aspiration for their lives after high school.
“If They Did It, Then I Can Do It”
Expanded Capital Within the Figured World
Peer social dynamics and near-peer role modeling from Ms. Luna highlight the
final overarching theme to emerge at Washington High. Given Ms. Luna’s open access
to her physical space and open sharing about her personal interests and background,
student participants at Washington engaged with each other and with her constantly. This
dynamic was especially true for seniors who congregated in the space, dropped by
frequently, stayed for long periods of time, and brought their friends to the space. Since
students often competed for Ms. Luna’s attention with questions, requests, and
announcements about various personal, academic, and college-related topics, verbal
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exchanges and struggles were often publicly shared. This dynamic created and defined a
physical and figurative world around Ms. Luna where student instrumental and emotional
needs as well as their accomplishments were on full display. The public nature of sharing
achievements along the path toward college also facilitated a measure of competition
between students, especially those accustomed to the search for status and reassurance
about their place in the relational hierarchies within and beyond high school. Nyssa
painted a psychological image of this theme perfectly in sharing peer comparisons and
near-peer supports that motivate her to push past a fear of failure:
Whenever I'm doing something. I always say to myself like, "If they did it, then I
can do it." Like, I'm that type of person. And me sometimes, I kinda shy away
from challenges. Like, if something's challenging I always second guess myself,
but I'll end up doing it.
While Nyssa was referring to the inspirational role Ms. Luna plays for her as a near-peer
mentor, her statement also relates to the social positioning within the college-bound
figured world at Washington. Two key sub-themes frame Nyssa’s statement and this
major theme: (a) peer dynamics and (b) role modeling for reassurance.
Peer dynamics. Students at Washington were very aware of their own status and
positioning in the academic and post-high school hierarchy, as well as that of their peers.
Sofia, for example, had been keeping track of the class rankings for years as she tried to
climb higher. She said she was number eleven last year but is now tied for number nine
with two other students, while her good friend is number eight. For her, the rankings
symbolize those students who have ambition and take their future seriously and this is
meaningful for her because the accomplishment is a major source of pride and part of her
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personal and social identity. She shared, “You kind of bond with people who are like
you. Like, I’m in National Honor Society and all of those kids are pretty much in the top
20” of the class. In addition to rankings being an element of her social circle, Sofia was
striving for a public display of her accomplishment “cause the top 10 automatically get a
chord at graduation.”
Sofia’s clear positioning of herself as a high-achieving, four-year college-bound
student was important to her because not all of her peers have chosen the same path. My
first question to students was a request for them to “introduce yourself to me a little bit.”
Sofia announced that she was a “straight A student” and had already received a list of
acceptances to colleges and valuable scholarships. She loves her teachers and how
supportive and caring they are, but she also said it is easy to be in the top 40 at
Washington because her peers “just don’t take their education seriously” and “there are a
lot of kids who really don’t care.” Sofia measured her preparation through a special class
that combines math and physics and assumes that all the students in that class are collegebound because “it’s the hardest class at Washington and you have to test into it.” For her,
it has been easy to determine which of her peers would make it to college. She
remembered, “You just know, like from freshmen year, you know, who’s gonna make it
and who’s not gonna make it” because those who she thinks would not make it were
“focused on other things” besides school.
Although there are obviously students like Sofia who tend to surround themselves
with peers who will push her to stay focused on school, many other students at
Washington have not always been so sure about a path to college and access to Ms. Luna
offers a world of new possibilities. Ms. Luna described a common story about the way
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peers knowingly and unknowingly position themselves and others on a path to college by
introducing friends to her and the figured world of possibilities she represents and
mediates:
I have actually a student that will be here later that he always comes and he
doesn't plan on going to college but he sees like, "Hey." I always hear him. He's
like [to a friend] "What are you doing?" "They're like, college." He's like, "You're
not going to college?" and they’re like “Yeah, yeah I am.” Then he's like, well,
he's like, "Ms. Luna, you need to help me out.” And so we knocked out his
FAFSA and stuff like that. So now he has options.
This student clearly took a risk venturing into the space near Ms. Luna’s office where
students congregate to complete college tasks, and in doing so, used the opportunity to
join his friends on the path by completing the steps necessary to maybe go to college, just
in case. These peer dynamics that happen just by walking through the space offer
important openings within the figured world for students to test out potential identities of
being college-bound.
Accessing Ms. Luna and this world through friends and peers is common at
Washington. Alicia remembered the first time she met her:
People were just like, "I'm going to Luna’s to talk to her about college or
something." And I'm like, "Who’s Luna?" And like they just took me to her and
they were just like, "Talk." And she got to know me, I got to know her too.
Now, Alicia cannot stop hearing or talking about Ms. Luna herself, “I hear her name a
lot, "Oh, I'm gonna to talk to Ms. Luna. I need to talk to Ms. Luna." Like, "Can I talk to
Ms. Luna?" Like, that's all you hear. Well, at least, that's all I hear.” This was a common
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refrain among student participants who are now familiar with Ms. Luna because of their
own drive to enact a college-bound identity, peer encouragement or curiosity, or even
inadvertent exposure following peers or upper-class friends to the space. Peer dynamics
and physical accessibility at Washington enable Ms. Luna and the figured world she has
created at Washington to afford positions and possible college-bound identities to
students regardless of the way they access the physical or figurative space.
Public positioning. In addition to chords at graduation for the top 10 students,
Washington promotes student accomplishments toward college in a variety of public
ways. Ms. Luna stated, “Social media is used a lot and the kids like it – the
acknowledgement” of scholarships and acceptances. There is also an electronic screen in
the main hallway that scrolls with information such as student scholarship awards
individually and as a school sum. Ms. Luna keeps track of the total amount earned for
the year and has a competition with the graduating class from 2017 and 2018 to see if the
current class can surpass previous totals. There is also a major award night at the end of
the year where students are recognized for individual scholarships and academic awards.
Ms. Luna believed students thrive on these opportunities to make a claim to a
particular status on the social and college-bound hierarchy. She said, “They don't realize
it, but of course since we're adults we realize that like, they want acknowledgment, they
want to feel that, you know, that competition.” Whether or not these efforts to position
themselves are conscious or unconscious, students make clear that individual agency is
play because each step along the path is essentially visible and public. Even just stopping
by Ms. Luna’s office to quietly pick up a scholarship application or sign up for a college
visit becomes shared social knowledge at Washington. Shane recounted that he noticed
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when peers he did not expect to go to college start to visit Ms. Luna by reporting, “I've
seen seniors in here that I've never seen a day in my life, and I'm like, “You all go here?”
and they're like, "Yeah." They be signing up for ACT's and filling out applications.” In
asking whether students “go here,” Shane effectively labeled the college-bound figured
world evoked by the space and the practices and artifacts which mediate particular
identities within the space. Although participants within the college-bound figured world
may be surprised to see current or former students claim a position on the path, students
in this study indicated a level of pride in their peers and in Ms. Luna’s ability to expand
the figured world to new students. Ms. Luna explained that this is because “the athletes
and the students that are always here are also really close to the students that are not
doing so well in school.” As a result of supportive and public peer dynamics and the
open visibility of visiting with Ms. Luna, multiple social and physical opportunities and
possibilities for accessing the college-bound figured world exist at Washington.
Ms. Luna indicates that publicly recognizing and promoting the completion of
tasks for college at Washington, so that there are multiple opportunities for students to
access a path to college, is intentional. Students and staff expect to hear her
announcements about upcoming events like FAFSA, college representative visits,
campus visits, and scholarships on the intercom and see them on the electronic bulletin
boards. She makes these announcements and then has students sign up for events and
trips on a list outside her office door. Two big campus visits out of the region were
coming up on the day of my observation and students were well versed in who had signed
up as well as which students were selected to attend based on a variety of factors
(previous visits, grade level, GPA, etc.). These activities also provide opportunities and
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openings for students to venture into her corner by themselves or with a friend and to be
publicly acknowledged for taking those steps.
The most talked about public display of student accomplishments along the
college-bound path was the giant map of acceptances on the back wall of Ms. Luna’s
office. Shane and Sofia described the map with awe and appreciation for all the time it
took her to print, cut out, and position student faces next to their accepted institutions.
Ms. Luna thinks the map helps motivate students to push themselves to do more when
they see their peers getting accepted. She said, “When they get to see their classmates up
there, then it's like, "Hey, I should've probably applied to one more school.’” Focus
group participants seem to agree with both sentiments and got excited when Curtis added
the map to a description of Ms. Luna’s office:
Curtis: Another thing I like, when we’re in her room with that wall with all our
pictures.
[Multiple students at the same time]: Oh yeah! It’s so cool!
Michelle: It motivates you to apply.
Meredith: To see your pictures?
Diamond: No, because you see all your friends, you're like, [sigh] "They're going
to this college and I’m trying to be on there too."
Diamond’s statement that she is “trying to be on there too,” is significant because she
indicates the opportunity is not just about projecting her own place on the wall, but seeing
the accomplishments of her peers makes her want to achieve the same thing. She did not
verbally echo Nyssa’s words that, “If they can do it, then I can do it,” but her reaction
suggests that the sentiment rings true for her too.
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In one day of observations, I noted three different instances of student
engagement with the map of acceptances, indicating its important role to mediate student
actions, reactions, and social identities. The first interaction with the map was just a
simple statement from a student visiting Ms. Luna for candy and commenting about how
far away some of the institutions were from “Westridge.” The next example was a
student who had been in the office for a few minutes silently looking at the wall before
asking Ms. Luna, “She’s going to all those colleges?” Ms. Luna explained instead that
those were just all the places the student had been accepted. Finally, at one point Ms.
Luna stepped out of her office for a few minutes and a student who remained in her office
stood up to look closely at the wall while he waited for her return. Clearly, the map of
student acceptances elicits student attention. The exchanges I observed in just one day
indicate that students engaged with the public display of student positioning on the path
to college in direct and indirect ways. Whether or not they proclaim, “If they can do it, I
can do it” aloud or just in their own minds, the map illustrates a public and purposeful
symbol, a mediating artifact, students use to identify and claim a publicly recognized
position on the path to college.
Peer dynamics at Washington High suggest a unique college-bound figured
world that enables Ms. Luna and her physical space to both reach and embrace new
students and to publicly position students who have already claimed a college-bound
identity. Public artifacts found throughout Ms. Luna’s office and the college corner, as
well as the larger school building, expand the college-bound figured world and the
opportunities for students to try on new possible identities while illuminating the constant
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presence of status and social positioning within the figured world as students compare,
compete and perhaps, push each other.
Role modeling for reassurance. When Nyssa shared the inner thoughts she has
upon seeing someone else accomplish what she wants to accomplish –“If they did it, then
I can do it,” she unveiled an important emotional need she (and other students) look to
Ms. Luna to help meet. Nyssa continued, “And she just shows me that, like she’s living,
breathing proof of what I can do.” Serving as proof of what Nyssa and other students can
do, illustrates the way Ms. Luna helps to role model new student identities and their
aspirations for the future. In addition to telling herself, “If they did it,” Nyssa is also
effectively announcing that “If Ms. Luna did it, then I can to.”
Near-peer role modeling. Serving as a role model to students at Washington is
constant and intentional for Ms. Luna because of her personal connection to student
experiences, doubts, and fears. She draws from her own, recent, experiences to create a
picture of herself that is accessible and relatable to many students. As a near-peer, she
tells me the same story she expresses often to students in order to role model new
possibilities:
College was not in my cards, but I made a card of mine, like I chose that. Despite
the background that I came from, and the path that I was going on. And so having
them, I think letting them see that there is a possibility to, you know, to overcome
all the struggles…makes it a lot easier for them to, you know, see somebody like,
"Hey man, Ms. Luna is doing it!"
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Ms. Luna does not just talk to students about her past struggles and choices to get to
college, but continues to serve as a role model for students because she is open about
overcoming ongoing challenges even after completing college:
They know that I work multiple jobs. They know that it's still a struggle for me as
well. But, they can kinda see, like that light in the tunnel or it's like, you know,
I'm not gonna give up and I'm gonna keep trying. Even though it's not gonna be
the same path as somebody that has, like straight A's or whatever the case might
be.
I do not know if Ms. Luna meant the “light at the end of the tunnel” but her word choice the “light in the tunnel” powerfully exemplifies what she tries to express to students as a
role model for them. As a near-peer, Ms. Luna is still in the tunnel and although she may
be further along the path than her students, she is still in the thick of the struggle with
them.
By serving as an example of determination and light for students, Ms. Luna
reassures them they too will need to persist in the face of difficulty, fear, and doubt.
Nyssa agreed with this view of Ms. Luna as a role model:
Luna is definitely a role model especially, being a woman of color. Like, she
would always tell me like, how I have to work 10 times harder being a woman of
color because it’s just how things are. And how she does things and just her in
general, and how she just keeps calm and she does, she keeps going. Like, going
back to school, I really salute her for that 'cause, that's a lot. And doing her job
and having another job.
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Previously Nyssa had shared that her mom was an important figure in her life, pushing
and supporting her dreams to go to college. So I probed Nyssa for the distinction
between Ms. Luna as a woman of color and her mom asking, “It sounds like your mom
was really, is really pushing you to go to college too. How is it different?” She replied
definitively, “Well, ‘cause Luna finished.” Ultimately, the fact that Ms. Luna succeeded
through challenges to make it to college and complete her degree serves to establish more
trust in her encouragement about what it takes to make it on this particular path.
Alicia also sees Ms. Luna as a role model and indicates she plays an aspirational
role for her as she transitions through major milestones in life:
I'm not really big on trusting people when it comes to, like life situations, but
probably because she's going through it and I'm kind of reaching up there to
where she's at right now, that's probably why I trust her.
Trusting Ms. Luna as a near-peer who has both finished college but is still currently
“going through it,” or who at least has gotten farther down the tunnel, appears to be
significant for students at Washington. Student participants suggest that in addition to
peers, they look to adults they can compare to and identify with in order to tell
themselves, “If they did it, then I can do it.”
Student need for reassurance. Students at both ends of the academic hierarchy
openly seek reassurance from Ms. Luna that they “can do it.” By recognizing what is
said and unsaid, Ms. Luna acknowledges their fears and encourages them to persist. In
doing so, she provides critical emotional support to students worried about their place on
the post-secondary path and ultimate success after high school. Nyssa said that this is a
fundamental difference between Ms. Luna and other supportive teachers at Washington
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who want to help encourage students because she is more “normal,” or more similar to
students:
Okay, like, our teachers at Washington, we have some really smart teachers and
… I'm not saying Luna's not really smart but I'm saying like, how do I say this?
For someone like, who didn't score like 36s on their ACT and do all this, like she
wasn't like this all-star this and that, and to see that someone normal, like, did
good things too, it's like refreshing 'cause it's like, “Okay, well, it's not going to be
that hard after all."
Nyssa was worried about her academic readiness for college and proposed that
reassurance from Ms. Luna is different because she also felt academically unprepared to
succeed in college and worried about how she would compare to students from other
schools in college. This is the same student described earlier who believed Ms. Luna
over her counselor because Ms. Luna “knows” her and understands her fears. However,
adding another layer of complexity to the story indicates that Nyssa also believed Ms.
Luna because she understands and knows her anxieties and need for reassurance about
her academic abilities – Ms. Luna knew she was “scared of failure.” As a result, Nyssa
believes in and frequently seeks out Ms. Luna’s reassurances to combat this fear:
She always just tells me, "Just never giving up and just keep working as hard as
you can because you can only benefit from it.” … But she would always, she
always tells me like, "Nyssa, you're gonna succeed anywhere you go.”
Students at Washington want to hear those words from Ms. Luna because she has
recently been to college and because she is open with them about her own academic
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struggles. In doing so, she serves as a rare role model for how to overcome academic
barriers common to students at Washington.
Although teachers at Washington seem to be supportive of students and want to
help them get to college, it is possible Ms. Luna is more adept at addressing student
emotional needs for reassurance because not long ago she had to overcome similar
academic and psychological obstacles. Ms. Luna is a rare role model in this way because
Shane recalled that two teachers he really likes said they got a 31 and a 33 on their ACTs
and describes that it is common for teachers to talk about their own paths to college and
share their ACT scores when students ask. For context and comparison, the average ACT
score for students at Washington High in 2016 was 17.4, ranking it 342 out of 386
schools in the state. Students may ask teachers what their ACT scores are in order to
compare, sort, and position themselves on the path to college. However, when they hear
that teachers tend to score well above their own scores, they may actually become less
confident in thinking “If they can do it, then I can do it.”
Self-doubt about being able to succeed in college was latent in my observations
and interviews at Washington and reveals why Ms. Luna’s experience and reassurance is
so powerful. Insecurity plagued Sofia, the “straight A,” driven student who has
accomplished all that her teachers have asked of her and pushed herself to be at the top of
the school’s academic hierarchy. Despite having a 4.0 GPA, she believed Washington’s
“advanced courses are just like [other school’s] normal courses.” She told me that
despite taking it multiple times, her ACT score was still only an 18, when she “should be
getting, like in the 30s.” She intimated that she talks to Ms. Luna a lot about her selfdoubt and confidence in her academic preparation because she questions her ability to
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succeed in college. For her, Ms. Luna’s reassurance and role modeling helps to combat
those voices:
Basically, like she just reminds me that no matter what…Like, “You have all this
stuff going on in your life that you can still make it. There's no excuse not to
make it.” Like she's like, “I did not have good grades. I barely passed, you know,
but you see me, still here trying.” And you know I think she says she inspires a lot
you know. ‘Cause I am fortunate to have good grades and everything and a roof
over my head. And she makes it like, “It does not matter where you come from,
you can always rise above it.”
Sofia and Nyssa were not the only students to illustrate the impact of Ms. Luna’s
reassurance in helping them overcome mental barriers about their potential for success in
college. This reassuring role was on display constantly during my day-long observation,
especially since ACT scores had just been released and students were signing up for the
next testing date. Students shared a lot of disappointment in the scores they received and
dread about taking the test again with each other and Ms. Luna.
One student meeting stood out to me on this day, however, because of the
pervasive need the student had for Ms. Luna’s reassurance during their nearly hour-long
session at the beginning of the day. It was the first one-on-one meeting between Ms.
Luna and this female, who last year earned a coveted five-year scholarship worth $50,000
to attend any college in the region. Now, in the fall of her senior year, the quiet student
was lagging behind in completing steps to use the scholarship. She had not yet started
her FAFSA, explored or applied to any institutions, or met with Ms. Luna because most
of her school day was spent at an off-site technical school learning about cosmetology.
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Through the wide-ranging session with Ms. Luna where she started the FAFSA, and
shared that she has a 3.8 GPA, the student asked Ms. Luna a series of telling questions,
included below without Ms. Luna’s candid and personal responses:
What school did you go to?...Was it hard?...Why didn’t you go to a community
college?... I don’t know where to start looking…. I worry about my GPA, like, my
grades….The teachers will help me?... I don’t know how to find the
programs…But don’t the teachers not help you at college, like not care about
you?
These questions were heartbreaking to hear as an educator, but they struck at the heart of
the students’ fears about college. The student, a white female, did not ask about Ms.
Luna’s family or her music tastes and they did not exchange playful or youthful banter,
but her need for information, guidance, and especially emotional reassurance, was
powerful because it was so direct and honest.
Students at Washington demonstrate a desire for reassurance and emotional
support from Ms. Luna, which she provides eagerly based on her own experiences. She
is explicit and direct in these moments because she still vividly remembers how
overwhelming the transition to college was for her and she wants to address their fears
with hope and reassurance:
It was very, very intimidating. Very intimidating like, that process in general….
In order for me to overcome, you know, fear of doing something completely
different from what your family is not aware of, I think of that. Like, I want to
show students that there is hope to do better, that there is better out there for us,
instead of just, you know, going through that same cycle our family goes through.
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And a lot of times their questions are filled with that fear. It will always be there,
but some of it has to go.
Ms. Luna’s words and her life serve as reassurances to students that they “can do it” too,
even if they are afraid. As a role model, she openly shares her own story because she
suggested, “I feel like a lot of the times it's just easier for them to, you know, to hear that
it's gonna be okay from somebody that has either been in the exact same position or
worse.” In sharing her own position and personal history, Ms. Luna uses a form of
historical capital to connect and provide emotional support to students and positions them
to also be able to overcome similar psychological obstacles in their path to college.
“If they did it, then I can do it” conclusion. For students and Ms. Luna, the
highs and the lows of life seem to flow easily and openly while visiting her office at
Washington. Students are very much aware of their social and academic circles and the
resulting peer dynamics make for very public positioning about everyone’s place on the
path to college. Artifacts like the map of acceptances stand out to students and amplify
spoken and unspoken sentiments about whether students can accomplish the same things
as their peers. For students who doubt their abilities to be successful, Ms. Luna stands
out as an important role model because not only has she recently completed college, she
did so only after overcoming a variety of obstacles. Her reassurances that they can do it
too, were meaningful and necessary for many student participants in this study.
Case Summary
The case of Washington High School and Ms. Camila Luna is rich with examples
of how near-peer mentoring works within an environment of student flexibility and open
access to support from teachers and Ms. Luna. However, the nature of Ms. Luna’s deep
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and openly shared association with the personal and social background of students “from
the same neighborhood” pervades almost all interactions she has with students in this
study and beyond. Because she “gets” them and they see her as “one of us,” Ms. Luna is
uniquely able to transcend the typical boundaries of youth cultural dynamics to connect
with students over new forms of cultural capital found in music, popular culture, race and
socioeconomics, language and personal history. She maneuvers through these exchanges
with both authenticity and professional insight in order to provide students critical
information and navigational guidance about life and college.
Fundamentally, the data indicate that both instrumental and relational needs of
students are addressed in the publicly accessible space surrounding her office as they
seek out critical advice and step-by-step guidance, as well as a strong need for emotional
support and reassurance throughout the path. Ms. Luna helps student navigate the tricky
and challenging path to college and provides aspirational guidance to them as a near-peer
role model they can relate to and strive to emulate in order to create an image of their
own possible future self. The overarching themes of this case, and the voices of students
and Ms. Luna – “A lot of it has to do with, I get it,” “We’re gonna take it one step at a
time,” and “If they did it, then I can do it” – illustrate the important role Ms. Luna’s
personal background plays in the nature of what and how she provides a space and
opportunities for students to position themselves and be positioned on a path toward
college.
The college-bound figured world at Washington was a symbolic sphere of social
processes, signals, and interactions that extended throughout the school but was
physically centered within and just outside Ms. Luna’s office. The practices and
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activities which established roles, constructed identities, and positioned members of the
college-bound figured world were widely accessible at Washington because of the
physical location and constant flow of students through the hallway corner of Ms. Luna’s
office. Student participants in the study and active members of the college-bound figured
world indicated that the physical area around Ms. Luna was not just for those seeking a
college-bound identity, but was also a place for seniors to congregate and socially interact
with each other. Additionally, because her office was located directly across from the
credit recovery classroom, students who may have otherwise been far from imagining a
college-bound path and identity could easily engage with peers, artifacts, and Ms. Luna
as a primary actor within the figurative world. As a result, students at Washington had
multiple and varied opportunities to explore, construct, and perform possible identities
around “being” college-bound.
Public artifacts like the map of acceptances and extensive peer interactions within
the college-bound figured world at Washington also illustrated a dynamic physical and
symbolic space where students could accessibly perform a college-bound identity. Such
coordination was active and always with an awareness of the individual and social
positioning within the college-bound relational hierarchy – essentially signaling and
defining with agency “who I am” in relation to others. Finally, Ms. Luna’s intentional
and strategic efforts to connect with students and build authentic relationships based on
multiple elements of shared cultural capital, illustrate a college-bound figured world at
Washington that embraced and valued student multiple identities – past, present, and
future. Ms. Luna utilized cultural artifacts like youth, language, music, and signals to her
past to shape and sustain the college-bound figured world at Washington to help students
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socially construct and enact a particular college-bound identity while also recognizing the
unique identity work and negotiations required to navigate other social and cultural
contexts.
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Chapter 7: Cross-Case Synthesis, Discussion and Implications
Through an exploration of three different mentors and high schools, this study sought
better understandings of the unique intersection between mentoring tools, near-peer
mentor backgrounds, and social contexts around the process of students “becoming”
college-bound. By examining the balance of instrumental and relational (Keller, 2007)
tools, the study sought to focus attention on the often overlooked relational features of
near-peer mentoring for college. Specifically, through a theoretical framework that
brought together theories of figured worlds (Holland et al., 1998) and critical notions of
capital (Carter, 2003, 2005; Stanton-Salazar, 2011; Yosso, 2005) individual cases
revealed some of the sociological and psychological - the social and the personal features and impacts of near-peer mentoring for college. In focusing the inquiry on nearpeer mentors serving schools with less than 50% of seniors typically going to college and
large percentages of students from historically marginalized communities, analysis of
these cases also sought to uncover various components of near-peer mentoring within
these environments and especially, how such features may have made a difference for
students who often face additional societal and psychological barriers around accessing
college. In particular, the research questions which framed this study were:
1. How do near-peer mentors leverage instrumental and relational tools in their work to
help high school students overcome various barriers to college?
a. How are expanded notions of capital accessed and used in the mentoring
process?
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2. How do the personal backgrounds of near-peer mentors and students shape the
mentoring process, in particular, the mentor’s use of instrumental and relational
tools?
3. Within the school, how do near-peer mentors create real and figurative spaces, or
figured worlds, for students to see themselves as and ultimately become collegebound?
a. What defines the figured world?
b. How are these figured worlds different or similar with different near-peer
mentors and in different schools?
The preceding three cases of near-peer mentoring for college describe unique
school contexts, mentor backgrounds, and approaches to mentoring. While data and
analysis from each case generated distinct overarching themes, examining them together
also highlights significant and meaningful overlaps and patterns. In order to reflect upon
the common themes, categories, and codes relevant to the research questions and
ultimately compare theoretical threads across all cases, Table 7.1 includes the primary
overarching themes for each case. Before directly addressing the research questions
through a discussion of the conceptual framework, a cross-case synthesis of the major
commonalities and differences between cases will be provided and explored. Finally,
implications for research and practice will summarize theoretical contributions of the
study and offer suggestions for educators and mentoring program administrators as well
as possibilities for further inquiry.
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Table 7.1: Major Themes by Case
Jackson High and Ms. Cecilia Hayden
“School isn’t a place for relationships”: Accessing the college-bound figured world
“Big sister vibes”: Building relationships through shared cultural capital
“Pushing me to get to where I wanna be”: Balancing instrumental & relational support
Golden High and Ms. Joslyn Faith
“Everybody talks to everybody”: Social capital within the college-bound figured world
“She comes to you with open doors”: Physical & perceptual access to the figured world
“When people push us, it makes us feel better”: Using relational tools to share capital
Washington High and Ms. Camila Luna
“A lot of it has to do with, I get it”: Strong relationships through shared cultural capital
“We’re gonna take it one step at a time”: Balancing instrumental and relational tools
“If they did it, then I can do it”: Sharing new forms of capital within the figured world
The overarching themes for each case are described through student and mentor
words listed in Table 7.1 which illustrate fundamental features of near-peer mentoring
common across all three cases. After identifying the most common and reoccurring
themes and sub-themes that emerged across the cases, I categorized and grouped these
new themes together for cross-case interpretation and a comparison of similarities and
variations among cases. As a result, the most prominent cross-case themes include:
1. Within the college-bound figured world near-peer mentors (and sometimes
others) shared expanded/critical social capital to support students envisioning
and enacting college-bound identities.
2. Student-mentor relationships were grounded in shared non-dominant cultural
capital.
3. Near-peer mentors pushed students to navigate over informational and
psychological barriers to college with emotional support.
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Within the College-Bound Figured World, Near-Peer Mentors (and Sometimes
Others) Shared Expanded/Critical Social Capital to Support Students Envisioning
and Enacting College-Bound Identities
Observations provided the most powerful images of the social landscape of each
school, as well as the way students interacted with each other, their mentor, and other
adults in the building for support. The sub-themes that emerged included: (a)
accessibility to the mentor and figured world limited or expanded access to college-bound
possibilities (b) near-peer mentors shared expanded/critical social capital and at some
schools, peers and other adults did too. Social capital illustrated the ways students were
known and supported through relationships with each other and adults within the collegebound figured world at each school.
Accessibility to the mentor and figured world limited or expanded access to
college-bound possibilities. Although schools and mentors were not selected for
participation in the study based on any particular insight about the school culture, social
landscape, or college-bound figured world, a fascinating spectrum emerged from my
experience in each school. One of the most prominent features in each case, which
threads an important element of each school’s unique figured world for developing a
college-bound identity, related to variations in mentor physical accessibility and office
space. Access to the mentors was regulated by the policies and practices of each school,
as well as the physical locations of mentor offices within the building. Additionally,
accessibility to artifacts within and near each mentor space reflected the extent to which
each school seemed to want the college-bound figured world to extend.
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For example, along this spectrum, visualized in Figure 7.2, Jackson High allowed
for limited face-to-face student access to Ms. Hayden and the college-bound figured
world but Washington High allowed extensive and almost constant student face-to-face
access and interaction with Ms. Luna as well as widespread exposure to college-related
information and artifacts - mediating tools within the college-bound figured world.
Figure 7.2: Mentor and Figured World Accessibility by School

Least
Accessible

Most
Accessible

Students along this spectrum were not only allowed to visit with their mentors
with increasing frequency and ease, such access also allowed them to interact with each
other and multiple college-related artifacts. Golden High is not illustrated as far along
the continuum as Washington because although students described Ms. Faith’s “open
door” office and accessibility, students could not congregate in this space to complete
tasks like they could outside Ms. Luna’s office at Washington and college-related
artifacts were mostly found inside her office. Unlike the senior cafeteria at Washington
where students had access to rotating bulletin boards with college information, Ms. Faith
avoided the Golden High cafeteria because it was not a conducive space to interact with
students about college. Students at Washington were asked via multiple bulletin boards
inside and out of the counseling suite about their future paths after high school and as a
result, college was promoted as a potential post-secondary path available to everyone. In
contrast, at Jackson High, Ms. Hayden’s attempts to visibly promote college in one
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hallway were generally informational in nature and competed for space and attention with
banners for attendance and academic expectations.
Student-to-student peer interactions as well as student-to-mentor interactions
increased along this accessibility spectrum as students were able to see each other
accessing the figured world by tackling the tasks to go to college and getting direct
assistance from their mentors. Ms. Hayden was limited in her ability to engage with
students because her office was located within the very quiet counseling suite and
students had only a short amount of time between classes to drop-in for support. Since
Jackson students needed passes to see Ms. Hayden for more than a quick passing period
exchange, access to her support and the college-bound figured world required more
structure, coordination, and student agency. In contrast, Ms. Luna was often
overwhelmed by the number of students stopping by her corner because they perceived
the area to not only be a place for advice and help with college-related tasks, but a social
area where seniors could spend extended time doing homework or talking to each other.
Mentor accessibility at Golden positions the school further along the spectrum than
Jackson because students did talk about visiting with Ms. Faith in small groups, but the
location of her office in the same suite as the assistant principal and directly across from
his secretary meant that she and the college-bound figured world were not as widely
accessible as at Washington where the mentor and the figured world could be accessed by
simply walking through the hallway.
In effect, flexible and easy physical accessibility for Golden and Washington
students, meant the mentor office area often acted as a hub of activity, interactions, and
support around college – the physical and metaphorical center of each school’s college-
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bound figured world. In contrast, students at Jackson could still access support from the
mentor and the figured world during the school day, but typically as a planned destination
and with much less peer and social interaction. Students at Jackson and Ms. Hayden
seem to have internalized the informal philosophy of the school as a place for structure
and instruction, perhaps prioritizing the academic preparation necessary for students to be
successful in college rather than the need for instrumental and relational support to get
there, as well as the intense identity work it takes to simply step along the path. The
college-bound figured world at Jackson was still physically centered around Ms.
Hayden’s office, but the overall accessibility and artifacts signaling the symbolic space
were more controlled and limited than at Golden and Washington.
The spectrum of mentor accessibility directly ties to opportunities students had in
each school to participate in the figured world around college and the psychological
agency, effort, and risks associated with taking up a college-bound identity by stepping
on that path. With limited physical access to the figured world and its related artifacts,
like at Jackson, students needed to be strategic and deliberate about visiting the space and
positioning themselves as being college-bound. However, because of the constant flow
of students passing through Ms. Luna’s space and visiting her corner of the counseling
suite at Washington for social and college-related assistance, students there were able to
openly and easily explore a path to college and the identities, practices, beliefs, and
dispositions of the college-bound figured world before stepping fully onto it. College
related artifacts, bulletin boards, handouts, and figurative windows to this world were not
just in her office, but outside in the hallway, in the senior cafeteria and in other hallways
in the building. Therefore, mentor accessibility mattered for more than just access to
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solid information and guidance about college, but also opportunities students had to
explore, imagine, position and then perform as being college-bound through asking
questions, completing tasks, and ultimately perhaps, publicly seeking acceptance and
identifying with others along the same path or within the figured world.
Near-peer mentors shared expanded/critical social capital and at some
schools, peers and other adults did too. Schools with more social support from peers
and adults made a difference for how easily students were able to position themselves and
be positioned on a path to college in order to benefit from the support available within the
college-bound figured world. Major themes and sub-themes for each case linked
elements of school culture to individual student access for information and support –
traditional and expanded notions of social capital essentially flowing throughout the
college-bound figured world. Sources of social support at each school are important
because such dynamics indicate whether the mentor acted as a unique provider of support
to students within the overall college-bound figured world. Additionally, having multiple
sources of support provide context for the nature of social capital available to students
within the school as well as the college-bound figured worlds that mentors enabled at
each school.
Jackson High. For student participants at Jackson High, Ms. Hayden was the
primary source for information about college at the school, even though these exchanges
were often very quick or required passes and planning. Students did not exhibit or talk
about strong relationships with other teachers or counselors and I observed few
interactions among students, teachers, and counselors, even over lunch when students in
other schools are often the most socially engaged. Ms. Hayden also noted the lack of
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school engagement and overall school spirit between students and adults in the building.
The belief from one student that “school isn’t a place for relationships” is a telling
indicator that Ms. Hayden’s efforts to build relationships with students, her “big sister
vibes,” made her stand out at Jackson. In this case, a lack of strong social supports for
students from peers and other adults is significant because, when paired with limited
accessibility to Ms. Hayden, it speaks to the overall features of the figured world at
Jackson. Students could seek out Ms. Hayden for support and even introduce their
friends to her, but a lack of social networking between peers and adults in the school
meant that these interactions and efforts to envision and enact a college-bound identity
necessitated much more purposeful agency on the part of students.
The social dynamics at Jackson are also important to the construction and
maintenance of the overall figured world and the ability of new participants to gain
membership. Specifically, because students had to first be accepted as a member of the
figured world in order to enact such a college-bound identity, there were fewer
opportunities for students to try on or perform “as-if” they were college-bound. In
needing passes to see Ms. Hayden and access the physical space associated with being
college-bound, teachers, administrators, and peers at Jackson must first recognize
students as participants in the college-bound figured world. As a result, access to the
college-bound figured world required risk-taking for students who had not previously
demonstrated an interest, aptitude, or public identity around college. For example,
teachers may question or symbolically reject a student’s request for a pass to see Ms.
Hayden if they had not already established or performed an accepted identity as being
college-bound. Imagine a teacher or peer asking a student with a low GPA, “Why would
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you need to talk to Ms. Hayden?” Such a scenario is plausible and means that for some
students, creating a new college-bound identity at Jackson potentially requires significant
individual agency as well as strategic social attempts to mediate old and new possibilities
about identities of being college-bound.
Although I only observed and interacted with students already exercising
membership in the college-bound figured world, student participants did indicate some
instances where friends introduced each other to Ms. Hayden and the figured world.
Such instances provide evidence of the power of social capital and individual social
networks to provide access to the college-bound figured world and its instrumental and
relational rewards.
Golden High. The social dynamics at Golden were very different than Jackson
because students were extensively engaged with, familiar, and supportive of each other.
Although the college-bound figured world did center around Ms. Faith, the figurative
bounds of this world also followed her as she moved throughout the building and
extended to wide student networks as well as a handful of teachers. The College
Ambassador club at Golden was very active and peer-to-peer support around collegerelated activities and tasks were facilitated by student leaders of the school, often acting
as an extension of Ms. Faith by sharing information and promoting her assistance and
approachability to peers – essentially offering welcoming and continuous access to the
figured world. In such instances, the college-bound figured world at Golden was also
able to extend as an imagined or metaphorical space beyond the physical bounds of Ms.
Faith’s office. Students at Golden spoke of a small number but consistent group of
teachers they could go to for support about college which also extended the college-
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bound figured world into additional classrooms and networks of people. Unfortunately,
counselors at Golden were not seen as sources of college-related information or support
for students and so they were not meaningful actors within the college-bound figured
world.
Overall, peer social networking and social capital at Golden was strong and these
bonds of peer-led encouragement facilitated expansive exposure to Ms. Faith’s
instrumental and relational support and the figured world of college. As a school with
100% of the students participating in free or reduced lunch and with 90% students of
color, students at Golden were well aware of the many systemic, financial, informational,
and emotional challenges facing students getting to college. Students already firmly
positioned at the top of the school’s social and academic hierarchy, and well established
in Golden’s college-bound figured world, enthusiastically welcomed, advocated, and
encouraged their peers to join them. As a result of these social supports, the collegebound figured world at Golden was, compared to Jackson, a more accessible symbolic
space where students positioned themselves and helped each other imagine and aspire to
participate with Ms. Faith and the tools and support she represented.
Washington High. Although Ms. Luna was the primary source of information
and relational support for college, Washington students offered the names of many
teachers and counselors who also supported their academic, social, and college-related
needs. Additionally, because students spent so much time together in and around Ms.
Luna’s office, peers engaged each other extensively as actors within the college-bound
figured world at Washington. While peers offered support and acknowledgement to each
other, students also constantly organized, sorted, and positioned each other within the
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college-bound figured world. The many physical artifacts and public nature of promoting
college enabled Washington students to know where their peers might be headed after
high school. Therefore, while the figured world sometimes allowed students to bridge
social cliques and form new social networks of support because of shared experiences
completing tasks for college, public positioning and even competition was also a feature
of the figurative space for college at Washington.
Overall, in addition to the near-peer mentor, students at each school were
surrounded by various actors who served as sources of support and social capital.
Analysis of these social and school dynamics highlighted distinctions between the role
each mentor played in supporting students compared to others – whether they were the
only one in the building students turned to for support, or whether they were one of
many. Such distinctions both define and describe the extent of the boundaries and
permeability of the college-bound figured world and highlight the dynamic ways students
and adults interacted at each school. The extent of these interactions underscores the
network of social capital within each school’s college-bound figured world, as well as
how the figured world was accessed through these relationships among actors and their
relationships.
Student-Mentor Relationships Grounded in Shared Non-Dominant Cultural Capital
Cultural capital shared to build student and mentor relationships was another prominent
cross-case theme that emerged from synthesis of each case. Student and mentor
reflections on these relationships indicated they often initiated from and built on
individual mentor characteristics that helped students see mentors as approachable and
relatable near-peers. Despite differences in mentor demographics and backgrounds and
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the extent to which they shared personal interests and details, student participants
overwhelmingly indicated they had strong relationships with their mentors based on
elements of shared cultural capital.
The dynamic chemistry between the key features of student-mentor relationships
indicate that students seemed to build relationships of trust and support with their
mentors using any and all characteristics or information available, even when it was
based on assumptions. Cultural commonalities, socioeconomic backgrounds, and
interests between students and mentors may have been different at each school or for
each student, but overall approachability or perceptual accessibility was grounded in a
combination of influences and outlined in three subthemes: (a) sharing personal
information, (b) youth cultural capital, and perhaps (c) cultural capital based on race.
These sub-themes illustrate the unique way elements of student and mentor cultural
capital were shared to build relationships.
Sharing personal information served as historical cultural capital. While
mentors shared varying levels of information about their personal interests and
background - forms of cultural capital - with students across cases, students seemed to
connect with whatever features were available to them to develop supportive
relationships over time and repeated exposure. Personal information could have been
about fashion, family, music tastes, past life experiences, or many other possibilities.
Because this information was shared in order to connect with students, such features
suggest they combine to form a unique type of cultural capital grounded in personal
information, interests, and history. Interestingly, visualizing the spectrum of shared
information about their own background and interests positions mentors in the same
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distribution as their physical and figured world accessibility, illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Ms. Hayden at Jackson High is to the left end of the continuum, with the least amount of
personal background and information shared with students and Ms. Luna at Washington
is at the far right, with significant personal background and interests shared with students.
Ms. Faith is positioned in-between, sharing just enough information “to make [students]
comfortable.”
Figure 7.3: Mentor Levels of Personal Sharing
Least
Sharing of
Personal
Info

Most
Sharing of
Personal
Info

Since there is no standard for how much personal information mentors should or
can share with students (beyond maintaining standard professional boundaries), this
visual does not mean that sharing more information was necessarily more impactful for
building strong relationships or offering a range of informational and emotional support
to students because students at every school indicated they had developed strong bonds
with their mentors and received elements of both instrumental and relational support.
However, across all schools, students connected with features of near-peer mentors they
could easily see, especially age and perhaps race as they developed relationships.
Youth cultural capital was a key feature of near-peer mentoring. Students
consistently noted the role of youthfulness in helping to create trusting relationships with
their near-peer mentors, especially when contrasted with other adults in their buildings.
Generally, this youthfulness was evidenced by mentor approachability and positivity and
helped mentors be seen as trusted sources of information about college and life after high
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school, because they had so recently been in college. Additionally, because mentors
were nearer to students’ ages than many staff in their buildings, students felt that their
mentors understood more about where they were coming from in life and perhaps valued
some of the same things.
Although it is difficult to define, these values and understanding may speak to
forms of youth cultural capital near-peer mentors naturally used to access student trust
and build relationships because youth cultural capital embodies multiple forms of capital
valued by youth to socially identify and reward each other. Building off of the work of
Carter (2003), as a non-dominant form of capital, youth cultural capital can embrace any
number of context-driven markers within a school – dress, language, stance toward
authority, music, community ties, and virtually any tool that provides students with
resources unavailable to “outsiders” or adults. Mentors who were able to share personal
stories and interests with students potentially had access to multiple sources of youth
cultural capital in order to build multi-dimensional relationships with students.
Although connections to youth cultural capital were present across all cases, in
comparing student descriptions of their relationship bonds, mentors who shared more
commonalities, or youth cultural capital, with students also developed powerful social
and emotional bonds with students. For example, Ms. Luna openly shared personal
interests to confirm authentic youth cultural capital, and as a result, student relationships
ran wide and deep. However, even without Ms. Hayden or Ms. Faith actively discussing
or visibly sharing many of their interests outside of school, students at Jackson and
Golden assumed their mentors shared some of their same values because of their age –
music, friends, movies, etc. Ultimately, when opportunities existed to connect with
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mentors on personal terms (neighborhoods, fashion, pop culture, etc.), students noticed
and connected, but even without many examples of shared interests or backgrounds,
students still felt and talked about strong (and growing) relationships with their mentors.
Cultural capital based on race promoted trust. One area of visible connection
students may have felt was associated with a shared racial background, either because of
direct commonality or simply because the mentors were women of color and most
participants were students of color. Students did not address the race of their mentor
when asked about the many ways they related or connected, but all three mentors, by
contrast, did discuss the importance of race in their ability to access student trust, build
strong relationships, and support students along the path to college. Ms. Hayden believed
a shared racial background allowed her make connections with students who had few
other Black models in the school and for those connections to be stronger. Ms. Faith
believed that having race in common with students allowed students to feel more
comfortable with her because she could understand them better than a mentor from a nonBlack background. Similarly, Ms. Luna believed her background as a person of color
resonated with students who could trust her ability to meaningfully “get” them and the
challenges they face in society. In different ways, each mentor felt they intentionally
worked to build connections to students, to access shared racial capital, but that as Ms.
Hayden indicated, “hav[ing] a heart to serve a group of students” did not mean that was
the only or even the primary building block in their relationships with students.
The data and overall analysis suggest race did play a role in the way students
connected with their mentors to share access to cultural capital and develop meaningful
and trusting relationships. However, the nuances of these bonds with students were
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intertwined with other characteristics (like age) as well as the ways mentors expressed to
students that they cared about them, believed in them, and encouraged them to aspire to
success in their future pursuits – for college and life. Students overwhelmingly suggested
the college-bound figured world at each school was a physical and symbolic space where
they could be themselves and feel understood, where they could be chill and relaxed,
even when they were worried about their ACT score or a college acceptance. Such an
environment evoked a “vibe” where student-mentor relationships promoted students
feeling accepted for who they were, whether that was because these relationships were
more youthful and less “uptight” than those with teachers or because the figured worlds
revolved around near-peer mentors who were women of color and enabled students to
feel celebrated and at ease in their own skin. Disentangling these nuances of identity and
cultural capital, if it is even possible, requires more research, especially since students did
not openly reflect on the role of race in their relationships.
There are several potential reasons why students did not openly talk with me
about racial connections to their mentor, most notably my own whiteness and the fact that
I did not initiate direct conversations about race. Although it is unclear exactly how race
and race-based cultural capital impacted relationships between students and mentors,
there is still strong evidence to indicate that it did play a mediating role, especially since
the mentors spoke to this point directly and indicated a belief that it was a mutual factor
in their relationships with students. More research with mentors of different backgrounds
is clearly needed to explore the many nuances in the way race facilitates relationship
building between students and near-peer mentors.
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Near-Peer Mentors Pushed Students to Navigate Informational and Psychological
Barriers to College with Emotional Support
Having relationships and bonds with students did seem to provide more
opportunities for mentors to use relational tools to push students toward a potential
college future with (a) instrumental support, (b) step-by-step guidance, and (c)
reassurance. Such relational tools are examples of navigational and aspirational capital
(Yosso, 2005) offered to students to help them navigate the path to college – a systemic
and societal path that requires additional psychological and emotional support for some
students. Students across cases repeatedly used the term “pushing” to describe the
instrumental and step-by-step guidance mentors provided as well as the way this pushing
served to reassure and motivate them about their future along the path to and through
college. As they pushed with instrumental and relational tools, mentors acted as
institutional agents (Stanton-Salazar, 2011) to support students through accomplishing
the technical skills and tasks, and for some students, addressed important emotional needs
for aspiration and reassurance along the path.
Instrumental support was foundational to overcoming barriers to college.
Instrumental and informational support about college and the many steps on the path to
college was a consistent feature in all three cases of this study. Students accessed this
technical support in nearly all exchanges with their mentor I observed throughout the
day-long observation and spoke often about the help of their mentor in completing tasks
with accurate information. For example, given the time of the year, mentors extensively
shared information and resources about the ACT (deadlines, registrations, etc.) as well as
college applications, scholarships, and financial aid with students. These informational
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needs were key elements of the important instrumental approach to mentoring that
formed a foundation for student-mentor relationships and relational supports. Although
these college-related tasks highlight students’ many fundamental needs for assistance,
mentors relied on their growing relationships with students to effectively push them
through to completion. For both students across all cases, instrumental guidance became
a reoccurring underpinning of the types of support student participants in the study
sought and received from their near-peer mentors.
Step-by-step guidance helped students navigate the path to college with
instrumental and relational tools. For students in this study, the need for accurate
information about college was only the start of their interactions and relationship with
their mentor. Despite varying levels of physical access and types of shared background
and cultural capital, students across all schools emphasized the navigational guidance and
emotional support provided by their near-peer mentors in just the first few months of
their senior year. For example, students did not just need the registration deadline for the
ACT or the school code required to register, they also needed step-by-step guidance to
know what questions were mandatory and which ones could be skipped, definitions for
confusing terms, confirmation that they could take the test again if it did not go well, etc.
Sometimes this navigational assistance was provided in structured and planned
one-on-one sessions, like at Jackson; or in a large class setting with students stopping by
for help with the process over the course of several hours, like at Golden; or called
through the window into the hallway computer corner, like at Washington. More likely,
within the span of any given day or week, mentors provided step-by-step guidance in a
wide variety of combinations. Theoretically, such exchanges indicate that within the
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college-bound figured world, mentors acted as mediators of student actions and
membership – creating and maintaining the figured world through induction into the
social practices as well as through ongoing social processes associated with being
college-bound.
Mentors believed step-by-step guidance was vital based on their own recent
experiences as a high school student with similar needs for ongoing guidance and from
their experiences serving as a mentor for the past year. While mentors described the need
to “stand on [student] heads” to make sure tasks were completed, or to “take it one step at
a time” together with students, or to simply help them “navigate the path,” all three nearpeer mentors believed this to be one of the top functions of their role in the school. In
helping students navigate these tasks along the path to college, mentors also pushed
students to keep moving and progressing along the path. Students noted this “pushing” in
powerful quotes and frequently indicated that the pushing was both necessary and
inspiring. As a result, the navigational assistance provided to students illustrates the
overlap in instrumental tools and relational tools used by mentors to support students and
the unique role of mentors to serve as navigators within the college-bound figured world.
Student needs for emotional support during the process of completing tasks, knowing
someone would be there to walk with them along the path to college, demonstrates this
intersection. In providing navigational support and step-by-step guidance about technical
tasks, mentors both used and built relationships with students that could eventually be
leveraged for additional mentoring tools. Mentors effectively modeled for students how
to navigate the steps to college while acknowledging and leveraging the value of shared
cultural capital.
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Reassurance pushed students with emotional support to aspire toward
college with confidence. Student participants in all three cases indicated that their
mentor pushed them to complete tasks for college but did so with welcomed
encouragement and necessary reassurance – powerful relational tools and emotional
support necessary for navigating the college-bound figured world which were only
available because of strong relationships between students and mentors. Given the time
of year, students especially sought out confidence and reassurance about their ACT
scores and mentors consistently offered encouragement that improvement was possible
and that the scores would not necessarily determine their success getting into the college
of their choice or their success in college and beyond. In the case of Ms. Faith and Ms.
Luna, mentors also used personal relationships and historical cultural capital to share
their own struggles with the ACT in order to reassure students that their scores would not
doom their futures in college and beyond. In doing so, mentors acted as role-models and
“proof” for students who needed emotional support to overcome psychological barriers
and worries about college - as a student at Golden High stated, “When people push us,
just it makes us feel better.” Modeling proof and offering emotional reassurance about
insecurities around college captures the heart of aspirational capital shared by mentors
with students within the college-bound figured world.
Pushing – pairing information and step-by-step guidance with consistent
encouragement and reassurance – indicates aspirational capital was a powerful relational
tool used by mentors to help students aspire to and continue to imagine themselves as
being college-bound. At times this reassurance came in the form of quick boosts of
confidence when students started to think or talk negatively, but for other students, the
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reassurances provided by their mentor seemed to have been internalized. These students
knew what their mentors would say in the face of student fears, both voiced and
unvoiced, and they channeled these reassurances when their own doubts (or even those of
their parents and peers) arose.
Such reassurances and aspirational pushes from mentors were welcomed by
students because they had developed relationships with their mentors and students felt
like their mentors understood them. Regardless of what kinds of shared cultural capital
was used to develop and grow each student-mentor relationship, for student participants
in these three schools, pushing students to complete necessary tasks and mentally
pushing students to aspire and overcome doubts about the path to college required
reassurances and consistent emotional support from near-peer mentors as well as the
physical and symbolic space to seek and receive such support.
Cross-Case Conclusion
The overarching and sub-themes for each case, presented in chapters four through
six, highlight the use of various instrumental and relational mentoring tools, especially
the use of expanded forms of capital to support students along the path to college. As
they welcomed students into the college-bound figured world, mentors also utilized social
processes and material artifacts to help students both try-on and fully enact a collegebound identity. Individual school contexts and the ways mentors and students developed
relationships in order to help students along the path to college. Three major cross-case
themes provided in this chapter drew from reoccurring themes and codes within
individual cases and included:
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1. Within the college-bound figured world, near-peer mentors (and sometimes
others) shared expanded/critical social capital to support students envisioning
and enacting college-bound identities.
2. Student-mentor relationships were grounded in shared non-dominant cultural
capital.
3. Near-peer mentors pushed students to navigate informational and psychological
barriers to college with emotional support.
Cross-case analysis suggests strong relationships between near-peer mentors and
students provided increasing opportunities for mentors to use relational tools to push
students along the path to college. More developed and personal relationships perhaps
allowed mentors additional emotional tools to help students combat psychological
obstacles within the college-bound figured world, but all three near-peer mentors
leveraged relationships with students to push them. With great consistency across cases,
the information, step-by-step guidance and reassurance provided suggest near-peer
mentors provided valuable instrumental support to all students and strong relational
supports to some students to help them envision and enact a college-bound identity.
Table 7.4 provides samples of data used to define individual themes and subthemes within and across cases. While observational data provided additional context,
examples below are all from individual student or mentor interviews. These data link to
individual cases but highlight the overall intersections within the college-bound figured
worlds between forms of cultural capital shared to build relationships and leveraged as
relational mentoring tools. These relational tools provided student participants of each
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college-bound figured world with critical forms of capital sometimes necessary for
students to overcome emotional barriers to college.
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Table 7.4: Cross-Case Data Examples
Major Theme

Within the collegebound figured
world, near-peer
mentors shared
expanded/critical
social capital to
support students
envisioning and
enacting collegebound identities

Sub-Theme
Accessibility to the
mentor and figured
world expanded or
limited access to
college-bound
identities

Mentors shared
expanded and
critical capital (and
in some schools,
others did too)

Personal
information served
as historical
cultural capital

Student and mentor
relationships were
grounded in shared
non-dominant
cultural capital

Youth cultural
capital as a key
feature of near-peer
mentoring

Cultural capital
based on race
promoted trust

Data Example
She's like for that with everybody. She'll talk to
you about anything even when like if she doesn't
know you she'll talk to you. Like she's a very
sweet person...Like everybody gets super
comfortable with her. (Emma, Interview on
November 6, 2018)
Oh, well some of them are like the college
ambassadors, once again, and some are just like
regular. So she's like, "Oh, I never thought you
would come in to see Ms. Faith." It's like well
over 30 people that come in here...Some of the
students kind of found their way there, and like
also the college ambassador introduced her, it's
like, "Hey, you can come to Ms. Faith for all the
information," even when the counselors may not
be available. (Carl, Interview on November 6,
2018)
She talks to me about her like family, how she
has all these sisters. And her family was low
income and then like her senior year she was
kinda like, she was homeless part of the time,
you know and she’s like, “I still got through it.”
She was like, “I went to X university. I was in
debt. Sometimes I struggled a lot.” She's like,
“You're going to experience that, you know.”
And I think we were alike ‘cause like we've had
hard lives, you know. And she talks to me a lot
about like what her college experience was like,
and how it changed her and everything. (Sofia,
Interview on November 9, 2018)
She has that type of sister vibe, because she's
young and, like she, like I said, she understands
this generation, so I just feel like, if you really
wanna talk to her, and wanna get close to her, I
feel like she would be like a big sister to you.
(Crystal, Interview on November 13, 2018)
But I feel like because of the minority population
especially with the kids and the culture that's
going around the nation now, they feel like they
have trust more with somebody that's of color
now. So like if I am of color, then I am gonna
talk to this teacher who is of color cause she
understands where I am coming from, although
unfortunately that might be the situation. (Ms.
Luna, Interview on November 9, 2018)
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Instrumental
support was
foundational to
overcoming
barriers to college

Near-peer mentors
pushed students to
navigate
informational and
psychological
barriers to college
with emotional
support

Step-by-step
guidance helped
students navigate
the path to college
with instrumental
and relational tools

Reassurance
pushed students
with emotional
support to aspire
toward college with
confidence

She gives me a lot of options. She gives me a lot
to think about, and if I'm still confused she'll
come up and she'll pull up the website. She'll pull
up what they're looking for and the requirements,
or if I'm having trouble finding scholarships,
she'll give me some resourceful websites that I
can use to sign up for them. (Brittany, Interview
on November 13, 2018)
I'd probably still wouldn't have taken my
ACT...All I'm hearing, all my teachers just
saying, "Make sure you take your ACT, make
sure your -" But nobody is stopping and helping
me get to that point to, you know? She was
telling about our waiver…I didn't know where to
go. I'm like, "Where do I sign up? How do I sign
up? You now, do I write a email out?" And Ms.
Hayden like, "No, go here. We're gonna get you-" She asked me if my lunch is free, I said
"Yeah." "We're gonna get you a free waiver to be
able to take this, this is where you gonna take it."
Everything, I got my ticket and everything, like,
within like two days. (Sincere, Interview on
November 13, 2018)
Basically, like she just reminds me that no matter
what..., Like, “You have all this stuff going on in
your life, that you can still make it. There's no
excuse not to make it.” Like she's like, “I did not
have good grades. I barely passed, you know, but
you see me, still here trying.” And you know I
think what she says she inspires a lot, you know.
‘Cause I am fortunate to have good grades and
everything and a roof over my head. And she
makes it like, “It does not matter where you
come from, you can always rise above it.”
(Sofia, Interview on November 9, 2018)

Increasing levels of physical access to the mentor enabled students more
opportunities to position themselves along a college-going path and within the collegebound figured world, but consistently high levels of approachability or perceived
accessibility meant that all students in this study were able to connect with their mentors
repeatedly and grow a relationship. Often, these relationships provided access to new
kinds of relational mentoring tools in addition to foundational instrumental support for
students to successfully navigate the college-bound figured world.
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While the levels of social support and availability of peer and adult social capital
varied by school, with some schools providing extensive peer and adults support and
others providing little engagement and support, the near-peer mentor at each school was
positioned at the center of student efforts to get on a successful path for college and as the
nucleus of the figured world around college. Moreover, even though the backgrounds,
personal characteristics, and level of personal sharing varied by mentor, students in all
cases indicated they had developed bonds of trust and connection to their near-peer
mentor, oftentimes in just the first few months of their senior year.
Clearly, some student-mentor relationships ran deeper because of more
established or shared forms of student valued cultural capital, but this distinction is only
noticeable when compared across cases. Students at Jackson, who described very few
bonds with other adults in the building, believed they had strong and personal
relationships with Ms. Hayden, despite the fact that she shared very little about her own
personal background or interests. Students at Washington, in contrast, accepted Ms.
Luna as “one of us” because the multiple bonds accessed through different types of
cultural capital were layered and unique.
Cross-case analysis illuminates valuable intersections within the college-bound
figured worlds between forms of cultural capital used to build relationships (youth,
music, etc.) and leveraged as relational mentoring tools. While student access to each
college-bound figured world varied by school, mentors across cases consistently acted as
guides or navigators to welcome new student participants to the figured world with
material and symbolic artifacts. Finally, within the physical and figurative space,
mentors provided students with whom they had developed strong relationships, critical
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forms of capital (navigational, aspirational) necessary to overcome barriers to identifying
as being college-bound and successfully enacting such an identity.
Conceptual Framework and Discussion
Originally, the conceptual framework proposed from the pilot study and literature
in chapter two and shown again in Figure 8.1, illustrated how mentors may provide
relational support by expanding and distinguishing traditional notions of social capital in
order to help students create college-bound identities in order to overcome barriers to
college. My goal was to try to differentiate the many threads of capital at play within
near-peer mentoring relationships and the social context, structures, and spaces where
students could envision and enact a college-bound identity.
Figure 8.1: Initial Conceptual Framework for Near-Peer Mentoring for College
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While this original conceptual framework helped to guide the research design,
data collection and analysis, I was certain the visual would need to be adapted based on
the findings from each case. To that end, I offer a revised conceptual framework in
Figure 8.2 that better highlights the complexities of relational support provided by the
three near-peer mentors and the nuances around the role of capital within the figured
worlds at each school. A brief overview of the framework is provided first and then each
research question will be addressed directly as they relate to this new visual
representation.
Figure 8.2: Final Conceptual Framework for Near-Peer Mentoring for College

The stacked blocks (instrumental support, navigational capital, aspirational
capital) illustrate the support mentors provided students to help them overcome a variety
of barriers to college. The arrow of relational support indicates mentors pushed students
to overcome particular psychological barriers to college by providing navigational capital
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and aspirational capital. Relational support itself, however, is grounded in
student/mentor shared cultural capital that enables them to build relationships. Social
capital, both in its traditionally understood definition, and in an expanded critical
interpretation, flows throughout the model to indicate the ways mentors, peers, and other
adults in each school building may have facilitated the use of instrumental, navigational,
and aspirational supports. Within the model, the college-bound figured world encircles
all of these exchanges and the mentor is centrally positioned within the figured world to
employ both instrumental and relational tools.
Figured Worlds
Within the school, how do near-peer mentors create real and figurative spaces, or
figured worlds, for students to see themselves as and ultimately become college-bound?
What defines the figured world? How are these figured worlds different or similar with
different near-peer mentors and in different schools?
Near-peer mentors at each school created and maintained both physical and
figurative spaces for students to imagine and enact college-bound identities. As shown in
Figure 8.2, figured worlds for near-peer mentoring for college are represented in the
conceptual framework by three different symbolic boundaries which encircle both
instrumental and relational tools as well as exchanges of capital. Consequently, the
following conceptual discussion prioritizes understanding the nature of college-bound
figured worlds in order to best frame the instrumental and relational tools used by
mentors and the way forms of capital were shared and leveraged to support students.
Since student participants in the study were already on the path to college, despite
different goals, starting points, and obstacles, charting their real and figurative moves to
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get on that path is not possible. However, both observations as well as student and
mentor statements about the social dynamics between peers, the mentor, and other adults
in each school indicate that even retrospective insights about how students and their peers
came to develop relationships and access each figured world are instructive to theory and
practice.
It is intentional that three different types of dotted lines are used to illustrate the
figured worlds because there were important differences within each case, especially
around access to each school’s figured world. Additionally, the language of students
finding access points to position themselves and be positioned on a path to college is also
purposefully indicated in Figure 8.2 by the three figured worlds combining to look like a
path or road. The mentor is indicated as a central focal point of the figured world, both
physically through their office space and symbolically as they shared capital and
supported student students over the barriers and obstacles along the path to college,
acting as “multicultural navigators” (Carter, 2005) within the college-bound figured
world.
Features of the figured worlds. Instrumental support intersects with the bounds
of the figured worlds in Figure 8.2 because informational tools, artifacts, and specific
actors like the mentor typically served as the quickest and most common entry point for
interactions with the figured world. Although each school displayed varying amounts of
instrumental tools and material artifacts, every mentor’s office displayed accessible
artifacts like posters, handouts, and information about college that students could easily
see and engage with. Additionally, asking the mentor a question or seeking clarification
about something displayed publicly revealed the lowest risk entry points to the figured
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world – possibilities to test out and try out a new college-bound identity. For example, a
student with no prior exposure to any of these near-peer mentors could participate in the
figured world by dropping by their mentor’s office for a very quick question like, “When
is the next ACT test?” Such an inquiry is simple and low-risk because it only assumes a
student is thinking about taking the test. However, many seniors described similar first
interactions with mentors the prior spring as juniors. Questions like these opened the
door for, or mediated, more engagement with the mentor, other students already on the
path to college, and ongoing and increasing levels of relationship-building and support.
As the physical and symbolic core of these figured worlds, mentors and their
spaces also mediated new possibilities for students to develop a college-bound identity
through specific artifacts (Holland et al., 1998). These artifacts acted as tools to mediate
entrance into the figured world and the inherent power and status within. Such artifacts
included almost always having an open door, playing soothing or popular music, and
displaying personal touches (rugs, curtains, pictures, etc.) that made the space stand out
as comfortable and welcoming within the school, despite typical furniture centering the
rooms like large desks and bookshelves.
Keeping a candy jar accessible for students to snag some sugar throughout the day
also acted as a physical artifact to welcome students into the figured world. The candy
also served as its own important artifact to extend the figuring of identities outside of the
office by serving as both a physical and symbolic tool for students to signal membership.
Imagine, for example, a student taking a piece of candy during a quick stop at the
mentor’s office and then eating the candy a few minutes later in a classroom far away in
the building. It is likely other students might ask with envy, “Where’d you get that?” and
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provide an opportunity to announce, “Ms. Hayden/Faith/Luna’s office.” In scenario,
students could claim membership along the path to college by simply having candy,
allowing the artifact to evoke the figured world and position students as members despite
being well outside the bounds of the office.
Mentor office spaces and the figured worlds they created “felt” different to
students because of the “vibes” found within and with each near-peer mentor. Across all
three cases, these vibes created and evoked a perceptually accessible figured world
because they were chill, relaxed, positive, and often full of banter, smiles, and laughter.
This vibe was also a striking departure from the other vibes found in the school and as a
result, the college-bound figured worlds created by near-peer mentors were appealing
destinations within the schools for students to make real and figurative efforts to both try
on and enact a college-bound identity. As Yosso’s (2005) aspirational capital contends,
the figured world at each school “nurture[d] a culture of possibility,” especially for
students who needed and sought relational support through emotional reassurance.
Differences between the figured worlds. Despite shared opportunities to access
this path and figured worlds through low-risk instrumental support, the level of access to
each figured world varied by school based on the nature of physical access to the mentor
as well as the social dynamics around peer and adult support. At Jackson, students
needed to take more risks to access the figured world because of the passes required and
the lack of extensive social capital networks of peers and adults introducing students to
the figured world. However, at Golden, peers were significant sources of access to the
figured world because student leaders relished their role as extensions of Ms. Faith and
therefore, extended the figured world into new social circles and contexts.
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At Washington, the college-bound figured world was accessible throughout the
building through multiple artifacts about college and an open ability to socialize and visit
Ms. Luna’s corner of the counseling suite. Students and adults at Washington also
extended the bounds of the figured world beyond the physical walls of this space because
college was promoted in public displays and supported by many teachers and staff.
However, the social positioning that resulted from such public artifacts indicate the
figured world at Washington was a dynamic space of individual and social interaction
and positioning. Washington’s robust college-bound figured world best exemplifies
Gee’s (2001) identity negotiation as a “dance” where students were simultaneously
“coordinating” with individual agency and “getting coordinated” by others as they sought
acceptance and reinforcement of their place on the path (p. 31).
Accessibility and entry points to the figured worlds were one of the most
prominent examples of differences across cases since the physical accessibility of each
space and accessibility of mentors to students differed dramatically. Additionally,
because of varying levels of relationships with students and overlapping cultural capital
at play, the levels of pushing and role modeling may have been different as stronger
relationships allowed for more psychological tools to address student emotional needs.
For example, reassurances were key to all figured worlds but the college-bound figured
world at Washington included “proof” of possible selves that could be imagined since
Ms. Luna’s personal and past experiences so closely mirrored those features in her
students. Her ability to be seen as “one of us” created more personal relationships with
some students and as a result, more opportunities to use relational tools like aspirational
capital for meeting student emotional needs.
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Instrumental and Relational Tools
How do near-peer mentors leverage instrumental and relational tools in their work to
help high school students overcome various barriers to college?
Compelling evidence from all three cases supports the view that students in these
contexts need extensive instrumental support to access college. This is not a surprising
finding given previous literature and extensive quantitative research which indicates
mentoring makes a difference for low-income, first-generation, and underrepresented
minority students accessing college (Avery, 2013; Bos, Berman, Kane, & Tseng, 2012;
Carrell & Sacerdote, 2013; Castleman & Goodman, 2018; Le, Mariano, & Faxon-Mills,
2016). Instrumental support was initially and remains a foundational block of the
conceptual framework for this study because of the fact that good information, important
deadlines, and clear resources are vital to any student being able to complete the many
tasks necessary to successfully apply, be admitted, and fund a college education. For
students in this study, the near-peer mentor was their main source of instrumental support
for college and as a result, the main source of social capital, as it is traditionally defined.
In effect, social capital, served as an essential tool in the instrumental mentoring toolbox
since mentors offered timely and accurate information, advocacy, and resources to every
student participant.
Instrumental support was foundational to nearly every interaction I observed and
an important element of every student interview. Given the time of year, ACT
registration was a reoccurring example of this instrumental need for support, but students
also sought and received information about particular programs of study, individual
institutions, and potential scholarship opportunities. When interactions between mentors
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and students were very social or even unrelated to college, there was usually still an
underlying question to be answered or instrumental need to be met. For example,
students could easily ask, “Are there any new scholarships today?” or “When are we
going to get to sign up for that upcoming college visit?” or “I need to take the ACT again,
when is the next test?” before grabbing a piece of candy and detouring to other topics like
music or movies. In affluent schools or for students whose parents individually direct or
personally complete tasks required for their son or daughter’s college admission,
instrumental support about college from a mentor may not be as important, but for
students at Jackson, Golden, and Washington, access to the instrumental tools of
mentoring were vital to helping students overcome numerous barriers to college.
Although student needs for instrumental support was important and often
foundational in these cases, the relational support provided by mentors was even more
powerful and illuminating because it attended to the compelling emotional needs of
students to overcome psychological barriers to college. Relational tools came in the form
of pushing students to help them effectively use instrumental information and assistance
and supporting them through the long college-going process with guidance and
reassurance. Students in this study, like those in Ceja (2000) and Stanton-Salazar (1997,
2011), clearly needed added measures of support to overcome emotional barriers around
college. This study demonstrates that near-peer mentors were adept at addressing these
emotional needs through relational tools like pushing students and at the same time,
offering encouragement and understanding. The student quote, “When people push us, it
just makes us feel better,” highlights the importance of both the pushing and the
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emotional support the pushing provides students – a powerful theme in every case in the
study.
Relational tools and expanded notions of capital. How are expanded notions of
capital accessed and used in the mentoring process?
Specific relational tools used by mentors connect directly to critical notions of
capital offered by Yosso (2005) and Stanton-Salazar (1997), as they offer corresponding
categorizations of capital that address student needs for emotional support. It is
important to note that although the visual conceptualization in Figure 8.1 indicates
various forms of capital as distinct boxes or ovals, they are not distinct or static.
Progressive changes, intersections, and overlaps in capital are abundant given nuanced
interpretations of the theory and its application here to students and near-peer mentors.
Expanded social capital. Traditional notions of social capital prevalent in
education research often define it as access to people and networks who provide valuable
information and resources for social mobility (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977; Coleman,
1988). In this way, exchanges of traditional social capital are found in the instrumental
supports mentors provided students with regularity. Expanded and critical notions of
social capital, in contrast, build on the acknowledgement that information, resources, and
contact with networks of people are only one piece of the social capital building block
students from historically marginalized communities access to overcome systemic and
psychological barriers to college.
This study confirms social capital and capital generally as defined by Yosso
(2005) played a significant role in mediating student empowerment. As the data
illustrates, near-peer mentors did not just share instrumental information and tools, but
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also offered students navigational and aspirational capital through their
relationships. Furthermore, peers and other adults within each school also presented tools
of social capital students would then leverage as resources for empowerment and
emotional support. As a result, near-peer mentors in this study capture Yosso’s critical
adaptation of social capital by “provid[ing] both instrumental and emotional support to
navigate through society’s institutions…while also reassuring the student emotionally
that he/she is not alone in the process” (2005, p. 79). Social capital in Figure 8.2,
therefore, runs parallel and through both instrumental support and relational supports
provided in association with navigational capital and aspirational capital.
Navigational capital. Navigational capital, described by Yosso’s (2005)
community cultural wealth model, builds on the instrumental support and traditional
social capital shared by mentors to actually help students through those procedural and
practical steps necessary for college. In some cases, the step-by-step technical guidance
provided was essential to students completing each task and in other cases, navigational
capital came in the form of emotional support provided by letting students know they
would not be alone in the process and would have help whenever it was needed.
Navigational capital here, as described by Yosso (2005), indicates that students
needed skills to “maneuver through” institutions and structures not designed for
“Communities of Color” or communities historically marginalized (p. 80). Furthermore,
near-peer mentors in this study did seem to act as “multicultural navigators,” individuals
described by Carter (2005) who themselves navigate (or recently navigated) both
dominant and non-dominant worlds and therefore role-model and emotionally support
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students as they also navigate the college-bound figured world and the transition to
college.
Aspirational capital. Yosso (2005) contends that aspirational capital helps
students “nurture a culture of possibility” and this is exactly what students with the
strongest relational bonds to their mentor indicated (p. 78). Ongoing reassurance,
emotional support, and role modeling served as psychological tools to help students
imagine and confirm possible identities about being college-ready and college-bound.
Yosso (2005) ascribes the notion of “lifting as one climbs” to an expanded view of social
capital, but I blur these distinctions between social and aspirational capital. Instead, in
this context, social capital flowed through and overlapped with navigational and
aspirational capital because the near-peer mentor was offering all of these forms of
capital, in addition to the traditional or dominant social capital typically found in
instrumental support and information (p. 80).
The conceptual framework in Figure 8.2 also indicates the highest block of
aspirational capital that helps students overcome barriers to college is smaller than that of
navigational capital because it required stronger relationship bonds between the near-peer
mentor and students. Additionally, not every student indicated that their mentor provided
such important psychological reassurance and role-modeling, but when they did (and they
did so in all three cases) students spoke of this unique emotional support with powerful
examples. Mentors did not act as “institutional agents” (Stanton-Salazar, 1997) to
provide authentic emotional support and trusting relationships for every student, but they
did play this role for some students in each school.
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Each mentor indicated that they believed their most important and impactful role
was helping guide students along the path to college, and this navigational capital was
clearly essential for many students to develop the skills and identity tools necessary to
successfully get and stay on the path. However, the aspirational capital mentors offered
students is difficult to put into words because it was so deeply tied to student emotions,
fears, and sometimes subtle or silent thoughts. At its most profound, the reassuring and
uplifting words of mentors became the psychological refrain in students’ minds. Students
spoke both the words as well as the tone and confidence of their mentors and these
statements made them believe a college-going identity was possible, despite a variety of
structural, societal, financial, academic, and other barriers on the path. In this way,
aspirational capital seemed to build on social and navigational capital in a dynamic
process prompted by and promoted by impactful pushing from the near-peer mentor.
Student cultural capital. As Figure 8.2 indicates, various forms of cultural
capital operate not as instrumental or relational tools of near-peer mentoring, but rather
capital shared between students and mentors that enabled authentic relationship-building.
In this scenario, student cultural capital is made up of combinations of diverse forms of
cultural capital students recognize within the school environment and illustrate the
“context-specific” and non-dominant capital described by Carter (2003, p. 137). Since all
people have cultural capital, but only some capital is valued in the stratified social
structures inside and outside the school, student cultural capital reflects the cultural
capital students use and value. This version of cultural capital is nearly impossible for
me to define with clear distinctions because it is based on whatever features of “cultural
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authenticity” students use to “draw boundaries” between themselves and adults at the
time (Carter, 2003, p. 142).
Forms of student cultural capital were used to build relationships when near-peer
mentors expressed or possessed some overlapping values with individuals or groups of
students at each school. Obviously, “students” are not a monolithic block and I do not
want to portray them as such. Instead, as a multi-dimensional form of cultural capital,
these markers of cultural authenticity come from youth culture as well as race, fashion,
music, socio-economic class, language, and/or a number of other kinds cultural resources
with which students use to characterize, position, and socially reward each other. Figure
8.2 designates race, age, music, fashion, and history as elements of student cultural
capital because they were most relevant to students in these cases, but there is also one
sphere drawn within student cultural capital left empty to indicate the existence of other
forms and values as well.
In order to use relational tools, near-peer mentors had to first develop
relationships with students. It would not have been the same for just anyone to push
students, because constant reminders from an “outsider” or someone with no access to
elements of student cultural capital, could have easily been interpreted as negative or
nagging. And, as students made clear, it would not have been the same for just anyone to
tell a student, “I believe in you.” Instead, students indicated again and again that pushing
from their near-mentor was welcome and needed because they trusted their mentors and
because they believed the encouragement was coming from a place of understanding who
they were as complex, young individuals. Such trust and understanding often came as a
result of the near-peer mentors either sharing forms of student cultural capital like youth
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capital, Black cultural capital, history as capital, or simply recognizing these forms of
capital and associated experiences as important assets to be cultivated and accessed in
student-mentor interactions.
As young professionals, near-peer mentors inherently straddled the cultural words
of students and staff within their schools. Although students were quick to confirm that
mentors were professionals, their age and near-peer status enabled them to more
authentically access expanded forms of student cultural capital to build relationships with
students and gain their trust. As an outsider to nearly all of these forms of cultural
capital, I was not able, nor did I try to distinguish, categorize, or define these multidimensional forms of cultural capital valued by students. However, it was clear that
shared music tastes, fashion choices, language, and even shared histories through socioeconomic class experiences were at play within this realm and that by accessing some
amount of student cultural capital, near-peer mentors were able to develop and leverage
relationships with students to uniquely push them along a path to college.
Personal Background as Historical Cultural Capital
How do the personal backgrounds of near-peer mentors and students shape the
mentoring process, in particular, the mentor’s use of instrumental and relational tools?
Physical and perceptual approachability allowed mentors to share extensive levels
of instrumental support to all students with whom they interacted. This instrumental
support often provided the initial opportunities for access to and interactions with
mentors which were frequently followed-up with continuous assistance and navigational
support. Through these ongoing interactions, relationships with some students became
more deeply developed and allowed for increasing levels of shared cultural capital.
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Figure 8.2 does not explicitly illustrate the interaction between mentors’ personal
background and the overall mentoring process, but the role of personal background is tied
to multi-dimensional student cultural capital accessed by mentors. Mentors shared their
personal stories and interests with students at varying levels, but all students indicated
they felt they had strong and trusting relationships with their mentors. Since the study
design called for senior participants who had “good relationships” with their near-peer
mentor and focus group participants who had at least some familiarity with the mentor, it
is difficult to trace exactly how and when these relationships formed. However, being
close in age to students - sharing basic levels of cultural and youth capital - appeared to
effectively promote mentor approachability, especially when compared to other adults in
the buildings. For example, Ms. Hayden, who shared very little personal background
with students at Jackson, was able to access student cultural capital because she seemed
to value youthful or trendy fashion more than other teachers and staff in building. She
did not have to look like students or share the exact same cultural capital because she was
able to subtly assert a shared appreciation for style which enabled relationship-building
with students.
Although mentors revealed different levels of shared personal interests and
backgrounds with students, it is noteworthy that students at each school felt personally
connected to their mentors, and in almost every instance, more connected to their mentors
than any other adult in the school. Regardless of mentors’ personal backgrounds, all
students indicated their mentor pushed them to aspire to and successfully navigate toward
college using relational tools like guidance and reassurance. Pushing was amplified
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however, especially in the use of aspirational capital as a relational tool, when mentor and
student backgrounds, experiences, and forms of cultural capital overlapped with students.
Despite not sharing much of her personal background with students, Ms. Hayden
was seen as an astute listener who encouraged students to talk about their own
experiences, hopes, and interests. Students at Jackson did not even realize they knew
very little about Ms. Hayden until I asked them basic questions about her they could not
answer. Even without shared personal connections, she leveraged relational tools to push
students because she was seen as someone who was positive and genuinely listened and
therefore, cared about students. Although she did not talk about it with them, her own
experience and personal history fueled a passion to always listen to students and let those
interests, hopes, and goals guide her interactions and the relational tools she used to help
push students with strong navigational support as well as reassurance.
Ms. Faith shared more of her personal story with students than Ms. Hayden, but
only as much as was necessary to let students know she understood them and their range
of challenges. She was an intentional role model for students and a source of positivity,
even with a no-nonsense approach to pushing them by “standing on” their heads. While
students did not speak to the role her shared African-American background played in
building relationships with them, Ms. Faith did believe her students accepted her because
of her race – a shared Black cultural capital.
Shared personal interests and varieties of cultural capital were shared mutually
and extensively between students and their mentor at Washington High and this seemed
to result in very strong personal bonds to the point where students embraced Ms. Luna as
“one of us.” This level of social acceptance provided many opportunities for Ms. Luna to
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connect with students, but it was her ability to recognize student fears and concerns that
propelled high levels of emotional reassurance and relational support for students.
Additionally, because she was open and proactive in talking about her own academic,
personal, financial, and psychological struggles, she provided added levels of aspirational
capital by modeling persistence and determination to overcome obstacles. This
aspirational capital served as a tool to directly address student stated and unstated fears
about college because she not only recognized them, but students trusted her pushing
because they believed she deeply and uniquely understood them.
Given that all mentors were women of color and most participants were also
students of color, a shared racial background was certainly in the mix of this relationship
formula, but more research is needed to better clarify and comprehend the dynamic
nature of this feature within near-peer mentoring for college.
These three cases indicate personal characteristics like age/youth, approachability,
and positivity cut across boundaries of background and although relational support
appeared to grow as students and mentors developed relationships, instrumental support
was a fundamental tool in the mentoring tool box. It is impossible to accurately or
quantitatively measure the depths of impact made when features of student personal
background or historical cultural capital overlapped with near-peer mentors and it was
not the goal of this study to do so. However, it does appear that having mentors who
could deeply understand and empathize with student self-doubt and fears about college
because of their personal histories made a difference for students considering college,
regardless of their academic strengths or preparedness.
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Results from this study confirms the hypothesis of Gándara and Mejorado (2005)
who “wondered if there is not also an added measure of inspiration when a student’s
mentor has confronted the same barriers and overcome them” (p. 108). When near-peer
mentors used their personal background, histories, and experiences as examples, students
believed that their mentors could better understand where they were coming from
(especially compared to other teachers, counselors, and adults), and were therefore better
able to grasp students’ potential for success. Essentially, mentors who faced and talked
about overcoming similar barriers offered proof to students that they could overcome
them as well. Ms. Luna, in particular, provided inspiration to students through both
reassurance that they could overcome challenges and role-modeling the determination
and strategies to do so because she openly shared and accessed cultural capital based on
her personal experiences and past.
Ultimately, however, students in this study were eager for relationships and
pushing from their mentors, regardless of the level of shared historical cultural capital.
All of the near-peer mentors provided inspiration and reassurance for students through a
combination of instrumental and relational tools, regardless of their pasts or background.
Near-peer status in itself provided entry points for students to develop these bonds,
although cultural capital based on race, personal history, and other background
similarities cannot be discounted as important factors as well. Mentors were seen by
students as individuals that could be trusted because of their close proximity to the
college experience and the effort they took to get to know students while providing both
instrumental and relational supports through the process of navigating the path to college.
Students did not start the mentoring process by asserting, “I don’t have confidence that I
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can make it to college, can you help me?” Rather, through ongoing instrumental supports
and many combinations of interactions, relationships developed and students built trust in
their mentors who then leveraged these relationships to push students and help them build
crucial confidence to enter the college-bound figured world and enact a college-bound
identity.
Theoretical and Research Contributions
As described in Chapter 2, there is substantial quantitative research which
suggests mentoring promotes the development of social capital for students who are
underrepresented on college campuses – those students who may be low-income, or the
first in their families to attend, or from communities of color. Although these students
often face demonstrable financial, informational, and systematic barriers to college, little
prior research has focused on the role mentoring plays for addressing the emotional and
psychological needs of these students. This qualitative study attempted to address this
gap to clarify how near-peer mentors acknowledge and support the various needs of
students as they navigate the complex path to college.
Findings from three case studies of near-peer mentors in three different high
schools suggest that there is much more at work within student-mentor relationships than
traditional social capital development. Yes, information and resources were essential for
students and represented the crucial instrumental needs students must have met in order
to successfully access college. However, invaluable relational tools and supports for
students spoke to equally important emotional challenges students from historically
disadvantaged or underrepresented backgrounds face along the path to college. As a
result, this study contributes evidence of the importance of critical and expanded notions
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of social and other forms of capital proposed by Yosso (2005) and Carter (2003).
Descriptions the complex instrumental and relational tools of mentoring contribute to
these theories by illustrating how near-peer mentors act as “multicultural navigators”
(Carter, 2005) and “institutional agents” (Stanton-Salazar, 2011) to facilitate student
empowerment and ultimately help students from marginalized backgrounds access
college.
In addition to building on theories of capital for accessing college, the study
sought to contribute new understandings around the complex process of becoming
something new – in this case, the transition from a high school student to a college
student. The concept of figured worlds proposed by Holland et al. (1998) offered
opportunities to apply a unique concept of identity work or self-authoring to the
multifaceted process of becoming college-bound within the social context of school.
This study illuminated that within college-bound figured worlds, a variety of artifacts,
tools, and interactions mediated the way students saw themselves and the way others saw
them. Although each college-bound figured world was unique, the similarities and
differences of individual cases provided rich insight into the positions offered, taken up,
required and facilitated throughout the college-bound figured worlds – in both physical
and symbolic spaces. This study indicates near-peer mentors can intentionally create
such spaces within schools in order to enable student exploration of the path to college
and opportunities to author a possible self that is college-bound.
Finally, the role of personal background in the mentoring process was
examined since part of the process of developing a possible self includes identifying with
others. While results indicated mentors who shared similar life experiences and interests
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developed deeper relationships and utilized additional emotional and psychological
mentoring tools, more research is necessary to better understand this phenomenon.
Adolescents on the cusp of high school graduation are all faced with complicated identity
work to determine “who am I” in the next important phase of life and adulthood. This
study contributes to one piece of that “who am I” puzzle, but identity work does not
happen in isolation to the other pieces at work for students.
Limitations and Future Research
Although the findings from this study are not intended to be generalizable,
additional research with near-peer mentors suggest several opportunities for expanding,
confirming, or even complexifying themes established within and across these three
cases. Specifically, future lines of research should focus attention on the dynamics
between student and mentor personal backgrounds, including race, in order to confirm or
clarify some of the unique combinations of supports uncovered here. Student
demographics across all three schools were diverse, but the demographics of mentor
participants were narrow and illustrate a limitation of this study described in Chapter 3.
By having three female mentors, two of which were African-American and one Latina,
and all of whom were the first in their immediate families to graduate college, no contrast
was possible about the role of dominant cultural capital, dramatically dissimilar
backgrounds, or the role of gender in relationship-building between mentors. Future
studies should directly consider and ask students about the role of race, gender, and other
elements of intersectionality in shaping mentor-student relationships and impacts.
Additionally, since another limitation of the study was that it offers only a twoweek window between observations and interviews, longitudinal or ethnographic
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research on these same topics could reveal more insight about key processes like
relationship-building and college-bound identity making. Mentors chose student
participants with whom they had good relationships and as a result, all the student
participants were already positioned within the college-bound figured world. Although I
learned about relationship-building from student and mentor reflections and observed
essential physical and social dynamics around how students might first access a path to
college, research utilizing long-term observations and longitudinal conversations with
students would offer more detailed insights around these important processes and more
robust understandings about the college-bound figured world at each school.
Additionally, more expansive observations and interviews would provide richer insights
into the full nature of each school’s college-bound figured world since this study focused
attention on near-peer mentors as the locus of the figured-world.
Future research on the role and impact of mentoring for college access would be
served to both acknowledge the unique relational tools of mentoring and focus additional
inquiry on the important identity-making process involved in the transition to college.
The powerful role of critical and expanded notions of capital are also important
considerations for future researchers as these forms of capital are relevant to
understanding structural, societal, and psychological barriers students from historically
marginalized backgrounds often must overcome in the transition to college. Financial,
academic, and informational barriers to college are pervasive, but college access
researchers and practitioners should not overlook the additional identity work required of
students to envision themselves as college-bound and the relational supports necessary to
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position and support students as they strive to enact such an identity and overcome
psychological barriers to college.
Finally, this study indicates that near-peer mentors play a valuable role within
schools to help students envision and enact college-bound identities. Future research
should consider comparisons to schools without near-peer mentors to better understand
the uniqueness of the role near-peer status plays in building relationships with students
and assisting them to overcome both informational and psychological barriers to college.
Implications for Practice
Findings from this multi-case study on near-peer mentoring suggest valuable
implications for practice – especially for schools and educators committed to better
understanding and serving historically marginalized students along the long and
complicated path to college. A key implication of this research is for schools to
thoroughly consider definitions of what it means for students to be college-ready. A
common definition that should not be discounted or minimized is that strong academic
preparation, like instrumental support, is a fundamental component of being collegeready. Students in this study expressed a desire to be academically challenged in order to
feel confident that their high school coursework will set them up for success.
In addition to academic preparation, however, school leaders should also
recognize students’ unique emotional needs for authentic relationships that offer guidance
and reassurance along the path to college. Attention to the emotional needs of students
indicate power in pairing academic preparation with attention to the psychological
barriers facing students traditionally marginalized along the path to college. Students
expressed in words and actions a need for caring relationships with adults at school. This
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is not groundbreaking news, but it is confirmation that students, even seniors eager to
graduate and start the next stage of life, benefit from relationships with adults who will
listen to their goals and push them to achieve them. This study suggests relationships and
relational support matters for students and schools seeking to help more students access
college may want to consider ways to facilitate, promote, and encourage time and space
for students to build strong relationships with caring and informed adults.
Students recognize teachers, counselors, coaches and other adults who make time
and space to get to know them and schools may also benefit from considering policies
and places where such relationships can be better enabled. Certainly, not every teacher or
adult in a school can realistically provide authentic relational support to students, but this
study suggests access to positive adult relationships is valuable for students who may
have additional emotional needs along the path to college. Schools without near-peer
mentors may want to contemplate different distributions of counselor duties in order to
provide increased counselor availability for students and schools with near-peer mentors
may also benefit from a reconsideration of practices and policies surrounding access to
mentors in order for more students to explore college-bound paths.
Implications from student voices at all three schools indicates that the common
counseling model and scope of duties may well need to be reinvented if student needs are
to be more adequately served at school. It is not enough to assume simply that more
counselors will fix or address the lack of connections students felt to adults at schools
like Jackson and Golden. In the current model, counselors in this study were seen as
primarily tasked with assisting students with functional responsibilities like changing
course schedules or, in contrast, addressing significant emotional and/or mental health
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needs. They were often inaccessible and too busy to discuss college or future aspirations
with students – both those purposely pursuing four-year institutions and those just
starting to explore college-bound possibilities. Additionally, important relational tools
are only available if counselors, mentors, and/or other adults make time to develop
relationships with students to build trust and provide authentic reassurance and
encouragement. These relationships are forged over time through interactions which
value student cultural capital, experiences, hopes and fears and nurture possibilities for
the future.
This study indicates college-bound figured worlds can be intentionally created
within schools and such a conclusion provides opportunities for schools to consider how
current systems, structures, and spaces allow (or prevent) students to consider, explore,
and enact college-bound identities. With sensitivity to how school culture, physical
layouts, and pass policies make a difference for where, how, and from whom students can
access emotional support, schools can identify and potentially expand the impact of their
college-bound figured worlds in order to welcome and support more students. There are
certainly trade-offs associated with allowing students freedom to exit class to visit with
counselors or mentors at will, and this study does not suggest students should be able to
indefinitely camp out in such spaces. However, a better understanding and appreciation
of the benefits of allowing access to the college-bound figured world may help schools
consider adding flexibility and intentional opportunities for students to explore a path to
college and gain support along the path.
This study also promotes implications for mentoring programs and specifically,
near-peer mentoring programs who recruit, train, and place near-peer mentors like Ms.
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Hayden, Ms. Faith, and Ms. Luna. The relational elements explored in this study speak
to the art rather than the science behind mentoring, but program trainings should include
insights to help mentors reflect on their own experiences in order to be intentional about
if, how, and when they share such personal information. Although this study shows there
is not a formula for balancing student needs for both instrumental and relational support,
focused trainings could help mentors be sensitive to student emotional needs, those
spoken and unspoken, and to the risks associated with even considering college. This
study indicates that school culture and context make a difference in relationship-building
and placing mentors into environments where they can successfully balance the
intersectionality of who they are with the social dynamics, policies, and procedures of
each school are important considerations for any program.
This study also suggests that program trainings should help mentors be intentional
and attuned to the navigational and aspirational needs of students right away rather than
realizing too late that pushing is positive or assuming that students may reject such
pushes. During the member check, all near-peer mentor participants expressed relief that
their students appreciated the pushing they provided along the path because they were not
sure how students interpreted it. Some critics of such pushing may claim that such
intensive support is analogous to “holding the hands” of students during the college
application and admission process and that it actually does students a disservice because
such supports will not be available while they are in college. However, many students
clearly need this pushing through the process because it addresses an important emotional
need to not feel alone in a system not designed to support the needs of low-income, firstgeneration, and/or underrepresented minority backgrounds.
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Pushing, through constant reminders, offers to help complete tasks with students,
and reassurances, tells students that they can complete the steps it takes to get to college,
that they deserve to make it to there, and that someone they trust believes in their ability
to get to college and succeed. Pushing, helps students feel better and indicates important
student needs that can be uniquely addressed through near-peer mentoring.
Finally, the study offers insight into the college-bound figured worlds at three
partner schools, but such an analysis would be helpful to undertake at all partner schools
in the state, as well as the 700+ schools served by mentors in 28+ similar programs across
the nation. Understanding features of each school’s college-bound figured world offers
near-peer mentors valuable awareness for ways to both expand access to college-bound
possibilities to more students and make intentional a variety of tools for figuring new
positions and identities within the school.
Conclusion
This study sought to explore the unique ways near-peer mentors serving in three
different high schools help historically marginalized students address and overcome
informational and psychological barriers to college. Through an examination of various
mentoring tools, relationships, and contexts of each case, data and analysis indicated
near-peer mentors utilized instrumental tools to support student informational needs and
relational tools to push students along the path to college. This pushing acknowledged
and attended to student psychological needs to navigate the path with empowering tools
of navigational and aspirational capital and provided critical emotional support to
students as they persisted through technical and mental obstacles along the path.
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Emotional support and reassurance was necessary and powerful because, as Aliya
from Golden High School described, “When people push us, it just makes us feel better”
and Emma from Golden said, “She believes in you even when you don’t believe in
yourself.” Ms. Luna at Washington openly and intentionally used her own story to
provide aspirational capital and be a role model for students like Nyssa who said, “She's
living breathing proof of like, what I can do.” Pushing was possible and effective
because of authentic and trusting relationships between students and mentors grounded
by different elements of shared cultural capital like youth, race, music, language, fashion,
and even personal history.
The social contexts at each school also played an important and overarching role
in the way mentors interacted with students to both support those already positioned on
the path to college as well as students just trying out a college-bound identity. As a
result, exploring the nature and nuances behind individual and collective college-bound
figured worlds provided rich insights into existing and new possibilities for expanding
access to college to more students. Since an average of only 41% of graduates from
Jackson, Golden, and Washington high schools go on to two or four-year colleges,
expanding the college-bound figured world at each school and offering possibilities for
more students to embrace college-bound identities are vital to promoting and improving
college access. By providing physical and symbolic spaces to envision themselves as
being college-bound and then offering opportunities to successfully enact such an
identity, near-peer mentors powerfully help historically disadvantaged and
underrepresented students navigate and overcome barriers on the path to college.
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Appendix A: Mentor Interview Protocol


Consent form reviewed prior to beginning the interview

Thank you for taking the time to answer some questions about your background and
approach to near-peer advising. As a doctoral student in the College of Education, I am
conducting research on how mentoring students about college works at this high school.
There is no right or wrong response to any of the following questions and your answers
will not be evaluated or shared with others. If it is OK with you, we will turn on the
video recording and start now. Let’s begin with introductions. Please tell me your
name, school, and year of service.
Questions:
1. Tell me about what it’s like to be a mentor at _________ school.
a. Is this school anything like the one you attended?
b. What is the culture like at the school – does it have a “college-going”
culture?
2. Tell me about why you wanted to be a college mentor.
a. Has the experience been what you expected it to be?
b. Has anything surprised you about your experience so far?
3. Tell me about (or show me around) your space here at the school.
a. How did you make this space different or your own?
b. Do students react to any aspect of this space?
4. Do you feel like your approach to advising is different this year compared to last?
a. Do you think the students notice a difference in you?
b. Do you think the staff notice a difference in you?
c. Do you think you would approach advising any differently if you stayed
for another year? What might be different?
5. Tell me about your interactions with your students.
a. What do you talk about?
b. How often do you interact?
c. Do you ever interact with students outside of college advising? Clubs,
sports, etc.? Why?
6. Some mentors describe having a “crew” or their “babies” or their students who
just stand out to them in a special way, do you have a group of students like that
here?
7. Do you interact with some students more than others – a group of “regulars”?
a. What are those students like?
b. Why do you think you interact with them more? (Do they seek you out)
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8. Do you feel like some students identify with you?
a. If so, who are those students?
b. Why do you they might see be?
c. Do you think of yourself as a role model for students?
9. Do you identify or see yourself in any of your students? If so, why/how so?
a. Does that change the way you interact with those students?
10. Do you ever share information about your own background with students?
a. What your own path to college was like?
b. About any good/bad choices you made along the way?
c. Do you ever about your personal life outside of school?
i. Likes, dislikes, hobbies, music tastes, family, etc?
11. Do you think you are similar or different to other teachers/adults in the building?
a. Do you think students identify with you more as a near-peer compared to
other adults in the building?
12. As a near-peer, young professional in the school do you see yourself as a more of
a peer or as more of a professional?
a. Do you try to present yourself the same way to both to students and staff?
b. Can you describe examples of ways you might be perceived as more of a
peer?
c. Can you describe ways you might be perceived as more of a professional?
13. Do you think students trust you more than other staff in the building when it
comes to discussing life after high school?
a. Why or why not?
b. In what ways? Discussions you have had or perceptions?
14. Do you think you have made an impact on student decisions about what to do
after HS?
15. What does it mean to you to empower students to go to college?
a. Do you think you have been successful at empowering students to go to
college?
b. Do you think your interpretation of this statement has changed based on
your time and experience as a mentor (before you started vs. now?)
Finally, as I mentioned at the beginning, the purpose of this study is to learn about how
mentoring students about college works at this school. Is there anything I failed to ask
about?
Thank you again for taking the time to participate in this interview.
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Appendix B: Student Interview Protocol


Consent form reviewed prior to beginning the interview

Thank you for taking the time to answer some questions about your mentor.
As a doctoral student in the College of Education, I am conducting research on how nearpeer college advisers interact with and provide mentoring and guidance to high school
students.
If it is OK with you, we will turn on the recorder and start now.
Questions:
1. First, can tell me a little bit about yourself (year in school, activities, family, etc.)?
2. What is it like to be a student at _____ high school?
a. Do you have a favorite class or activity you are involved with?
b. Who do you tend to hang out with when you’re at school?
3. I know it’s early, but what are you thinking your plans are for after high school?
a. Has your thinking about college changed over time?
4. Do teachers and administrators at the school expect kids to go to college after
high school?
a. What kinds of things do they do or say to express these expectations?
b. How do you know who is planning to go to college among your peers?
5. Tell me about your interactions with Ms. _____________.
a. How often do you interact with her?
b. Where are those interactions?
c. What do you talk about?
d. Do you ever interact with ____ outside of college advising? Clubs, sports,
etc.?
6. How well would you say Ms. _____ knows you?
a. How does this compare to other teachers or staff at school?
7. Do you think you have a unique connection to Ms. ____________ or do other
students interact in the same way with her?
a. Why?
8. How approachable is Ms. _____________?
a. Is he/she easy to talk to?
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b. Can you describe what makes her this way?
9. Tell me about Ms. ____ space here at school. How would you describe it to
others?
10. Do you identify (see yourself in) her at all?
a. Do you feel like she is a role model in any way?
11. What do you know about Ms. ________________ own background?
a. Do you know what her path to college was like?
b. Does he/she talk about his/her personal life outside of school?
i. Likes, dislikes, hobbies, music tastes, family, etc?
12. How is Ms. _________ similar or different to other teachers/adults in the
building?
a. Are there other adults in the building you relate to and why/why not?
b. Do you see her as a more of a peer or as more of a professional? Describe
why.
13. Has Ms. _________ made an impact on your decisions about what you will do
after HS?
14. Do you think Ms. ________ has made an impact with other students at the
school?
15. If Ms. _________ was not at this school, who or where would you go for
assistance with college stuff?
16. How much do you trust what Ms. ____________ tells you about college or life?
Why?

Finally, as I mentioned at the beginning, the purpose of this study is to learn about how
advisers mentor students about college.
Is there anything I failed to ask about or you would like to share?
Thank you again for taking the time to participate in this interview.
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Appendix C: Student Focus Group Protocol


Consent form reviewed prior to beginning the interview

Thank you for taking the time to answer some questions about your college mentor and
the college going culture of your school.
As a doctoral student in the College of Education, I am conducting research on how
college advisers interact with and mentor students about college.
If it is OK with you, we will turn on the recorder and start now.
1. First. Please go around the circle and introduce yourself with your name and year in
school.
2. Tell me what it’s like to be a student at this school.
o Do many students go to college after HS?
o To where do students typically attend college?
o Do teachers/coaches talk about college?
o How do you know who plans to go to college at this school?
3. Where do each of you learn about college or get information about college?
o Do any of you have plans already in your mind about what you’ll do after HS?
o When did you start to think about college?
o What kinds of things/people help you to think through your plans after high
school?
4. Tell me about your college adviser – Ms. ______.
o What do you know about her?
o Have you ever come to visit her?
o How often have you interacted?
o What is your impression of her?
o Do you relate to her at all?
5. Who does Ms. _____ interact with most in the school?
6. If Ms. ___ wasn’t at this school and this role didn’t exist, what would that be like?

As I mentioned at the beginning, the purpose of this study is to learn about your mentor
and the college going culture of your school.
Is there anything I failed to ask about or that you would like to share?
Thank you for taking the time to participate.
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Appendix D: Coding Data Table
Summary of Final Interview Coding
Individual Codes
Accessibility or Approachability
Distinction from Others
Building Relationships
Knowing and Remembering
Listening and Talking
Unbiased No Judgement
Counselors
Teachers and Other Adults
Future or Life Focus
Guiding Step-by-Step: Navigational
Instrumental - info, deadlines, etc.
Personal Info and Connections
Racial Background
Physical Space
References to Age or Youth
Understands and relates
Relational/Emotional Support
Motivates
Pushes
Reassures/Encourages
Role Model/Inspiration
School Culture
Student to Student - Social Context
Student Identity
Thinking about college
Trust
Empathy and Understanding
Honesty
Informed
Role and title

# References by Code
Jackson Golden Washington
14
31
28

Total
73

4

7

1

12

3

2

10

15

15
8
3
7
7
12
44
22
7
15
13
6

4
1
6
1
1
7
24
24
3
8
6
6

10
0
5
6
3
12
37
43
6
28
20
23

29
9
14
14
11
31
105
89
16
51
39
35

1
7
6
6
52
26
15
4

4
11
16
5
34
26
8
0

6
11
21
9
50
65
9
2

11
29
43
20
136
117
32
6

8
4
6
2

0
2
0
1

2
2
3
1

10
8
9
4
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Appendix E: Coding Summary by Source
Coding by Interview Source
Data Source
Ms. Faith – Golden
Ms. Hayden – Jackson
Ms. Luna – Washington
Aliya – Golden
Alicia – Washington
Brittany – Jackson
Carl – Golden
Chance – Washington
Crystal – Jackson
Emma – Golden
James – Golden
John – Jackson
Malia – Jackson
Nyssa – Washington
Omari – Golden
Shane – Washington
Sincere – Jackson
Sofia – Washington

Interview
Length (min)
60
75
77

# References
Coded*
49
48
82

# Themes Coded
(35 max)
17
16
21

34
27
26
26
28
30
37
18
46
31
41
41
28
37
46

38
40
46
20
40
46
42
21
34
33
38
25
35
47
67

16
21
21
13
13
22
22
12
18
17
17
14
14
22
17

Golden Focus Group
35
48
9
Jackson Focus Group
20
17
23
Washington Focus Group
30
44
17
* Note. The same reference may have been coded into more than one theme. A
maximum of 35 different themes were possible, although several of these were
later collapsed into 27 final codes.
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